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The Secret History of the International Court of Justice
VII

The third International Court of Justice trial over the suspect 

Part X

1 August – 17 November, 2016

LEGEND

The Secret Society women consist of (as of August 2016): Karin (the German Lady, K), 
Angelica (Angelina, G), Kiersten (J), SDW (Maura), and Dr P (Petterson). For brevity’s 
sake, the “Secret Society women” shall be referred to simply as the “SS women” in the 
following narrative.

The “Long Keng volunteer” continues to be increasingly active with the Secret Society 
women. His function, however, is increasingly the “status-checker”. He seems to be a 
Taiwanese living in southern California – a system administrator who also works in interior
design. (Very possibly a certain “Glenn Chen”, a friend of MaryAnne’s.)

This is a thoroughly revised version of the original “Prelude-Grand”, originally composed 
in June 2017, with minor revisions of details and corrections of grammar and spelling 
afterward. The last revision, with the file name “prelude_grand_2o.pdf”, was dated 
03.12.2019 and can still be found in the same folder. The principal fault of the original 
version consists in the failure to recognize the Russians’ primary concern, i.e. to establish 
the Homeland Security warnings about the suspect to be correct in order to prevent the CIA
from reactivating the previous ICJ trial. This thoroughly revised version shall correct this, 
along with other mistakes in identifying the visits from the Secret Society women’s 
volunteers. 

This thoroughly revised version remains nevertheless the “short version”. That means that 
not every visit will be listed. Notably, most of the Secret Society women’s volunteers’ visits
to the suspect’s Thermodynamic Interpretation of History and Scientific Enlightenment. 
That is to say, for brevity’s sake, most of the false reports about the suspect’s plagiarism are
not detailed. Certain groups of regular visitors will however still be noted – whether they 
are here to make false reports about the suspect’s plagiarism or to create decoys: the “South
African Group”, the “Indian Group” and the associated “Quantil Group”, the “ENA 
Group”, and the “Iowa City Group”.

Because this thorough revision aims merely to correct certain conclusions of the original 
version without relisting all the visits and reconstructing therefrom a more comprehensive 
scenario, this “short version” can only be approximately correct. For a totally accurate 
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reconstruction of what happened during this “Trump episode”, the reader is asked to wait 
for the final “long version”.

RESUME

The following reconstructs Homeland Security’s and the Secret Society women’s operation 
against the suspect and the associated International Court of Justice trial from 1 August to 
17 November, 2016. This period must figure as the most exciting episode in the Secret 
Society women’s six-year long pursuit of the suspect and his website, culminating in the 
Trump team’s definitive involvement after their electoral victory in November. This would 
incidentally become part of the story of Trump’s pre-inaugural “Russia connection”, which 
would dominate the news headlines in the United States in the first half of 2017.

Now a brief summary of the course of events during this most exciting period. As seen, 
after the suspect has returned to Los Angeles, the Secret Society women continue to report 
his website to the Secret Service (offer their “expert testimonies”), unaware that they have 
fallen into a trap. By 3 August, the Secret Service has gathered up all the evidences which 
the CIA has needed in the ICJ to demonstrate that the suspect is nothing like what these 
women have described of him and that these women are a bunch of pathological liars and 
false complainers of terrorism and completely unreliable witnesses about the suspect and 
his website. As a result, the ICJ issues a judgment again declaring Homeland Security’s 
warning about the suspect as a terrorist to be invalid and the Secret Society women to be 
“false witnesses” in this terrorism case. As the ICJ has declared the CIA victorious again, 
the Secret Service is able, on the basis of the ICJ judgment, to permanently remove the 
suspect’s status as a terrorist (delete him from the national terrorism database, which is 
either the Terrorist Identities Datamart Environment or the Terrorist Screening Database1) 
and cancel the Secret Society women’s status as “victims” – and “expert witnesses” – of the
suspect’s terrorism. Meanwhile, however, the Secret Service – again on the basis of the ICJ 
judgment – has solidified the Secret Society women’s status as “false complainers of 
terrorism” and maintained their listing in the same terrorism database (since a “false 

1 How the US government’s system for classifying terrorists functions is explained in the Intercept piece from July 2014, 
“The secret government rulebook for labeling you a terrorist” (https://theintercept.com/2014/07/23/blacklisted/), which 
is based on the leaked document “March 2013 Watchlisting Guidance” 
(https://assets.documentcloud.org/documents/1227228/2013-watchlist-guidance.pdf). As noted, one would think that the
suspect was most likely nominated to the Terrorist Screening Database by Homeland Security CO chief since this 
database, run from the FBI’s Terrorist Screening Center, is more oriented toward domestic terrorists whereas the 
Terrorist Identities Datamart Environment, run from the National Counter-Terrorism Center inside the CIA, is more 
oriented toward international terrorists. But, because the suspect is also considered to be a terrorist stalker of many 
famous women in foreign lands, Homeland Security CO chief might have nominated him to TIDE as well. Given the 
vast number of people listed in these databases, it goes without saying that most of them have had nothing to do with 
terrorism at all. See Adam Goldman, “More than 1 million people are listed in US terrorism database”, The Washington 
Post, 5 August 2014: https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/more-than-1-million-people-are-listed-
in-us-terrorism-database/2014/08/05/a66de30c-1ccc-11e4-ab7b-696c295ddfd1_story.html?utm_term=.1af1246d9a15. 
In the lawsuit Anas Elhady et al v. Charles H. Kable et al, it is revealed that, as of 2017, about 1.2 million people were 
listed in the Terrorist Screening Database, but that only about 4,600 of them were American citizens. 
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complainer of terrorism” counts also as a “terrorist”). The Secret Service then notifies the 
Secret Society women about the removal of their status as “victims” and “expert witnesses”
of the suspect’s “terrorism” – without of course informing them that they are now 
themselves officially classified as “terrorists”. 

The Secret Society women are absolutely devastated by the news and their most important 
mission in life has now become the recovery of their status as “victims” and “expert 
witnesses”. The Russians and their allies (the National Front’s Partisans) of course try to 
help them since, with the invalidation of these women’s testimonies about the suspect, the 
Homeland Security warnings about the suspect are now officially “false” so that the CIA 
would now be free to reactivate the previous ICJ trial and convict Russia therein. Soon the 
Secret Society women have identified the cause of their failure to be the Secret Service’s 
violation of their “victim confidentiality” and, from 9 August onward, try to offer evidences
to the Secret Service that the suspect’s website does violate their privacy and that their 
request for “victim confidentiality” is legally justified and should be respected. They then 
restart trying to prove to the Secret Service that their profile of the suspect is correct 
(especially that the suspect is a plagiarizer). Meanwhile, the Russians continue their debate 
with the CIA in the ICJ about whether the Secret Society women’s testimonies about the 
suspect and his website might be correct after all. The same obstruction from the Secret 
Service and the same impasse in the ICJ. The Secret Society women are forever waiting in 
vain, day after day, for the Secret Service to ban the suspect’s website. On 25 August, they 
discover a single instance which seems to indicate that the suspect does indeed impersonate
strangers on the Internet. They are jubilant because this suggests that there might be some 
truth in their profile of the suspect after all. They thus spend their days either trying to 
convince the Secret Service that their “victim confidentiality” should be respected or that 
their profile of the suspect is indeed correct. Then the same debate with the Secret Service 
about whether the suspect has indeed plagiarized. Then, for their case in the ICJ, the 
Russians, on 28 August, command Homeland Security’s trollers to post frivolous messages 
on the PP forum to produce evidences confirming that the suspect is indeed massively 
impersonating strangers online. When the Secret Service continues to ignore their new 
evidences, the Secret Society women resort to forging evidences again (evidently under 
Russian direction via Homeland Security). On 31 August, they direct their “Sao Paulo 
Plagiarizer” to create a fake Portuguese version of the suspect’s website using Google 
Translate – in order to convince the Secret Service that the “David Chin” document really 
is the suspect’s genuine confession (that the suspect really is his twin brother David Chin 
and does use computers to pretend to do translation work, etc.). The Secret Society women 
and the Russians thus devote the final days of August to producing evidences for the 
suspect’s impersonation. The Secret Service, on the other hand, continues to debunk the 
Secret Society women’s claims so that the CIA can have evidences in the ICJ to continue to
maintain that all the Homeland Security warnings about the suspect have been false. The 
Secret Society women then spend the first half of September fixing the forged evidences, 
making more false reports about the suspect’s plagiarism, and getting frustrated that they 
can never get through to the Secret Service. Nevertheless, at least the CIA cannot for the 
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moment reactivate the previous ICJ trial thanks to these women’s effort.

It has been suggested that the negotiation which Kerry is currently conducting with 
Moscow over Syria seems to be the direct consequence of Homeland Security CO chief’s 
and NULND’s conviction in February – that it is in order to remove their conviction that 
the State Department is attempting to broker an agreement with Moscow that is favorable 
enough for Russia. In other words, although the CIA has temporarily won the ICJ trial in 
April and June and now again in August – obtaining a judgment stipulating that the suspect 
has never been a terrorist and thus saving Homeland Security CO chief and NULND from a
conviction that they have conspired with a terrorist to harm Russia and the National Front –
these two miserable figures remain convicted of raising a false claim about terrorism in 
order to falsely convict Russia and the National Front of conspiring with a terrorist to harm 
the United States. In exchange for removing this embarrassing conviction of two 
representatives of the United States, the United States agrees to renounce support for 
Islamic fighters fighting Assad in Syria and to join hands with Russia to fight them.2 This 
final agreement which is very favorable to Russia (reached by 9 September) then becomes 
tremendously resented by the US national security Establishment, especially by the 
Pentagon which eschews any plan to share intelligence and infrastructure with Russia in 
order to fight the very Islamic terrorists whom the United States has itself financed and 
supported. What a self-mutilating deal! As the Pentagon planners look to the CIA’s current 
debate with the Russians and their allies in the ICJ, however, a solution emerges. By early 
September, the CIA has, while monitoring the Secret Society women’s communications, 
seen an opportunity to countersue Russia in this current ICJ trial over the suspect, namely 
by accusing Russia and its allies of conspiring with a bunch of terrorists (namely the Secret
Society women) to fraudulently convict the United States of conspiring with a terrorist (the 
suspect) to harm Russia and the National Front via the ICJ – a grand scheme between the 
Secret Society women on the one hand and Russia and its allies on the other to make the 
United States compensate Russia and the National Front. If the CIA could succeed in 
convicting the Russian side, then there will be no need for the United States to remove the 
conviction of NULND and Homeland Security CO chief through negotiation with Russia – 
while the CIA can reactivate the previous ICJ trial! Consequently, on 16 September, the 
Pentagon decides to bomb Syrian troops allowing ISIS to gain a strategic advantage against
Assad’s forces in the local region3 – as a way to signal to Russia that the US national 

2 Recall what the story is about. General Petraeus started the program of supplying weapons to Islamic fighters in Syria 
while he was still the CIA’s director, but continued to play the prominent role in the program together with his former 
Pentagon colleagues when he resigned from the CIA and became the chairman of KKR’s Global Institute. In early 2017,
the Bulgarian journalist Dilyana Gaytandzhieva first reported on this US covert operation: under the CIA’s direction, 
weapons were shipped from Bulgaria by an Azerbaijan state air cargo company (Silk Way) under diplomatic cover to 
Turkey, Saudi Arabia, and United Arab Emirate, and from there transferred to the Islamic fighters in Syria (including 
ISIS and Al-Nusra). Thierry Meyssan then reported this on his Réseau Voltaire 
(http://www.voltairenet.org/article197134.html). Gaytandzhieva was subsequently interrogated by the Bulgarian 
authority and fired from her job. She then appeared on Sibel Edmond’s NEWSBUD and her story was also reported on 
the Corbett Report (late August, 2017). 

3 This comes from the testimonies of the Canadian journalist Eva Bartlett (https://ingaza.wordpress.com). 
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security Establishment no longer wishes to honor Kerry’s agreement in exchange for 
removing the half-way conviction of two of the US representatives. Around the same time, 
the CIA initiates its counter-suit against Russia and its allies in the ICJ. The entire US 
national security Establishment henceforth counts on the CIA to convict Russia in this 
current ICJ trial over the suspect. This is how the Invisible Hand has made further progress 
in persuading his peers in the national security Establishment to completely reverse their 
earlier opposition to the CIA’s project of reactivating the previous ICJ trial.

In order for the CIA to raise the claim that Russia and its allies are conspiring with a bunch 
of terrorists to make a false terrorism case against the United States in the ICJ as a way to 
bring National Front to power and make benefits accrue to Russia via an ICJ judgment, the 
Secret Society women must have, by mid-September, exhibited certain characteristics to 
become qualified as “terrorists intending to harm the United States”. First, they must be 
proven to be “false complainers of terrorism”. The ICJ judgment from 3 August has 
established this by declaring that their testimonies about the suspect as a terrorist (and his 
demonic website) are intentionally false. Secondly, the Secret Society women must have 
expressed their awareness of the current underlying configuration of the ICJ trial, that their 
Homeland Security partners are under Russian command, and that, if the Russians could 
prove that their testimonies are correct, the Russian side will be able to convict the United 
States and force the United States with an ICJ judgment to bring the National Front to 
power and make benefits accrue to Russia. Their ample cooperation with the Partisans 
since February in combination with reading the suspect’s reconstruction (“Prelude C-5L”) 
should have caused them to realize this. In fact, they are now quite clearly motivated in 
their operation by their awareness of the battle in the ICJ: if they could help Russia win, 
then the ICJ will issue a judgment declaring them “victims” and requiring the United States
to ban the suspect’s website. (Again, how much they actually care about the previous ICJ 
trial is another question.) Thirdly, the Secret Society women must have expressed 
tremendous hatred for the United States and consequently a wish to see its enemies 
victorious in the ICJ. Apparently, the Secret Service’s deletion of their status as “victims” 
and “expert witnesses” on 3 August has been so traumatic to them that they have now 
developed tremendous hatred toward the United States (“This sexist country! Refusing to 
recognize women victims!”) in precisely this direction. When the CIA brings up its counter 
claim against Russia and the National Front in the ICJ around 15 September or so, they 
must have shown the ICJ judges the intercepts of the Secret Society women’s conversations
in which they express their hatred toward the United States for being “sexist” and their 
desire to see the United States lose in the ICJ. The CIA makes its argument in the ICJ: 
“These women are ‘terrorists’ intending to harm us. They are ‘terrorists’ because they make
false complaints about terrorism – about this ‘suspect’ and his website – and want to use 
these false complaints to falsely convict us here of conspiring with their ‘fake terrorist’ and 
force us to compensate the National Front and their Russian allies. These women love 
Russia and their French allies and hate us. Their interests are aligned with those of Russia 
and its allies: they want an ICJ judgment declaring them ‘victims’ and requiring us to ban 
this website. Russia’s case with these women against us is a terrorist conspiracy against 
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us.”

After the reopening of this ICJ trial in this way on 16 September, the Russian side’s only 
possible defense would be to prove that the Secret Society women’s testimonies about the 
suspect and his website are true so that they should not be regarded as “false complainers 
of terrorism” and therefore qualify as “terrorists” – and so that the previous ICJ trial could 
remain locked up as well. But of course these women’s testimonies don’t have to be really 
true. Since Homeland Security CO chief has used fraudulent means to present their false 
testimonies as if they were true in order to harm Russia and its allies, Russia and its allies 
are legally authorized to use fraudulent means to present these false testimonies as if they 
were really true in order to defend themselves. But the CIA is also free to prove that these 
testimonies are false – it’s just that the Agency can never convict their opponents of perjury
and so on. And, so, from 16 September onward, the shape of the battle in the ICJ is 
(slightly different from before): if the CIA could prove that the Secret Society women’s 
testimonies about the suspect and his website are false – and conversely that their own 
profile of the suspect (derived from the TMU’s and the Secret Service’s investigation) is 
true – then they will be able to convict Russia and its allies of conspiring with a bunch of 
terrorists (the Secret Society women) to fraudulently convict the United States in order to 
bring the National Front to power in France (via an ICJ judgment requiring the United 
States to compensate the National Front) and then reactivate the previous ICJ trial as well. 
If, on the other hand, the Russian side could prove that the Secret Society women’s 
testimonies are true, then they will be able to convict the United States of conspiring with a
terrorist (the suspect) to fraudulently convict the National Front and Russia in order to 
suppress the National Front’s anti-American and pro-Russia agenda via an ICJ judgment 
while at the same time permanently locking up the previous ICJ trial. Again, the Russian 
side does not have to really prove that the Secret Society women’s testimonies are true, but 
merely has to successfully present them as if they were true.4 

4 At this point, I have this comment in the original version: “It’s not clear why the Secret Society women feel so entitled 
to oblige US law enforcement agencies to accept their false testimonies and forged evidences as true at the price that the
United States be convicted of conspiring with a terrorist to harm Russia and its French allies. Observers from the side 
would certainly consider US law enforcement agencies overly generous in not arresting these women for constantly 
making false reports and forging evidences to pretend to be victims, but these women consider US law enforcement 
agencies ‘sexist’ for not accepting their false reports and forged evidences. Perhaps their sense of injustice is caused by 
Homeland Security CO chief’s communication to them since a long time ago that they are authorized by the ICJ to 
make false reports and forge evidences to frame the suspect since the suspect has been caught making a ‘false report’ [to
frame them] while under surveillance (26 September, 2013). Perhaps they feel entitled because they have always been 
following Homeland Security CO chief’s orders to produce evidences for some trial somewhere – they almost count as 
government agents when they make false reports or forge evidences. Perhaps their sense of injustice is caused by law 
enforcement’s violation of their ‘victim confidentiality’: law enforcement has no right to catch them lying and forging 
evidences, for that’s their ‘privacy’. Some strange notion of ‘justice’. As usual, the Secret Society women have a very 
deficient notion of ‘justice’ due to their unique focus on what other people have done to them without any consideration
of what they have done to other people or the demands they have placed on other people to cater to their wants. (The 
‘revolt of the masses’: ‘spoiled children’.)” We all know that US law enforcement could not just arrest these women 
because Ekaterina was involved and because the ICJ trial still hanged in the balance.
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After 16 September, the Russian side, trying to avoid being convicted, immediately orders 
the Secret Society women (via Homeland Security) to begin forging evidences to prove that
their testimonies about the suspect’s website are correct. On 17 September, they order 
Homeland Security and the Secret Society women to create a fake lawrencechin2011.com 
in order to round off the women’s lies earlier this year that 2011.com has always existed. 
On the night of 20 September, the Russians command Homeland Security to stage an 
operation to frame the suspect for using his terrorist status to harm Russia’s agenda in the 
UN – in order to round off their claim that the suspect has tried to conspire with Homeland 
Security back in February to harm the National Front. On 21 September, the Russians order
Homeland Security and the Secret Society women to forge evidences suggesting that the 
suspect has indeed been showcasing Angelica’s naked pictures on his website – in order to 
round off her outrageous lies to the Secret Service in late August that the suspect’s website 
violates her privacy by containing her naked pictures. The Russians then order the Secret 
Society women to instruct their large online group to produce a series of faulty evidences 
which, when intercepted into the ICJ, would cancel out all of the CIA’s evidences to 
convict them. As the CIA’s evidences that the Secret Society women are lying are quickly 
canceled out by the Russians’ counter evidences that they are telling the truth, the Russians 
then encourage the women to find a lawyer again to complain to the Secret Service about 
not respecting their “victim confidentiality”. On 3 October, the Secret Society women hire 
the “Norwalk Lawyer” for this task. Nevertheless, all the women’s actions continue to have
no effect on the Secret Service and stalemate continues in the ICJ between the CIA and the 
Russian side.

Not knowing that the Secret Service has already exonerated him from terrorism and that the
CIA is now launching a counter-assault against the Russians in the ICJ, the suspect, 
between 21 and 23 October, strikes back at the Secret Society women. There are the 
restroom key incident, the MSSGSDW incident, and the Facebook message about 
Kiersten’s fake review of herself on Dating Psychos. This has caused Dr P to take action. 
Seeing that the Secret Service continues to dismiss Homeland Security’s warnings about 
the suspect and the women’s testimonies about him even with these new incidents, Dr P, on
28 October, takes the women to the same old detective to file complaints about the suspect 
and his online activities. To their surprise, the detective also immediately dismisses their 
complaints. The Secret Society women don’t seem to understand that all law enforcement 
resources in the country have become inaccessible to them because any validation of their 
claims would become evidence in the ICJ enabling the Russians and their allies to escape 
conviction and to pursue a counter conviction of the United States.

And so the Secret Society women return to their lame duck case with the Secret Service. 
Their luck turns when Trump surprisingly wins the presidential election on 8 November. 
Immediately after their electoral victory, Trump’s team has discussion with the Russians 
(either directly or indirectly through Homeland Security CO chief). Among what is 
discussed is the difficulty with which the Russians and the National Front are faced in the 
ICJ. Because the Secret Service’s investigation has consistently disproved Homeland 
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Security’s profile of the suspect and the Secret Society women’s testimonies about him and 
his website, not only could they not obtain an ICJ judgment requiring the United States to 
compensate the National Front, but they are even in danger of being convicted themselves 
of conspiring with a bunch of terrorists to use the ICJ to advance geopolitical agendas 
against the United States. (It’s not clear how much the Trump team could understand about 
the previous ICJ trial.) At issue is this Homeland Security warning saying the suspect has 
an obsession with Trump and is a danger to him. Sure enough, Trump vows to help the 
Russians and the National Front. Trump uses his power as President-Elect to affirm 
Homeland Security’s warning about the suspect as his “stalker” to be correct and, on 10 
and 11 November, the Trump team follows the warning’s direction and connects up with 
the Secret Society women to obtain their “expert testimonies” about this suspect who has – 
in accordance with the Russian claim and the women’s story about him – supposedly joined
Trump’s campaign back in March intending to use his terrorist status to harm Trump. The 
Trump team thus becomes a party to the current ICJ trial on the Russian side. On 14 
November, the Secret Society women, under the Trump team’s direction, then call up the 
Baltimore Lawyer and send her to Washington DC to file complaints with the Secret 
Service on their, and the Trump campaign’s, behalf. The Trump team has thus helped the 
Secret Society women voice their grievance against the Secret Service for violating their 
“victim confidentiality” and dismissing their “expert testimonies” about this demonic 
terrorist stalker who has joined the National Front and Trump’s campaign out of an 
intention to harm Marine Le Pen and Donald Trump. Meanwhile, definitive evidence can 
enter into the ICJ to validate the claims of the Russians and their allies.

The Russians, the Partisans, and the Secret Society women all regard Trump as their 
ultimate savior probably because, as President-Elect, he is thought to have the power to 
order the Secret Service to respect the Secret Society women’s “victim confidentiality”. 
This is really the key to the whole ICJ trial. The Russians and their allies can never win 
their case in the ICJ as long as these women’s “victim confidentiality” is not respected – 
and they will win as soon as it is respected. They might also be hoping that the Secret 
Service director, under the new political climate which Trump’s electoral victory has 
created, might change side and distance himself from the CIA. And yet the Secret Service 
remains loyal to the CIA and immediately prepares evidences as the legal ground on which 
to deny “victim confidentiality” to the Secret Society women. The reasoning remains the 
same as on the TMU’s warning: these women only want “victim confidentiality” as a cover
under which to make false complaints and forge evidences without the possibility of being 
caught. And so, as the Secret Society women resume reporting the suspect’s website to the 
Secret Service on 15 November, the Secret Service resumes investigating their claims as 
well – completely ignoring their “victim confidentiality” – so that the CIA can bring the 
results of the investigation to the ICJ to debunk the Trump team’s, as well as the Russians’, 
case. 

Trump’s decision to help the Russian side defeat the CIA in the ICJ and convict US 
representatives of conspiring with a terrorist is the root cause of the upcoming conflict 
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between the US intelligence community and the Trump team. In the eyes of the IC, Trump 
is doing nothing less than committing treason. Somehow Trump has a bizarre loyalty to 
Russia to the point of wanting to help the Russians convict the United States of committing
terrorist conspiracy against Russia. The CIA and the rest of the US national security 
Establishment want the American people to know something about this and so find ways to 
get the news media to report on Trump’s “Russia connection”. And yet the news does not 
report the real reason – because, obviously, ordinary people are not going to understand 
anything about some “ICJ trial”, aside from the fact that this ICJ trial is a confidential case 
– but instead reports the (half made-up) stories about the Russians’ collusion with Trump’s 
campaign during the election (true) and their readiness to blackmail Trump (false) – 
something simple enough which ordinary people can actually understand. In this way, the 
US national security Establishment can create the public pressure needed to rein in Trump’s
attempt to change the direction of US policy toward Russia and the CIA can use the 
suspicion of Trump as treasonous to deprive him of any control over government 
bureaucracies and law enforcement agencies. Without such control on Trump’s part, the 
Russian side is not going to win this ICJ trial.

To shed light on Trump’s strange loyalty to Russia, US mainstream media tend to focus on 
Trump’s personal connections with prominent Russians in the past (together with American
business partners, like Manafort or Kasowitz, who are personally connected with prominent
Russians). They mention nothing about Trump’s general world-view which has predisposed
him to favoritism toward Russia. To help understand Trump’s motivation in coming to the 
aid of Russia and the National Front in this ICJ trial, therefore, a comment about Trump's 
ideological outlook is in order.5 

Trump is motivated by his racialist ideology to collude with Russia. He is a white 
nationalist on a mission to save “Western civilization”, which he sees as threatened 
internally by immigration and externally by the rise of China. The white nationalists 
perceive peoples of European descent as forming a unity, unified by a common Christian 
heritage. Western civilization is white, Christian, and a natural unity, but is currently 
divided. The world (thanks to the Bilderberg’s and the neocons’ efforts) is currently divided
into two camps: the US-led Europe and Asian Pacific on the one hand and the China-Russia
axis on the other. From Trump’s white nationalist perspective, Russia should not be allied 
with China in opposition to the rest of Western civilization. Russia is “white” and 
“Christian” and China is threatening to overtake the West. Trump must have heard the 
Russians well: Russia is not happy with its alliance with China, but it has no choice 
because the Americans (the Bilderberg) are so determined to conquer Russia and swallow 
up Russia’s oil reserves and natural resources that Russia absolutely needs China to defend 
against this. And so Trump wants to change this: he wants to be tough on China while 
fixing US relationship with Russia. He promises to do no more “regime-change” in 
Russia’s allies or in Russia itself. He wants to invite Russia back into the fold of Western 
civilization without attempting (as the Bilderberg and all the Atlanticists have wanted to 

5 The suspect has himself posted the outline of the following reflection on the Prison Planet forum in May, 2017.
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do) to deprive Russia of its independence and identity. This is why Putin likes Trump. 
Under this deal, Russia will no longer need China and can distance itself from China. 
Trump’s agenda basically consists in breaking up the Russia-China axis and inviting Russia
back into the West in order to restore the natural unity of Western civilization. The other 
side of this coin is to prevent any more immigrants from coming into Western civilization 
to corrupt it. This is Trump’s dual strategy to “save Western civilization”. 

Furthermore, Canada, the United States, and Russia together contain the vast majority of 
the world’s remaining hydrocarbon energy reserves. When Trump shall have restored the 
unity of Western civilization, the vast majority of the world’s energy reserves will be in the 
hands of white Christian peoples of European descent – who will extend from North 
America through Europe to the eastern tip of Siberia. This will ensure that white Christian 
peoples of European descent shall continue to maintain their leadership position in the 
world for the remainder of human history – and definitely prevent the Chinese from ever 
overtaking the West.

This is Trump’s hidden agenda which he never speaks about. His white nationalist vision of
the world conflicts fundamentally with the Bilderberg notion. Trump is certainly aware that
the US national security Establishment will destroy him as soon as he enters office to 
prevent him from altering the established US agenda against Russia. It must be for this 
reason that, merely a day after his electoral victory, Trump decides to do what he can to 
help Russia and its allies convict the US national security Establishment in the ICJ. He will 
then be able to implement his new approach to Russia with the guarantee of an ICJ 
judgment.6

ERRATA
The fake lawrencechin2011.com

The fake website, lawrencechin2011.com, seems to have been created on 6 September, 
2016, even though content didn’t appear on it until 18 September, 2016. This is according 
to domain registration information. This means that the Secret Society women (along with 
their Russian sponsors) first came up with the idea while instructing the Sao Paulo 
Plagiarizer on that day to fix the Portuguese version of the suspect’s website which they 
had forged on 31 August. But they did not decide to implement the idea until 17 September,
when Russia was already in trouble.

6 Please note that this commentary about Trump’s agendas was written in June 2017, and does not quite reflect my views 
today. It would seem that a simpler motive really explains Trump’s loyalty to Russia, i.e. to represent the interests of the
hydrocarbon energy industry in the US. It is chiefly the hydrocarbon energy companies which wanted reconciliation 
with Russia. Rachel Maddow has thoroughly documented this in the case of Rex Tillerson’s Exxon-Mobile in her 
Blowout. (Hence Tillerson as the Secretary of State.) When the hydrocarbon energy companies wanted to preserve their 
chance to exploit Russia’s reserves, Trump wanted to help them by lifting sanctions and renormalizing relationship with
Russia. But when these companies wanted Venezuela’s reserves for themselves, Trump went against Russia and 
supported US national security Establishment’s agenda of regime-change in Venezuela. Hence, going against the 
Establishment in the former case, but going along with them in the latter case. 
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Domain registration for lawrencechin2011.com
(Accessed 19.02.2017)

August 2016

01.08 M

The SS women continue today to mobilize volunteers to make false reports about the suspect’s 
plagiarism. There are 6 visits to the PP post today, including these two: 

11:03 AM, the same Jamaica, New York, volunteer from 22 July, 8:22 PM.

66.108.69.104 - - [01/Aug/2016:12:03:08 -0600] "GET /2012/61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225868 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=260320.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 
10_10_4) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/51.0.2704.106 Safari/537.36"

4:01 PM, the volunteer from Val-d’Or, Quebec, who was once seen on 1 December, 2015 (2:41 AM).

24.212.38.23 - - [01/Aug/2016:17:01:59 -0600] "GET /2012/61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225868 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=260320.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/51.0.2704.103 Safari/537.36"

There are no activities from the SS women between 9:35 PM and 2 AM.
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9:41 PM, the suspect has posted on PP: he provides the links to the PDF printouts of the Bluehost 
forum thread. 

The SS women will discover the new links on the PP post by 3AM.

02.08 T

The SS women continue to mobilize their volunteers to make false report about the suspect’s 
plagiarism. No activities from the SS women between 2:26 PM and 6:16 PM. None after midnight. 5 
visits to the PP post today, among which one from the Truckee volunteer on 9:14 AM (suddenlink.net, 
Truckee, California),

72.47.175.150 - - [02/Aug/2016:10:14:29 -0600] "GET /2012/61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225868 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=260320.0;topicseen" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; 
WOW64; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"

And two from a volunteer from Blackpool, UK (bb.sky.com), on 2:14 PM: 

90.203.8.240 - - [02/Aug/2016:15:14:33 -0600] "GET /2012/61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225868 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=260320.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; 
rv:47.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/47.0"

And 5:05 AM:

90.203.8.240 - - [03/Aug/2016:06:05:29 -0600] "GET /2012/61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225868 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=260320.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; 
rv:48.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/48.0"

Tonight, Karin is hosting her Any Language and Culture meetup, “Tango under the Stars at The 
Hollywood Bowl”.

The suspect has spent the whole night revising Prelude-17D. He has finally added in the details about 
the two contradictory warnings (the Homeland Security warning which lists the SS women as “expert 
witnesses” and the TMU’s warning about them as “false complainers”). By midnight, he will have 
finished it and uploaded the new version to his website. This is the last piece of evidence which the 
CIA has been waiting for – to obtain their judgment tomorrow.

03.08 W (very few visits: the CIA won)

The SS women are taking a break from operations today. There will be only 8 visits in total, including 3
visits to the PP post. Note that, 9:58 AM, there is another visit from the “Quantil Group”:

168.235.205.16 - - [03/Aug/2016:10:58:12 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/earlyindia.html 
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HTTP/1.1" 200 33601 "http://in.yhs4.search.yahoo.com/yhs/mobile/search?
hspart=ucweb&hsimp=yhsm-inucbr_001&p=soma+sacrifice" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; Android 6.0; en-
US; Lenovo K50a40 Build/MRA58K) AppleWebKit/534.30 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 
UCBrowser/10.8.0.718 U3/0.8.0 Mobile Safari/534.30"

It is presumably today that the SS women have received the bad news from the Secret Service: the 
Secret Service has found no evidence that the suspect has harassed them (with or without his website) 
and so has removed their status as “victims” of his “terrorism”. The Secret Service has also concluded 
that the suspect has not attempted to harm Trump’s campaign, with or without his terrorist status. The 
Secret Service further informs the SS women that their testimonies (especially about the suspect’s 
website) are not deemed credible, that the Homeland Security warning about the suspect in their 
possession is henceforth invalidated, and that they will in the future no longer be contacted as “expert 
witnesses” about this suspect. 

This is presumably how the mechanism works. The CIA has taken the results of the Secret Service’s 
latest investigation into the ICJ as evidences. The results again demonstrate that the TMU’s profile of 
the suspect and warning about the SS women (as a bunch of fraudsters) are correct and that Homeland 
Security’s profile of the suspect is pure fantasy and their classification of the SS women as “expert 
witnesses” groundless. The fraud which the SS women have committed on 17 July (falsely reporting on
the suspect’s conversation with Wes) is especially damaging evidence which has conclusively 
established them as “intentional false complainers”. The Secret Service’s investigation now shows 
indisputably that, firstly, the SS women have no expert knowledge about the suspect – that, despite Dr 
P’s status as a licensed psychologist, these women don’t have any clue about the suspect’s 
psychological make-up – and that, secondly, the suspect is neither insane nor has any love-hate attitude 
toward Trump or the SS women – that he has in fact never developed any sort of obsession with Trump
or any woman whatever. In fact, he had completely forgotten about Trump when he came to New York.
The profile which the Secret Service has composed of the suspect states unambiguously that his so-
called “insanity” (paranoid schizophrenia) is just his incorrect inferences about the secret intrigue 
behind his back (not “true” delusion); that, when he likes somebody, he wants to benefit the person; 
and that his endorsement of politicians is motivated purely by geopolitical interests, so that, when he 
professes support for any politician, whether it be Marine Le Pen, Frauke Petry, or Donald Trump, he is
certainly no danger to him or her. Once again, just as in April and June, the CIA’s evidences proving 
that the suspect is not insane play the most crucial part. You have seen that, while the suspect was still 
in New York, the Secret Service had already accumulated evidences showing that he didn’t suffer from 
any delusion about the SS women’s going after him. He noticed from his visitors’ log that the SS 
women were up to something as soon as he set out for New York – that the women seem to have 
connected up with law enforcement whenever he has “flagged the system”. He then gradually develops 
a scenario which can best explain this – that the SS women are listed as “expert witnesses” on 
Homeland Security’s warning about him – and finally writes the whole thing out yesterday on Prelude-
17D. And the scenario is correct!7 The CIA presents to the ICJ judges this cognitive process of forming 
hypotheses and drawing conclusions as evidence of the suspect’s enormously rational mind – which 
completely repudiates the SS women’s claim about his habit of developing persecutory delusions about 

7 In this regard, that is, although the chapter is full of errors in regard to many other things.
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the women he’s obsessed with and so definitively invalidates Homeland Security’s false profile of him. 
When the CIA has successfully repudiated Homeland Security’s profile and the SS women’s 
testimonies, they then round off their case by proving that the suspect could never have intended to 
harm the National Front. Again, Prelude-17D also serves this function. The CIA argues that the 
understanding which the suspect has manifested in this document about how the ICJ trial works also 
means that he could not possibly believe that he could really harm the National Front on 13 February. 
Now, given all these indisputable evidences, the ICJ rules that Homeland Security’s warning about the 
suspect is false and issues another judgment in favor of the CIA – for the third time.

This ICJ judgment enables the CIA and the Secret Service to overcome all bureaucratic hurdles and 
definitively invalidate Homeland Security CO chief’s nomination of the suspect as a “terrorist stalker”. 
(The CIA must have used this opportunity to considerably shrink Homeland Security operational units’ 
authority within the US intelligence community in order to prevent the Russians from using Homeland 
Security CO chief to cause further damages.) The CIA and the Secret Service proceed to permanently 
remove the suspect from all terrorism databases. Meanwhile, they continue to maintain the TMU’s 
warning about the SS women as “false complainers of terrorism” in national terrorism databases: the 
CIA has again presented to the ICJ ample evidences demonstrating that the SS women have been 
deliberately making false reports about the suspect’s website with the intent to deceive law enforcement
officers, and the ICJ has issued a judgment validating, once again, the TMU’s original warning about 
these women as “false complainers”. In other words, with the backing of an ICJ judgment, the CIA is 
able to maintain their nomination of the SS women as “terrorists” (since a “false complainer of 
terrorism” counts also as a “terrorist”).

The SS women have presumably received the bad news in the afternoon. They are shocked at the 
Secret Service’s dismissal of their testimonies and complaints. They were so confident and excited 
when the Secret Service contacted them three weeks ago, they were sure that they could ban the 
suspect’s website and so on this time, and yet the exact opposite of what they have expected has 
happened. All they have ever wanted in life is to become the victims of a male sexual aggressor and 
claim expertise over his morbid criminal psychology, and yet they are completely invalidated by law 
enforcement authority – again. Their number one priority now is to repeal the Secret Service’s decision.
In this regard they are certainly encouraged by the Russians and the Partisans – because, with this new 
ICJ judgment invalidating Homeland Security’s warnings about the suspect, the CIA could reactivate 
the previous ICJ trial and convict Russia. The SS women are thus spending the whole day 
conferencing: how to recover their status as the suspect’s “victims” and help their Russian overlords 
prove that Homeland Security’s warnings about the suspect are correct. 

04.08 Thu

The “South African Group” is active today.

1:41 PM, a volunteer from Rochester, Minnesota (rstr.qwest.net), comes to check on the Table fo 
Contents. Is he here to brainstorm (how to prove that the suspect has plagiarized)? 
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67.5.3.201 - - [04/Aug/2016:14:41:04 -0600] "GET /thermex2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 530 
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.2.2; ALCATEL ONE TOUCH Fierce 
Build/JDQ39) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/51.0.2704.81 Mobile 
Safari/537.36"

Between 3 PM and 12 AM, the SS women will be less active. They are discussing something. There are
only four visits. First, 6:41 PM, mc.videotron.ca, Montreal, Quebec.

166.62.149.20 - - [04/Aug/2016:19:41:28 -0600] "GET /gallery/xper3.html HTTP/1.1" 200 891 
"https://www.google.ca" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64; rv:47.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/
47.0"

Discussing how to falsely report the suspect for stealing drawings from his family. Then, 8:12 PM, 
pools.spcsdns.net, Baltimore, Maryland.

66.87.83.240 - - [04/Aug/2016:21:12:10 -0600] "GET /2012/61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225868 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=260320.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 
9_3_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/601.1.46 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.0 Mobile/13E238 
Safari/601.1"

Discussing how to falsely report the suspect for writing down his delusion about his women victims’ 
going after him in online forums in order to harass them.8 Then, 8:14 PM, comcastbusiness.net, Everett,
Washington.

50.204.108.250 - - [04/Aug/2016:21:14:25 -0600] "GET 
/archivedblogs-/07_14/myblog_russianlessons.pdf HTTP/1.1" 404 1322 "http://www.google.com/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=175&ved=0ahUKEwjE4Yevp6nOAhWM1IMKHT86Dz84
qgEQFggzMAQ&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.enlightenment1998.com%2Farchivedblogs-
%2F07_14%2Fmyblog_russianlessons.pdf&usg=AFQjCNGlmZwzgTl8QoMRqEYlP_vKMHayyw&si
g2=IJ1qG4YsPZH1w3nRwa2PEw" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) 
like Gecko"

Discussing whether it’s possible to falsely report the suspect for violating Ekaterina’s privacy while 
using it as justification for “victim confidentiality”. (The SS women must be disappointed that the 
document is not there anymore.) This visit is a sign, first of all, that the SS women have some inkling – 
have they obtained any hints from the Russians and the Partisans? – that the Secret Service has reached 
their decision because they have violated the women’s “victim confidentiality”, i.e. they have 
investigated their false reports to discover that these are false. The Secret Service might have even run 
surveillance on the suspect and looked at his website – which the SS women have requested them not 
to do in order to “protect their privacy” – and has certainly continued to employ confidential informants

8 In the following it is assumed that this is not the Baltimore Lawyer. However, when one compares the user-agent here 
with the Baltimore Lawyer’s to be seen on 14 November, it is indeed possible that this Baltimore volunteer is the 
Baltimore Lawyer. In which case she is roaming today and her iPhone will be updated by 14 November.
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inside the women’s organization. Secondly, this visit is a sign that Ekaterina is quite worried – of 
course: now that Homeland Security’s warnings about the suspect are proven false (again), the CIA 
could be ready to convict her father at any time. She is thus conferencing with the SS women from 
South Korea tonight discussing how and where to file a complaint about the suspect in order to enable 
the Russian intelligence to intercept some temporary evidence into the ICJ. 

Then, 9:14 PM, a decoy visit. Two more after 12 AM (plus 1 visit to the PP post). Thus, today, just like 
yesterday, the SS women are mostly brainstorming and conferencing. 

05.08 F

From 6 AM onward, the SS women resume sending volunteers to the suspect’s website. However, there
will be very few activities today. Only 6 visits for the whole day. Two or three false reports about the 
suspect’s plagiarism – or brainstorming. 1 visit to the PP post. No visits between 11:30 AM and 5 PM. 
During this break, Kiersten is posting on her Facebook. 1 PM, she shares links from Pinterest at her 
Facebook, her first time since 30 July. Home goods: wooden utensils. Homemade wooden kitchen 
implements. Carved butter knives. 3:05 PM, she does it again: Goahti, Sami people, and wooden 
constructions (6 times). No more visits after 5:11 PM. This is the third day that the SS women are 
brainstorming for solutions.

06.08 S

The suspect is connected with Wes on 12:36 PM. Details of the conversation: (1) The SS women went 
back to the Baltimore Lawyer. (The suspect has mistaken the Baltimore volunteer on 4 August for the 
Baltimore Lawyer.) The SS women want their “victim confidentiality”, hence they were looking for 
Ekaterina’s picture on his website. (Correct.) Already removed. The judges and so on don’t have access
to terrorism databases. (2) Professor JGG never responded. (3) No place for MST. About hidden 
cameras in public restrooms. (4) Rationalization: is the suspect rational or irrational? The suspect has 
changed his goal because everybody is too dumb. (5) About Trump (45:00). (6) What about the ICJ 
trial? “After everybody has used me as a patsy, they just abandon me... I want to know what I have 
accomplished...” Wes is going to Brazil and this is the last time the suspect will talk to him until he 
comes back from Brazil.

The “South African Group” (Pretoria) will be very active this morning (to produce decoys). Between 
12 and 11 PM, there are no visits. The SS women are brainstorming – for the fourth day: how to repeal 
the Secret Service’s decision or at least file a complaint somewhere so that their Russian overlords will 
have some temporary evidence in the ICJ. It’s possible that the women have again gained access to the 
intercept of the suspect’s conversation with Wes today via Homeland Security and that they are 
spending the afternoon analyzing it. (In other words, they are meeting with Homeland Security CO 
chief this afternoon.) After midnight, 3 visits: one decoy from the South African Group and one visit to 
the PP post. 

07.08 Sun
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Except for one decoy visit on 5 AM, there are no activities from the SS women on the suspect’s website
today. This is the fifth consecutive day that they are spending the whole day brainstorming for 
solutions. “What to do to recover our status as ‘victims’ and ‘expert witnesses’? How to revive the 
Homeland Security warning about him?” Note that, on 12:30 PM, while brainstorming, the SS women 
access a very special section on their Secret Facebook Group.

66.220.149.35 - - [07/Aug/2016:13:30:02 -0600] "GET /gallery/smredathena5.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
31001 "-" "facebookexternalhit/1.1 (+http://www.facebook.com/externalhit_uatext.php)"

Note also that Karin will be hosting her Any Language and Culture meetup tonight in Memorial Park 
(Music under the Stars). 

08.08 M

The South African Group (Pretoria) will be very active today (to produce decoys). Still very few visits 
today. Only 7 visits, including one visit to the PP post. No visits between 1:30 and 7:30 PM. This is the 
sixth day that the SS women are spending the whole day brainstorming. Meanwhile, at night, the 
suspect posts a long note on AVFM narrating his wrong scenario (that the SS women are going back to 
the Baltimore Lawyer planning to use non-law enforcement mechanism to ban his website).

09.08 T

The “South African Group” will continue to be active today. 

The SS women will resume sending visitors to the suspect’s website today. Including three visits to the 
PP post. However, it appears that they are mobilizing their volunteers for the purpose of brainstorming. 
Again: “This terrorist stalker has this demonic website and writes all this crazy stuff in online forums. 
And yet law enforcement has dismissed our case saying the Homeland Security warning about him 
isn’t correct. Can you think of something?” Notable visits are:

12:21 PM, ipconnect.de, Saterland, Germany,

87.162.103.74 - - [09/Aug/2016:13:21:32 -0600] "GET / HTTP/1.1" 200 3527 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_6) AppleWebKit/601.7.7 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.1.2 
Safari/601.7.7" 
87.162.103.74 - - [09/Aug/2016:13:21:32 -0600] "GET /dot_clear.gif HTTP/1.1" 404 1322 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_6) 
AppleWebKit/601.7.7 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.1.2 Safari/601.7.7" 
87.162.107.144 - - [09/Aug/2016:13:21:33 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 408 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_6) 
AppleWebKit/601.7.7 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.1.2 Safari/601.7.7"
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This volunteer is merely sent the link to the suspect’s website.

3:08 PM, wi.res.rr.com, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

184.59.3.19 - - [09/Aug/2016:16:08:38 -0600] "GET /gallery/bensonathena.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 146537
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_10_5) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/51.0.2704.103 Safari/537.36"

This volunteer is evidently an associate of Oliver’s who still lives in Milwaukee. (Oliver is currently 
living in Chicago with his girlfriend Gina.) Perhaps Oliver’s friend “Valentina”, a banker at Coldwell in
Milwaukee. “He puts Oliver’s painting on his website and yet the Secret Service says Homeland 
Security isn’t right about him!”

4:32 PM, ri.ri.cox.net, Middletown, Rhode Island.

68.14.145.236 - - [09/Aug/2016:17:32:09 -0600] "GET /gallery/archefull.html HTTP/1.1" 200 642 
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 9_3_2 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/601.1.46 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.0 Mobile/13F69 Safari/601.1" 

“He puts a painting of Robin on his website and yet the Secret Service says Homeland Security isn’t 
right about him!”

5:19 PM, championbroadband.com, Monrovia, California.

216.165.233.24 - - [09/Aug/2016:18:19:08 -0600] "GET / HTTP/1.1" 200 3527 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 10.0; Win64; x64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/52.0.2743.116 
Safari/537.36" 

It’s Jill from the Libertarian Party again.9 She was last here on 27 July, 11 PM, if you recall. She is here
to check out the “problem” and participate in the SS women’s latest actions. (As an informant?)

9:03 PM, Unitec Institute of Technology, Auckland, New Zealand. 

202.50.208.16 - - [09/Aug/2016:22:03:35 -0600] "GET /gallery/healer2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 352939 
"https://www.google.co.nz/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/38.0.2125.104 Safari/537.36"

“Robin has this drawing. We told the Secret Service that he stole this drawing from Robin, and yet they
still say Homeland Security is wrong about him!”

There will be no more visits from 2 AM onward, until almost 11 AM!

9 Again, Stone Pyeatt.
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10.08 W (fewer visits again)

By 11 AM, the SS women have resumed sending visitors to the suspect’s website, but they then stop. 
There are no visits between 12:35 and 7 PM. 

7 PM, a special visit to the PP post: lightspeed.irvnca.sbcglobal.net, Los Angeles.

99.67.164.189 - - [10/Aug/2016:20:00:25 -0600] "GET /2012/61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225868 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=260320.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 
9_3_3 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/601.1.46 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.0 Mobile/13G34 
Safari/601.1"

Then, 8:38 PM, cable.rogers.com, Bathurst, New Brunswick, Canada.

174.118.118.246 - - [10/Aug/2016:21:38:08 -0600] "GET /2012/61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225868 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=260320.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/52.0.2743.116 Safari/537.36"

Then, only two visits until 4:27 AM. The sudden increased of activities since yesterday must have 
meant that, by this eighth day, the SS women have found some evidence or argument with which to 
persuade the Secret Service to alter their decision – and Robin must have played some role in this. 
Namely, evidence and argument that the suspect has indeed violated the women’s privacy so that their 
“victim confidentiality” should be respected and that there is indeed some truth in Homeland Security’s
warnings, and the women’s testimonies, about the suspect. And tonight the SS women are working on 
reinforcing the evidence and argument with the suspect’s “delusions” about them on the PP post. 
Whether or not the Secret Service will accept the evidence and argument, at least the Russian 
intelligence will have some temporary evidence in the ICJ to temporarily prevent the CIA from 
reactivating the previous ICJ trial.

11.08 Thu

5:38 AM, the Long Keng volunteer is already conducting a status check on the suspect’s website:

61.216.161.201 - - [11/Aug/2016:06:38:44 -0600] "GET /thermex2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 568 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_6) AppleWebKit/601.7.7 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Version/9.1.2 Safari/601.7.7"

There are then no visits until 2:25 PM. That’s almost 9 hours. The SS women are either sleeping or 
brainstorming. Then, between 2:25 PM and 4:58 AM, there are only six visits, including one visit to the
PP post. Then, including this visit on 11:13 PM: PERN: Pakistan Education and Research Network, 
Lahore, Pakistan, listed as a proxy.

111.68.105.26 - - [12/Aug/2016:00:13:42 -0600] "GET /gallery/bensongoddesscloseup.jpg HTTP/1.1" 
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200 353911 "https://www.google.com.pk/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/52.5.2743.82 Safari/537.36" 

It appears that, in order to reinforce their case, the SS women have decided to submit this false report 
again reminding the Secret Service that the suspect has also stolen Oliver’s painting and put it on his 
website to claim it as his own. 

Meanwhile, in the afternoon, the suspect is so angry due to his erroneous impression that the SS 
women will succeed in banning his website that he posts a notice on AVFM describing the SS women’s
story about his theft of other people’s drawings. 

Then, on 4:58 AM, the SS women send in the Morocco volunteer again, last seen on 14 July, 1:50 AM 
and 17 July, 10:21 AM, to make another false report to the Secret Service.

41.142.53.149 - - [12/Aug/2016:05:58:05 -0600] "GET /cheneyplanintro/cheneyplanintrob.pdf 
HTTP/1.1" 200 478378 "http://www.google.com/search?
q=zwack+einige+originalschriften+en+pdf&biw=320&bih=508&prmd=insv&ei=uLmtV6n8FoXwatK
Zp-gE&start=40&sa=N" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 5.1.1; SAMSUNG SM-J120F Build/LMY47X) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) SamsungBrowser/3.5 Chrome/38.0.2125.102 Mobile 
Safari/537.36" 
41.142.53.149 - - [12/Aug/2016:05:58:06 -0600] "GET /cheneyplanintro/cheneyplanintrob.pdf 
HTTP/1.1" 200 553820 "http://www.google.com/search?
q=zwack+einige+originalschriften+en+pdf&biw=320&bih=508&prmd=insv&ei=uLmtV6n8FoXwatK
Zp-gE&start=40&sa=N" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 5.1.1; SAMSUNG SM-J120F Build/LMY47X) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) SamsungBrowser/3.5 Chrome/38.0.2125.102 Mobile 
Safari/537.36"

It’s the same horror story they have last month made up about this essay. They will pull out this story 
whenever they feel an urgent need to convince the Secret Service that the suspect is insane in just the 
way they, and the Homeland Security warning, have described.

12.08 F (the Secret Service responds)

Until 5:09 PM, there are six more visits from the SS women, including two visits to the PP post. More 
false reports about the suspect’s plagiarism – to confirm their profile, and the Homeland Security 
warning, that the suspect is indeed a plagiarizer – and about how he has threatened them with his 
delusions about their going after him as seen on the PP post. There are then no more activities from 
5:09 PM to 1:25 AM (more than 8 hours!).

Meanwhile, late in night, the suspect would post on AVFM two explanations about Oliver’s painting 
and the small drawing (healer2.jpg) in Robin’s possession. The testimony would presumably become 
the Secret Service’s evidence (hence the CIA’s evidence in the ICJ). 
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1:24 AM, the SS women’s German allies (the AfD?) are checking over the suspect’s portrait of Frauke 
on her Facebook page:

31.13.110.105 - - [13/Aug/2016:02:24:10 -0600] "GET /drawLA/drawla-100815/frauke_62216-2.png 
HTTP/1.1" 200 243919 "-" "facebookexternalhit/1.1 
(+http://www.facebook.com/externalhit_uatext.php)"

1:51 AM, another volunteer from Bursa, Turkey, looks up the PP post (Dogan TV Digital Platform),

94.122.174.128 - - [13/Aug/2016:02:51:37 -0600] "GET /2012/61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225868 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=260320.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 
9_3_4 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/601.1.46 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.0 Mobile/13G35 
Safari/601.1"

The question is of course: what are the SS women doing tonight? Waiting for a response from the 
Secret Service? Discussing the situation with the AfD people in the meantime?

13.08 S (evidence of the suspect’s insanity in the ICJ)

From 10:56 AM onward, the SS women resume mobilizing their volunteers to make false reports about
the suspect’s website (plagiarism) and the PP post. The South African Group is active today.

11:30 AM, the suspect can’t log into Bluehost: “site under maintenance”. He is however able to log in 
through proxytime.top. And he could access the archived log via FTP. 12:30 PM, Bluehost is back 
online. Is it because the Secret Service was checking over the content of his website this morning that 
he wasn’t allowed to log in? If so, it’s indication that the CIA needs more evidences in the ICJ that the 
women’s claims about the demonic nature of the suspect’s website are bogus. 

After a visit from San Marcos, Texas, on 3:14 PM to the PP post, the SS women, on 5:19 PM, have 
found somebody from Dr Shahid Habib’s Liver Institute in Tucson, Arizona, to look up the PP post 
( simplybits.net):10

192.147.241.54 - - [13/Aug/2016:18:19:11 -0600] "GET /2012/61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225868 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=260320.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64;
rv:47.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/47.0"

Apparently, the SS women have needed to find a medical doctor to testify to the Secret Service saying 
the bizarre delusions which the suspect has expressed on the PP post about their going after him really 
indicate that his mental insanity is quite severe and that he should therefore definitely be considered a 
tremendous danger to his women victims (that the Homeland Security warning about him is therefore 
correct). It’s evidence in the ICJ in favor of the Russian side: the previous ICJ trial is again temporarily 
locked up.

10 2830 N. Swan Rd 180, Tucson, AZ 85712.
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The Russians must have needed more evidences in the ICJ to confirm Homeland Security’s false 
profile of the suspect as gravely insane. For, 7:40 PM, Simeon the Crushed suddenly posts an 
unintelligible reply on the suspect’s “gang-stalking” thread on AVFM: some crazy talk about 
government agents and so on. Through Homeland Security’s faulty surveillance, Simeon’s garbage will
become evidence for the suspect’s insanity in the ICJ. It will reinforce the evidentiary value of Dr 
Habib’s false report about his mental insanity in the ICJ. 

There are no more visits after Dr Habib’s visit on 5:19 PM until 11:33 PM. Almost six hours! The SS 
women then mobilize their volunteers to visit the suspect’s website four more times (most likely four 
more false reports about his violation of other people’s intellectual property rights).

14.08 Sun

The South African Group is active this morning. The SS women then continue to mobilize their 
volunteers to make false reports about the suspect’s plagiarism. Then, no visits between 12:30 and 6:45 
PM.

Then, between 6:46 and 10:48 PM, six more visits, including three visits to the PP post. Then, no more 
visits for more than five hours. Then, 4:10 AM, it’s a Partisan: rev.sfr.net, Paris, 

77.154.202.102 - - [15/Aug/2016:05:10:15 -0600] "GET /prelude_C_5/prelude_C_5l.pdf HTTP/1.1" 
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200 2227653 "https://www.google.fr/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/52.0.2743.116 Safari/537.36" 

Is this a false report about how the suspect has threatened Kiersten on his website (“shit in pig’s 
mouth”)? Made on the request of Kiersten herself? Or do the Russians need a testimony that this 
document is actually about nonsense because the CIA has used it as evidence in the ICJ to demonstrate 
that the suspect did not intend to harm the National Front between 12 and 14 February? (A faulty 
evidence to cancel out the CIA’s genuine evidence.) In any case, the debate has continued between the 
Secret Service and the SS women on the foreground, and between the Russians and the CIA in the ICJ 
in the background, as to whether the Homeland Security warning about the suspect is correct..

15.08 M

After two decoy visits, 8:24 AM, the SS women send in the Long Keng volunteer to conduct a status 
check. This is the first time he uses his iPhone. 

104.237.91.36 - - [15/Aug/2016:06:59:45 -0600] "GET /thermex2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 530 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 9_3 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/601.1.46 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Version/9.0 Mobile/13E188a Safari/601.1" 

Somehow the SS women are expecting the false reports from yesterday and so on to have already 
achieved effect with the Secret Service. But no. Afterwards, the SS women send two volunteers to the 
PP post, make two visits to the Scientific Enlightenment section, and send one more volunteer from 
Sao Paulo to look up the suspect’s Red Athena painting before Oliver painted over it. There are then no 
visits from them between 2 and 10:20 PM. Are they meeting in person to conference? In response to 
their failure this morning?

From 10:20 PM onwards, 4 more visits from the SS women, including one visit to the PP post. Decoy 
and brainstorming. (Three visits to the PP post in total today.)

16.08 T

Take notice of what happens with the Syrian war today: “Russia gains a base in Iran to bomb Syria”, 
The New York Times, 17.08.2016. This is the first time that Iran allows foreign troops on its soil. 
Further complicating Russia’s bad relations with the US.

There are very few activities from the SS women today. 9 visits in total – all decoys, it seems – and no 
visits to the PP post. Note however this visit on 5:17 PM: phnx.qwest.net, Surprise, Arizona.

184.98.124.124 - - [16/Aug/2016:18:17:11 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/dividedline.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 35034 "https://www.google.com" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64; rv:47.0) 
Gecko/20100101 Firefox/47.0"
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Extremely suspicious because SDW’s friend Deserie Foley (a TI) lives in Surprise, Arizona. In any 
case, the SS women are still conferencing in response to their failure yesterday.

17.08 W

There will be 13 visits from the SS women today. It seems that most are decoys or brainstorming. Two 
visits to the PP post. No visits between 9 PM and 4 AM. Today is thus the third day of brainstorming in 
response to the failure on the morning of 15th. Note this visit on 8:38 AM: 96.4.6.227, 
cheatham.tn.ena.net, Education Networks of America, Ashland City, Tennessee. 

96.4.6.227 - - [17/Aug/2016:09:38:00 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/saxonwarrior.jpg HTTP/
1.1" 200 93242 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/52.0.2743.116 Safari/537.36"

This is a member of the ENA Group, whose earlier visits are on 7 January (davidson.tn.ena.net: 
Antioch Tennessee: perspective1.jpg) and 14 January (hamilton.tn.ena.net: Chattanooga, Tennessee: 
perspective1.jpg). Both Ashland City and Antioch are suburbs of Nashville, while Chattanooga is about
40 miles southeast of Nashville. 

Then, this one on 9:10 PM, lightspeed.irvnca.sbcglobal.net, Rialto, California. The first time ever this 
image is visited.

108.244.248.154 - - [17/Aug/2016:22:10:46 -0600] "GET /gallery/law1304.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 28293 
"https://www.bing.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; x64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/42.0.2311.135 Safari/537.36 Edge/12.10240"

18.08 Thu

The South African Group is active today again. However, they visit something different today: 
sacrifice.html. Until 11 PM, there are 9 visits. Including a visit on 4:42 PM from a volunteer from 
Maastricht, Netherlands (dynamic.ziggol.nl).

84.26.33.226 - - [18/Aug/2016:17:42:49 -0600] "GET /actorinir2/actorinir2.pdf HTTP/1.1" 200 304573
"https://www.google.nl/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Chrome/52.0.2743.116 Safari/537.36" 

Is this brainstorming to see whether it’s possible to report this essay as plagiarized?

And one visit on 5:47 PM to the PP post from Dallas, Texas.

166.137.126.36 - - [18/Aug/2016:18:47:58 -0600] "GET /2012/61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225868 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=260320.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 5.1; LG-
H810/H81010e Build/LMY47D) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 
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Chrome/38.0.2125.102 Mobile Safari/537.36"

All the visits appear to be brainstorming. 

11 PM, the suspect has signed the petition for both Jill Stein and Gary Johnson. He has also signed up 
for Stein’s volunteer list.

12:33 AM, the SS women send in a volunteer from Peoria, Arizona, 

68.98.65.24 - - [19/Aug/2016:01:33:54 -0600] "GET /drawLA/drawla2/eva.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
1247407 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_5) AppleWebKit/
537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/52.0.2743.116 Safari/537.36" 

It seems that, at this moment when the Secret Service still wouldn’t accept the Homeland Security 
warning, and the SS women’s testimonies, about the suspect to be correct, Eva, all the way from 
Germany, agrees to help – by complaining about the suspect’s violation of her privacy with his portrait 
of her.

Then, 12:36 AM, a Partisan: abo.wanadoo.fr, Rennes, France,

2.12.48.251 - - [19/Aug/2016:01:36:01 -0600] "GET /2012/61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225868 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=260320.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1; rv:47.0) 
Gecko/20100101 Firefox/47.0" 

After one more decoy visit, 1:44 AM, the SS women send in a volunteer from Blue Springs, Missouri,

107.192.244.24 - - [19/Aug/2016:02:44:51 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/germaninvasion.html HTTP/1.1" 200 33022 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; 
Android 2.3.4; en-us; NOOK BNTV250 Build/GINGERBREAD 1.4.3) AppleWebKit/533.1 (KHTML,
like Gecko) Version/4.0 Safari/533.1"

It’s not clear whether he is here to make an important false report or to brainstorm. 1:48 AM, he comes 
to the Table of Contents

107.192.244.24 - - [19/Aug/2016:02:48:52 -0600] "GET /thermex2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 530 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/scientificenlightenment1/germaninvasion.html" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Linux; U; Android 2.3.4; en-us; NOOK BNTV250 Build/GINGERBREAD 1.4.3) AppleWebKit/533.1
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Safari/533.1"

Within 4 seconds, he is looking at page 2 of the general summary:

107.192.244.24 - - [19/Aug/2016:02:48:56 -0600] "GET /thermh2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 45281 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/thermfr2.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; Android 2.3.4; en-us; 
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NOOK BNTV250 Build/GINGERBREAD 1.4.3) AppleWebKit/533.1 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Version/4.0 Safari/533.1"

1:50 AM, he looks up the suspect’s web gallery:

107.192.244.24 - - [19/Aug/2016:02:50:12 -0600] "GET /gallery/gallery.html HTTP/1.1" 200 4374 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/scientificenlightenment1/germaninvasion.html" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Linux; U; Android 2.3.4; en-us; NOOK BNTV250 Build/GINGERBREAD 1.4.3) AppleWebKit/533.1
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Safari/533.1"

Another volunteer who is eagerly trying to come up with solutions to help the SS women (how to prove
to the Secret Service that the women’s testimonies about this demonic website are correct).

13 visits in total today, including two visits to the PP post. 

19.08 F

Between 5 and 10:32 AM, the SS women would send in 4 volunteers, including one to the PP post. The
visits to Scientific Enlightenment appear to be decoys, however. Then, no visits until 5:24 PM, when 
the SS women would send another volunteer to the PP post. Then, 5:46 PM, Kiersten posts something 
on her Facebook via Pinterest, “mightyfix from mightynest”. Her first post since 5 August. Then, no 
activities. Then, 9:28 PM, the same Blue Springs, Missouri, volunteer from last night comes again. 

107.192.244.24 - - [19/Aug/2016:22:28:10 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/germaninvasion.html HTTP/1.1" 200 33022 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; 
Android 2.3.4; en-us; NOOK BNTV250 Build/GINGERBREAD 1.4.3) AppleWebKit/533.1 (KHTML,
like Gecko) Version/4.0 Safari/533.1"

Then, from 11:21 PM onward until 5 AM, there are 7 visits: it appears that the SS women have 
resumed sending false reports about the suspect’s plagiarism to the Secret Service. It doesn’t seem that 
the SS women are ever connected up with the Stein campaign because of the suspect’s activity from 
last night. Clearly, it’s because the Secret Service has already removed the suspect’s status as a 
“terrorist stalker” that he has never “flagged the system” when he signs up for Stein’s campaign. 
However, 5:04 AM, the SS women send in the Long Keng volunteer to conduct a status check.

61.216.163.33 - - [20/Aug/2016:06:04:09 -0600] "GET /thermex2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 530 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_6) AppleWebKit/601.7.7 (KHTML, like Gecko)" 
61.216.163.33 - - [20/Aug/2016:06:04:10 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 304 124 "-" 
"Safari/11601.7.7 CFNetwork/760.6.3 Darwin/15.6.0 (x86_64)"

20.08 S

Note that, some time since 5 PM yesterday, SDW would post a new post on her blog – the first time 
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since 15 May. It’s merely a link: “Health damaging radiation levels in UC Berkeley’s Family Student 
Housing”. Is SDW hoping that the Secret Service might intercept the suspect “cyberstalking” her?

The suspect’s log is archived on 6:05 AM today. Has Angelica visited? From 6:30 AM to 1:30 PM, the 
SS women will mobilize 7 volunteers. It appears that they are again sending false reports to the Secret 
Service. One visit is to the PP post. The first visit is unusual: 6:34 AM, retail.telecomitalia.it, Quarona, 
Italy.

79.45.16.62 - - [20/Aug/2016:07:34:56 -0600] "GET /howihave73bg4-/forum_posts/eee_df.pdf HTTP/
1.1" 200 47164 "https://www.google.it" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; rv:47.0) Gecko/20100101 
Firefox/47.0" 

Is this a false report confirming that the suspect is indeed a computer-hacker? Then, 4 more visits 
between 4 and 7 PM: reporting about the suspect’s plagiarism. Then, no activities between 7 PM and 
12 AM. After 12 AM, 4 more visits, including one to the PP post. False reports about the suspect’s 
plagiarism and his expressing delusions about his women victims in online forums. 

21.08 Sun

5:38 AM, SDW posted on her Facebook Group, “Wake up or fall victim: bizarre fliers suggest 
organized stalking by Milwaukee police”. Her first time since 26 July.

Then, 4 visits until 2:30 PM. One is probably a false report (misogynist speech or plagiarism): 2:29 
PM, Talk Talk, Herne Bay, UK,

92.15.196.154 - - [21/Aug/2016:15:29:28 -0600] "GET /1/feminismandfoucault.htm HTTP/1.1" 200 
25404 "https://www.bing.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; x64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/46.0.2486.0 Safari/537.36 Edge/13.10586"

2:59 PM, the suspect posts on AVFM a message expressing his (erroneous) impression that the SS 
women have connected up with Stein’s campaign. He has mistaken the flurry of activity on his website 
in the past two days for the SS women’s false reports to Stein’s campaign. (But at least he has correctly 
stated that he is on Homeland Security’s watchlist and the SS women are therein listed as expert 
witnesses on him.)

3:11 PM, Deidre replied: “Does Anonymous have any legal recourse against these women?” What?

6:12 PM, the SS women send a volunteer from Slidell, Louisiana (dhcp.slid.la.charter.com), to look up 
the PP post:

68.112.221.255 - - [21/Aug/2016:19:12:36 -0600] "GET /2012/61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225868 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=260320.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 
9_3_4 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/601.1.46 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.0 Mobile/13G35 
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Safari/601.1"

This volunteer will come back repeatedly, always looking up the PP post. His task is thus to use the PP 
post to prove that Homeland Security’s warning about the suspect is correct.11

6:31 PM, the SS women send in a volunteer from Toronto (cpe.teksavvy.com):

107.179.157.125 - - [21/Aug/2016:19:31:02 -0600] "GET 
/correlate_revised_no_summary_126-/correlate_revised_no_summary%20126_(secure).pdf HTTP/1.1"
200 931526 "https://www.google.ca/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_5) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/52.0.2743.116 Safari/537.36"

What’s this about? Is this related to Angelos? Then, 5 more decoys and false reports (plagiarism) until 
2:30 AM. Then, 2:47 AM, the SS women send in a volunteer from Moscow 
(tplus.moscow.access.comstar.ru):

82.204.245.230 - - [22/Aug/2016:03:47:49 -0600] "GET /cheneyplanintro/cheneyplanintrob.pdf HTTP/
1.1" 200 478378 "https://www.google.ru/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/52.0.2743.116 Safari/537.36" 

It’s the “conspiracy” story which the SS women pull out whenever they have an urgent need to 
convince the Secret Service that the suspect is insane (just as the Homeland Security warning, and their
testimonies, have described). Then, two more visits afterward. It appears that the SS women today are 
mobilizing volunteers to not simply falsely report the suspect for plagiarism but also for expressing on 
his website bizarre delusions about government conspiracies in which he believes everyone he has ever
met is involved. 

22.08 M

7:21 AM, the volunteer from Slidell, Louisiana, comes to check on the PP post again.

68.112.221.255 - - [22/Aug/2016:08:21:52 -0600] "GET /2012/61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225868 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=260320.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 
9_3_4 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/601.1.46 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.0 Mobile/13G35 
Safari/601.1"

Still brainstorming how to convince the Secret Service that the suspect has indeed developed so much 
delusion about his women victims’ going after him.

11 We really have to suspect that this Slidell volunteer is in fact just Alexis de Bram, one of Karin’s best friends, who has 
been living in New Orleans, Louisiana, from time to time. His Facebook indicates that, in autumn 2016 (November), he 
was indeed in New Orleans. According to Intelius, he owns two houses in New Orleans, at 1915 Burgundy St. and 311 
Delaronde St. If this is Alexis, then Karin must have said to him: “Come check out the crazy thing this crazy Lawrence 
is writing about us here – help us prove to the Secret Service that the Homeland Security warning about him is correct.”
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After one visit (yixuai50.html), 10:45 AM, the SS women send in a volunteer from India to do a search 
for “Draw LA”:

107.167.109.193 - - [22/Aug/2016:11:45:36 -0600] "GET /drawLA/drawLA_04_15/ HTTP/1.1" 200 
659 "http://www.google.co.in/search?q=drawla&btnG=&client=ms-opera-mini-android&tbm=isch" 
"Opera/9.80 (Android; Opera Mini/18.0.2254/37.8841; U; en) Presto/2.12.423 Version/12.16" 
107.167.109.193 - - [22/Aug/2016:11:45:36 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/drawLA/drawLA_04_15/" "Opera/9.80 (Android; Opera 
Mini/18.0.2254/37.8841; U; en) Presto/2.12.423 Version/12.16"

When he clicks on the image, he would arrive at the folder “drawLA_04_15”.
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Are the SS women thinking about contacting the organizers (Emiko and Kelly) of Draw Anything LA 
Meetups?

12:07 PM, the Slidell volunteer comes again:

68.112.221.255 - - [22/Aug/2016:13:07:11 -0600] "GET /2012/61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225868 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=260320.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 
9_3_4 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/601.1.46 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.0 Mobile/13G35 
Safari/601.1"

1:37 PM, the suspect posts a reply on AVFM mocking the fake replies.

After two more visits (decoys?), 4:01 PM, the Slidell volunteer comes again,

68.112.221.255 - - [22/Aug/2016:17:01:42 -0600] "GET /2012/61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225868 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=260320.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 
9_3_4 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/601.1.46 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.0 Mobile/13G35 
Safari/601.1"

Did he make a report to the Secret Service? Or just brainstorming? He would come again next month. 
There are then no visits between 2 and 10 PM. Are the SS women debating with the Secret Service? 
Then, 4 more visits after 10 PM: false reports to convince the Secret Service that the suspect has 
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plagiarized and so on, including this visit: 10:17 PM irpimus.net.au, Perth, Australia.

58.178.125.16 - - [22/Aug/2016:23:17:01 -0600] "GET /1/epilogue225.html HTTP/1.1" 200 83541 
"https://www.bing.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; x64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/46.0.2486.0 Safari/537.36 Edge/13.10586"

23.08 T

Some time since 5 PM yesterday, SDW has posted a new post on her blog: “Video Link: Gang-stalking:
with Eric Karlstrom”. Another one since 20 August.

After their debate with the Secret Service all day yesterday, the SS women are ready to check on their 
success this morning. 7:54 AM, they send in the Long Keng volunteer to conduct a status check (hinet-
ip.hinet.net, Shanghai, China):

61.216.161.203 - - [23/Aug/2016:08:54:42 -0600] "GET /thermex2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 530 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_6) AppleWebKit/601.7.7 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Version/9.1.2 Safari/601.7.7"

No, it’s still visible. 35 seconds later, the Long Keng volunteer comes to the Scientific Enlightenment 
Table of Contents and, within 20 seconds, clicks on fundamentalism2.html.

61.216.161.203 - - [23/Aug/2016:08:55:17 -0600] "GET /scientlitfr.html HTTP/1.1" 200 10673 "http://
www.enlightenment1998.com/thermfr2.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_6) 
AppleWebKit/601.7.7 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.1.2 Safari/601.7.7" 

61.216.161.203 - - [23/Aug/2016:08:55:36 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/fundamentalism2.htm HTTP/1.1" 200 45008 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/scientlitfr.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 
10_11_6) AppleWebKit/601.7.7 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.1.2 Safari/601.7.7"

Bad news. The Secret Service did not remove the suspect’s website. The SS women would wait. From 
8 AM to 7:30 PM, there will be 11 visits, 7 of which are to the various PP posts. The PP post visits 
might not be related to the SS women (people might simply be clicking on the new messages on the PP 
forum front page) and the rest might be decoys. However, note this visit to one of the PP posts: 1:21 
PM, eastlink.ca, Kingston, Nova Scotia.

24.222.252.193 - - [23/Aug/2016:14:21:53 -0600] "GET /2012/anna_chapman.jpeg HTTP/1.1" 200 
17227 "http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=229794.msg1602927;topicseen" "Mozilla/5.0 
(iPad; CPU OS 9_3_4 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/601.1.46 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.0 
Mobile/13G35 Safari/601.1"

because he would appear again on 28 August during an important battle.
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7:57 PM, the SS women send in the Long Keng volunteer to conduct another status check (hinet-
ip.hinet.net, Shanghai, China). 

61.216.161.7 - - [23/Aug/2016:20:57:54 -0600] "GET /thermh1.html HTTP/1.1" 200 23988 
"http://www.google.com.tw/search?client=ms-android-kt-kr&source=android-home
%2F&site=webhp&source=hp&ei=GA29V9O6DYS90gT4u7RI&q=thermodynamic+interpretation+of
+history&oq=thermodynamic+interpretation+of+history&gs_l=mobile-gws-
hp.3..0i22i30k1.3296.18911.0.19291.35.34.1.20.20.0.941.9139.0j13j11j6j3j0j1.34.0....0...1c.1.64.mobil
e-gws-hp..3.32.2602.3..0j41.uzOcZIgfeVw" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; Android 4.1.2; en-us; LG-F200K/
20h Build/JZO54K) AppleWebKit/534.30 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Mobile Safari/534.30"

This is the phone which the Long Keng volunteer was using on the early morning of 7 May. However, 
it could be that the Long Keng volunteer is with his friend tonight and that it is his friend who is doing 
the status check. Within 10 seconds, the Long Keng volunteer comes to Scientific Enlightenment Table 
of Contents and, 6 seconds later, clicks on fundamentalism2.htm again.

61.216.161.7 - - [23/Aug/2016:20:58:03 -0600] "GET /scientlitfr.html HTTP/1.1" 200 10673 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/thermfr2.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; Android 4.1.2; en-us; 
LG-F200K/20h Build/JZO54K) AppleWebKit/534.30 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Mobile 
Safari/534.30"

61.216.161.7 - - [23/Aug/2016:20:58:09 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/fundamentalism2.htm 
HTTP/1.1" 200 45008 "http://www.enlightenment1998.com/scientlitfr.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; 
Android 4.1.2; en-us; LG-F200K/20h Build/JZO54K) AppleWebKit/534.30 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Version/4.0 Mobile Safari/534.30"

No, the Secret Service still hasn’t removed the website. 

After this, the SS women only send in three visitors, including one to the PP post. The SS women are 
frustrated and conferencing.

11:27 PM, the suspect posts on Stein’s Facebook: “Women trust women...” He is still under the 
erroneous impression that Stein’s campaign has connected up with the SS women and therefore is 
trying to mock the situation.

24.08 W

The log is archived 7:02 AM today. Has Angelica visited? Perhaps it is due to the fact that the Secret 
Service has not removed the suspect’s website that she has felt the need to do a round of false reporting 
herself. If so, she would have done it between 2 and 5 AM this morning. She would be complaining to 
the Secret Service: “This is what I see on his website... It’s harassment and violation of my privacy...”
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Then, 3 visits, including one to the other PP post.

10:20 AM, the SS women send in a volunteer from San Diego (lightspeed.sndgca.sbcglobal.net) to look
up “The Cheney Plan”:

172.2.140.161 - - [24/Aug/2016:11:20:19 -0600] "GET /cheneyplanintro/cheneyplanintrob.pdf 
HTTP/1.1" 200 478378 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/52.0.2743.116 Safari/537.36"

Very similar to the San Diego volunteer from 26 June. This is the third time this month. The story 
which the SS women have developed about this essay to prove that the suspect is insane and dangerous 
– the SS women are trying again to use it to persuade the Secret Service that the Homeland Security 
warning about the suspect is correct.

The SS women then seem to be waiting for the Secret Service’s response. For this reason, except for 
two visits to the other PP posts: 4:50 PM, tcso.qwest.net, Tucson, Arizona (related to Dr Habib?): 

67.1.139.110 - - [24/Aug/2016:17:50:14 -0600] "GET /2012/braingate2.jpeg HTTP/1.1" 200 8287 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=184178.0;topicseen" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; 
WOW64; rv:48.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/48.0

and 9:04 PM, Hurricane Electric, Milpitas, California (presumably a proxy):

64.71.166.37 - - [24/Aug/2016:22:04:31 -0600] "GET /2012/braingate2.jpeg HTTP/1.1" 200 8287 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=184178.msg1602931" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel 
Mac OS X 10_10_0) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/38.0.2125.101 
Safari/537.36"

there are no activities until almost 11 PM (for almost 11 hours!). 

Then, 10:57 PM, the SS women send in the Long Keng volunteer to conduct a status-check (he is again
using his, or his associate’s, Android phone):

61.216.161.203 - - [24/Aug/2016:23:57:07 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 408 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/thermh1.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; Android 4.1.2; en-us; LG-
F200K/20h Build/JZO54K) AppleWebKit/534.30 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Mobile 
Safari/534.30"

He has merely called up the webpage from his browser’s cache (cached on 23 August, 7:57 PM). No. 
The Secret Service remains unpersuaded. 

11:16 PM, the SS women send in a volunteer from Claremont, California (mycingular.net), to look up 
the PP post – probably to check whether it has been removed or to brainstorm: 
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166.170.14.33 - - [25/Aug/2016:00:16:29 -0600] "GET /2012/61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225868 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=260320.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 
9_3_4 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/601.1.46 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.0 Mobile/13G35 
Safari/601.1"

Almost 35 minutes later, 11:50 PM, a volunteer from Narbonne, France (fbx.proxad.net: probably a 
Partisan), looks up the list of the suspect’s recent postings on the PP forum:

82.244.2.219 - - [25/Aug/2016:00:50:47 -0600] "GET /2012/braingate2.jpeg HTTP/1.1" 200 8287 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?action=recent;start=90" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac 
OS X 10.10; rv:48.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/48.0"

Everybody has been suspecting that this “toothache” really is the suspect himself. But there is no proof.
12:37 AM, another volunteer from Sacramento looks up the other PP post, 

24.2.53.159 - - [25/Aug/2016:01:37:32 -0600] "GET /2012/braingate2.jpeg HTTP/1.1" 200 8287 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=184178.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; 
x64; rv:48.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/48.0"

Two more decoy visits for the rest of the night. To conclude – it’s not just the SS women who are 
frustrated, but Ekaterina and the Russian intelligence as well: the CIA is so close to reactivating the 
previous ICJ trial when, day after day, there is no evidence in the ICJ to prove that Homeland Security 
has always been right about the suspect.

25.08 Thu (identification of “toothache”)

Until 6 PM, there are few activities from the SS women. Only 8 visits, mostly decoys, and 3 of which 
are to the PP post. The SS women and their volunteers are brainstorming what to do. 

Then, after 6 PM, the SS women make progress. 6:34 PM, a volunteer from Inglewood, California 
(socal.res.rr.com), has suddenly identified on the suspect’s website the picture which he has embedded 
in the PP post. 

76.175.153.107 - - [25/Aug/2016:19:34:24 -0600] "GET /2012/61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225868 
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 5.1.1; SAMSUNG-SM-G530AZ 
Build/LMY48B; wv) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/50.0.2661.86 
Mobile Safari/537.36 GSA/5.12.35.21.arm"

The SS women are jubilant. This is proof that “toothache” is indeed the suspect himself. The SS 
women have now found concrete evidence to (somewhat) support their claim that the suspect has been 
assuming false identities to conduct fraudulent activities on the Internet. Insofar as the Secret Service 
has dismissed the Homeland Security warning about the suspect, and the SS women’s status as “expert 
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witnesses”, on the ground that the women’s profile of the suspect is incorrect, the women can now fight
back by presenting evidence to demonstrate that their profile of the suspect is correct – and the Russian 
side would certainly welcome such evidence in the ICJ (to lock up the previous ICJ trial). Then, 42 
minutes later, 7:16 PM, this strange “Eircom indexing” (Eircom, Dublin, Ireland) – it’s not clear 
whether it has anything to do with the SS women.

86.47.80.145 - - [25/Aug/2016:20:16:04 -0600] "GET /2012/61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 228358 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; en-US; rv:1.9.2.8) Gecko/20100721 Firefox/3.6.8" 
86.47.80.145 - - [25/Aug/2016:20:16:19 -0600] "GET / HTTP/1.1" 200 7379 
"http://enlightenment1998.com/2012/61812-39.png" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; en-
US; rv:1.9.2.8) Gecko/20100721 Firefox/3.6.8" 
86.47.80.145 - - [25/Aug/2016:20:16:29 -0600] "GET /links.html HTTP/1.1" 200 45358 
"http://enlightenment1998.com" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; en-US; rv:1.9.2.8) 
Gecko/20100721 Firefox/3.6.8" 
86.47.80.145 - - [25/Aug/2016:20:16:40 -0600] "GET /1.html HTTP/1.1" 200 25723 
"http://enlightenment1998.com" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; en-US; rv:1.9.2.8) 
Gecko/20100721 Firefox/3.6.8" 
86.47.80.145 - - [25/Aug/2016:20:16:53 -0600] "GET /acad.html HTTP/1.1" 200 10952 
"http://enlightenment1998.com" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; en-US; rv:1.9.2.8) 
Gecko/20100721 Firefox/3.6.8" 
86.47.80.145 - - [25/Aug/2016:20:17:00 -0600] "GET /thermex2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 632 
"http://enlightenment1998.com" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; en-US; rv:1.9.2.8) 
Gecko/20100721 Firefox/3.6.8"

This would come two more times tonight.

8:30 PM, amidst the excitement, Kiersten posts something on her Facebook, her first time since 19 
August. (1) Snow Song, Jokulsarlon glacial lagoon (Pinterest). (2) Snow Song, deer antlered hat 
(Pinterest). And (3) Snow Song, deersleigh (Pinterest). 

Then, one decoy visit on 9:30 PM. Then, 10:34 PM, the Inglewood volunteer nostalgically checks on 
the most important piece of evidence again. It’s been 4 hours since she has first discovered it:

76.175.153.107 - - [25/Aug/2016:23:34:19 -0600] "GET /2012/61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225868 
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 5.1.1; SAMSUNG-SM-G530AZ 
Build/LMY48B) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/50.0.2661.89 Mobile 
Safari/537.36"

10:38 PM, she comes again.  

76.175.153.107 - - [25/Aug/2016:23:38:40 -0600] "GET /2012/61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225868 
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 5.1.1; SAMSUNG-SM-G530AZ 
Build/LMY48B) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/50.0.2661.89 Mobile 
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Safari/537.36"

Then, 11:43 PM, the SS women send in the Long Keng volunteer (163data.com.cn, Dalian, China). 
This time he is using his MacBook:

123.185.99.19 - - [26/Aug/2016:00:43:53 -0600] "GET /thermex2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 530 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_6) AppleWebKit/601.7.7 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Version/9.1.2 Safari/601.7.7" 

16 seconds later, he clicks on Scientific Enlightenment Table of Contents and, another 12 seconds later,
fundamentalism1.html. 

123.185.99.19 - - [26/Aug/2016:00:44:09 -0600] "GET /scientlitfr.html HTTP/1.1" 200 10673 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/thermfr2.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 
10_11_6) AppleWebKit/601.7.7 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.1.2 Safari/601.7.7" 

123.185.99.19 - - [26/Aug/2016:00:44:21 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/fundamentalism1.htm HTTP/1.1" 200 55187 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/scientlitfr.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 
10_11_6) AppleWebKit/601.7.7 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.1.2 Safari/601.7.7"

Probably to prepare evidence of the suspect’s plagiarism for the Secret Service (that the SS women are 
also right about the suspect’s plagiarism). There are no visits in the next three hours because the SS 
women are busy conferencing and preparing their new case. Then, 3:32 AM, the Long Keng volunteer 
sends the links cached on his phone’s browser to a volunteer in Tel Aviv (probably a computer-hacker): 
mail.gravity.co.il, 012 Smile, Tel Aviv, Israel: 

212.199.61.10 - - [26/Aug/2016:04:32:18 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/fundamentalism2.htm HTTP/1.1" 200 45008 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/scientlitfr.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 
10_11_6) AppleWebKit/601.7.7 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.1.2 Safari/601.7.7" 

Certainly to prepare better evidence of the suspect’s plagiarism for the Secret Service.

Tonight the suspect will also have posted another message on AVFM detailing his erroneous scenario 
that the SS women have connected up with Stein’s campaign. He has also in the afternoon posted 
another message on Stein’s Facebook page (police’s sexism) to mock the current situation. 

26.08 F (plagiarism)

Note that, today, Kerry and Lavrov would reach further agreement about Syria in Geneva. However, 
the Russian intelligence and the Partisans would continue strenuously to prove, both in the real world 
and in the ICJ, that the Homeland Security warning about the suspect is correct. While Homeland 
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Security CO chief and NULND will be convicted whether or not this warning is correct, it is far more 
important to Russia that the previous ICJ trial should remain locked up. 

Until 12:30 PM, there are 7 visits, including two to the PP post. Then, no visits at all in the next 7 
hours. We shall surmise it’s because, after the SS women have turned in the new evidence to the Secret 
Service in the morning (“See, our testimonies, and Homeland Security’s warning, about this guy are 
correct after all! He does impersonate! And he does plagiarize!”), they are waiting for a response.

Then, from 8 PM onward, it appears that the SS women are again mobilizing their volunteers to make 
false reports about the suspect’s plagiarism. The Secret Service has evidently replied that there is no 
case (that Homeland Security’s warning shall not be respected) because the evidence of the suspect’s 
plagiarism is not convincing. And so, from 7:58 PM to 3:30 AM, 7 visits, 6 to the various Scientific 
Enlightenment chapters, and one to the other PP post (184178). This includes one visit on 9:47 PM 
from Marriott International in New York City.

12.170.185.67 - - [26/Aug/2016:22:47:42 -0600] "GET /1/appendix.html HTTP/1.1" 200 76534 
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Chrome/52.0.2743.116 Safari/537.36"

Apparently one of the SS women’s volunteers is currently attending an event in the Marriott Hotel in 
New York City.

10:30 PM, SDW posts on her Facebook group, “5 disturbing developments in the Chelsea Manning 
case”. Her first time since 21 August.

3:32 AM, a volunteer from Hong Kong (ctinets.com) comes to make more false reports about the 
suspect’s plagiarism:

14.136.6.251 - - [27/Aug/2016:04:32:29 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/rjwien.jpg HTTP/1.1" 
200 39211 "https://www.google.com.hk/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_6) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/52.0.2743.116 Safari/537.36"

After reporting on the image for 20 minutes, 3:53 AM, he comes to the folder itself:

14.136.6.251 - - [27/Aug/2016:04:53:13 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/ HTTP/1.1" 200 3792 
"-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_6) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/52.0.2743.116 Safari/537.36" 

Within 3 seconds, he comes to the front page:

14.136.6.251 - - [27/Aug/2016:04:53:16 -0600] "GET / HTTP/1.1" 200 3527 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/scientificenlightenment1/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac 
OS X 10_11_6) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/52.0.2743.116 Safari/537.36" 
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14.136.6.251 - - [27/Aug/2016:04:53:16 -0600] "GET /dot_clear.gif HTTP/1.1" 404 1322 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_6) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/52.0.2743.116 Safari/537.36" 

Within 1 second, he looks up other images in the folder:

14.136.6.251 - - [27/Aug/2016:04:54:01 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/1qian.JPG HTTP/1.1" 
200 756 "http://www.enlightenment1998.com/scientificenlightenment1/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; 
Intel Mac OS X 10_11_6) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/52.0.2743.116 
Safari/537.36" 
14.136.6.251 - - [27/Aug/2016:04:54:04 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/Yijing2.jpg HTTP/1.1"
200 361764 "http://www.enlightenment1998.com/scientificenlightenment1/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; 
Intel Mac OS X 10_11_6) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/52.0.2743.116 
Safari/537.36" 

Then he comes back to the front page:

14.136.6.251 - - [27/Aug/2016:04:54:09 -0600] "GET /dot_clear.gif HTTP/1.1" 404 1322 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_6) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/52.0.2743.116 Safari/537.36" 

Then he looks up the essays on the front page:

14.136.6.251 - - [27/Aug/2016:04:54:12 -0600] "GET /sci/sci.pdf HTTP/1.1" 200 480129 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_6) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/52.0.2743.116 Safari/537.36" 

Within 2 seconds,

14.136.6.251 - - [27/Aug/2016:04:54:14 -0600] "GET /sufferingwoman/sufferingwomand.pdf 
HTTP/1.1" 200 417881 "http://www.enlightenment1998.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS 
X 10_11_6) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/52.0.2743.116 Safari/537.36" 

20 seconds later, he returns to examining the images in the folder:

14.136.6.251 - - [27/Aug/2016:04:54:32 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/atpcycle.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 17013 "http://www.enlightenment1998.com/scientificenlightenment1/" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_6) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/52.0.2743.116 Safari/537.36"

4:23 AM, Google proxy,

66.102.6.190 - - [27/Aug/2016:05:23:23 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/ HTTP/1.1" 200 3792 
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"http://www.google.com/search" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux x86_64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 
like Gecko; Google Web Preview) Chrome/27.0.1453 Safari/537.36"

He has apparently spent 30 more minutes communicating with the SS women and reporting to the 
Secret Service about the suspect’s plagiarism, and then searches for the folder on Google. He reports: 
“This is what I see on this website. There is a big folder, in which there are all these images scanned 
from books. Stealing images from books without obtaining permission – clearly a violation of 
intellectual property laws.” In other words, he makes no mention of the webpages on which the images 
are embedded and referenced.

4:33 AM, another volunteer from Alor Star, Malaysia, tries to search for the images in the folder:

124.13.86.120 - - [27/Aug/2016:05:33:41 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/YIJING6.jpg HTTP/
1.1" 200 359989 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 5.1; ASUS_Z00VD 
Build/LMY47I) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/50.0.2661.89 Mobile 
Safari/537.36"

The same false report. A lot of effort tonight to prove to the Secret Service that the suspect is a 
persistent violator of intellectual property laws (copies contents from books and puts them on his 
website).

27.08 S

After one decoy visit, 9:28 AM, the SS women send the Long Keng volunteer (hinet-ip.hinet.net, 
Shanghai, China) to conduct a status check. They are wondering whether all their false reporting last 
night until 5 hours ago has achieved effect with the Secret Service.

61.216.161.7 - - [27/Aug/2016:10:28:28 -0600] "GET /thermex2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 530 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_6) AppleWebKit/601.7.7 (KHTML, like Gecko)" 

No, the Secret Service has not taken action. For the rest of the day, the SS women will make 11 visits, 
including 5 visits to the various PP posts. These 5 visits are: 4:31 PM, dhcp.mdfd.or.charter.com, 
Medford, Oregon. 

71.84.168.90 - - [27/Aug/2016:17:31:32 -0600] "GET /2012/braingate2.jpeg HTTP/1.1" 200 8287 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=184178.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 
10_8_5) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/49.0.2623.112 Safari/537.36"

7:30 PM, myvzw.com, Omaha, Nebraska.

70.198.43.146 - - [27/Aug/2016:20:30:45 -0600] "GET /2012/braingate2.jpeg HTTP/1.1" 200 8287 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=184178.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 
9_3_2 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/601.1.46 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.0 Mobile/13F69 
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Safari/601.1"

12 AM, lightspeed.clmboh.sbcglobal.net, Hilliard, Ohio,

99.165.77.243 - - [28/Aug/2016:01:00:23 -0600] "GET /2012/61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225868 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=260320.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 6.0.1; SM-
G930V Build/MMB29M) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/52.0.2743.98 Mobile 
Safari/537.36

1:31 AM, T-Mobile USA, Chicago,

208.54.32.163 - - [28/Aug/2016:02:31:31 -0600] "GET /2012/61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225868 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=260320.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4.2; en-us; 
A464BG Build/KOT49H) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/30.0.0.0 
Mobile Safari/537.36" 

Along the way, note this: 1:37 AM, ph.ph.cox.net, Surprise, Arizona,

68.3.184.166 - - [28/Aug/2016:02:37:49 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/republic.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 64780 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 9_3_3 like 
Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/601.1.46 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.0 Mobile/13G34 Safari/601.1"

The visit is suspicious because, again, SDW’s friend Deserie Foley lives in Surprise, Arizona.12 In any 
case, most like another false report to convince the Secret Service that the suspect is indeed a 
plagiarizer.

And the last visit to the PP post: 4:53 AM, Viasat Communications, Tyler, Texas,

162.72.193.86 - - [28/Aug/2016:05:53:37 -0600] "GET /2012/61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225868 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=260320.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4.4; SM-
S820L Build/KTU84P) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/52.0.2743.98 Mobile 
Safari/537.36"

Note also that, 10 PM, SDW posts something again on her Facebook Group. “Man in boxer shorts 
scales airport fence...” Meanwhile, the suspect has posted an update on AVFM – again, it’s only a half-
correct scenario:

It would seem that the group of women’s purpose in establishing Anonymous as currently 
harassing them is to regain the “victim confidentiality” of which the New York law 
enforcement has deprived them earlier in this month. Presumably the women are securing 

12 Deserie D-U-R-G-I-N Foley has an address on 26052 N. 165th Dr. in Surprise, Arizona, but has also others in Phoenix, 
Glendale, and Maricopa. A search of her email address on dehashed.com turns up a record from MyFitnessPal 
(01.02.2018) with an IP address of 72.223.46.22 (ph.ph.cox.net). She seems to be a MAC person. 
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the help of the Baltimore Lawyer in their project to regain their “victim confidentiality”. By
last night, 24 hours after they have collected that single piece of evidence by which they 
wanted to argue that Anonymous is currently engaged in online harassment of them, the 
women have resumed operation making false reports about Anonymous’ website to law 
enforcement saying Anonymous is a plagiarizer, etc....

28.08 Sun (184178)

As the Russians continue to collect the SS women’s new evidences into the ICJ to attempt to lock up 
the previous ICJ trial, they must have yesterday communicated to the SS women (via Homeland 
Security) that they need more evidences for the claim that the suspect likes to assume false identities to 
spread slanders on Internet forums. Hence there were so many visits to the two PP posts yesterday. 
Today, the Russians would command Homeland Security CO chief to order his trollers on the PP forum
to post crazy and frivolous messages on the 184178 thread so that (with faulty surveillance) these 
postings can be intercepted into the ICJ as evidences suggesting that the suspect has continued to post 
garbage here under false identities. This is necessary presumably because the Secret Service’s rejection 
of the SS women’s case in the past two days has become unfavorable evidence for the Russians in the 
ICJ. (Did the Secret Service also demonstrate yesterday that the suspect doesn’t in fact often 
impersonate people online?) The two trollers chosen for the mission are “stressedxout01” and “egypt”. 
The SS women presumably will also be reporting this to the Secret Service.

Here are the activities on 184178 today: 6:10 AM, bb.sky.com, Birmingham, UK,

90.204.230.105 - - [28/Aug/2016:07:10:41 -0600] "GET /2012/braingate2.jpeg HTTP/1.1" 200 8287 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=184178.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 7_1_2 like 
Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.2 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11D257 Safari/9537.53"

8:20 AM, Frontier Communications, Martinsburg, West Virginia. This is “stressedxout01”.

50.110.191.39 - - [28/Aug/2016:09:20:31 -0600] "GET /2012/braingate2.jpeg HTTP/1.1" 200 8287 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=184178.msg0;boardseen" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; CrOS 
x86_64 8350.68.0) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/52.0.2743.116 Safari/537.36"

8:38 AM, “stressedxout01” has posted the first message. 

8:40 AM, comcastbusiness.net, Jacksonville, Florida. (Recall the three persons from Jacksonville last 
month.)

50.73.246.94 - - [28/Aug/2016:09:40:45 -0600] "GET /2012/braingate2.jpeg HTTP/1.1" 200 8287 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=184178.msg1603282;topicseen" "Mozilla/4.0 
(compatible; MSIE 7.0; Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/7.0; SLCC2; .NET CLR 2.0.50727; .NET 
CLR 3.5.30729; .NET CLR 3.0.30729; .NET4.0C; .NET4.0E; Media Center PC 6.0; HelpByLeo; 
GWX:DOWNLOADED; GWX:RESERVED; HelpByLeo)"
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8:46 AM, T-Mobile USA, Kent, Washington,

172.56.42.89 - - [28/Aug/2016:09:46:39 -0600] "GET /2012/braingate2.jpeg HTTP/1.1" 200 8287 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=184178.msg1603282;topicseen" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10.5; rv:16.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/16.0"

8:49 AM, it’s “stressedxout01” again, and he is now using his iPhone,

50.110.191.39 - - [28/Aug/2016:09:49:00 -0600] "GET /2012/braingate2.jpeg HTTP/1.1" 200 8287 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=184178.msg1603282" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU 
iPhone OS 9_3_4 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/601.1.46 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.0 
Mobile/13G35 Safari/601.1"

8:54 AM, myvzw.com, Riverton, Utah.

70.212.41.68 - - [28/Aug/2016:09:54:21 -0600] "GET /2012/braingate2.jpeg HTTP/1.1" 200 8287 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=184178.msg1603282;topicseen" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; 
Ubuntu; Linux x86_64; rv:18.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/18.0"

10:18 AM, frontiernet.net, Moscow, Idaho. This person seems to be “egypt”.

50.37.95.190 - - [28/Aug/2016:11:18:31 -0600] "GET /2012/braingate2.jpeg HTTP/1.1" 200 8287 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=184178.msg1603282;topicseen" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:47.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/47.0"

10:35 AM, “egypt” has posted a reply to “stressedxout1” on 184178.  

10:50 AM, santtx.dsl-w.verizon.net, Spicewood, Texas.

108.1.209.247 - - [28/Aug/2016:11:50:33 -0600] "GET /2012/braingate2.jpeg HTTP/1.1" 200 8287 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=184178.msg1603294;topicseen" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:48.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/48.0"

11:18 AM, “stressedxout01” has posted a second reply.

While there is this flurry of activity on 184178, the SS women send only two visitors to the suspect’s 
website. 11:36 AM, however, they send in a volunteer from Verona, Italy (Wind Telecomunicazioni), to
make an important visit. 

151.62.33.88 - - [28/Aug/2016:12:36:12 -0600] "GET /gallery/fkdlldet.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 815641 
"https://www.bing.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 9_3_5 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/601.1.46 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.0 Mobile/13G36 Safari/601.1"
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This volunteer is apparently instructed to report to the Secret Service about seeing extremely graphic, 
sexually explicit image on the suspect’s website. The SS women will definitely claim that such image 
is ground on which to grant them “confidentiality”. Again, the Russian side has also wanted this as 
evidence in the ICJ. 

More visits to 184178: 11:49 AM, 64.185.106.113, static.pocketinet.com, Walla Walla, Washington; 
12:13 AM, 166.137.139.122, mycingular.net, Denton, Texas; 12:14 PM, 24.1.164.250, 
hsd1.il.comcast.net, Chicago; 12:57 PM, 97.32.139.99, myvzw.com, Rogersville, Alabama. 1:17 PM, 
it’s “egypt” again,

50.37.95.190 - - [28/Aug/2016:14:17:13 -0600] "GET /2012/braingate2.jpeg HTTP/1.1" 200 8287 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=184178.msg1603300;topicseen" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:47.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/47.0" 

1:18 PM, “egypt” posts another reply.

1:34 PM, pools.spcsdns.net, Dallas, Texas.

66.87.97.56 - - [28/Aug/2016:14:34:41 -0600] "GET /2012/braingate2.jpeg HTTP/1.1" 200 8287 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=184178.msg1603308;topicseen" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone;
CPU iPhone OS 9_3_4 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/601.1.46 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.0 
Mobile/13G35 Safari/601.1"

1:39 PM, eastlink.ca, Kingston, Nova Scotia. Recall that this person was seen on 23 August, 1:21 PM. 
On that day he was looking at PP-229794. 

24.222.252.193 - - [28/Aug/2016:14:39:48 -0600] "GET /2012/braingate2.jpeg HTTP/1.1" 200 8287 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=184178.msg1603308;topicseen" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; 
CPU OS 9_3_4 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/601.1.46 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.0 
Mobile/13G35 Safari/601.1"

2:18 PM, dyn.plus.net, Sleaford, UK,

209.93.83.233 - - [28/Aug/2016:15:18:12 -0600] "GET /2012/braingate2.jpeg HTTP/1.1" 200 8325 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=184178.msg1603294;topicseen" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"

2:57 PM, wideopenwest.com, Madison Heights, Michigan, 

74.199.81.6 - - [28/Aug/2016:15:57:56 -0600] "GET /2012/braingate2.jpeg HTTP/1.1" 200 8287 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=184178.msg1603308;topicseen" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; 
Android 6.0.1; SAMSUNG SM-N910P Build/MMB29M) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
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SamsungBrowser/4.0 Chrome/44.0.2403.133 Mobile Safari/537.36"

5:59 PM, it’s “egypt” again: 

50.37.95.190 - - [28/Aug/2016:18:59:13 -0600] "GET /2012/braingate2.jpeg HTTP/1.1" 200 8287 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=184178.msg1603308" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1;
WOW64; rv:47.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/47.0"

6:46 PM, washdc.fios.verizon.net, Chevy Chase, Maryland,

71.191.33.161 - - [28/Aug/2016:19:46:18 -0600] "GET /2012/braingate2.jpeg HTTP/1.1" 200 8287 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=184178.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64;
Trident/7.0; Touch; rv:11.0) like Gecko"

7:16 PM, tu.ok.cox.net, Tulsa, Oklahoma: recall the Tulsa person from 24 July.

68.0.73.217 - - [28/Aug/2016:20:16:09 -0600] "GET /2012/61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225868 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=260320.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 6.0.1; SM-
N910T Build/MMB29M) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/52.0.2743.98 Mobile 
Safari/537.36"

7:22 PM, another decoy visit. More than 6 hours after “stressedxout01” and “egypt” have posted four 
worthless replies on PP-184178 – and after one very damaging report – the SS women are ready to 
check on their effectiveness. 7:49 PM, they send in the Long Keng volunteer to conduct a status-check 
(hinet-ip.hinet.net, Taichung, Taiwan): 

118.163.207.42 - - [28/Aug/2016:20:49:56 -0600] "GET /thermex2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 530 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_6) AppleWebKit/601.7.7 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Version/9.1.2 Safari/601.7.7"

No, the website is not removed. 7:50 PM, the Long Keng volunteer looks up Scientific Enlightenment 
Table of Contents, and, 3 seconds later, fundamentalism2.htm. 

118.163.207.42 - - [28/Aug/2016:20:50:53 -0600] "GET /scientlitfr.html HTTP/1.1" 200 10673 "http://
www.enlightenment1998.com/thermfr2.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_6) 
AppleWebKit/601.7.7 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.1.2 Safari/601.7.7" 

118.163.207.42 - - [28/Aug/2016:20:50:56 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/fundamentalism2.htm HTTP/1.1" 200 45008 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/scientlitfr.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 
10_11_6) AppleWebKit/601.7.7 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.1.2 Safari/601.7.7"

Perhaps he is here doing more than a status check. Perhaps he’s also gathering more evidence to prove 
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to the Secret Service that this chapter is indeed plagiarized.

While there are only 4 visits when everybody is busy with the 184178 thread, now that that is all done, 
the SS women will send 5 more volunteers to Scientific Enlightenment. 

1:37 AM, it’s the same Morocco volunteer using a proxy: ip-149.202.205.eu, Kanjurmarg, India, 

149.202.205.94 - - [29/Aug/2016:02:37:08 -0600] "GET /cheneyplanintro/cheneyplanintrob.pdf HTTP/
1.1" 200 478378 "http://www.google.com/search?
q=einige+originalschriften+en+pdf&biw=320&bih=508&prmd=niv&ei=ePPDV4GFFsSAUfaat6AM&
start=50&sa=N" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 5.1.1; SAMSUNG SM-J120F Build/LMY47X) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) SamsungBrowser/3.5 Chrome/38.0.2125.102 Mobile 
Safari/537.36" 
149.202.205.94 - - [29/Aug/2016:02:37:10 -0600] "GET /cheneyplanintro/cheneyplanintrob.pdf HTTP/
1.1" 200 553820 "http://www.google.com/search?
q=einige+originalschriften+en+pdf&biw=320&bih=508&prmd=niv&ei=ePPDV4GFFsSAUfaat6AM&
start=50&sa=N" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 5.1.1; SAMSUNG SM-J120F Build/LMY47X) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) SamsungBrowser/3.5 Chrome/38.0.2125.102 Mobile 
Safari/537.36" 

He was last here on 12 August, 17 July, and 14 July. In desperate moments, the SS women are again 
pulling out the story they have developed about this essay to prove to the Secret Service that the 
suspect is quite insane.

29.08 M

There will continue to be a flurry of activity on the 184178 thread today. This shall be noted, plus one 
particularly noteworthy decoy visit. 5:13 AM, a visit to the PP post: pools.spcsdns.net, Atlanta, 
Georgia,

66.87.100.165 - - [29/Aug/2016:06:13:24 -0600] "GET /2012/61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225868 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=260320.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 6.0; 
LGLS770 Build/MRA58K) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/51.0.2704.81 Mobile
Safari/537.36"

5:53 AM, “stressedxout01” has come to post a fifth message on PP-184178:

50.110.191.39 - - [29/Aug/2016:06:53:36 -0600] "GET /2012/braingate2.jpeg HTTP/1.1" 200 8287 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=184178.msg1603301;boardseen" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; 
CrOS x86_64 8350.68.0) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/52.0.2743.116 
Safari/537.36"

6:14 AM, the particularly noteworthy decoy visit: publab.ed.ac.uk; this is the Public Computing Labs at
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Edinburgh University.

129.215.51.30 - - [29/Aug/2016:07:14:10 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/dividedline.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 35034 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/52.0.2743.116 Safari/537.36"

Noteworthy because at least one student from this university will play an important role in the SS 
women’s operation later on.

6:22 AM, “stressedxout01” has finished posting the fifth message.

6:37 AM, skybroadband.com, Wokingham, UK. His second time (his first time being 24 August).

94.193.59.70 - - [29/Aug/2016:07:37:21 -0600] "GET /2012/braingate2.jpeg HTTP/1.1" 200 8287 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=184178.msg1602971;topicseen" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:48.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/48.0"

7 AM, T-Mobile USA, Kent, Washington. He was here yesterday morning. 

172.56.42.12 - - [29/Aug/2016:08:00:07 -0600] "GET /2012/braingate2.jpeg HTTP/1.1" 200 8325 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=184178.msg1603349;topicseen" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10.5; rv:16.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/16.0"

Merely two visits to the suspect’s website so far. 7:11 AM, the SS women send in the Long Keng 
volunteer to conduct another status-check (hinet-ip.hinet.net, China).

61.216.163.32 - - [29/Aug/2016:08:11:30 -0600] "GET /thermex2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 530 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_6) AppleWebKit/601.7.7 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Version/9.1.2 Safari/601.7.7"

The website is still not removed. He discusses the matter with the SS women for 5 minutes. Then, 7:16 
AM, he clicks on Scientific Enlightenment Table of Contents and fundamentalism2.htm.

61.216.163.32 - - [29/Aug/2016:08:16:24 -0600] "GET /scientlitfr.html HTTP/1.1" 200 10673 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/thermfr2.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 
10_11_6) AppleWebKit/601.7.7 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.1.2 Safari/601.7.7" 

61.216.163.32 - - [29/Aug/2016:08:16:26 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/fundamentalism2.htm HTTP/1.1" 200 45008 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/scientlitfr.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 
10_11_6) AppleWebKit/601.7.7 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.1.2 Safari/601.7.7"

Is he trying to refine his argument that this chapter is all plagiarized?
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8:31 AM, the Chantilly, Virginia, person is here for the fourth time.

158.85.11.189 - - [29/Aug/2016:09:31:54 -0600] "GET /2012/braingate2.jpeg HTTP/1.1" 200 8287 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=184178.msg1603349#msg1603349" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; en-US; rv:1.9.0.7) Gecko/2009021910 Firefox/3.0.7"

After the Long Keng volunteer has done his thing, there are no activities from the SS women for almost
5 hours. Are they debating with the Secret Service (whether the suspect has plagiarized)? They then 
resume sending volunteers to make visits after 11:50 AM. Until 7 PM, there will be 6 more visits: one 
to the PP post, the others to Scientific Enlightenment images and chapters. Making false reports about 
the suspect’s plagiarism? Brainstorming how to make more convincing false reports? There are then no
activities from 7 to 11 PM. But plenty of activities on the 184178 thread.

It is started by the suspect. 8:48 PM, realizing that the new replies here since yesterday are meant to be 
confused as his in the ICJ, he posts a short message: “Our IP addresses are logged.” 

8:52 PM, the Chantilly, Virginia, person comes back for the fifth time (after 12 hours).

158.85.11.189 - - [29/Aug/2016:21:52:55 -0600] "GET /2012/braingate2.jpeg HTTP/1.1" 200 8287 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=184178.msg1603413#msg1603413" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; en-US; rv:1.9.0.7) Gecko/2009021910 Firefox/3.0.7"

9:28 PM, 24.182.61.172, 184178, dhcp.reno.nv.charter.com, Reno, Nevada,

9:29 PM, 66.87.96.210, 184178, pools.spcsdns.net, Dallas, Texas.

9:49 PM, 74.140.30.168, 184178, columbus.res.rr.com, Marysville, Ohio.

10:01 PM, 70.198.203.79, 184178, myvzw.com, Wexford, Pennsylvania,

10:30 PM, 184.166.46.89, 184178, kls-mt.client.bresnan.net, Kalispell, Montana,

184.166.46.89 - - [29/Aug/2016:23:30:23 -0600] "GET /2012/braingate2.jpeg HTTP/1.1" 200 8287 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=184178.msg1603413;topicseen" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; 
CPU OS 9_3_2 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/601.1.46 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.0 
Mobile/13F69 Safari/601.1"

11:05 PM, dial.eltopia.net, Vancouver, Washington,

67.206.183.204 - - [30/Aug/2016:00:05:29 -0600] "GET /2012/braingate2.jpeg HTTP/1.1" 200 8287 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=184178.msg1603413" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.0;
rv:23.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/23.0"
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11:11 PM, “windyacres” – apparently the Vancouver person – posts an unintelligible reply on the 
184178 thread: “since you voted for zero for president...” This is amazing! Apparently, the Russians 
have commanded Homeland Security to order this troller to post this message as a way to mislead the 
suspect into believing that the SS women are currently in contact with the Stein campaign. The 
suspect’s expression on AVFM of this erroneous scenario has already become evidence in the ICJ 
confirming the SS women’s profile of him as suffering from schizophrenic delusions about their going 
after him. The Russians want the suspect to say more about this in order to collect more evidence along
this line. However, “windyacres” has only ended up tipping off the suspect that he has been wrong 
about the SS women’s connection to Stein’s campaign: the people here are his enemies and cannot 
possibly want to tip him off about the real situation. 

1:04 AM, the Chantilly, Virginia, person comes for the sixth time: 

158.85.11.189 - - [30/Aug/2016:02:04:57 -0600] "GET /2012/braingate2.jpeg HTTP/1.1" 200 8287 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=184178.msg1603416#msg1603416" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; en-US; rv:1.9.0.7) Gecko/2009021910 Firefox/3.0.7"

1:05 AM, pools.cgn.spcsdns.net, Baralto, Kentucky,

66.87.152.18 - - [30/Aug/2016:02:05:31 -0600] "GET /2012/braingate2.jpeg HTTP/1.1" 200 8287 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=184178.msg1603416" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 
4.4.2; LGLS740 Build/KOT49I.LS740ZV6) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/52.0.2743.98 Mobile Safari/537.36"

2:50 AM, Lingual Consultancy Services sends the suspect a job offer (German to English) via ProZ: 
14.98.18.110, tataidc.co.in, New Delhi, India. Since the suspect has never mentioned anywhere that he 
can translate between German and English, this must be a fake offer directed by the SS women. They 
are looking for more evidence confirming their claim that the “David Chin document” is a correct 
representation of the suspect. If the suspect takes up this job, the SS women and Homeland Security 
will for sure forge evidence to suggest that the suspect does use computer technology to pretend to 
translate. This will then reinforce the 25 August evidence. But, as usual, the suspect doesn’t respond.

From 11 PM onward, 4 more visits, including one to the PP post. A special visit is this one: 3:04 AM, 
kanagawa.ocn.ne.jp, Yokohama, Japan,

153.215.103.69 - - [30/Aug/2016:04:04:09 -0600] "GET /cheneyplanintro/cheneyplanintrob.pdf HTTP/
1.1" 200 478378 "https://www.google.co.jp/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/52.0.2743.116 Safari/537.36"

The SS women are pulling out again the story they have developed about this essay. This is the fifth 
time this month. (But, since this volunteer is based in Japan, he’s most likely the CIA’s informant inside
the SS women’s organization.)
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3:40 AM, dynamic.tstt.net.tt, San Fernando, Trinidad and Tobago,

186.45.41.18 - - [30/Aug/2016:04:40:22 -0600] "GET /2012/braingate2.jpeg HTTP/1.1" 200 8287 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=184178.msg1603416;topicseen" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; 
Linux i686; rv:20.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/20.0 SeaMonkey/2.17.1"

30.08 T

The suspect would be communicating with Dr Jacob today about putting his book The Threat on his 
website.

Until 7:30 PM, 13 visits. Most of them seem to be decoys – with one exceptional visit, as shall be seen.
Then, no activities between 7:30 PM and 2:20 AM. Two more visits after 2:20 AM. Two visits to the PP
post today. It appears that the SS women didn’t make any particular progress today. (All that debate 
with the Secret Service in the past 4 days have come to naught.)
 
Activities would continue on the 184178 thread until 2 PM. Here there are, plus the one exceptional 
visit: 5:17 AM, the Wokingham person for the third time.

94.193.59.70 - - [30/Aug/2016:06:17:42 -0600] "GET /2012/braingate2.jpeg HTTP/1.1" 200 8325 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=184178.msg1603350;topicseen" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:48.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/48.0"

6:58 AM, the strange visit that doesn’t seem to be a mere decoy: North West University, Mafikeng, 
South Africa, 

196.253.161.68 - - [30/Aug/2016:07:58:09 -0600] "GET / HTTP/1.1" 200 3527 
"http://www.google.com/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=21&ved=0ahUKEwjowdiApenOAhXiJcAKHSOODqgQFg
iYATAU&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.enlightenment1998.com
%2F&usg=AFQjCNHtBJp1NXkEdqG2sSownDt344urqQ" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; 
rv:33.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/33.0"
196.253.161.68 - - [30/Aug/2016:07:58:09 -0600] "GET /dot_clear.gif HTTP/1.1" 404 1322 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:33.0) 
Gecko/20100101 Firefox/33.0"
196.253.161.68 - - [30/Aug/2016:07:58:11 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 408 "-" "Mozilla/
5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:33.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/33.0"

Mafikeng is about 100 miles west of Pretoria. This seems to be another member of the South African 
group, perhaps here to brainstorm how to win the debate with the Secret Service.

8:15 AM, it’s “stressedxout01” again.
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50.110.191.39 - - [30/Aug/2016:09:15:45 -0600] "GET /2012/braingate2.jpeg HTTP/1.1" 200 8287 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=184178.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; CrOS x86_64 
8350.68.0) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/52.0.2743.116 Safari/537.36"

2:02 PM, hsd1.ca.comcast.net, Palo Alto, California.

73.158.80.110 - - [30/Aug/2016:15:02:27 -0600] "GET /2012/braingate2.jpeg HTTP/1.1" 200 8287 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=184178.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64)
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/52.0.2743.116 Safari/537.36"

31.08 W (the Sao Paulo Plagiarizer)

Today is an important day for the suspect. Today TestDaf results will be published. In the morning, the 
suspect would log into his TestDaf account to discover that his TestDaf score is higher than he has 
expected: LV: 5; HV: 3; SA: 4; and MA: 3. The most suspicious part is that the suspect’s writing score 
wasn’t decreased by 1 level (it’s still 4 instead of 3). It’s very likely that, because the suspect was aware
that the Russians had commanded Homeland Security to control him to mess up the writing part, the 
CIA had obtained an ICJ order (on the ground that this was a conspiracy against them) to order the 
German institution to retain the suspect’s original writing score. (Is he correct here?) In any case, this 
TestDaf score – presumably intercepted into the ICJ as evidence before 3 August – is evidence in the 
CIA’s favor: it proves the Agency’s claim that the suspect has indeed understated his ability because, 
when he gets frustrated, he would throw out grossly pessimistic scenarios without ever meaning them 
(thus that he didn’t mean it when he expressed “harmful intent” toward the National Front on 13 
February). The Russians have lost this debate over what the suspect means and does not mean. This 
must have contributed to the ICJ judgment issued on 3 August.

It would seem that the SS women’s non-activity last night and early this morning (there is only one 
visit to the PP post this morning) is due to their planning something new. The Russians may have 
communicated to them (via Homeland Security) their need for more evidences confirming in the ICJ 
that the suspect is habitually engaged in fraudulent activities and plagiarism under false identities. 
Specifically, the SS women might have received the order to forge evidences to confirm that the “David
Chin document” describes reality. In any case, by 8 AM the SS women have decided on creating a fake 
version of the suspect’s website in a foreign language and then attributing it to him in order to make 
other people believe that the suspect, wanting to pretend to be educated and multilingual, first 
plagiarizes somebody else’s writings and then uses Google Translate to create a foreign language 
version. This will then demonstrate that the “David Chin document” is a genuine confession from the 
suspect – that he is not only David Chin but is also really able to feign translation skill by using 
computers to do all the work. In other words, the SS women have decided to take the initiative after the
suspect didn’t respond to the translation job request on the early morning of 30 August. The SS women 
have found a volunteer in Sao Paulo for the task: this is the “Sao Paulo Plagiarizer”. She shall create a 
Portuguese version of the suspect’s website using Google Translate. Afterward, the Russians would 
have evidence in the ICJ and the women themselves might have something with which to convince the 
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Secret Service that they have always been right about the suspect. 8:35 AM, the Sao Paulo Plagiarizer 
begins operation. She randomly chooses a chapter in the middle of Scientific Enlightenment: 

66.249.85.166 - - [31/Aug/2016:09:35:30 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/nonbeing.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 13668 "https://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_p?hl=pt-
BR&prev=search&sl=en&u=http://www.enlightenment1998.com/scientificenlightenment1/
nonbeing.html&depth=1&rurl=translate.google.com.br&usg=ALkJrhgAAAAAV8b6bI63TFtAt5AFtjc
oWy7Gtu9U-hde" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Dragon/45.9.12.393 Chrome/45.0.2454.93 Safari/537.36,gzip(gfe)" 

This is the IP address and user-agent information of the Sao Paulo Plagiarizer: virtua.com.br, Sao 
Paulo, Brazil. It’s amazing that she is still using a Windows XP computer.

187.38.218.152 - - [31/Aug/2016:09:35:31 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/athd2.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 12082 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko)
Dragon/45.9.12.393 Chrome/45.0.2454.93 Safari/537.36"

This is what the page looks like which she has created:

Now, for the next two hours and 45 minutes, she will create a Portuguese version of virtually every 
chapter and every essay she finds on the suspect’s website using Google Translate (GT).
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8:37 AM, nonbeing222.html, daodejin222.html, daodejin.html, GT,
8:40 AM, Table of Contents, GT,

66.249.85.169 - - [31/Aug/2016:09:40:29 -0600] "GET /thermex2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 530 
"https://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?depth=1&hl=pt-
BR&prev=search&rurl=translate.google.com.br&sl=en&u=http://www.enlightenment1998.com/
scientificenlightenment1/nonbeing.html&usg=ALkJrhiOv5usiRnCeJFnFLmhj6ZiY6YBYQ" "Mozilla/
5.0 (Windows NT 5.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Dragon/45.9.12.393 
Chrome/45.0.2454.93 Safari/537.36,gzip(gfe)"

8:44 AM, acad.html, GT, 

66.249.85.169 - - [31/Aug/2016:09:44:37 -0600] "GET /acad.html HTTP/1.1" 200 5050 
"https://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?depth=1&hl=pt-
BR&prev=search&rurl=translate.google.com.br&sl=en&u=http://www.enlightenment1998.com/
scientificenlightenment1/nonbeing.html&usg=ALkJrhiOv5usiRnCeJFnFLmhj6ZiY6YBYQ" "Mozilla/
5.0 (Windows NT 5.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Dragon/45.9.12.393 
Chrome/45.0.2454.93 Safari/537.36,gzip(gfe)"

8:46 AM, /, GT, 

66.249.85.166 - - [31/Aug/2016:09:46:13 -0600] "GET /index.html HTTP/1.1" 200 3527 
"https://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?depth=1&hl=pt-
BR&prev=search&rurl=translate.google.com.br&sl=en&u=http://www.enlightenment1998.com/
acad.html&usg=ALkJrhjhx-eJJS9dl_ph90NhnxXPWfG-iQ" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Dragon/45.9.12.393 Chrome/45.0.2454.93 
Safari/537.36,gzip(gfe)"

8:47 AM, sci.pdf, GT,

66.249.85.166 - - [31/Aug/2016:09:47:34 -0600] "GET /sci/sci.pdf HTTP/1.1" 200 480129 
"https://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?depth=1&hl=pt-
BR&prev=search&rurl=translate.google.com.br&sl=en&u=http://www.enlightenment1998.com/
index.html&usg=ALkJrhjrDuan-tnYdTeXZN_npX6eGi-ZxQ" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Dragon/45.9.12.393 Chrome/45.0.2454.93 
Safari/537.36,gzip(gfe)"

8:49 AM, Suffering Woman, GT, 
8:50 AM, lepen6.pdf, GT, 
8:54 AM, thermhch1.html, GT,
8:55 AM, thermh2.html.
8:56 AM, Scientific Enlightenment Table of Contents, GT, 
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66.249.85.169 - - [31/Aug/2016:09:56:34 -0600] "GET /scientlitfr.html HTTP/1.1" 200 10673 
"https://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?depth=1&hl=pt-
BR&prev=search&rurl=translate.google.com.br&sl=en&u=http://www.enlightenment1998.com/
thermh2.html&usg=ALkJrhjmjnF122-Ab7Lqd_q7JR9RYkv1OQ" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Dragon/45.9.12.393 Chrome/45.0.2454.93 
Safari/537.36,gzip(gfe)"

8:58 AM, Table of Contents, layereduniverse.html, GT,

66.249.85.163 - - [31/Aug/2016:09:58:31 -0600] "GET /thermex2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 530 
"https://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?depth=1&hl=pt-
BR&prev=search&rurl=translate.google.com.br&sl=en&u=http://www.enlightenment1998.com/
scientlitfr.html&usg=ALkJrhhynle0XSjeX-YaEw_-VHhbtBbfPw" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Dragon/45.9.12.393 Chrome/45.0.2454.93 
Safari/537.36,gzip(gfe)" 
….
66.249.85.166 - - [31/Aug/2016:09:58:57 -0600] "GET /1/layereduniverse.html HTTP/1.1" 200 34894 
"https://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?depth=1&hl=pt-
BR&prev=search&rurl=translate.google.com.br&sl=en&u=http://www.enlightenment1998.com/
thermh1.html&usg=ALkJrhgKUjvBQIrxTg2N_8nCM1Vvhxn6ZQ" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Dragon/45.9.12.393 Chrome/45.0.2454.93 
Safari/537.36,gzip(gfe)"

9 AM, thermhch2.html, GT, 
9:01 AM, biopower2.html, GT,
9:02 AM, thereasonofstate.html, GT,
9:04 AM, thermh10.html, GT,
9:05 AM, culturalfeminism.html, GT,
9:07 AM, thermhchapter5.html, democracy2.html, GT,
9:09 AM, originofstate.html, GT, 
9:11 AM, oppressionofwomen1.htm,

66.249.85.169 - - [31/Aug/2016:10:11:32 -0600] "GET /1/oppressionofwomen1.htm HTTP/1.1" 200 
25286 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Dragon/45.9.12.393 Chrome/45.0.2454.93 Safari/537.36,gzip(gfe)"

9:12 AM, Table of Contents, oppressionofwomen20.htm, GT,
9:13 AM, elementarystructures.htm, GT,
9:14 AM, elementarystructures20.htm, GT,
9:16 AM, chinesepatriarchy.htm, GT,
9:17 AM, chinesepatriarchy220.htm, GT,
9:18 AM, classicalpatriarchy.htm, GT,
9:19 AM, originofmonogamy.pdf, GT,
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9:20 AM, thermhch6d.html, GT,
9:22 AM, thermhch6d222.html, GT,
9:24 AM, feminismandfoucault.htm, GT,
9:55 AM, originofevil.html, GT,
9:56 AM, epilogue.html, GT,
9:57 AM, wollstonecraft.html, GT,
9:59 AM, epilogue2.html, GT,
10 AM, epilogue225.html, GT,
10:01 AM, daly.html, GT,
10:02 AM, epilogue330.html, GT, 
10:03 AM, feministethics.html, GT,
10:05 AM, amcivilreligion.html, GT,
10:06 AM, consumerization, GT,
10:07 AM, 1/appendix.html, GT,
10:10 AM, oldtestament3.pdf, GT, 
10:12 AM, /, GT,
10:13 AM, academylinks.html, GT, 
10:39 AM, she came to Scientific Enlightenment Table of Contents, then, capra7777.html, 
10:46 AM, presocratics333.html, GT,
10:47 AM, presocratics.html, GT,
10:48 AM, Table of Contents, GT, 
10:49 AM, presocratics222.html, orphism.html, plato333.html, GT,
10:50 AM, capra1.html, plato.html, GT,
10:51 AM, metaphysics.html, capra7777.html, bohm.html, plato444.html, socrates.html, 
socrates222.html, GT, 
10:52 AM, socrates335.html, politea.html, heidegger.html, dividedline.html, allegoryofcave.html, GT.
10:52 AM, democracy2.html,
10:53 AM, whyshouldwebejust.html, justiceinrepublic2.html, GT,
10:55 AM, daodejin.html, daodejin222.html, nonbeing.html, nonbeing222.html, GT,
10:56 AM, zhuanzi.html, classificationindia.html, GT,
10:57 AM, earlyindia.html, upanishad.html, buddha1.html, capra.html, capra222.html, GT,
11:04 AM, yixuai.html, yixuai222.html, yixuai3333.html, GT,
11:05 AM, yixuai440.html, yixuai455.html, yixuai50.html, yixuai66.html, GT,
11:06 AM, yixuai440.html, yixuai66.html, yixuai455.html, GT,
11:07 AM, yixuai66.html, magicsquare.html, hume.html, genealogyofmorals.html, GT.
11:08 AM, feefee906.pdf, lavoisier.html, GT,
11:09 AM, fanzhen.html, GT,
11:10 AM, representation.html, representation222.html, representation440.html, GT,
11:11 AM, descartes.html, descartes202.html, fermat.html, relativity.htm, GT,
11:12 AM, generalrelativity.pdf, quantummechanics.htm, instances.html, GT,
11:13 AM, humandispersal.html, ourancestry.html, symmetrybreaking.html, GT,
11:15 AM, synopsis.html, fundamentalism1.htm, fundamentalism2.htm, genealogy.html, GT,
11:16 AM, cosmological.html, ancestorcult.html, Table of Contents, GT,
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11:17 AM, sacrifice.html, appendix.html, germaninvasion.html, aztec.html, greekreligion.html, GT,
11:19 AM, hesiod.html, creationmythnotes.html, conche.html, GT,
11:20 AM, genealogy222.htm, genealogy333.htm, christianity.htm, GT. She is done. As noted, the Sao 
Paulo plagiarizer has spent 2 hours and 45 minutes on the suspect’s website. There are also five decoy 
visits during this time.

Then, activities continue on the 184178 thread. 1:34 PM, Detel Wireless LLC, Slidell, Louisiana. This 
seems to be the same Slidell volunteer from 21 and 22 August (PP) now using his laptop instead of his 
iPhone.

69.63.162.2 - - [31/Aug/2016:14:34:35 -0600] "GET /2012/braingate2.jpeg HTTP/1.1" 200 8325 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=184178.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64)
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/52.0.2743.116 Safari/537.36"

2:13 PM, hsd1.fl.comcast.net, St Augustine, Florida,

73.53.177.48 - - [31/Aug/2016:15:13:35 -0600] "GET /2012/braingate2.jpeg HTTP/1.1" 200 8287 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=184178.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64)
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/52.0.2743.116 Safari/537.36"

Can this possibly be Emily?

Between 12 and 6 PM, the SS women send in four more visits, including two to the PP post. However, 
they seem to be quite busy with the construction of the Portuguese version of the suspect’s website. 
Then, 6:28 PM, the Eircom indexing for the second time (or the fourth time): broadband.digweb.ie, 
Dundalk, Ireland.

89.234.68.81 - - [31/Aug/2016:19:28:20 -0600] "GET /2012 HTTP/1.1" 301 512 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; en-US; rv:1.9.2.8) Gecko/20100721 Firefox/3.6.8" 
95.45.254.121 - - [31/Aug/2016:19:28:20 -0600] "GET /2012/braingate2.jpeg HTTP/1.1" 200 8270 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; en-US; rv:1.9.2.8) Gecko/20100721 Firefox/3.6.8" 
89.234.68.81 - - [31/Aug/2016:19:28:20 -0600] "GET /2012/ HTTP/1.1" 200 5669 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; en-US; rv:1.9.2.8) Gecko/20100721 Firefox/3.6.8" 
89.234.68.81 - - [31/Aug/2016:19:28:29 -0600] "GET / HTTP/1.1" 200 7360 
"http://enlightenment1998.com/2012" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; en-US; rv:1.9.2.8) 
Gecko/20100721 Firefox/3.6.8" 
95.45.254.121 - - [31/Aug/2016:19:28:32 -0600] "GET / HTTP/1.1" 200 7360 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/2012/braingate2.jpeg" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 
5.1; en-US; rv:1.9.2.8) Gecko/20100721 Firefox/3.6.8" 
89.234.68.81 - - [31/Aug/2016:19:28:49 -0600] "GET /links.html HTTP/1.1" 200 45339 
"http://enlightenment1998.com" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; en-US; rv:1.9.2.8) 
Gecko/20100721 Firefox/3.6.8" 
95.45.254.121 - - [31/Aug/2016:19:28:53 -0600] "GET /thermex2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 613 
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"http://www.enlightenment1998.com" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; en-US; rv:1.9.2.8)
Gecko/20100721 Firefox/3.6.8" 
95.45.254.121 - - [31/Aug/2016:19:28:59 -0600] "GET /gallery/gallery.html HTTP/1.1" 200 12872 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; en-US; rv:1.9.2.8)
Gecko/20100721 Firefox/3.6.8" 
89.234.68.81 - - [31/Aug/2016:19:29:02 -0600] "GET /1.html HTTP/1.1" 200 25704 
"http://enlightenment1998.com" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; en-US; rv:1.9.2.8) 
Gecko/20100721 Firefox/3.6.8" 
95.45.254.121 - - [31/Aug/2016:19:29:10 -0600] "GET /acad.html HTTP/1.1" 200 10952 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; en-US; rv:1.9.2.8)
Gecko/20100721 Firefox/3.6.8" 
89.234.68.81 - - [31/Aug/2016:19:29:19 -0600] "GET /acad.html HTTP/1.1" 200 10952 
"http://enlightenment1998.com" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; en-US; rv:1.9.2.8) 
Gecko/20100721 Firefox/3.6.8" 
95.45.254.121 - - [31/Aug/2016:19:29:21 -0600] "GET /links.html HTTP/1.1" 200 45358 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; en-US; rv:1.9.2.8)
Gecko/20100721 Firefox/3.6.8" 
89.234.68.81 - - [31/Aug/2016:19:29:27 -0600] "GET /thermex2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 632 
"http://enlightenment1998.com" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; en-US; rv:1.9.2.8) 
Gecko/20100721 Firefox/3.6.8"

It’s really not clear whether this is related to the SS women’s operation. Because the indexing starts 
with “braingate2.jpeg”, it would seem that the women have ordered this in order to compile an index 
proving once again that the suspect has been posting on the PP forum under false identities (this time, 
that the suspect is also impersonating on the 184178 thread (braingate2.jpeg) whereas the last time the 
indexing was supposedly to prove that the suspect is impersonating on the PP post (61812-39.png)).

And so, today, the SS women are consolidating their evidences to establish for the Secret Service that 
their profile of the suspect (as an impersonator, a fraud, and a plagiarizer) is correct. Today’s evidences:
the suspect is really David Chin but pretends to be Lawrence Chin, he loves to assume false identities, 
he neither writes nor translates anything, but uses computer technology to plagiarize other people and 
create fake translation work. When today’s evidences are intercepted into the ICJ, the Russians can 
round off the evidences which they have collected in the past few days suggesting that the suspect is 
indeed posting on the 184178 thread under false identities.

7:06 PM, while the suspect is going to Draw Anything LA Meetup, he is connected with Wes (from 
2:38:00 onward in the recording). This is the first time that the suspect is talking to Wes after the latter 
has returned from Brazil. (1) About Wes’ stay in Brazil. (2) The TestDaf result is better than expected. 
The suspect gives his false interpretation that his higher score is due to compensation ordered by the 
International Court of Justice. (3) Daniel is coming back to the US to attend a conference. (4) About 
signing up to volunteer for the Green Party. The suspect has decided to dump Trump. The suspect’s 
wrong scenario: he has flagged the system again and the SS women have linked up with the Green 
Party. The SS women don’t seem to know that they are also in the terrorist databases. (5) Habermas is 
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an amazing philosopher. (6) The “New York law enforcement” (again, the suspect hasn’t yet 
comprehended that it’s still the Secret Service) told the SS women they found no evidences for his 
harassment of them (correct), the SS women thus went to the Baltimore Lawyer (incorrect), then they 
reported him to the Green Party (incorrect), but the complaint process was quickly cut off. These wrong
scenarios the Russian side will use as evidences confirming Homeland Security’s false profile of the 
suspect as suffering from paranoid delusions about his women victims’ going after him. (7) The Sao 
Paulo Plagiarizer. (8) Again, his erroneous conception of why his TestDaf score seems to have been 
tampered with. Just then, interferences! (3:01:00) The Russians are again commanding Homeland 
Security to create these interferences so that, when the suspect speculates on the reason, they can use 
his incorrect speculations as evidences to confirm Homeland Security’s false profile of him as suffering
from paranoid schizophrenia. (9) The SS women will never stop, they will always make false reports 
about the suspect’s website. It costs too much time. (10) The advantage about going to Germany: 
German professors don’t know about Cal State Long Beach. The suspect can’t ask Dr G for a letter of 
recommendation. (11) The suspect is still in the terrorist databases, he has used his status as a 
“terrorist” to do harm. (Again, this is not quite correct at the moment, although the CIA would argue 
thusly from time to time.) (12) The suspect speaks about the (somewhat) correct scenario about what 
happened in New York: law enforcement wanted him to talk about Daniel’s visits to his website... They
have to decide which of the two warnings (Homeland Security’s or the TMU’s) is correct. This 
confession is presumably evidence in favor of the CIA. The suspect however wonders what his status is
in the new warning that law enforcement will issue about him (a “terrorist” or not a “terrorist”). (13) 
The suspect then gives the wrong scenario: his ICJ trial might really have ended, governments will not 
debate about him anymore. Hardly the case! Then, more interferences heard only on Wes’ side 
(3:21:00). (14) Wes then suddenly confirms the wrong scenario which the suspect has in the past 
developed about the government’s plans about the SS women: somebody is going to write out his 
business with the SS women into a novel, and a Broadway play will be made from it. Why is Wes 
doing this? Have the Russians commanded Homeland Security to order Wes to confirm the suspect’s 
wrong scenario? Namely to further mislead the suspect so that, when he talks about the non-existent 
plan regarding the SS women, they may use this as evidence to confirm Homeland Security’s false 
profile of him as suffering from bizarre delusions about his women victims’ involvement in 
government conspiracies? The suspect then speaks about the Guinness World Records, the SS women 
being the greatest false complainers in the history of womankind, etc. 7:57 PM, the suspect hangs up 
with Wes.

Again, this phone call provides evidences to both sides (both the Russian side and the CIA): the 
Russians have obtained evidences to confirm the SS women’s claims that the suspect suffers from 
paranoid schizophrenia and harbors bizarre delusions about his women victims’ going after him, while 
the CIA has obtained more evidences to prove that he’s not actually insane: he just often guesses 
incorrectly the current shape of the SS women’s operation and the battle in the ICJ. The stalemate 
continues.

9:50 PM, this Eircom indexing again: Eircom, Dublin, Ireland.

95.45.252.2 - - [31/Aug/2016:22:50:58 -0600] "GET /2012 HTTP/1.1" 301 531 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 
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(Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; en-US; rv:1.9.2.8) Gecko/20100721 Firefox/3.6.8" 
86.47.80.146 - - [31/Aug/2016:22:50:58 -0600] "GET /2012/braingate2.jpeg HTTP/1.1" 200 8289 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; en-US; rv:1.9.2.8) Gecko/20100721 Firefox/3.6.8" 
95.45.252.2 - - [31/Aug/2016:22:50:59 -0600] "GET /2012/ HTTP/1.1" 200 5688 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; en-US; rv:1.9.2.8) Gecko/20100721 Firefox/3.6.8" 
86.47.80.146 - - [31/Aug/2016:22:51:07 -0600] "GET / HTTP/1.1" 200 7379 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/2012/braingate2.jpeg" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 
5.1; en-US; rv:1.9.2.8) Gecko/20100721 Firefox/3.6.8" 
95.45.252.2 - - [31/Aug/2016:22:51:08 -0600] "GET / HTTP/1.1" 200 7379 
"http://enlightenment1998.com/2012" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; en-US; rv:1.9.2.8) 
Gecko/20100721 Firefox/3.6.8" 
95.45.252.2 - - [31/Aug/2016:22:51:25 -0600] "GET /links.html HTTP/1.1" 200 45358 
"http://enlightenment1998.com" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; en-US; rv:1.9.2.8) 
Gecko/20100721 Firefox/3.6.8" 
86.47.80.146 - - [31/Aug/2016:22:51:26 -0600] "GET /thermex2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 632 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; en-US; rv:1.9.2.8)
Gecko/20100721 Firefox/3.6.8" 
86.47.80.146 - - [31/Aug/2016:22:51:40 -0600] "GET /gallery/gallery.html HTTP/1.1" 200 12891 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; en-US; rv:1.9.2.8)
Gecko/20100721 Firefox/3.6.8" 
95.45.252.2 - - [31/Aug/2016:22:51:41 -0600] "GET /1.html HTTP/1.1" 200 25723 
"http://enlightenment1998.com" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; en-US; rv:1.9.2.8) 
Gecko/20100721 Firefox/3.6.8" 
86.47.80.146 - - [31/Aug/2016:22:51:49 -0600] "GET /acad.html HTTP/1.1" 200 10952 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; en-US; rv:1.9.2.8)
Gecko/20100721 Firefox/3.6.8" 
86.47.80.146 - - [31/Aug/2016:22:51:57 -0600] "GET /links.html HTTP/1.1" 200 45358 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; en-US; rv:1.9.2.8)
Gecko/20100721 Firefox/3.6.8" 
95.45.252.2 - - [31/Aug/2016:22:52:01 -0600] "GET /acad.html HTTP/1.1" 200 10952 
"http://enlightenment1998.com" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; en-US; rv:1.9.2.8) 
Gecko/20100721 Firefox/3.6.8" 
95.45.252.2 - - [31/Aug/2016:22:52:09 -0600] "GET /thermex2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 632 
"http://enlightenment1998.com" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; en-US; rv:1.9.2.8) 
Gecko/20100721 Firefox/3.6.8"

Since 7 PM, the SS women have sent in only three visitors, including one to the PP post on 11:29 PM: 
static.videotron.ca, Montreal,

24.37.192.214 - - [01/Sep/2016:00:29:02 -0600] "GET /2012/61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225868 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=260320.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64; 
Trident/7.0; MASAJS; rv:11.0) like Gecko"
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The SS women are busy organizing their new evidences (the Portuguese version of the suspect’s 
website, and perhaps the Eircom indexes as well) and submitting them to the Secret Service.

Note that, 11:19 PM, Kiersten posts on her Facebook, her first time since 25 August: from 
ActionSprout: “Add your name to demand better bike lanes.” 

3:05 AM, a certain “Marinam Marina” from Russia sends the suspect a message on Interpals (on his 
“Therapeuter” profile). The message is simply: “Hello, your profil interesting!” Complete garbage. It’s 
evidently because the Russian intelligence desperately needs evidences confirming that the suspect 
indeed likes to deceive people and conduct frauds with false identities on social media sites that they 
have instructed this woman to message him hoping he would reply. However, the suspect, as usual, 
never responds. Day after day, and the Russians have no definitive evidence in the ICJ to lock up the 
previous ICJ trial! Of what use is the conviction of Homeland Security CO chief and NULND if the 
previous ICJ trial is exposed like this! 

September 2016

01.09 Thu

By early morning, the SS women are already ready to assess whether their new evidences yesterday 
have achieved effect. 7:08 AM, they send in the Long Keng volunteer to conduct a status check:
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61.216.166.213 - - [01/Sep/2016:08:08:55 -0600] "GET /thermex2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 530 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_6) AppleWebKit/601.7.7 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Version/9.1.2 Safari/601.7.7"

5 seconds later, he clicks on Scientific Enlightenment Table of Contents and, from there, 
fundamentalism2.htm. Could he also be refining his argument again about the suspect’s plagiarism?

61.216.166.213 - - [01/Sep/2016:08:09:00 -0600] "GET /scientlitfr.html HTTP/1.1" 200 10673 "http://
www.enlightenment1998.com/thermfr2.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_6) 
AppleWebKit/601.7.7 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.1.2 Safari/601.7.7"

61.216.166.213 - - [01/Sep/2016:08:09:02 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/fundamentalism2.htm HTTP/1.1" 200 45008 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/scientlitfr.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 
10_11_6) AppleWebKit/601.7.7 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.1.2 Safari/601.7.7"

9:43 AM, favicon.ico is called up on Pinterest.

54.236.1.67 - - [01/Sep/2016:10:43:03 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 1065 "-" 
"Pinterest/0.2 (+http://www.pinterest.com/)" 
54.236.1.75 - - [01/Sep/2016:10:43:04 -0600] "GET /apple-touch-icon.png HTTP/1.1" 404 2664 "-" 
"Pinterest/0.2 (+http://www.pinterest.com/)"

A volunteer seems to be examining the suspect’s traces on Pinterest. There are no activities from the SS
women on the suspect’s website between 10 AM and 2:50 PM. They are again conferencing since the 
Secret Service has not removed his website. Perhaps they should give the Secret Service a little more 
time. 2:52 PM, they resume operation and send in a volunteer from Sleman, Indonesia. 

120.161.1.98 - - [01/Sep/2016:15:52:22 -0600] "GET /thermh1.html HTTP/1.1" 200 23988 
"https://www.google.co.id/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML,
like Gecko) Chrome/52.0.2743.116 Safari/537.36"

22 seconds later, the Sleman volunteer randomly clicks on a chapter.

120.161.1.98 - - [01/Sep/2016:15:52:44 -0600] "GET /1/wollstonecraft.html HTTP/1.1" 200 18458 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/thermh1.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/52.0.2743.116 Safari/537.36"

29 seconds later, he’s clicking on the side panel:

120.161.1.98 - - [01/Sep/2016:15:53:13 -0600] "GET /thermh2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 45281 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/thermh1.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/52.0.2743.116 Safari/537.36"
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Presumably brainstorming how to report the suspect for plagiarism – which tells you that the Secret 
Service is unpersuaded by the Portuguese version of the suspect’s website. Of course! From 4:30 PM 
onward, two visits to thermhch6d222.html from the “Iowa City” crowd. To make more false reports 
about the suspect’s plagiarism? And one visit to the PP post.

8:53 PM, the SS women send in a volunteer from Acacia Ridge, Queensland, to falsely report the 
suspect for hosting malware on his website:

120.22.111.139 - - [01/Sep/2016:21:53:43 -0600] "GET /howihave73bg4-/forum_posts/eee_ftp HTTP/
1.1" 200 80781 "http://www.google.com.au/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&ved=0ahUKEwig4Nuv5O_OAhXCipQKHZPLANwQF
ggpMAI&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.enlightenment1998.com%2Fhowihave73bg4-%2Fforum_posts
%2Feee_ftp&usg=AFQjCNEVusnV7PzhFaiSCYsWWZYNMIT2gA&sig2=j85v0zJr2WANPkwr_B5z
UQ" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux i686; rv:16.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/16.0"

Then more false reports about the suspect’s plagiarism. There are no activities from the SS women 
between 11 PM and 4 AM. They are again waiting for the Secret Service’s response. 4:03 AM, they 
send in the Long Keng volunteer to conduct another status check: 

118.163.207.40 - - [02/Sep/2016:05:03:22 -0600] "GET /thermex2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 530 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_6) AppleWebKit/601.7.7 (KHTML, like Gecko)" 

No, the website is still up. Again, more than the SS women, Ekaterina must be especially worried: day 
after day, there is always the danger that the CIA might reactivate the previous ICJ trial and convict her 
father!

02.09 F (emergency conference)

The SS women wait another three hours – sending no volunteers to the suspect’s website. Then, 7:14 
AM, they send in the Long Keng volunteer again to conduct another status check:

61.216.161.12 - - [02/Sep/2016:08:14:11 -0600] "GET /thermex2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 530 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_6) AppleWebKit/601.7.7 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Version/9.1.2 Safari/601.7.7" 

9 seconds later, he clicks on:

61.216.161.12 - - [02/Sep/2016:08:14:21 -0600] "GET /readings/oldtestament3.pdf HTTP/1.1" 200 
495579 "http://www.enlightenment1998.com/thermfr2.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X
10_11_6) AppleWebKit/601.7.7 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.1.2 Safari/601.7.7"

Evidently here to brainstorm for a new way to convince the Secret Service that the suspect did 
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plagiarize (in view of the fact that the Secret Service didn’t take the Sao Paulo plagiarizer’s work 
seriously). Within two minutes, he comes to / to find the “Marine essay”:

61.216.161.12 - - [02/Sep/2016:08:16:20 -0600] "GET / HTTP/1.1" 200 3527 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/thermfr2.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 
10_11_6) AppleWebKit/601.7.7 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.1.2 Safari/601.7.7" 
….
61.216.161.12 - - [02/Sep/2016:08:16:27 -0600] "GET /lepen3/lepen6.pdf HTTP/1.1" 200 722381 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_6) 
AppleWebKit/601.7.7 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.1.2 Safari/601.7.7"

Perhaps the Secret Service can be forced into a response when there is another complaint about the 
suspect’s obsession with Marine? The Long Keng volunteer discusses the matter with the SS women 
and the Partisans for 5 minutes. Then, 7:21 AM, he clicks on acad.html.

61.216.161.12 - - [02/Sep/2016:08:21:23 -0600] "GET /acad.html HTTP/1.1" 200 5050 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/thermfr2.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 
10_11_6) AppleWebKit/601.7.7 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.1.2 Safari/601.7.7" 

7:22 AM, he clicks on thermhch1.html (from the Table of Contents).

61.216.161.12 - - [02/Sep/2016:08:22:22 -0600] "GET /1/thermhch1.html HTTP/1.1" 200 20668 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/thermh1.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 
10_11_6) AppleWebKit/601.7.7 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.1.2 Safari/601.7.7"

There are no activities from the SS women on the suspect’s website between 8:30 AM and 9:30 PM. 
Because – even with all the evidences they have forged and compiled on 31 August – they have still 
failed to convince the Secret Service that their profile of the suspect is correct, they come out of their 
houses to meet with each other in some meeting place to conference about new strategies. How could 
the hard work on 31 August have come to naught? They might have even invited the Long Keng 
volunteer to join them. Ekaterina must be on video-conference with them from South Korea as well: 
“The CIA is about to reactivate the previous ICJ trial! What are we gonna do?” Everybody must have 
returned home around 9 PM or so. They resume sending decoy visits to the suspect’s website after 9:30
PM. 

03.09 S

6:23 AM, a volunteer from Orlando, Florida (pools.spcsdns.net,), visits the PP-166020 post. The first 
time ever. The SS women are sending out scouts to look for the suspect’s traces everywhere – to find 
something to complain about. 

66.87.149.161 - - [03/Sep/2016:07:23:35 -0600] "GET /2012/rosen.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 77097 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=166020.msg1602928" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 
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6.0.1; SM-G925P Build/MMB29K; wv) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 
Chrome/52.0.2743.98 Mobile Safari/537.36"

Two more visits to the PP post. Then, only one decoy visit and two visits to the PP post afterward. One 
of them seems to be somebody related to the Long Keng volunteer (Rackspace Hosting, San Hoi Tin, 
Hong Kong):

180.150.157.47 - - [04/Sep/2016:00:02:49 -0600] "GET /2012/61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225868 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=260320.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; 
rv:48.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/48.0"

The SS women must have spent the rest of the day brainstorming and conferencing about new 
strategies. Note that, on 3:46 PM, the suspect has connected up with Wes. It’s thus possible that the SS 
women are meeting with Mr Homeland Security CO chief again this afternoon to analyze the suspect’s 
conversation with his best friend.

The details of the conversation: (1) About the need to take TestDaf again. (2) Yesterday the SS women 
realized they had failed, and today they have started a new round of operation. “It can’t go on any 
longer... What’s the point of lying when no one is going to believe your lies?...” Wes suggests: “After 
you have put in so much effort, you won’t give up...” Wes then pretends to not know the “Secret 
Society women” are more than one woman. Wes is of course understating the situation: when the 
Secret Service has removed the SS women’s “victim” status, it’s like taking away their immortality 
potion which they had only gained after so much hard work – when Mr Homeland Security CO chief at
last listed them as “victims” and “expert witnesses” on the official warning about the suspect as a 
“terrorist”. The SS women of course will never give up: there is nothing more important in the world 
than be classified as “victims of misogynist terrorism.” (On top of Ekaterina’s, and the Russian 
intelligence’s, number one priority that the CIA should be prevented from reactivating the previous ICJ 
trial.) (3) Parson, “dummification”, rationalization, and the impossibility of communication. How dumb
people today seem to be suffering from brain damage. Wes: people can’t think nowadays because they 
rely on the Internet too much. How they are dumb. Wes: “Dumb people in the past reason badly, dumb 
people of today can’t reason at all…” The suspect will soon incorporate Wes’ insight into his 
“Rationalization, McDonaldization, and Increasing Stupidity…” and, unbeknownst to him, this will 
become part of the “program” which the Invisible Hand and BOL shall effect years from now. The call 
is then cut off because the suspect’s phone runs out of battery (39:00). The suspect is reconnected with 
Wes on 1:11:00. Wes hangs up again: Alessandra is calling. 

6:06 PM, the suspect is connected with Wes again. They talk only about academic stuff and philosophy 
this time. This might be evidence in the CIA’s favor. (That the suspect is really intellectual.) The 
conversation ends on 20:30.

04.09 Sun

7:28 AM, the Hong Kong volunteer from 11:02 PM last night comes to check out the PP post again:
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180.150.157.30 - - [04/Sep/2016:08:28:02 -0600] "GET /2012/61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225868 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=260320.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; 
rv:48.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/48.0"

By 11:50 AM, the SS women have resumed sending in decoys. 8 decoy visits afterwards, and 3 more 
visits to the PP post. Then, 10:47 PM, the SS women send in the Long Keng volunteer again:

104.237.91.64 - - [04/Sep/2016:23:47:01 -0600] "GET /thermex2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 530 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_6) AppleWebKit/601.7.8 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Version/9.1.3 Safari/601.7.8" 

He tarries for 28 seconds before clicking on the first chapter:

104.237.91.64 - - [04/Sep/2016:23:47:29 -0600] "GET /1/thermhch1.html HTTP/1.1" 200 20668 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/thermh1.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 
10_11_6) AppleWebKit/601.7.8 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.1.3 Safari/601.7.8" 

Just desperately trying to come up with more evidence of the suspect’s plagiarism – because, evidently, 
the testimonies about the “Marine Essay” and “Old Testament” yesterday have been rejected by the 
Secret Service again. 3 more decoy visits afterwards. 

Note that, today, Ekaterina’s father is attending the G-20 meeting in China.

05.09 M (Angelica’s visit after midnight?)

Two decoy visits between 7 and 8 AM. Then, no activities. 12 visits after 2:30 PM, either decoys or to 
brainstorm for better ways to report the suspect for plagiarism.  One visit to the PP post on 7:41 PM 
that is particularly noteworthy: T-Mobile USA, La Puente, California.

172.56.31.50 - - [05/Sep/2016:20:41:16 -0600] "GET /2012/61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225868 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=260320.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 9_2 
like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/601.1.46 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.0 Mobile/13C75 
Safari/601.1"

Recall the La Puente volunteers seen as early as 12 and 15 January, 2015. In any case, the SS women 
are spending the whole day brainstorming for new strategies after their failure – hence the small 
number of visits. 

Then, it appears to the suspect that, around 4 AM or so, Angelica herself has visited his website. Hence,
she asks Bluehost to eliminate traces of her visits from the suspect’s log, resulting in the delaying of the
archiving of the log until 9:51 AM. Why is she visiting? Perhaps she has thought of something during 
the previous brainstorming. Perhaps to explain something about the 31 August evidences. She needs to 
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report it to the Secret Service. (Again, it’s not clear whether the suspect is correct or whether he is 
paranoid about nothing.)

06.09 T (the Sao Paulo Plagiarizer to fix the 31/08 evidences)

After Angelica has visited – assuming that the suspect is right about this – she resumes sending a 
massive number of visits to his website. (After 5 AM.) 7:30 AM, she sends in the Long Keng volunteer 
to conduct a status check:

104.237.91.144 - - [06/Sep/2016:08:30:37 -0600] "GET /thermex2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 530 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_6) AppleWebKit/601.7.8 (KHTML, like Gecko)" 

No, the website is still up. Angelica’s special report three hours ago (perhaps!) has not achieved effect. 
The SS women decide to try again. They need more convincing false reports to convince the Secret 
Service that the suspect has indeed plagiarized. After more decoy visits, the SS women begin their task 
of forging more evidences to further authenticate the evidences they have forged on 31 August. By 6:45
PM, they have contacted the “Sao Paulo plagiarizer” again and sent her in to translate more of the 
suspect’s essays and webpages into Portuguese:

66.249.85.148 - - [06/Sep/2016:19:45:09 -0600] "GET /davenport/davenport.pdf HTTP/1.1" 200 
1731633 "https://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?depth=1&hl=pt-
BR&prev=search&rurl=translate.google.com.br&sl=en&u=http://www.enlightenment1998.com/
acad.html&usg=ALkJrhjhx-eJJS9dl_ph90NhnxXPWfG-iQ" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Dragon/45.9.12.393 Chrome/45.0.2454.93 
Safari/537.36,gzip(gfe)" 
187.38.218.152 - - [06/Sep/2016:19:45:21 -0600] "GET /davenport/davenport.pdf HTTP/1.1" 200 
6802041 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Dragon/45.9.12.393 Chrome/45.0.2454.93 Safari/537.36"

6:46 PM, she translates the suspect’s web gallery index page into Portuguese:

66.249.85.146 - - [06/Sep/2016:19:46:39 -0600] "GET /gallery/gallery.html HTTP/1.1" 200 4374 
"https://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?depth=1&hl=pt-
BR&prev=search&rurl=translate.google.com.br&sl=en&u=http://www.enlightenment1998.com/
acad.html&usg=ALkJrhjhx-eJJS9dl_ph90NhnxXPWfG-iQ" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Dragon/45.9.12.393 Chrome/45.0.2454.93 
Safari/537.36,gzip(gfe)" 

6:48 PM, she translates newlinks.html into Portuguese:

66.249.85.146 - - [06/Sep/2016:19:48:56 -0600] "GET /newlinks.html HTTP/1.1" 200 9364 
"https://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?depth=1&hl=pt-
BR&prev=search&rurl=translate.google.com.br&sl=en&u=http://www.enlightenment1998.com/
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acad.html&usg=ALkJrhjhx-eJJS9dl_ph90NhnxXPWfG-iQ" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Dragon/45.9.12.393 Chrome/45.0.2454.93 
Safari/537.36,gzip(gfe)" 

Her mission is evidently to fix the 31 August evidences (the forged Portuguese version of the suspect’s 
website) in order to persuade the Secret Service to reconsider their rejection of this Portuguese version. 
Soon afterward, the SS women would submit the revised version of the Portuguese version of the 
suspect’s website to the Secret Service – as evidence to confirm that their profile of the suspect as a 
fraud, an impersonator, and a plagiarizer is correct (that the suspect isn’t kidding on the “David Chin 
document”).

Very few decoy visits afterwards.

9 PM or so, Kiersten has posted on her Facebook, her first time since 31 August: “Magical dome house 
in remote Thailand constructed in just 6 weeks.” 

9:38 PM – 9:41 PM, a volunteer from Birmingham, Alabama, looks up both the PP post and the 184178
post.

10:01 PM and 10:26 PM, a volunteer from Port Harcourt, Nigeria, looks up feminismandfoucault.html 
(Airtel Networks).

105.112.42.68 - - [06/Sep/2016:23:01:54 -0600] "GET /1/feminismandfoucault.htm HTTP/1.1" 200 
25404 
"http://r.search.yahoo.com/_ylt=A0LEVxXsns9XwiEAaxFx.9w4;_ylu=X3oDMTEyNG9nbzY5BGNvb
G8DYmYxBHBvcwM1BHZ0aWQDQjI2MTFfMQRzZWMDc3I-/RV=2/RE=1473253228/RO=10/
RU=http%3a%2f%2fwww.enlightenment1998.com%2f1%2ffeminismandfoucault.htm/RK=0/
RS=p23srtjO8LVwN9MF6vkmuRQLKVs-" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 7_1_2 like Mac OS
X) AppleWebKit/537.51.2 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11D257 Safari/9537.53"

7 visits afterwards, mostly decoys.

07.09 W

7:42 AM, a volunteer from Ottawa, Ontario, looks up “My experience...” and then, within 26 seconds, 
comes to the front page (Verizon Business):

205.150.9.19 - - [07/Sep/2016:08:42:32 -0600] "GET 
/correlate_revised_no_summary_126-/correlate_revised_no_summary%20126_(secure).pdf HTTP/1.1"
200 931526 "https://www.google.ca/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/52.0.2743.116 Safari/537.36" 
...
05.150.9.19 - - [07/Sep/2016:08:42:58 -0600] "GET / HTTP/1.1" 200 3527 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows 
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NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/52.0.2743.116 Safari/537.36"

Is this related to Angelos?13 Perhaps Angelos, still desperate to see the suspect’s website banned, is in 
communication with the SS women today. Perhaps this visit has something to do with the demonic 
story which the SS women have made up about the essay “The Cheney Plan”. In any case, just 
brainstorming how to convince the Secret Service that their testimonies, and the Homeland Security 
warning, about the suspect is correct.

The SS women today would continue to mobilize volunteers to make false reports about the suspect’s 
plagiarism to the Secret Service. 

3:09 PM, a volunteer from Barreiro, Portugal, looks up “The Cheney Plan” (vodafone.pt):

5.158.57.77 - - [07/Sep/2016:16:09:33 -0600] "GET /cheneyplanintro/cheneyplanintrob.pdf HTTP/1.1"
200 478378 "https://www.google.pt/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Chrome/49.0.2623.112 Safari/537.36" 

The SS women are still trying to use their demonic story about this essay to convince the Secret 
Service.

Then, more false reports about the suspect’s plagiarism to the Secret Service. Then, no activities 
between 8 PM and 2:30 AM. Afterwards, only 1 visit. Another day of futile effort!

08.09 Thu

From 5 AM onward, the SS women resume mobilizing volunteers to make false reports about the 
suspect’s plagiarism to the Secret Service. The SS women will send volunteers to visit the PP post 5 
times today. Notable visits are:

6:03 PM, slid.la.charter.com, Slidell, Louisiana. This seems to be the same Slidell volunteer from 21 
and 22 August (PP) and from 31 August (184178). His iPhone has been updated.

68.114.104.42 - - [08/Sep/2016:19:03:48 -0600] "GET /2012/61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225868 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=260320.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 
9_3_5 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/601.1.46 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.0 Mobile/13G36 
Safari/601.1"

9:12 PM, a visit from the “Quantil Group”:

8.37.234.144 - - [08/Sep/2016:22:12:31 -0600] "GET /1/appendix.html HTTP/1.1" 200 76534 "https://
www.google.co.in/search?&q=hegel+spengler+century+history" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; Android 
4.4.4; en-US; E2115 Build/24.0.B.5.14) AppleWebKit/534.30 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 

13 Drosopoulos.
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UCBrowser/10.8.8.730 U3/0.8.0 Mobile Safari/534.30"

By 9:30 PM or so, the suspect has uploaded “New Summary” to his website. He’s not yet aware that 
his summary is but full of errors even though, again, he has made excellent philosophical observations 
at the end of it.

9:32 PM, a volunteer who is nearby: lightspeed.irvnca.sbcglobal.net, Garden Grove, California,

104.7.150.72 - - [08/Sep/2016:22:32:25 -0600] "GET /2012/61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225868 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=260320.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 5.1.1; LG-
K330 Build/LMY47V) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/52.0.2743.98 Mobile 
Safari/537.36"

11:32 PM, the suspect posts something on Stein’s Facebook: “Law enforcement is ignoring violence 
against women”. The suspect hasn’t yet awakened from his false scenario about the SS women’s 
connection with Stein’s campaign. He is still trying to mock the situation.

12:44 AM, a special visit: Opera Mini,

107.167.109.111 - - [09/Sep/2016:01:44:49 -0600] "GET /softappend/softappende.pdf HTTP/1.1" 200 
162005 "-" "Opera/9.80 (Android; Opera Mini/7.6.40234/37.8903; U; en) Presto/2.12.423 
Version/12.16"

What are the SS women looking for here? More racist and misogynist comments from the suspect?

2:37 AM, Telstra, Perth, Australia,

1.127.48.143 - - [09/Sep/2016:03:37:26 -0600] "GET /2012/61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225868 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=260320.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPod; CPU iPhone OS 6_1_6
like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/536.26 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/6.0 Mobile/10B500 
Safari/8536.25"

09.09 F (fewer activities)

Today, Russia and the US will have finally reached agreement over Syria. John Kerry is coming home 
with the deal he has reached with Russia. It’s now time for the national security Establishment in the 
US to react. Meanwhile, the Russian intelligence continues to battle the CIA in the ICJ trying to lock up
the previous ICJ trial – something far more important than the incidental victory in being able to use 
the Homeland Security warning about the suspect to gain concessions from the United States in Syria.

6:15 AM, the Oslo Kommune volunteer from 22 July, 4:52 AM, comes again to look up the PP post.

171.23.6.109 - - [09/Sep/2016:07:15:35 -0600] "GET /2012/61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225868 
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"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=260320.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux i686) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Ubuntu Chromium/49.0.2623.108 Chrome/49.0.2623.108 
Safari/537.36"

11:40 AM, Kiersten changes her profile picture on her Facebook page: temporary profile picture: “Love
water not oil, protect our mother, stand with Standing Rock”. Her first time since 6 September.
Then, between 1 and 6:30 PM, there are no activities from the SS women on the suspect’s website. Are 
they meeting in person to conference? However, 5:13 PM, Kiersten changes her profile picture again 
(Jupiter). Nope: apparently there is no in-person meeting.

12 AM, a visit from the “South African Group”?: umts.vodacom.co.za, Pretoria, South Africa,

41.13.120.213 - - [10/Sep/2016:01:00:20 -0600] "GET /2012/61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225868 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=260320.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 5.1.1; SM-
J500F Build/LMY48B) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/51.0.2704.81 Mobile 
Safari/537.36"

4 visits to the PP post today, and 1 visit to the other PP post.

10.09 S (Wes; fewer activities)

8:10 AM, the SS women send in the Long Keng volunteer to conduct a status check:

104.237.91.127 - - [10/Sep/2016:09:10:50 -0600] "GET /thermex2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 530 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_6) AppleWebKit/601.7.8 (KHTML, like Gecko)" 

Why? The SS women are still mobilizing their volunteers to file false complaints just minutes ago. 
Then, 12:40 PM, another junk visit from the strangest place in the world to make the suspect totally 
unable to believe that the visits to his website are not artificial: mail1.kalispelltoyota.com, Kalispell, 
Montana.

208.123.207.90 - - [10/Sep/2016:13:40:39 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/catalysis.jpg HTTP/
1.1" 200 33162 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/52.0.2743.116 Safari/537.36"
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It’s one of these persons. Then, between 2:30 PM and 12:30 AM, only 1 decoy visit. Are the SS women
meeting in person to conference again? Or are they meeting with the Homeland Security CO chief to 
analyze the suspect’s conversation with Wes? Whenever the suspect talks to his best friend on the 
phone, there will be no visits to his website for many hours. 

5:08 PM, the suspect has connected up with Wes: (1) Whether he should have a backup plan (going to 
SUNY Albany). Daniel: Humboldt is a good university. (2) The suspect has finished a new summary. 
This ICJ trial to replace the previous. (He is wrong.) The “filter”. Is it possible to complain about 
Russia’s actions? Wes: “You have been cutting yourself, it was not remotely controlled... You said 
things that don’t make any sense...” The suspect is tremendously angered: “I don’t know how to 
respond to all this nonsense...” Then he reflects: “In 2007 I used my false status as a terrorist to do 
harm, that’s the moment when I had lost all my rights... I need the US to represent me to complain 
about Russia...” The suspect then debunks the CIA’s 2007 argument: he had too vague a knowledge 
about what was going on, so that he was properly likened to a person with mental defects. (3) The 
computer inside the control center knew beforehand that terrorist attacks would happen in Paris 
(November 2015). (4) The suspect returns to his earlier argument with Wes: “Why do people get 
confused and then accuse me of being confused?... The difficulty in communication nowadays...” Wes 
again says something unrelated, and then remarks on the problem of the breakdown of communication: 
“People use the same words to mean different things...” The suspect: “I can understand other people, 
but other people can’t understand me, and yet I can’t prove to them that they are mentally defective 
because they are mentally defective...” (5) The suspect then wonders whether his speculations about 
British Old Lady’s program were incorrect, perhaps he was required to come up with these scenarios as
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a diversion, namely, these incorrect scenarios were serving as a cover for the few correct speculations 
on his part. (6) Wes spends 45 seconds explaining what has happened to his sister, and the suspect has 
completely understood it. Then follows Wes’ analysis of how communication could succeed at all. 

A comment is in order. We are probably correct in assuming that the SS women are simply busy 
analyzing the suspect’s conversation with Wes this afternoon and evening together with Homeland 
Security CO chief – simply because the Secret Service has rejected all their new evidences again and 
their Russian overlords desperately need some temporary evidence in the ICJ to prevent the CIA from 
reactivating the previous ICJ trial for the time being. It must thus be Homeland Security which has 
(under Russian order) instructed Wes to falsely accuse the suspect of not making sense: the Russians 
can then use the suspect’s argument with Wes as evidence in the ICJ to confirm Homeland Security’s 
false profile of him as mentally confused and insane. This is really the most important part of today’s 
conversation. But then the suspect is right in becoming skeptical of his speculations on BOL’s program:
he still has a long way to go before figuring out that, the more he speculates, the more the Invisible 
Hand is able to lump him together with BOL as her conspirator against him in the second, secret ICJ 
trial and that, even when the Invisible Hand shall finally implement the program in his own way by 
adopting the conspiracy to benefit himself (or the US), that would still be at least 5 years from now. 
Meanwhile, when Wes discusses communication problems, it’s just the Invisible Hand’s stimulus for 
the suspect so that he might come up with more ideas about the “program” enabling the Invisible Hand 
to eventually adopt them for his own purpose (for his program to benefit the US). 

After 12:30 AM, only two decoy visits. In total, two visits today to the 184178 post. 

11.09 Sun

Since 10 AM onward, and throughout the rest of the day, the SS women continue to mobilize their 
volunteers to make false reports about the suspect’s plagiarism.

10 PM or so, per the suspect’s request, Derrick sends out the PACTS newsletter with a link to the 
suspect’s document (letters on brain-chips). The link, however, is broken. The suspect is frustrated: he 
still hasn’t figured out that, using SDW, Homeland Security CO chief has long ago discredited him (the
only real TI) to all the other TIs (the rest of the fake TIs) in the so-called “targeted individuals 
community”.

10:52 PM, a volunteer looks up slp.pdf: airtel-tz-as, Tanzania,

156.157.109.132 - - [11/Sep/2016:23:52:34 -0600] "GET /vol5-9-/4-30-10/4_30_10_etc/slp.pdf HTTP/
1.1" 200 517853 "https://www.google.com/search?
ei=ZELWV9G3J4mTa6OAjYAD&q=how+your+sleeping+position+reveals+your+personality+pdf&oq
=how+your+sleeping+position+reveals+your+personality+pdf&gs_l=mobile-gws-
serp.12...10480.15577.0.16975.5.5.0.0.0.0.2104.5311.6-1j2j0j1.4.0....0...1c.1.64.mobile-gws-
serp..1.3.4364...0i22i10i30k1j0i22i30k1j33i21k1j33i160k1.UBLldNQOIX8" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; 
Android 5.0.2; HTC_One Build/LRX22G) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 
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Chrome/33.0.0.0 Mobile Safari/537.36"

The SS women are still collecting evidences to prove to the Secret Service that their profile of the 
suspect as a frequent violator of intellectual property laws is correct.

2:46 AM, an associate of SDW (evidently a TI and a member of PACTS), reading through Derrick’s 
newsletter sent out four hours ago, has discovered the link to the suspect’s document. She comes to 
take a look. She is using a proxy (bbtec.net, Softbank, Tokyo; trendmicro.com, Japan) and somehow 
takes care to correct the mistake in the link:

221.19.185.245 - - [12/Sep/2016:03:46:40 -0600] "GET /miscellaneous-/brainchips.pdf HTTP/1.1" 200
69374 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; x64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/51.0.2704.79 Safari/537.36 Edge/14.14393" 
221.19.185.245 - - [12/Sep/2016:03:46:41 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 408 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; x64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/51.0.2704.79 Safari/537.36 Edge/14.14393" 
150.70.188.165 - - [12/Sep/2016:03:48:19 -0600] "GET /miscellaneous-/brainchips.pdf HTTP/1.1" 200
74611 "-" "Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 8.0; Windows NT 5.1; Trident/4.0)

SDW is obviously entrusting her TI friend to make a false report to the Secret Service about the 
suspect’s pollution of the targeted individuals discursive domain (with his “delusions” about being 
mind-controlled and targeted). Thus, the new evidences which the SS women have submitted to the 
Secret Service today to prove that Homeland Security and these amazing women have always been 
right about the suspect are: his plagiarism and his fake targeting due to his schizophrenia.

Afterwards, the SS women continue to send in volunteers to check out the PP post and make false 
reports about the suspect’s plagiarism. Notably: 3:18 AM, mailout1.dei.com.gr, Athens, Greece,

62.169.203.29 - - [12/Sep/2016:04:18:54 -0600] "GET /2012/61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225868 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=260320.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 10.0; 
Windows NT 6.1; Trident/6.0)"

He has received the link in his email account – and so this must be a volunteer here to brainstorm about
the suspect’s delusions about his women victims. 

3:34 AM, Verizon UK Limited, Runnymede, UK,

193.128.33.248 - - [12/Sep/2016:04:34:38 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/nostratic2.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 42602 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Ubuntu; Linux i686; rv:11.0) Gecko/20100101 
Firefox/11.0" 

4 minutes later, he follows the instruction and does search,
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193.128.33.248 - - [12/Sep/2016:04:38:21 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/nostratic2.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 42602 "http://www.google.co.uk/url?
sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&ved=0ahUKEwj70KLX0InPAhWsAcAKHbv8B1EQj
BwIBA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.enlightenment1998.com
%2Fscientificenlightenment1%2Fnostratic2.jpg&psig=AFQjCNG3aVlFKVhUK7mOvGt8FEOZefKIS
w&ust=1473762845438442&cad=rjt" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Ubuntu; Linux i686; rv:11.0) 
Gecko/20100101 Firefox/11.0" 

To prove that the suspect has violated intellectual property rights here.

12.09 M

Sometime between 6 PM last night and 12 PM today, SDW posts a new blog post on her blog. It’s her 
first post since 23 August. Merely a link: “The superstitious reincarnation of COINTELPRO”. Is she 
hoping that the Secret Service might intercept the suspect “cyberstalking” her?

6:21 AM, the SS women recruit another volunteer from the strangest place to make a false report about 
the suspect’s plagiarism: ircam.fr, Institut de Recherche et Coordination Acoustique/ Musique, Paris. 

129.102.65.108 - - [12/Sep/2016:07:21:22 -0600] "GET /owl.JPG HTTP/1.1" 200 11541 
"http://images.google.fr/imgres?imgurl=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.enlightenment1998.com
%2Fowl.JPG&imgrefurl=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.enlightenment1998.com
%2Facad.html&h=147&w=189&tbnid=HLxKIkz0gy2YRM
%3A&docid=SyodcbxxiwdgLM&ei=uqvWV7OzM4HPa4rHs8gK&tbm=isch&iact=rc&uact=3&dur=5
86&page=0&start=0&ndsp=25&ved=0ahUKEwiz-
I7v9YnPAhWB5xoKHYrjDKkQMwgdKAEwAQ&bih=734&biw=1177" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; 
Intel Mac OS X 10_8_5) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/49.0.2623.112 
Safari/537.36" 

129.102.65.108 - - [12/Sep/2016:07:21:22 -0600] "GET /acad.html HTTP/1.1" 200 5050 
"http://images.google.fr/imgres?imgurl=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.enlightenment1998.com
%2Fowl.JPG&imgrefurl=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.enlightenment1998.com
%2Facad.html&h=147&w=189&tbnid=HLxKIkz0gy2YRM
%3A&docid=SyodcbxxiwdgLM&ei=uqvWV7OzM4HPa4rHs8gK&tbm=isch&iact=rc&uact=3&dur=5
86&page=0&start=0&ndsp=25&ved=0ahUKEwiz-
I7v9YnPAhWB5xoKHYrjDKkQMwgdKAEwAQ&bih=734&biw=1177" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; 
Intel Mac OS X 10_8_5) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/49.0.2623.112 
Safari/537.36" 

11:41 AM, the SS women send in another volunteer to collect evidence proving that the suspect has 
indeed impersonated on the PP forum: oc.oc.cox.net, Laguna Beach, California,

68.5.31.79 - - [12/Sep/2016:12:41:07 -0600] "GET /2012/rosen.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 77097 
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"https://www.bing.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; x64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/46.0.2486.0 Safari/537.36 Edge/13.10586"

8:11 PM, the volunteer from Slidell, Louisiana (last here on 8 September, 6:03 PM), comes for the fifth
time. Is he here to do a status check? To brainstorm? (In view of the Secret Service’s steadfast refusal 
to consider any new evidences offered by the SS women.)

68.114.104.42 - - [12/Sep/2016:21:11:54 -0600] "GET /2012/61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225868 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=260320.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 
9_3_5 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/601.1.46 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.0 Mobile/13G36 
Safari/601.1"

1:02 AM, it seems that the SS women are discussing the suspect with Oliver and his friend in Los 
Angeles: socal.res.rr.com, West Hollywood, Los Angeles,

172.91.176.101 - - [13/Sep/2016:02:02:35 -0600] "GET /gallery/bensonathena.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
146499 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/52.0.2743.116 Safari/537.36"

In total, two visits to the PP post and two visits to the PP 184178 post.

The SS women continue to mobilize a vast number of volunteers to make false reports about the 
suspect’s plagiarism. Thus, the debate with the Secret Service as to whether the suspect has plagiarized 
and impersonated continues. There are then no activities between 9 PM and 1 AM.

13.09 T

A few decoy visits in the morning. Then, 9:42 AM, a volunteer from Detroit, Michigan. Just heard the 
horror story? To conduct a status-check?

66.87.114.105 - - [13/Sep/2016:10:42:59 -0600] "GET /2012/61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225868 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=260320.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 5.0; SM-
G900P Build/LRX21T) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/52.0.2743.98 Mobile 
Safari/537.36"

11:48 AM, the SS women send in another volunteer to conduct a status check: AT&T mycingular.net, 
Missouri, or Naperville, Illinois.

107.77.111.53 - - [13/Sep/2016:12:48:29 -0600] "GET /1.html HTTP/1.1" 200 10445 
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 9_3_4 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/601.1.46 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.0 Mobile/13G35 Safari/601.1"
107.77.111.53 - - [13/Sep/2016:12:48:30 -0600] "GET /dot_clear.gif HTTP/1.1" 404 1322 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/1.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 9_3_4 like Mac 
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OS X) AppleWebKit/601.1.46 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.0 Mobile/13G35 Safari/601.1"

4:30 PM or so, the suspect takes his Asus to Starbucks and goes into Deep Web looking for the SS 
women’s duplicate of his website (the Portuguese version). No. He can’t find it.

6:30 PM, the SS women send in a volunteer from Whittier, California, to report on the suspect’s 
delusions about them:

96.251.65.208 - - [13/Sep/2016:19:30:24 -0600] "GET /2012/61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225868 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=260320.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 6.0.1; SM-
N920V Build/MMB29K) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/52.0.2743.98 Mobile 
Safari/537.36"

7:07 PM, Kiersten changes her profile picture on Facebook: this time it’s her picture when she was a 
teenager. Her first posting since 9 September.

7:12 PM, Kiersten posts on her Facebook again: “Snow Song”: “Neolithic figurine, over 7000 years 
old, unearthed at Turkey’s Catalhoyuk.” 

7:27 PM, Kiersten posts another view from “Snow Song”. 

Decoy visits and false reports (plagiarism) throughout the rest of the day. Two visits to the PP post for 
the whole day. No visits between 9 PM and 1 AM.

14.09 W

Since morning, the SS women resume mobilizing volunteers to make false reports about the suspect’s 
plagiarism.

2:01 PM, a visit from the “Quantil Group”. It is the Russian-controlled Homeland Security which has 
instructed the SS women to conduct this search: to produce evidence for the ICJ suggesting that the 
suspect’s writings about the ICJ trial are actually pornographic materials. 

8.37.237.53 - - [14/Sep/2016:15:01:26 -0600] "GET /schizo-part-3-50-/schizo-part-3-70.pdf HTTP/1.1"
200 170459 "http://www.google.com.pk/search?q=guest+fucking+mezban+hidden+camra" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; Android 5.0; en-US; LT700 Build/LRX21M) AppleWebKit/534.30 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Version/4.0 UCBrowser/11.0.0.828 U3/0.8.0 Mobile Safari/534.30"

Because the Secret Service’s refusal to consider the SS women’s latest evidences has become 
unfavorable evidence for the Russians in the ICJ, the Russians desperately need some temporary 
evidence to prevent the CIA from reactivating the previous ICJ trial for the time being. Hence this. 
Now the CIA couldn’t for the time being use the suspect’s story as evidence against the Russians. 
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No visits between 4 and 8:30 PM. Are the SS women conferencing? About Russia’s predicament? 
Then, false reports about the suspect’s plagiarism throughout the rest of the day. Two visits to the PP 
post today, including this one on 11:16 PM: pools.spcsdns.net, Pomona, California,

66.87.131.139 - - [15/Sep/2016:00:16:14 -0600] "GET /2012/61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225868 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=260320.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 5.1.1; 
LGLS751 Build/LMY47V) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/43.0.2357.93 Mobile 
Safari/537.36"

Late night, the suspect is searching for videos on computer-hacking. This is evidence which the 
Russians need in the ICJ to temporarily prevent the CIA from reactivating the previous ICJ trial. 
Perhaps they have simply remotely controlled the suspect (via Homeland Security and the Monkey) to 
do this. 

15.09 Thu

The SS women continue to mobilize their volunteers to make false reports about the suspect’s 
plagiarism. The situation is urgent: the Secret Service must be persuaded in some way in order for there
to be evidence to save Russia in the ICJ.

10:11 AM, SDW posts on her Facebook Group, “Man charged with breaking into jail”. The first time 
since 27 August.

11:28 AM, a volunteer from Opelousas, Louisiana (dhcp.slid.la.charter.com), comes to look up the PP 
post. Is this volunteer related to the Slidell volunteer? What is he doing? Just looking after hearing the 
horror story from the SS women?14

71.88.149.227 - - [15/Sep/2016:12:28:07 -0600] "GET /2012/61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225868 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=260320.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 9_3_4 like 
Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/601.1.46 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.0 Mobile/13G35 Safari/601.1" 

4:16 PM, a volunteer who seems to have been here before: AT&T Wireless, Missouri.

107.77.111.35 - - [15/Sep/2016:17:16:12 -0600] "GET /1/elementarystructures20.htm HTTP/1.1" 200 
23370 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 6.0.1; SAMSUNG-SM-J320A Build/
MMB29K) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) SamsungBrowser/4.0 Chrome/44.0.2403.133 
Mobile Safari/537.36" 

After 5 PM, the SS women send 5 more volunteers to the PP post. 7 visits to the PP post today, plus 1 
visit to the other PP post (184178). Among the PP post visits is a volunteer from Longview, Texas 
(lightspeed.rcsntx.sbcglobal.net):

14 It’s possible that Alexis de Bram also has an iPad.
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104.8.112.42 - - [16/Sep/2016:00:28:57 -0600] "GET /2012/61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225868 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=260320.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64;
rv:48.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/48.0"

4:21 AM, the SS women send the link to the Table of Contents to another volunteer. Are they 
explaining to him what the problem is? (“The Secret Service refuses to believe that he plagiarizes.”)

66.102.6.198 - - [16/Sep/2016:05:21:43 -0600] "GET /thermex2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 530 "-" "Mozilla/
5.0 (Linux; Android 4.2.1; en-us; Nexus 5 Build/JOP40D) AppleWebKit/535.19 (KHTML, like Gecko;
googleweblight) Chrome/38.0.1025.166 Mobile Safari/535.19" 

Frustrated, the SS women spend a lot of time today explaining the problem to their new volunteers.

16.09 F (US strikes Syrian army)

Since the morning, the SS women are mobilizing their volunteers to make false reports about the 
suspect’s plagiarism or to brainstorm how to make such false reports. There are then no activities 
between 11:30 AM and 4:30 PM. Are they conferencing? They are presumably unaware of the 
tremendous tumult that is going on in the ICJ yesterday and today – extremely unfavorable 
development from their perspective. 5:12 PM, the Longview, Texas, volunteer from last night comes 
again:

104.8.112.42 - - [16/Sep/2016:18:12:18 -0600] "GET /2012/61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225868 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=260320.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64;
rv:48.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/48.0"

5:22 PM, the SS women ask a volunteer from Lawrenceville, Georgia (lightspeed.tukrga.sbcglobal.net),
to brainstorm about the problem: “This is the writing which the Secret Service has refused to believe 
it’s plagiarized!”

172.126.33.0 - - [16/Sep/2016:18:22:59 -0600] "GET /thermh1.html HTTP/1.1" 200 23988 
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 9_3_5 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/601.1.46
(KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/13G36"

5:24 PM, he comes again.

172.126.33.0 - - [16/Sep/2016:18:24:41 -0600] "GET /thermh1.html HTTP/1.1" 200 23988 
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 9_3_5 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/601.1.46
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.0 Mobile/13G36 Safari/601.1"

5:25 PM, he clicks on the first chapter:

172.126.33.0 - - [16/Sep/2016:18:25:34 -0600] "GET /1/thermhch1.html HTTP/1.1" 200 20668 "http://
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www.enlightenment1998.com/thermh1.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 9_3_5 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/601.1.46 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.0 Mobile/13G36 Safari/601.1"

He spends an hour or so reading through the chapter and conferencing with the SS women. How 
exactly to convince the Secret Service that it is all plagiarized? 6:35 PM, he comes again:

172.126.33.0 - - [16/Sep/2016:19:35:42 -0600] "GET /thermh1.html HTTP/1.1" 200 23988 
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 9_3_5 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/601.1.46
(KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/13G36"

6:49 PM, he looks up page 2 of the summary:

172.126.33.0 - - [16/Sep/2016:19:49:19 -0600] "GET /thermh2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 45281 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/thermh1.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 9_3_5 like Mac OS 
X) AppleWebKit/601.1.46 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/13G36"

6:50 PM, he looks up Scientific Enlightenment Table of Contents:

172.126.33.0 - - [16/Sep/2016:19:50:55 -0600] "GET /scientlitfr.html HTTP/1.1" 200 10673 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/thermh2.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 9_3_5 like Mac OS 
X) AppleWebKit/601.1.46 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/13G36"

He has spent more than an hour and a half conferencing with the SS women about how to persuade the 
Secret Service that it’s all plagiarized. 

More brainstorming and false reports throughout the rest of the day. 5 visits to the PP post in total 
today, the last one on 4:08 AM: T-Mobile, Oakland, CA,

172.58.36.122 - - [17/Sep/2016:05:08:31 -0600] "GET /2012/61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225868 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=260320.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 6.0.1; 
SAMSUNG SM-G930T Build/MMB29M) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
SamsungBrowser/4.0 Chrome/44.0.2403.133 Mobile Safari/537.36"

The SS women continue to spread hysteria over the PP post (“He writes here his delusion about our 
going after him. It’s harassment and yet the Secret Service wouldn’t consider it so”).

Note that, today, the US would intentionally strike the Syrian forces from the air allowing ISIS to gain 
strategic advantage in the local battle in Syria. Tomorrow Russia would call an emergency meeting in 
the UN Security Council to discuss the matter. As noted, from this moment onward, the CIA would 
change strategy in the ICJ: they would raise the claim that the Russians and their allies are conspiring 
with a bunch of terrorists (the SS women) to falsely convict the US in the ICJ of conspiring with a 
terrorist (the suspect) to falsely convict them – that the Russian side is conspiring with the SS women 
to bring the National Front to power in France via an ICJ judgment. The Invisible Hand is now 
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demonstrating the advantage of his project to the rest of the national security Establishment after Kerry 
has carried home a result that nobody wants: if the CIA shall reactivate the previous ICJ trial, not only 
will the Russian intelligence SVR be convicted in that previous trial, but this current conviction of 
NULND and Homeland Security CO chief will also disappear.” The battle in the ICJ is about to get 
very intense since the CIA’s last victory on 3 August.

17.09 S

3 more visits to the PP post. The hysteria continues. The visits to Scientific Enlightenment images are 
mostly decoy visits. 

Meanwhile, today, the fake website which the Russians have commanded Homeland Security to order 
the SS women to pay a volunteer in Los Angeles to create on 6 September shall acquire the first of its 
contents: lawrencechin2011.com (Lawrence Chin Tips). It will have an IP address of 162.251.165.227 
(Los Angeles Dedicated LLC, Los Angeles). What’s going on? Is evidence is so urgently needed in the 
ICJ that the suspect is indeed a habitual impersonator and violator of intellectual property laws?

From now on, this is the stake in the ICJ trial: if the Russian side can prove that the SS women’s 
testimonies about the suspect and his website are correct, then they could convict the United States of 
conspiring with a terrorist (the suspect) to advance geopolitical agendas against them through the ICJ 
while locking up the previous ICJ trial at the same time. If, on the other hand, the CIA can prove that 
the TMU’s profile of the suspect and warning about the SS women (a bunch of false complainers) are 
correct, then the United States could convict Russia and its allies of conspiring with a bunch of 
terrorists (the SS women) to advance geopolitical agendas against the United States through the ICJ 
while reactivating the previous ICJ trial and convicting Russia there one more time. To counter the 
CIA’s new claim – to avoid being convicted twice – the Russian side thus needs to immediately 
produce new evidences to prove that the SS women have not being lying. Now the SS women’s most 
outrageous lie has been that 2011.com has continued to exist to harass them. The Russians thus need 
evidences not only to confirm the series of evidences obtained in late August – that the suspect 
habitually assumes false identities and is in fact David Chin pretending to be Lawrence Chin, that the 
“David Chin document” is a genuine confession from the suspect, and that the suspect is a fake 
translator and a plagiarizer – but also to validate the SS women’s claim back in March (and before) that
2011.com has always existed after December last year. This fake lawrencechin2011.com will be 
intercepted into the ICJ as evidence to prove that the SS women have never lied about the existence of 
2011.com and that the suspect is indeed an impersonator and a plagiarizer.

18.09 Sun (the fake lawrencechin2011.com)

5:58 AM, the Russians direct Homeland Security to order the SS women to search for the suspect’s ICJ 
writings with strange search terms. Presumably to produce evidence for the ICJ suggesting that the 
document which the CIA has used as a principal piece of evidence to prove that the suspect is not 
insane and has not intended to harm the National Front – the final evidence which led to the 3 August 
judgment – is actually about video games. This is the first time that the SS women have discovered this
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“revised version”.

107.167.104.11 - - [18/Sep/2016:06:58:18 -0600] "GET /prelude15/Prelude17d.pdf HTTP/1.1" 200 
470307 "http://www.google.com.bd/search?client=ms-opera-mini&hl=bn&ie=UTF-
8&q=Java+Games+The+Defender+Bd+T+234.68" "Opera/9.80 (SpreadTrum; Opera 
Mini/4.4.31227/37.8923; U; en) Presto/2.12.423 Version/12.16"

The fake website, lawrencechin2011.com, will be up with contents today. From today until 22 
September, the volunteer, posing as “Angela Hill”, will post one fake blog post per day. (Two on 21 
September.) This will be evidence in the ICJ that the suspect is impersonating Angelica online while 
plagiarizing other people.

The site owner claims to be “Lawrence Chin”!
(Accessed 19 February, 2017)

For the rest of the day, the SS women continue to mobilize volunteers to make decoy visits to the 
suspect’s website or to make false reports about his plagiarism to the Secret Service. 

1:47 PM, Kiersten posts on her Facebook. (1) “Furniture”: Pinterest. Her first post since September 13. 
1:49 PM, Kiersten continues: “How you How-to” (“Build this pipe bench in a few easy steps”): 
Pinterest.
1:59 PM, Kiersten continues: “DIY pallet daybed”: Pinterest. 
2:01 PM, Kiersten continues: “Tribecca Home: Giselle antique graceful lines iron metal daybed by 
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Rribecca Home”: Pinterest.   

4:12 PM, the SS women send the link to Prelude-17D to a volunteer in Torrance, California, 
(lightspeed.irvnca.sbcglobal.net):

76.216.142.104 - - [18/Sep/2016:17:12:20 -0600] "GET /prelude15/Prelude17d.pdf HTTP/1.1" 200 
2415267 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 5.0.1; LGL33L Build/LRX21Y) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/52.0.2743.98 Mobile Safari/537.36"

It might be that the SS women have been gossiping about this document since this morning after 
reading the suspect’s statement therein that the TMU has since November last year also entered them 
into the terrorism database as “false complainers of terrorism”. They have probably believed the 
suspect: this really explains why they have been having such difficulty in dealing with law enforcement
agencies. They are thus sending this document to this Torrance volunteer: “Look what he says here. Are
we in the terrorist database ourselves?”

Dr P’s ISP used to be AT&T (October, 2012).
This Torrance person is not Dr P.

9:17 PM, Derrick’s sends out his newsletter. Along with the link to the suspect’s brainchips.pdf.

9:20 PM, SDW has already seen the newsletter and discovered the link to the suspect’s document 
(again). She immediately links the document from the Secret Facebook Group. “This crazy Lawrence is
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again broadcasting his delusion about chips inside his brain on the Internet. Everybody takes notice!” 

69.171.228.121 - - [18/Sep/2016:22:20:35 -0600] "GET /miscellaneous-/brainchips.pdf HTTP/1.1" 200
69374 "-" "facebookexternalhit/1.1" 
66.220.145.244 - - [18/Sep/2016:22:20:37 -0600] "GET /miscellaneous-/brainchips.pdf HTTP/1.1" 200
69374 "http://l.facebook.com/lsr.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.enlightenment1998.com
%2Fmiscellaneous-%2Fbrainchips.pdf&ext=1474259137&hash=AcmoYghriFdXzd9xjYQ6UCnneB-
u6IHNA0JEHNKbpZYGXg" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.116 Safari/537.36" 
66.220.145.244 - - [18/Sep/2016:22:20:38 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 408 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/miscellaneous-/brainchips.pdf" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; 
WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.116 Safari/537.36"

10:38 PM, the suspect links up epilogue225.html from Anti-Feminism Facebook Group. He is not quite
aware that the men’s rights people are already members of the Secret Society.

12:01 AM, the SS women instruct the Long Keng volunteer to conduct a status check:

45.41.135.18 - - [19/Sep/2016:01:01:46 -0600] "GET /thermex2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 530 "-" "Mozilla/
5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_6) AppleWebKit/601.7.8 (KHTML, like Gecko)" 

Why? Are the SS women expecting the Secret Service to have already removed the suspect’s website? 
Since they must have also reported the fake 2011.com to the Secret Service, they are perhaps 
wondering whether that has had an effect on the latter.

3:28 AM, the SS women are accessing an old section on the Secret Facebook Group (athd2.jpg).

4:05 AM, the SS women instruct a volunteer from Arad, Romania, to look up “The Cheney Plan”:

86.125.215.250 - - [19/Sep/2016:05:05:16 -0600] "GET /cheneyplanintro/cheneyplanintrob.pdf HTTP/
1.1" 200 478378 "https://www.google.ro/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.116 Safari/537.36" 

This has become their pattern: every time when the Long Keng volunteer conducts a status check, the 
SS women will soon afterward send in a volunteer to look up “The Cheney Plan”. Namely, they will 
soon afterward pull out their made-up story about this essay to try to convince the Secret Service that 
the suspect is indeed insane and completely deluded about famous people.

19.09 M (furious attempts to counter the CIA’s new claim in the ICJ)

There are no activities from the SS women on the suspect’s website between 10:20 AM and 2:20 PM. 

The SS women access their Secret Facebook Group’s special section (athd2.jpg) two times today. 4 
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visits to the PP post, 1 visit to the other PP post. Throughout the day the SS women continue to 
mobilize their volunteers to make false reports about the suspect’s plagiarism.

Past 11 PM, the suspect calls Derrick to complain about the broken link to his document on the PACTS 
newsletter. Derrick is angered.

Past midnight, the suspect signs the petition for pardoning Snowden (pardonsnowden.org). 

1 AM, a notable report about the suspect’s plagiarism: Talk Talk, Ipswich, UK,

92.28.255.93 - - [20/Sep/2016:02:00:20 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/shsceptre.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 8105 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64; rv:48.0) Gecko/20100101 
Firefox/48.0"

9 seconds later, he follows the instruction and does a search for the suspect’s chapter.
 
92.28.255.93 - - [20/Sep/2016:02:00:29 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/germaninvasion.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 33022 "https://www.google.co.uk/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64; rv:48.0) 
Gecko/20100101 Firefox/48.0"

The last time somebody visited from Ipswich was 16 November, 2015. The SS women must be telling 
him: “See, it’s plagiarized! How do you convince the Secret Service?”

3:02 AM, hsd1.ut.comcast.net, Orem, Utah,

71.199.6.128 - - [20/Sep/2016:04:02:20 -0600] "GET /pc_books/pc_books.pdf HTTP/1.1" 200 756421 
"https://duckduckgo.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; x64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/51.0.2704.106 Safari/537.36" 

The suspect would suspect this person to be a Bluehost employee! Are the SS women complaining to 
Bluehost again about finding misogynist and racist content on the suspect’s website? The log will be 
archived past 6 AM, indicating that Angelica might have visited the suspect’s website between 2 and 4 
AM. It’s thus likely that she is talking to Bluehost about the problem with the suspect’s website. She 
would be encouraged by Homeland Security (the Russians) to try to ban the suspect’s website through 
Bluehost because the Russians desperately need more evidences suggesting that she is not a big liar. 
However, Bluehost wouldn’t comply. It’s not clear if any of this conjecture on the suspect’s part is 
correct. What is sure is that there is now another report about the suspect’s misogynist rambling.

20.09 T (Russian intelligence special operation)

7:40 AM, the SS women send in a volunteer to look up “Timeline-X”: Sky Italia Srl, Milan, Italy; listed
as a proxy. This is the first visit ever. 
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185.26.140.36 - - [20/Sep/2016:08:40:12 -0600] "GET /timelinepartX-9/timelinepartX-9f.pdf 
HTTP/1.1" 200 1133606 "https://www.google.it/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.89 Safari/537.36" 

The SS women might be looking for the comment about Ekaterina in the beginning of the document. 
Thus most likely a report about the suspect’s delusion about Russia’s First Daughter, in accordance 
with the Homeland Security warning about him ever since 2012.

8:19 AM, the SS women send in a volunteer from Delft, Netherlands, to look up “PC Books” again 
(planet.nl). “He made all these racist and sexist comments in this document, and yet the Secret Service 
refuses to accept the Homeland Security warning about him as correct.”

80.60.248.32 - - [20/Sep/2016:09:19:21 -0600] "GET /pc_books/pc_books.pdf HTTP/1.1" 200 756421 
"https://www.google.nl/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 10_0_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/602.1.50 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/10.0 Mobile/14A403 Safari/602.1"

After Angelica's complaint to Bluehost, the SS women will stop most of their operations for the rest of 
the day. They continue to mobilize their volunteers to visit the suspect’s website as a way to decoy him.
Today, there are 1 visit to the PP post and 3 visits to the other PP posts, including this visit on 11:17 
AM: gci.net, Anchorage, Alaska:

69.178.16.84 - - [20/Sep/2016:12:17:58 -0600] "GET /2012/61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225868 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=260320.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 6.0.1; SM-
G920V Build/MMB29K) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/51.0.2704.81 Mobile 
Safari/537.36"

There are no visits from the SS women between 8:40 PM and 4:30 AM.

Meanwhile, in the afternoon, the suspect downloads “VarTom 1.4” onto his Asus laptop. He has had to 
disable his Windows Defender. He studies how to use it until 4:50 PM. The suspect’s action comes just 
in time to save the Russians: the Russian side must have used this as evidence in the ICJ to confirm 
Homeland Security’s false profile of him as a computer hacker.

The Russians are planning a special operation for the suspect tonight. They know what he is about to 
do tonight by reading the predictions off the computer in the control center. 

The suspect comes to the Forum tonight. Angela didn’t come. Mike shows up with a shaved head. 9 
PM, as the suspect is leaving, strangely, Mike follows him out of the church. He shows the suspect his 
new motorcycle, and walks a long distance with the suspect, trying to be friendly. The suspect tells him 
Philip was a law enforcement informant. And also that he looks like Snowden with his shaved head. 
Has this anything to do with his petitioning for Snowden’s pardon last night? Certainly, it is the 
Russians who have commanded Homeland Security to order Mike to try to solicit something from the 
suspect – perhaps a confession to the effect that the suspect is in the habit of using his terrorist status to 
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achieve geopolitical agenda (perhaps to save Snowden or to ruin his pardon). But wouldn’t Mike be an 
informant from the CIA’s side inside the SS women’s organization?

Tonight, when the suspect has returned to Elysee, he purposely checks the Twitter pages of both Irina 
Bokova and Kristalina Georgieva (Russia’s preferred candidates for the position of UN Secretary 
General). The Russians have commanded Homeland Security to stage this operation (by remotely 
controlling the suspect) in order to produce the semblance that the suspect intends to conspire with 
Russia with his terrorist status (as a way to harm Russia). While outside Denny’s, the suspect also 
checks out rekings.com. He sees a Facebook-hacking tutorial – something which really interests him – 
but decides not to download it. When he goes to sleep on 2 AM, he discovers a cigarette box with 
Russian words written on it in the spot where he always sleeps. The Russians have instructed 
Homeland Security to send somebody in to place the cigarette box there in order to produce the 
semblance that the suspect is working with Homeland Security to produce the semblance that he is 
conspiring with Russia. Together with his interests in computer-hacking today, the Russians would 
submit this to the ICJ as evidence to counter the CIA’s new claim – that they are conspiring with the SS
women to falsely convict the United States: “The conviction would not be false! This Homeland 
Security warning is really correct – according to which he does intend to harm us!” Namely, to prevent 
the CIA from reactivating the ICJ trial while preserving Russia’s victory over Homeland Security CO 
chief back in February. It could be that the SS women, from 8 PM onward, are conferencing with 
Homeland Security CO chief on the matter – hence there are no visits. They must be jubilant about the 
news that Homeland Security, under Russian command, is planning an operation to frame the suspect 
tonight in order to convict him as a terrorist in the ICJ. They are apparently unaware that the CIA is 
trying to convict them in the ICJ as terrorists conspiring with Russia to harm the United States. (The 
Russians would be prevented by international law from informing the SS women about the CIA’s new 
claim because “terrorists must not know they are currently under investigation in order that they may 
‘finish their mission’”.) The SS women will resume operation on the suspect’s website after 4 AM. 

21.09 W (creating a fake web gallery)

As the Russians and their allies have entered their counter-claim in the ICJ, the SS women have another
chance to serve as “expert witnesses” for the Secret Service – without awareness that the Russian side 
is actually doing this out of desperation. All day long, they will be mobilizing their volunteers to make 
false reports about the suspect’s plagiarism to the Secret Service – the most difficult thing to prove in 
the world. There will also be 4 visits to the PP post and 1 visit to the other PP post – to falsely report 
that the suspect is using online forums to express his delusions about the SS women’s going after him 
in order to harass them (while impersonating strangers). In addition, 5:27 AM, a helper of the SS 
women’s (a Partisan?) has discovered the suspect’s new link on Anti-Feminism Facebook Group: 
rev.sfr.net, Aily-sur-Noye, France,

77.129.94.244 - - [21/Sep/2016:06:27:58 -0600] "GET /1/epilogue225.html HTTP/1.1" 200 83541 
"https://www.facebook.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.116 Safari/537.36"
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However, we have to suspect that the men’s rights people, without the knowledge of the SS women and
the Partisans, are actually working as informants for the CIA’s side.

The SS women’s volunteer “Angela Hill” will post two posts on the fake lawrencechin2011.com today 
in order to strengthen the Russians’ evidence in the ICJ – that the suspect is attempting to impersonate 
Angelica online while violating other people’s intellectual property rights. 

Meanwhile, the SS women receive another order from the Russians via Homeland Security. To 
strengthen the Russians’ new claim in the ICJ and their own case with the Secret Service, the SS 
women have found a volunteer from Gliwice, Poland, to create a fake web gallery to host the suspect’s 
drawings – a fake web gallery to be falsely attributed to the suspect. 12:28 PM, the Gliwice volunteer 
(neoplus.adsl.tpnet.pl) begins his operation. First, the drawing which the SS women, with confirmation 
from the suspect’s family, say he has stolen from his family members:

83.29.59.44 - - [21/Sep/2016:13:28:34 -0600] "GET /gallery/chiefdet.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 245751 
"http://www.google.pl/blank.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 6.0.1; SAMSUNG 
SM-G930F/XXU1BPHB Build/MMB29K) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
SamsungBrowser/4.0 Chrome/44.0.2403.133 Mobile Safari/537.36"

The Gliwice volunteer proceeds to download the image:

83.29.59.44 - - [21/Sep/2016:13:28:58 -0600] "GET /gallery/chiefdet.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 246258 "-" 
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"AndroidDownloadManager/6.0.1 (Linux; U; Android 6.0.1; SM-G930F Build/MMB29K)

12:29 PM, the Gliwice volunteer continues: 

83.29.59.44 - - [21/Sep/2016:13:29:44 -0600] "GET /gallery/enstehdet.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 281603 "-" 
"AndroidDownloadManager/6.0.1 (Linux; U; Android 6.0.1; SM-G930F Build/MMB29K)"

12:30 PM, the Gliwice volunteer continues: he is downloading all three images. 

83.29.59.44 - - [21/Sep/2016:13:30:00 -0600] "GET /gallery/peniswomen.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 297908 
"http://www.google.pl/blank.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 6.0.1; SAMSUNG 
SM-G930F/XXU1BPHB Build/MMB29K) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
SamsungBrowser/4.0 Chrome/44.0.2403.133 Mobile Safari/537.36" 
83.29.59.44 - - [21/Sep/2016:13:30:11 -0600] "GET /gallery/peniswomen.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 298294 
"-" "AndroidDownloadManager/6.0.1 (Linux; U; Android 6.0.1; SM-G930F Build/MMB29K)"

12:31 PM, he continues:

83.29.59.44 - - [21/Sep/2016:13:31:24 -0600] "GET /gallery/xper3.html HTTP/1.1" 200 891 
"http://www.google.pl/url?sa=i&source=images&cd=&q=neolithic
%20shaman&ved=0ahUKEwiHkfe1maHPAhWDWiwKHY2UBYsQjB0IBg&url=http%3A%2F
%2Fenlightenment1998.com%2Fgallery
%2Fxper3.html&psig=AFQjCNHXbV3mVJcsUNYDV4bL8wxXxuYgCA&ust=1474572483352350&
rct=j" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 6.0.1; SAMSUNG SM-G930F/XXU1BPHB Build/MMB29K) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) SamsungBrowser/4.0 Chrome/44.0.2403.133 Mobile 
Safari/537.36"

12:33 PM, he comes to the suspect’s web gallery.

83.29.59.44 - - [21/Sep/2016:13:33:06 -0600] "GET /gallery/gallery.html HTTP/1.1" 200 4374 
"http://enlightenment1998.com/gallery/xper3.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 6.0.1; SAMSUNG 
SM-G930F/XXU1BPHB Build/MMB29K) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
SamsungBrowser/4.0 Chrome/44.0.2403.133 Mobile Safari/537.36"

12:34 PM, he comes to himiko.html. 
 
83.29.59.44 - - [21/Sep/2016:13:34:15 -0600] "GET /gallery/himiko.html HTTP/1.1" 200 1547 "http://
enlightenment1998.com/gallery/gallery.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 6.0.1; SAMSUNG SM-
G930F/XXU1BPHB Build/MMB29K) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) SamsungBrowser/
4.0 Chrome/44.0.2403.133 Mobile Safari/537.36" 

12:35 PM, he downloads himiko.jpg. He then comes to duke.html and downloads duke2.jpg.
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83.29.59.44 - - [21/Sep/2016:13:35:01 -0600] "GET /gallery/himiko.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 492500 "-" 
"AndroidDownloadManager/6.0.1 (Linux; U; Android 6.0.1; SM-G930F Build/MMB29K)"

83.29.59.44 - - [21/Sep/2016:13:35:18 -0600] "GET /gallery/duke.html HTTP/1.1" 200 2031 
"http://enlightenment1998.com/gallery/gallery.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 6.0.1; SAMSUNG 
SM-G930F/XXU1BPHB Build/MMB29K) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
SamsungBrowser/4.0 Chrome/44.0.2403.133 Mobile Safari/537.36" 

83.29.59.44 - - [21/Sep/2016:13:35:49 -0600] "GET /gallery/duke2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 471835 "-" 
"AndroidDownloadManager/6.0.1 (Linux; U; Android 6.0.1; SM-G930F Build/MMB29K)"

12:36 PM, he comes to ceremony.html. He downloads filialpiety.jpg. He then comes to holywh.html, 

12:37 PM, he downloads reward1large.jpg. He then comes to healer.html, and downloads healer2.jpg. 

12:38 PM, he comes to yuA.html and downloads yu6.jpg, and then comes to xper.html, 

12:39 PM, he downloads enstehung.jpg, and then comes to exper3.html, 

12:40 PM, he downloads athenalibe2.jpg. He comes to redathena.htm, then, detana.html, then, 
perspective.html, then, decking.html, 

12:41 PM, he downloads decking.jpg, and then comes to evolution.html, 

12:42 PM, he downloads evolutiondetail25.jpg and evolutioncomplete.jpg; he then comes to 
detphi.html, then, arche.html, 

12:46 PM, he comes back to the web gallery.

12:50 PM, he comes to the web gallery again. He goes to yuexper2.htm from yuA.html. He goes to 
yuexer3.html. 

12:51 PM, he goes to yuontheophoretos.htm from yuexer3.html. 

12:52 PM, he comes to himikodet.html from himiko.html.

12:53 PM, he downloads himikodet3.jpg, he then comes to dukedet.html from duke.html. Then, 
dukepanelN.html from dukedet.html, then, ceremonydet3.html from ceremony.html, then, 
ceremonydet1.html from ceremony.htm. 

12:54 PM, he comes to ceremonydet2.html from ceremony.html, he downloads filialpietydet3.jpg, he 
then comes to healer2.html from healer.html, 
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12:55 PM, he comes to reward2.html from holywh.html, then, exper5.html from exper3.html, he then 
downloads athena20det.jpg, 

12:56 PM, he comes to decking.html again. In sum, within 28 minutes, he has downloaded all the 
pictures of the whole drawings, then all the pictures showing Goddess Athena in close-up. When he 
creates a fake web gallery, it will have either one of these two functions: (1) The fake web gallery, to be
attributed to the suspect, will feature him bragging, in a frivolous manner, about all these drawings he 
has supposedly stolen from his family and so on as if they were his own works. To show him 
pretending to have artistic talent. (2) The fake web gallery will feature the suspect bragging, in a 
frivolous manner, how the Goddess Athena in all these drawings is Angelica herself. Given that the 
Russians’ most important task at the moment is to prove in the ICJ that the SS women’s testimonies are
truthful – and given that Angelica has been lying all along to the Secret Service saying the suspect has 
painted her nude – the second option is most likely the case. The Russian side has thus intercepted into 
the ICJ another set of evidences demonstrating that Angelica is telling the truth when she claims that 
the suspect has used his website to harass her by putting up her naked pictures on it. The SS women 
will presumably also report this to the Secret Service. 

By 2 PM, all tutorials on rekings.com would have disappeared except the latest one. The CIA has 
presumably ordered their removal in order to prevent the suspect from producing more evidences 
showing himself conforming to Homeland Security’s false profile of him as a computer hacker.

3:27 PM, the Russians order the SS women to instruct a volunteer from Bradford, UK, to look up 
“Prelude C-5L” and make a false report about it. Since this is another one of the CIA’s key evidences in
the ICJ to discount the Russians’ claim that the suspect has wanted to harm the National Front with his 
terrorist status, the Russians need the false report as counter-evidence to cancel out its force.

86.136.186.37 - - [21/Sep/2016:16:27:42 -0600] "GET /prelude_C_5/prelude_C_5l.pdf HTTP/1.1" 200
2227653 "https://www.google.co.uk/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_12) AppleWebKit/
602.1.50 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/10.0 Safari/602.1.50" 
86.136.186.37 - - [21/Sep/2016:16:27:45 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 408 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/prelude_C_5/prelude_C_5l.pdf" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel 
Mac OS X 10_12) AppleWebKit/602.1.50 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/10.0 Safari/602.1.50

10:51 PM, does this visit have something to do with the Gliwice volunteer’s forgery today?

66.102.6.106 - - [21/Sep/2016:23:51:45 -0600] "GET /gallery/xper3.html HTTP/1.1" 200 891 
"http://www.google.com/search" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux x86_64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 
like Gecko; Google Web Preview) Chrome/27.0.1453 Safari/537.36" 
66.102.6.106 - - [21/Sep/2016:23:51:45 -0600] "GET /gallery/peniswomen.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 297908 
"http://enlightenment1998.com/gallery/xper3.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux x86_64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko; Google Web Preview) Chrome/27.0.1453 Safari/537.36" 
66.102.6.108 - - [21/Sep/2016:23:51:45 -0600] "GET /gallery/chiefdet.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 245751 
"http://enlightenment1998.com/gallery/xper3.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux x86_64) 
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AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko; Google Web Preview) Chrome/27.0.1453 Safari/537.36" 
66.102.6.110 - - [21/Sep/2016:23:51:45 -0600] "GET /gallery/enstehdet.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 281231 
"http://enlightenment1998.com/gallery/xper3.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux x86_64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko; Google Web Preview) Chrome/27.0.1453 Safari/537.36"

By midnight, the Gliwice volunteer would have finished forging his evidences and submitted them to 
the Secret Service. (“We found these on his website! He’s bragging!”)

2:34 AM, a visit from the “Quantil Group” to falsely report the suspect for plagiarizing.

8.37.225.246 - - [22/Sep/2016:03:34:57 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/zeeman.gif HTTP/1.1" 
200 8069 "http://images.google.co.in/imgres?imgurl=http://www.enlightenment1998.com/
scientificenlightenment1/zeeman.gif&imgrefurl=http://www.enlightenment1998.com/
scientificenlightenment1/
quantummechanics.htm&h=287&w=500&tbnid=WCZmVYFy8QJPAM:&q=images+
+for+experimental++arrangements+of+
+zeeman+effect&tbnh=75&tbnw=130&iact=rc&usg=__9tskBz2POziK5Iw3VHnZuLS7vGk=&hl=en
&ei=rqXjV_q8OcepmwGHiJDACQ&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwj6y4L31aLPAhXH1CYKHQc
EBJg4kAEQrQMIMDAK" "UCWEB/2.0 (Java; U; MIDP-2.0; Nokia203/20.37) U2/1.0.0 UCBrowser/
8.7.0.218 U2/1.0.0 Mobile"

The SS women’s volunteers were busy compiling testimonies about the suspect’s plagiarism all night 
long, evidently to accompany the Gliwice’s volunteer’s forgery.

22.09 Thu

8:44 AM, another visit from the “Quantil Group”:

168.235.206.53 - - [22/Sep/2016:09:44:44 -0600] "GET /prelude15/Prelude17d.pdf HTTP/1.1" 200 
705323 "http://www.google.co.in/search?ie=ISO-8859-
1&q=dawnlod+love+mugic+of+new+seriyl+namekrn&btnG=Search" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; Android
5.1; en-US; P5W Build/LMY47I) AppleWebKit/534.30 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 
UCBrowser/10.4.1.565 U3/0.8.0 Mobile Safari/534.30"

Recall that this document is one of the CIA’s key evidences that the suspect doesn’t harbor bizarre 
delusion about the SS women’s going after him and that he has not intended to harm the National 
Front. The Russians have commanded Homeland Security to instruct the SS women to do this search in
order to produce another counter-evidence to cancel this document’s effectiveness in the ICJ (that this 
document is actually about pornographic nonsense). The Russians have already done the same thing on 
18 September – it’s not clear why they have been compelled to do it again. Perhaps, so early in the 
morning, the Secret Service has already rejected the Gliwice volunteer’s forgery and all the false 
reports about the suspect’s plagiarism from last night (which rejection would have become unfavorable 
evidence in the ICJ for the Russian side). In any case, every one of the CIA’s key evidences will have to
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be canceled out by one of the Russians’ counter-evidences.

There are then no activities from the SS women. Then they resume operation on 11:58 AM. Then, no 
activities between 4:30 PM and 7:30 PM. 

8:02 PM, it appears that a volunteer from Curitiba, Brazil, has tracked down the suspect’s new posting 
on Anti-Feminism Facebook group. This is the second time.

191.177.57.208 - - [22/Sep/2016:21:02:39 -0600] "GET /1/epilogue225.html HTTP/1.1" 200 83541 "-"
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/53.0.2785.116 Safari/537.36" 

11:57 PM, a volunteer from Isehara, Japan (ppp.infoweb.ne.jp):

124.27.193.152 - - [23/Sep/2016:00:57:44 -0600] "GET /kulturindustrie9/kulturindustrie9k.pdf HTTP/
1.1" 200 634739 "https://www.google.co.jp/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.116 Safari/537.36"

Another one of the CIA’s important evidences proving that the suspect is not insane. To produce 
counter-evidence to enable the Russians to cancel out the CIA’s evidence in the ICJ? If so, this 
volunteer has received his instruction (via the SS women) from Homeland Security. (But, since he is 
based in Japan, he’s likely simply an informant and is merely pretending to go along with the SS 
women’s operation.) In any case, the visits to “Prelude C-5L”, “Prelude 17D”, and this document today
and yesterday indicate the Russians’ desperation to avoid being convicted in the ICJ.

No activities. Then, 1:54 AM, the SS women instruct the Long Keng volunteer to conduct a status 
check:

45.56.152.49 - - [23/Sep/2016:02:54:29 -0600] "GET /thermex2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 530 "-" "Mozilla/
5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_6) AppleWebKit/601.7.8 (KHTML, like Gecko)" 

Decoy visits soon resume. No visits to the PP post today. Two visits to the other PP post (184178).

23.09 F

10:11 AM, a volunteer from Valencia, California (scorpiondesign.com), looks up “Third Run Outline” 
just hours before the suspect begins revising this chapter.

66.102.6.158 - - [23/Sep/2016:11:11:24 -0600] "GET /thirdrunoutline12/thirdrunoutline12.pdf 
HTTP/1.1" 200 4262868 "http://www.google.com/search" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux x86_64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko; Google Web Preview) Chrome/27.0.1453 Safari/537.36"
12.208.243.202 - - [23/Sep/2016:11:11:27 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 408 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/thirdrunoutline12/thirdrunoutline12.pdf" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows 
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NT 6.3; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.116 Safari/537.36" 

False report about the suspect’s schizophrenic delusion about the SS women’s going after him as part of
some government conspiracy. The Russians need this evidence in the ICJ to counter the CIA’s claim 
that the suspect doesn’t suffer from paranoid schizophrenia (has often guessed correctly the SS 
women’s operations behind his back). This document is quite convenient for the Russians because, 
unlike “Prelude C-5L” and “Prelude-17D”, all of the scenarios described herein about the SS women’s 
operations aren’t correct. Again, the Russians are free to interpret the suspect’s wrong guesses as 
schizophrenic delusions.

12:58 PM, pool.nctc.com, Pleasant Shade, Tennessee.

208.76.161.91 - - [23/Sep/2016:13:58:50 -0600] "GET /2012/61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225868 
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 10_0_1 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/602.1.50 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/10.0 Mobile/14A403 Safari/602.1

This is evidently another “proof” about the suspect’s impersonation on PP.

The SS women would access the special section of their Secret Facebook Group (athd2.jpg) on 1:13 
PM and 5:27 PM. Only one decoy visit in between. The SS women are most likely brainstorming and 
conferencing today because the Secret Service has continued to reject their new evidences no matter 
what. 

Then, 11:11 PM, they instruct a volunteer (maybe a Partisan) from Toulouse, France, to look up 
“eee_start_software.pdf” (abo.wanadoo.fr):

83.205.243.142 - - [24/Sep/2016:00:11:09 -0600] "GET 
/howihave73bg4-/forum_posts/eee_start_software.pdf HTTP/1.1" 200 37620 
"http://www.google.fr/search?q=Installation+de+wireshark+sous+xandros&client=firefox-
a&rls=org.mozilla:en-US:official&prmd=ivns&ei=oBjmV8_9L8mTaYjwlZAJ&start=20&sa=N" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (X11; U; Linux i686; en-US; rv:1.8.1.11) Gecko/20071127 Firefox/2.0.0.11" 
83.205.243.142 - - [24/Sep/2016:00:11:15 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 408 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (X11; U; Linux i686; en-US; rv:1.8.1.11) Gecko/20071127 Firefox/2.0.0.11"

This is a false report about finding hacking materials on the suspect’s website. Again, the Russians need
this evidence in the ICJ to confirm Homeland Security’s false profile of him as a computer-hacker – 
after he has in the past week already produced plenty of evidences to this effect. One visit to the PP 
post after this – the only visit today. There are no activities from 11:30 PM onward until 5 AM the next 
day.

24.09 S
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5:08 AM, Daniel replies the suspect.15

Now that the suspect’s website is cached anew, the SS women would, throughout the whole day, 
mobilize their volunteers to both make false reports about his plagiarism and to generate decoy visits. 
There are 4 visits to the PP post, and 4 visits to the other PP post. Four of them between 6:30 and 9 PM.
One visit to the PP post is of note: 8:53 PM, mc.videotron.ca, Montreal, Quebec,

24.225.208.93 - - [24/Sep/2016:21:53:31 -0600] "GET /2012/61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225868 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=260320.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 
10_10_5) AppleWebKit/600.8.9 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/8.0.8 Safari/600.8.9"

25.09 F (Wes)

5:18 AM, the SS women instruct a volunteer from Ljubljana, Slovenia, to look up the front page of the 
suspect’s website. Is this a status check? A false report?

92.37.67.197 - - [25/Sep/2016:06:18:10 -0600] "GET / HTTP/1.1" 200 3629 "https://www.google.si/" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.101 
Safari/537.36 OPR/40.0.2308.62"
92.37.67.197 - - [25/Sep/2016:06:18:10 -0600] "GET /dot_clear.gif HTTP/1.1" 404 1322 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.101 Safari/537.36 OPR/40.0.2308.62" 
92.37.67.197 - - [25/Sep/2016:06:18:11 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 408 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.101 Safari/537.36 OPR/40.0.2308.62" 

1:46 PM, Kiersten posts on her Facebook via Pinterest: “Cauliflower Pizza Crust: Get this... recipe 
from Katie Lee.” Her first post since 18 September. 

From 1:32 PM onward, the suspect will be talking to Wes (from 42:00 onward in the recording): (1) 
Daniel has replied. (2) About Valerie Solanas. Wes: “You are going to meet a woman playwright...” 
Wes is of course bullshitting. It’s not clear whether he is under Homeland Security (i.e. Russian) 

15 The message goes: “Dear Lawrence, in general, Humboldt is a good university. You might however be right as far as 
critical theory is concerned. Specifically if Jaeggi might leave, Frankfurt would definitely be the better place. In the 
context of German post-BA studies, which work differently from the US, I would focus on the professor who you 
would like to be your advisor and the fit of your topic rather than the prestigiousness of the university. This is also on 
what I would focus in general: I would have a very specific proposal for a dissertation topic prepared, maybe someone 
from a California university who you could visit during office hours would be willing to give you pointers there. It is 
better to apply a semester later with a good proposal than earlier with a mediocre one. As for the TestDaf, I really have 
no experience there but the same goes here: practice first, then take the test; maybe you can find a German expat who 
wants to improve their English and you can teach each other. I hope I could help.” Again, Daniel must be like: This 
Lawrence is an international terrorist stalker on American Homeland Security’s watchlist with the most disgusting 
characteristics (schizophrenia, plagiarizing, racist and misogynist); why does he even bother with schools? But he must 
reply normally because Homeland Security has instructed everyone to act normal with the suspect and let him waste his
time pursuing his goals in order to not raise his suspicion.  
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instruction to do this: to mislead the suspect into believing that this is part of the “Macrospherian plan” 
so that he may speculate about it and look insane in the process and produce more evidences in the 
coming days to confirm the SS women’s testimonies about his insanity. (3) About visiting Bokova’s 
and Georgieva’s Twitter pages. Do the SS women’s current complaints have anything to do with that? 
The suspect again expresses wish to put the SS women’s business to an end. (4) Another news piece: 
implanting electronic chips in the brain to treat Obsessive Compulsive Disorder and depression. Wes 
coughs constantly. The call is then cut off. The suspect calls Wes again on 2:27:00 when he has thought
of something. (5) The suspect is worried that Daniel might know that he is a terrorist. (This conclusion 
is inevitable given the way Daniel visited his website on the night of 17 July.) Wes: “Daniel doesn’t 
think about you.” (Wes is lying: Daniel must have thought, as noted: why does someone as disgusting 
as the suspect ever bother to go to school?) The suspect: he has interpreted the SS women’s operation 
as “gang-stalking” because he doesn’t know what other people know, namely that he is a “terrorist 
stalker”; meanwhile, the SS women might be doing something that’s legitimate in other people’s eyes 
because other people know that he is a “terrorist stalker”. This is why he needs to know what other 
people know – otherwise he might end up looking ridiculous: he needs to be like everyone else and 
know that he is a terrorist. The suspect is right on target here – and this is probably the CIA’s evidence 
that the Homeland Security warning, and the SS women’s testimonies, about his delusions about his 
women victims are completely false. The only other thing of significance is the suspect’s confession 
about visiting Bokova’s and Georgieva’s Twitter pages. The CIA might also want to use this as 
evidence to support their claim that the suspect isn’t quite aware that he’s supposed to conspire with 
Homeland Security to harm Russia (that the Russian operation on 20 September has produced the 
wrong semblance).

5:53 PM, the SS women access the special section on their Secret Facebook Group (athd2.jpg).

Throughout the whole day, the SS women continue to mobilize their volunteers to make false reports 
about the suspect’s plagiarism. No activities between 12:30 and 4:30 AM. There are no visits to the PP 
posts today.

26.09 M

5:53 AM, a false report about the suspect’s plagiarism: reverse.spectranet.in, Pune, India. This seems to
be a visit from the “Quantil Group” (see below).

180.151.175.237 - - [26/Sep/2016:06:53:47 -0600] "GET /1/darkmattercomp.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 26818
"http://www.sh-dz.net/what-is-the-difference-between-geosphere-and-biosphere.html" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Linux; Android 4.2.2; C2104 Build/15.3.A.1.17) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/53.0.2785.124 Mobile Safari/537.36"

8:35 AM, a volunteer from Tacoma, Washington (hsd1.wa.comcast.net), looks up “Timeline VI”. A 
false report about how the suspect is suffering from paranoid delusions about the SS women’s going 
after him (Kiersten’s attempt to “exterminate” him)? It’s certainly another piece of evidence which the 
Russians need in the ICJ to prove that the SS women’s testimonies are truthful.
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76.28.147.89 - - [26/Sep/2016:09:35:11 -0600] "GET /timelinepartVI/timelinepartVI-34.pdf HTTP/1.1"
200 1633813 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.116 Safari/537.36"
76.28.147.89 - - [26/Sep/2016:09:35:13 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 408 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/timelinepartVI/timelinepartVI-34.pdf" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows 
NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.116 Safari/537.36"

11:09 AM, a second visit from the “Quantil Group” to the same image, darkmattercomp.jpg:

8.37.230.208 - - [26/Sep/2016:12:09:45 -0600] "GET /1/darkmattercomp.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 26818 
"http://www.sh-dz.net/what-is-the-difference-between-geosphere-and-biosphere.html" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Linux; U; Android 6.0.1; en-US; SM-J700F Build/MMB29K) AppleWebKit/534.30 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Version/4.0 UCBrowser/11.0.0.828 U3/0.8.0 Mobile Safari/534.30"

11:50 AM, another volunteer from Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, tracks down the suspect’s link on Anti-
Feminism Facebook Group:

189.49.178.147 - - [26/Sep/2016:12:50:56 -0600] "GET /1/epilogue225.html HTTP/1.1" 200 83541 
"https://www.facebook.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64; rv:49.0) Gecko/20100101 
Firefox/49.0"
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This volunteer is presumably related to the Curitiba volunteer from 22 September. This is the third 
time.

Throughout the whole day, the SS women continue to mobilize their volunteers to make false reports 
about the suspect’s plagiarism. Between 5 PM and 1:30 AM, only three visits. 5:01 AM, the “South 
African Group” is back (biopower2.jpg)! The last time that they are seen was 10 September. There are 
no visits to the PP posts today.

One last note: it’s today that the suspect would discover the German feminist Wizorek, whom the SS 
women will soon recruit.

27.09 T

After 3 decoy visits, on 9:01 AM, the SS women instruct the Long Keng volunteer (Univera Network, 
Long Keng) to conduct a status check: 

104.237.91.37 - - [27/Sep/2016:10:01:00 -0600] "GET /thermex2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 530 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_6) AppleWebKit/601.7.8 (KHTML, like Gecko)" 

Are the SS women expecting all the false reports they have made about the suspect’s plagiarism in the 
past four days to have done the magic of persuading the Secret Service to remove his website? After 
one more decoy visit, another status check on 11:07 AM: 

64.233.172.130 - - [27/Sep/2016:12:07:54 -0600] "GET /thermex2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 530 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.2.1; en-us; Nexus 5 Build/JOP40D) AppleWebKit/535.19 (KHTML, 
like Gecko; googleweblight) Chrome/38.0.1025.166 Mobile Safari/535.19" 

Is this the Long Keng volunteer using Google Web Light or is this another volunteer? Then, two visits 
to the PP post from Austria and Tennessee on 11:59 AM and 12:26 PM. Are these status-checks? Or 
reporting about the suspect’s delusions about his women victims? Then, two more visits to the PP post 
on 4:44 PM and 6:21 PM.
 
Throughout the rest of the day, the SS women continue to mobilize their volunteers – either to make 
false reports about the suspect’s plagiarism or to brainstorm how to make such false reports.

Past midnight, the suspect posts a new message on the PP thread: links to the best targeted individuals 
websites. He has again posted as “toothache” and the links include a few documents from his own 
website.

3:17 AM, a volunteer from Rotherhithe, UK, tracks down the suspect’s link on Anti-Feminism 
Facebook Group. This is the fourth time:

94.11.124.119 - - [28/Sep/2016:04:17:15 -0600] "GET /1/epilogue225.html HTTP/1.1" 200 83553 
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"https://www.facebook.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.116 Safari/537.36" 

As noted, there are a total of 4 visits to the PP post today.

28.09 W

Throughout the day, the SS women continue to mobilize their volunteers to make false reports about 
the suspect’s plagiarism or to brainstorm how to make such false reports.

8:27 PM, the SS women access the special section of their Secret Facebook Group (athd2.jpg). They 
would then halt their operation. In the next 7 hours, there will be only one decoy visit. They are 
evidently conferencing. Then, 3:42 AM, a volunteer from Quezon City, Philippines, does a strange 
visit:

112.201.85.178 - - [29/Sep/2016:04:42:14 -0600] "GET /links.html HTTP/1.1" 200 20103 
"http://www.openmultipleurl.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.116 Safari/537.36"
112.201.85.178 - - [29/Sep/2016:04:42:16 -0600] "GET /dot_clear.gif HTTP/1.1" 404 1360 
"http://enlightenment1998.com/links.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.116 Safari/537.36" 
112.201.85.178 - - [29/Sep/2016:04:42:30 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 
"http://enlightenment1998.com/links.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.116 Safari/537.36"  

Three minutes later, again:

112.201.85.178 - - [29/Sep/2016:04:45:43 -0600] "GET /links.html HTTP/1.1" 304 162 
"http://www.openmultipleurl.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.116 Safari/537.36" 
112.201.85.178 - - [29/Sep/2016:04:45:46 -0600] "GET /dot_clear.gif HTTP/1.1" 404 1360 
"http://enlightenment1998.com/links.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.116 Safari/537.36" 
112.201.85.178 - - [29/Sep/2016:04:46:04 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 
"http://enlightenment1998.com/links.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.116 Safari/537.36"

3:58 AM, he comes to the front page:

112.201.85.178 - - [29/Sep/2016:04:58:46 -0600] "GET / HTTP/1.1" 200 3667 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.116 Safari/537.36"
112.201.85.178 - - [29/Sep/2016:04:58:46 -0600] "GET /dot_clear.gif HTTP/1.1" 404 1360 
"http://enlightenment1998.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 
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Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.116 Safari/537.36" 
112.201.85.178 - - [29/Sep/2016:04:58:59 -0600] "GET /dot_clear.gif HTTP/1.1" 404 1360 
"http://enlightenment1998.com/links.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.116 Safari/537.36" 

It’s not clear what the SS women are instructing him to do. There are 4 visits to the PP post today 
(excluding the incidental visitors that come to it from the PP front page because the PP post is relisted 
on the very top after the suspect has posted on it).

29.09 Thu

The SS women will be mobilizing their volunteers throughout the day to make decoy visits or false 
reports about the suspect’s plagiarism.

There will be 5 visits to the PP post today. Including this one on 9:13 PM: lightspeed.irvnca.sbcglobal. 
net, Los Angeles,

99.67.164.189 - - [29/Sep/2016:22:13:21 -0600] "GET /2012/61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225868 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=260320.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 
9_3_5 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/601.1.46 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.0 Mobile/13G36 
Safari/601.1"
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This seems to be the same Los Angeles volunteer from 10 August (7 PM) – except that she has updated 
her iPhone’s operating system (from 9.3.3 to 9.3.5).

10:20 PM, the same Orem volunteer from 20 September doing the same search: hsd1.ut.comcast.net, 
American Fork, Utah,

71.199.6.128 - - [20/Sep/2016:04:02:20 -0600] "GET /pc_books/pc_books.pdf HTTP/1.1" 200 756421 
"https://duckduckgo.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; x64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/51.0.2704.106 Safari/537.36" 

Another report about the suspect’s misogynist and racist rambling.

There will be only three visits afterwards (including one visit to the PP post).

30.09 F

Since early morning, the SS women have resumed sending in decoys and making false reports about 
the suspect’s plagiarism. A special visit on 5:13 AM: Meditelecom, Morocco,

45.218.227.74 - - [30/Sep/2016:06:13:01 -0600] "GET /thermh1.html HTTP/1.1" 200 23988 
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 5.0.1; SAMSUNG GT-I9500 
Build/LRX22C) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) SamsungBrowser/4.0 
Chrome/44.0.2403.133 Mobile Safari/537.36" 

A status check? False report?

10:16 AM, a visit from the “Quantil Group”:

168.235.207.74 - - [30/Sep/2016:11:16:53 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/glycolysis.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 190398 
"http://images.google.co.in/imgres?imgurl=http://www.enlightenment1998.com/
scientificenlightenment1/glycolysis.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.enlightenment1998.com/
scientificenlightenment1/
appendix.html&h=881&w=691&tbnid=m4_NB0OqU9NH8M:&q=biological+glycolysis&tbnh=146&t
bnw=115&iact=rc&usg=__tiIHbT44wdkh6dixBK-
udRkZ61Q=&ei=0pzuV8rkBJiajwP6gJSwBw&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjKlZKDy7fPAhUYz
WMKHXoABXY4JBCtAwgwMAo" "UCWEB/2.0 (Java; U; MIDP-2.0; Nokia203/20.37) U2/1.0.0 
UCBrowser/8.7.0.218 U2/1.0.0 Mobile"

1:30 PM or so, Kiersten changes her profile picture on her Facebook page. Herself as a teenager, 
holding an axe.

Then, between 1:40 and 4:22 PM, the SS women send in their volunteers to look up the PP post three 
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times and the other PP post (184178) two times. Only one decoy visit during this time. Are they having 
a debate with the Secret Service about the PP posts?

Then, decoys and false reports continue. One particular report about the suspect’s plagiarism is 
noteworthy: 10:25 PM, gci.net, Eielson Air Force Base, Alaska, 

65.74.112.46 - - [30/Sep/2016:23:25:15 -0600] "GET /1/abstriction2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 71905 "https://
www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; x64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like
Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.116 Safari/537.36"

Two more visits to the PP post. There are thus in total 5 visits to the PP post and 2 visits to the other PP 
post today. 

October 2016

01.10 S (Wes)

Reports about the suspect’s plagiarism of his Scientific Enlightenment continue.

1:40 PM, the suspect is connected with Wes. (From 1:00:00 onwards in the recording.) (1) The SS 
women are complaining to a new authority. Has this something to do with the business with Bokova’s 
Twitter page? The suspect is all wrong here: the SS women are still complaining about his website to 
the Secret Service. It’s evidence in favor of the Russian side. The suspect: “Their life has no meaning, 
once they have grabbed onto a misogynist terrorist, they will never let go...” (2) Axel Honneth and the 
Frankfurt School. (3) Valerie Solanas was also on SSI. (4) About Elliot, the “Golden Ratio Guy”. His 
argument with people on the Internet. (5) The suspect has started writing a new (critical theory) paper. 
(This would become “Rationalization, McDonaldization, and Increasing Stupidity of Human Beings”.) 
About the crisis that people are getting dumber and dumber. Wes begins describing his own experience 
with the “dummification” of the new generation of undergraduate students: “People think education is 
about knowledge, intelligence is knowledge, but I think education is about the ability to think... 
Nowhere is the answer on the book...” About how people are dumb. “Schools nowadays are struggling 
to get students... How to attract students...” Although all this philosophical discussion seems unrelated 
to the ICJ trial, it’s probably evidence in favor of the CIA (that the suspect is intellectual). (In any case, 
it would soon all become part of the “program” which the Invisible Hand would implement.) (6) 
Finally the suspect returns to the topic of the UN Secretary General. Another opportunity for proof is 
coming up: who is going to become the new UN Secretary General? (7) Wes suggests strategies to deal 
with the SS women: the use of rhetoric. This is worthless suggestion. 

5:45 PM, a special visit to report the suspect for plagiarism or misogynist rambling: lightspeed.gnbonc. 
sbcglobal.net, Lexington, North Carolina,

104.183.124.12 - - [01/Oct/2016:18:45:21 -0600] "GET /1/feministethics.html HTTP/1.1" 200 32373 
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 9_0_2 like Mac OS X) 
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AppleWebKit/601.1.46 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.0 Mobile/13A452 Safari/601.1" 
104.183.124.12 - - [01/Oct/2016:18:45:22 -0600] "GET /1/athd2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 12082 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/1/feministethics.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 
9_0_2 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/601.1.46 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.0 Mobile/13A452 
Safari/601.1"

6:14 PM, the SS women ask the Long Keng volunteer to do a status check. No, the suspect’s website is 
still up:

104.237.91.82 - - [01/Oct/2016:19:14:07 -0600] "GET /thermex2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 530 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_6) AppleWebKit/601.7.8 (KHTML, like Gecko)" 

Why? The last status check by the Long Keng volunteer was on 27 September. Did the SS women 
expect the new evidences submitted in the past few days to have already achieved effect with the Secret
Service? 

10:39 PM, the SS women send in the Lawrenceville volunteer from 16 September (5:22 PM).

172.126.33.0 - - [01/Oct/2016:23:39:09 -0600] "GET /thermh1.html HTTP/1.1" 200 23988 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 10_0_2 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/602.1.50 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Version/10.0 Mobile/14A456 Safari/602.1" 

After a minute he clicks on the first link on the very top:

172.126.33.0 - - [01/Oct/2016:23:40:06 -0600] "GET /1/thermhch1.html HTTP/1.1" 200 20668 "http://
www.enlightenment1998.com/thermh1.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 10_0_2 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/602.1.50 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/10.0 Mobile/14A456 Safari/602.1" 

Presumably to hear the SS women’s complaints: “The Secret Service simply refuses to believe this is 
all plagiarized. What do we do?” Again, Russia’s very safety is at stake!

02.10 Sun

Early morning today, the SS women ask their volunteer “Angela Hill” to post again on the fake 
lawrencechin2011.com.

10:55 AM, the same Los Angeles volunteer from 29 September (9:13 PM: so it seems) comes back to 
check on the PP post (lightspeed.irvnca.sbcglobal.net):

23.127.49.59 - - [02/Oct/2016:11:55:56 -0600] "GET /2012/61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225868 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=260320.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 
9_3_5 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/601.1.46 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.0 Mobile/13G36 
Safari/601.1"
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False reports about the suspect’s plagiarism continue – or brainstorming. 

03.10 M (the Norwalk Lawyer)

The SS women send in three volunteers to the PP post this morning between 5:30 and 9:30 AM. Then 
two more volunteers to the Scientific Enlightenment chapters. (Plagiarism? Brainstorming?)

Since 1 October, because the Secret Service has refused to validate their testimonies, and the Homeland
Security warning, about the suspect, the SS women are looking for lawyers again. They are of course 
encouraged to do this by the Russians via Homeland Security: the Russians desperately need 
confirmations in the ICJ that the Homeland Security warning is correct, in order to both win the current
ICJ trial and prevent the CIA from reactivating the previous ICJ trial. It would seem that, this time, the 
SS women want the lawyer to complain to an oversight entity or person about the Secret Service’s 
“misconduct”. The “misconduct” in question is not simply the deletion of their victim status and the 
removal of the suspect’s terrorist status. It’s rather the root cause of all this. The SS women must 
specifically want their lawyer to complain to the oversight entity or person about the Secret Service’s 
decision to ignore their “victim confidentiality” – which is also why the Russian and their allies are 
never able to win in the ICJ. By the afternoon, the SS women have found a lawyer, who is located in 
Norwalk, Connecticut. Interestingly, Norwalk is only 5 miles south of Ridgefield, SDW’s hometown. 
It’s thus quite possible that it’s SDW's family who has located this lawyer to help the SS women. (Is 
SDW’s family aware that their little girl is now classified as a “terrorist intending to harm the United 
States” by the authority?) The SS women, after sending her the Homeland Security document about the
suspect, connect up with the new lawyer around 3:30 PM (or 6:30 PM local time). 

3:56 PM, the SS women send in a volunteer from Los Angeles to report to the Norwalk Lawyer how 
the suspect has been terrorizing them by writing down his delusions about their going after him on the 
PP forum. The Los Angeles volunteer thus looks up the PP post (174.127.59.50, ip.telepacific.net) and 
immediately (after 8 seconds) clicks on “Prelude-17D”.

174.127.59.50 - - [03/Oct/2016:16:56:46 -0600] "GET /2012/61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225868 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=260320.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.116 Safari/537.36" 
….
174.127.59.50 - - [03/Oct/2016:16:56:54 -0600] "GET /prelude15/Prelude17d.pdf HTTP/1.1" 200 
5234636 "http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=260320.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; 
WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.116 Safari/537.36"

“He’s so deluded about us and yet the Secret Service refuses to validate the Homeland Security 
warning about him!” Between 4 and 5:45 PM, the SS women are also telling the Norwalk Lawyer 
about how the suspect has violated intellectual property laws by copying images from books and 
putting them on his website and by stealing drawings from his family members and putting them on his
website as if they were his own works. (Hence the volunteer visits on 4:15 PM to saxonwarrior.jpg and 
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on 5:43 PM to wine.jpg.) As always, the SS women request that the Norwalk Lawyer not look at the 
suspect’s website herself in order to protect their privacy. But the Norwalk Lawyer insists. Finally, the 
SS women give in. 5:52 PM, they direct the Norwalk Lawyer to do a search for the suspect’s website 
(32.211.194.56, Frontier Communications). 

32.211.194.56 - - [03/Oct/2016:18:52:41 -0600] "GET /1/elementarystructures20.htm HTTP/1.1" 200 
23370 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.116 Safari/537.36"

23 seconds later, the Norwalk Lawyer comes to the index page.

32.211.194.56 - - [03/Oct/2016:18:53:04 -0600] "GET / HTTP/1.1" 200 3629 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.116 
Safari/537.36" 
32.211.194.56 - - [03/Oct/2016:18:53:05 -0600] "GET /dot_clear.gif HTTP/1.1" 404 1322 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.116 Safari/537.36" 

It appears that she has clicked on a link on the front page. Probably the suspect’s Google Books or his 
Amazon Wish List, etc. Within a minute, she has come back to the front page:

32.211.194.56 - - [03/Oct/2016:18:54:02 -0600] "GET /dot_clear.gif HTTP/1.1" 404 1322 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.116 Safari/537.36"

Within 2 seconds, she does a search for “Government’s Investigation of a Schizophrenic, II”. 

32.211.194.56 - - [03/Oct/2016:18:54:04 -0600] "GET /schizo2new13/schizo2new13.pdf HTTP/1.1" 
200 2834644 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.116 Safari/537.36"

She spends four minutes reading the chapter. Karin is probably telling her about how the suspect has 
violated her privacy by including her pictures on his documents. 5:58 PM, the Norwalk Lawyer 
Googles for the suspect’s recent portraits.

32.211.194.56 - - [03/Oct/2016:18:58:05 -0600] "GET /drawLA/drawla-100815/xi.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
359193 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.116 Safari/537.36" 
32.211.194.56 - - [03/Oct/2016:18:58:09 -0600] "GET /drawLA/drawla-100815/M.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
424225 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.116 Safari/537.36"

She spends 15 seconds considering the suspect’s portraits. The SS women are telling her about how the 
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suspect harasses famous people by putting their portraits on his website and how, yet, the Secret 
Service has ignored the Homeland Security warning to such effect. Then, the Norwalk Lawyer returns 
to the index page and then, 6 seconds later, clicks on “Marine Essay”. 

32.211.194.56 - - [03/Oct/2016:18:58:20 -0600] "GET /dot_clear.gif HTTP/1.1" 404 1322 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.116 Safari/537.36" 

32.211.194.56 - - [03/Oct/2016:18:58:26 -0600] "GET /lepen3/lepen6.pdf HTTP/1.1" 200 722381 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.116 Safari/537.36"

The SS women are probably explaining to the Norwalk Lawyer that the very chief of National Front 
also accuses the suspect of harassing her by naming her on his website (so that her name will be tied to 
his name on Google search results). The Norwalk Lawyer spends almost two minutes on the document,
and, on 6 PM, the SS women direct her to 1.html.
 
32.211.194.56 - - [03/Oct/2016:19:00:15 -0600] "GET /1.html HTTP/1.1" 200 10432 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.116 Safari/537.36" 
32.211.194.56 - - [03/Oct/2016:19:00:15 -0600] "GET /dot_clear.gif HTTP/1.1" 404 1322 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/1.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.116 Safari/537.36"

The SS women now explain to her how the suspect has been using this website to terrorize them. All 
this delusion about their going after him as part of some government conspiracy! After a minute and a 
half, the SS women direct the Norwalk Lawyer to click on /petition-/E/ (Karin’s meetups), then, 6 
seconds later, on the video “Lawrence draws Ala”.

32.211.194.56 - - [03/Oct/2016:19:01:53 -0600] "GET /petition-/E/ HTTP/1.1" 200 2917 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/1.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.116 Safari/537.36"

32.211.194.56 - - [03/Oct/2016:19:01:59 -0600] "GET /petition-/E/Lawrence%20drawing%20Ala
%20July%201%202008%20v2%20reedit%20for%20web%20part%201_0003.wmv HTTP/1.1" 200 
3500034 "http://www.enlightenment1998.com/petition-/E/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64)
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.116 Safari/537.36"

Is Karin explaining to her how the suspect has feigned artistic talents by asking his twin brother to draw
portraits in his stead? The Norwalk Lawyer spends only 30 seconds watching the video. 6:02 PM, the 
SS women direct her to /vol-6-/ (but it is no longer there), and then, 14 seconds later, to “Open Letter to
Sibel”. 
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32.211.194.56 - - [03/Oct/2016:19:02:35 -0600] "GET /vol-6-/ HTTP/1.1" 404 1322 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/1.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.116 Safari/537.36" 

32.211.194.56 - - [03/Oct/2016:19:02:49 -0600] "GET /miscellaneous-/openlettertosibel6.pdf 
HTTP/1.1" 200 264130 "http://www.enlightenment1998.com/1.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; 
WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.116 Safari/537.36"

The Norwalk Lawyer spends almost a minute on it. The SS women are explaining to her: “Because he 
suffers from this delusion about the intelligence agencies’ going after him, he actually believes he has 
government secrets to share with people and would act on his delusions by reaching out to famous 
whistleblowers.” Then, 6:03 PM, the Norwalk Lawyer looks up “Preface”:

32.211.194.56 - - [03/Oct/2016:19:03:37 -0600] "GET /preface27rev5-.html HTTP/1.1" 200 22294 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/1.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.116 Safari/537.36"

She is probably just looking for a comment as to what this website is about. 6:04 PM, she has returned 
to the front page and clicks on acad.html. Then, 13 seconds later, she clicks on Table of Contents.
 
32.211.194.56 - - [03/Oct/2016:19:04:39 -0600] "GET /acad.html HTTP/1.1" 200 5050 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.116 Safari/537.36" 

32.211.194.56 - - [03/Oct/2016:19:04:52 -0600] "GET /thermex2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 530 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.116 Safari/537.36"

Then, 19 seconds later, she clicks on Scientific Enlightenment Table of Contents.

32.211.194.56 - - [03/Oct/2016:19:05:11 -0600] "GET /scientlitfr.html HTTP/1.1" 200 10673 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/thermfr2.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.116 Safari/537.36"

After Karin, it is now SDW’s turn. One minute and 14 seconds later, she directs the Norwalk Lawyer to
click on “Suffering Woman” (from /).

32.211.194.56 - - [03/Oct/2016:19:06:25 -0600] "GET /sufferingwoman/sufferingwomand.pdf 
HTTP/1.1" 200 417881 "http://www.enlightenment1998.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; 
WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.116 Safari/537.36"

SDW spends two and a half minute explaining to the Norwalk Lawyer how the suspect has written this 
document to insult her and harass her. 6:08 PM, the gang of women then direct her to click on 
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farright_sum.pdf.

32.211.194.56 - - [03/Oct/2016:19:08:54 -0600] "GET /farrights/farright_sum.pdf HTTP/1.1" 200 
265589 "http://www.enlightenment1998.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.116 Safari/537.36

This is merely the summary of “American response”. It’s not clear what bad story the SS women have 
concocted about this. Perhaps about the suspect’s dangerous obsession with the Le Pen family. Perhaps 
about his “delusion of grandiosity” (“Right wing parties will save the world”). The SS women have by 
now been talking to the Norwalk Lawyer for more than two and a half hours and the Norwalk Lawyer 
has been examining the suspect’s website for 16 minutes. It’s now past 9 PM in the east coast. It would 
appear that, after hanging up with the Norwalk Lawyer, the SS women continue to work throughout the
night directing their volunteers to send reports to her email account about how the suspect has 
committed a variety of plagiarism on his website. It also appears that the SS women are reporting to her
that the suspect has been impersonating strangers on Internet forums. Thus the visit on 9:46 PM to “PP-
184178” (73.33.224.160, hsd1.nj.comcast.net, Long Branch, New Jersey). And also the visits on 12:05 
AM: 68.96.198.223, lv.lv.cox.net, Las Vegas,

68.96.198.223 - - [04/Oct/2016:01:05:51 -0600] "GET /2012/61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225868 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=79503.0;prev_next=next" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU 
iPhone OS 10_0_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/602.1.50 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/14A403 
[FBAN/FBIOS;FBAV/65.0.0.53.139;FBBV/40125428;FBRV/0;FBDV/iPhone7,2;FBMD/
iPhone;FBSN/iOS;FBSV/10.0.1;FBSS/2;FBCR/O2;FBID/phone;FBLC/en_GB;FBOP/5]"
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This volunteer has clicked on “next” to arrive at the suspect’s post. This is very likely the same Las 
Vegas volunteer seen on 28 July, 10:20 AM. (He was using a Windows computer at the time.) 12:17 
AM, or 12 minutes later, he comes again:

68.96.198.223 - - [04/Oct/2016:01:17:25 -0600] "GET /2012/anna_chapman.jpeg HTTP/1.1" 200 
17189 "http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=239921.0;prev_next=next" "Mozilla/5.0 
(iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 10_0_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/602.1.50 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Mobile/14A403 
[FBAN/FBIOS;FBAV/65.0.0.53.139;FBBV/40125428;FBRV/0;FBDV/iPhone7,2;FBMD/
iPhone;FBSN/iOS;FBSV/10.0.1;FBSS/2;FBCR/O2;FBID/phone;FBLC/en_GB;FBOP/5]"
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He has clicked on “next” to arrive at the suspect’s post (Chapman). 12:51 AM, the Las Vegas volunteer 
comes to the third of the suspect’s PP postings in the same manner,

68.96.198.223 - - [04/Oct/2016:01:51:57 -0600] "GET /2012/braingate2.jpeg HTTP/1.1" 200 8287 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=992.0;prev_next=next" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU 
iPhone OS 10_0_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/602.1.50 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/14A403 
[FBAN/FBIOS;FBAV/65.0.0.53.139;FBBV/40125428;FBRV/0;FBDV/iPhone7,2;FBMD/
iPhone;FBSN/iOS;FBSV/10.0.1;FBSS/2;FBCR/O2;FBID/phone;FBLC/en_GB;FBOP/5]"

Then, on 3:08 AM, a volunteer from Moreno Valley, California, looks up the PP post again (T-Mobile 
USA).

172.58.19.105 - - [04/Oct/2016:04:08:44 -0600] "GET /2012/61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225868 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=260320.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 5.1.1; LG-
K330 Build/LMY47V) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.124 Mobile 
Safari/537.36"

Thus, throughout the night, the SS women have been submitting reports to the Norwalk Lawyer saying 
the suspect has been impersonating strangers to write about his delusions about their going after him on
the PP forum as a way to harass them and terrorize them. It’s expected that Kiersten would have also 
submitted to the Norwalk Lawyer the negative review she has composed about herself on Dating 
Psychos, saying (lying) that the suspect has been impersonating strangers to write sexually explicit 
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reviews of her both to express his sexual longing for her and to slander her. The fact that the suspect 
has used a different handle to comment upon his old postings on the PP forum is now used by Kiersten 
to convince the Norwalk Lawyer that he was indeed the author of the sexually explicit review which 
she has composed about herself on Dating Psychos to frame him.

04.10 T

This morning, the log will not be archived until 5:57 AM. The suspect thus suspects that Angelica has 
again visited his website some time between 1 and 4 AM in order to submit false reports to the 
Norwalk Lawyer about all the delusions he has expressed about her on his website. (Is this really so?)

Then, 5:13 AM, a Partisan (109.209.116.203, abo.wanadoo.fr, Olivet, France) looks up the suspect’s 
portrait of “Marine” in order to report to the Norwalk Lawyer his attempt to harass her by putting up 
her portrait on his website.

109.209.116.203 - - [04/Oct/2016:06:13:05 -0600] "GET /drawLA/drawla-100815/marine.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 436942 "https://www.bing.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; x64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/51.0.2704.79 Safari/537.36 Edge/14.14393

Throughout the whole day, the SS women continue to mobilize their volunteers to submit false reports 
about the suspect’s violation of intellectual property laws, either to the Norwalk Lawyer or to the 
oversight entity the Norwalk Lawyer is appealing to. We should however expect the oversight entity – 
whoever it is – to reject the Norwalk Lawyer’s petition by tomorrow.

05.10 W

Today, Antonio Guterres has been named the new UN Secretary General. Ha! 

Early morning, the SS women instruct their volunteer “Angela Hill” to post one more post on the fake 
lawrencechin2011.com. This will be the last time anything is posted on this fake website. This fake 
website has presumably also been reported to the Norwalk Lawyer.

Throughout the day, the SS women continue to submit false reports about the suspect’s violation of 
intellectual property laws on his website. Since yesterday, the Norwalk Lawyer must have already 
submitted the SS women’s complaint about the Secret Service’s “misconduct”. But, again – who is this 
oversight entity? Since it’s not a violation of the law when a Secret Service officer, while investigating 
a suspect, dismisses the witnesses’ testimonies about him as not credible; since it is also unlikely a 
violation of the law if the Secret Service officer in question has decided to ignore the witnesses’ “victim
confidentiality”, the oversight entity to which the Norwalk Lawyer appeals, while still inside the Secret
Service, is probably not the Inspection Division. It should be the official superior to the officer being 
complained about, or even the director of the Secret Service himself (Joseph Clancy at the time).
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There are 5 visits to the PP post today. Note this visit on 6:02 PM: dyn.estpak.ee, Tallinn, 

90.191.60.69 - - [05/Oct/2016:19:02:12 -0600] "GET /2012/61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225868 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=260320.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; 
x64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.143 Safari/537.36" 

Take note of the Tallinn volunteer who will be active next month (from 12 November onward) with the 
PP post. 

When, past midnight, the suspect discovers the news about the new UN Secretary General, he realizes 
that he has been wrong about the meaning of the operation on the night of 20 September. He is nervous 
for a while – worried that he might have harmed Russia. He has no clue as yet as to what the Russians 
are doing inside the ICJ right now!

06.10 Thu

6:22 AM, the SS women send in a volunteer from Federal Way, Washington (tukw.qwest.net), to look 
up “Timeline-X”.

97.126.13.15 - - [06/Oct/2016:07:22:57 -0600] "GET /timelinepartX-9/timelinepartX-9f.pdf HTTP/1.1"
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200 1133606 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 10_0_2 like Mac OS 
X) AppleWebKit/602.1.50 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/10.0 Mobile/14A456 Safari/602.1"

A report to the Norwalk Lawyer? To the oversight entity? Perhaps – now that the oversight entity has 
declined to honor the Homeland Security warning about the suspect (together with the endorsement on 
it of the SS women as “expert witnesses”) – the SS women are arguing with him at the moment: “He 
really did develop delusions about all the famous people! Here, his delusions about Russia’s First 
Daughter! The warning is correct!” Perhaps even the Russian diplomatic service is on the phone with 
him.

9:06 AM, a visit from the “Quantil Group” (Pasadena):

8.37.232.41 - - [06/Oct/2016:10:06:16 -0600] "GET /1/thermhch2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 38317 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; Android 5.1.1; en-US; SM-J700F Build/LMY48B) AppleWebKit/534.30 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 UCBrowser/11.0.5.850 U3/0.8.0 Mobile Safari/534.30"

9:26 AM, the SS women send in the Long Keng volunteer to conduct a status check (SoftLayer, Tokyo)

45.56.159.5 - - [06/Oct/2016:10:26:53 -0600] "GET /thermex2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 530 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_6) AppleWebKit/601.7.8 (KHTML, like Gecko)" 
45.56.159.5 - - [06/Oct/2016:10:26:54 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 304 124 "-" 
"Safari/11601.7.8 CFNetwork/760.6.3 Darwin/15.6.0 (x86_64)" 
45.56.159.5 - - [06/Oct/2016:10:26:54 -0600] "GET /apple-touch-icon-precomposed.png HTTP/1.1" 
404 1322 "-" "Safari/11601.7.8 CFNetwork/760.6.3 Darwin/15.6.0 (x86_64)" 
45.56.159.5 - - [06/Oct/2016:10:26:54 -0600] "GET /apple-touch-icon.png HTTP/1.1" 404 1322 "-" 
"Safari/11601.7.8 CFNetwork/760.6.3 Darwin/15.6.0 (x86_64)" 
45.56.159.5 - - [06/Oct/2016:10:26:55 -0600] "GET /apple-touch-icon-precomposed.png HTTP/1.1" 
404 1322 "-" "Safari/11601.7.8 CFNetwork/760.6.3 Darwin/15.6.0 (x86_64)" 
45.56.159.5 - - [06/Oct/2016:10:26:55 -0600] "GET /apple-touch-icon.png HTTP/1.1" 404 1322 "-" 
"Safari/11601.7.8 CFNetwork/760.6.3 Darwin/15.6.0 (x86_64)"

Somehow the SS women are wondering whether the Norwalk Lawyer’s complaint has already forced 
the Secret Service to retract their decision and ban the suspect’s website. But no. Disappointed, the SS 
women continue to mobilize their volunteers to submit false reports about the suspect’s plagiarism.

6:39 PM, the SS women send a volunteer to look up softappende.pdf (Total Server Solutions, Los 
Angeles, confirmed proxy).

198.8.80.221 - - [06/Oct/2016:19:39:34 -0600] "GET /softappend/softappende.pdf HTTP/1.1" 200 
162005 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 7.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/536.37 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/56.0.2746.92 Safari/536.37" 

6:49 PM, the SS women send in a volunteer from Tehran (Pars Online) to look up vol5-9-/slp.pdf.
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188.245.17.220 - - [06/Oct/2016:19:49:58 -0600] "GET /vol5-9-/4-30-10/4_30_10_etc/slp.pdf 
HTTP/1.1" 200 462039 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.143 Safari/537.36" 

Obviously, the SS women have discussed the failure of their appeal with the Norwalk Lawyer. To 
strengthen their testimonies about the demonic nature of the suspect’s website, they ask their two 
volunteers to submit more reports about softappende.pdf and slp.pdf attesting to the suspect’s delusions
about Russia, hate-speech against womankind, and violation of intellectual property laws. Then, there 
are no activities from the SS women from 9:15 PM to 4 AM – probably because they are brainstorming
or taking a break while the Norwalk Lawyer sorts things out. 

1:04 AM, the suspect posts on AVFM: his half-correct, half-incorrect, but definitely vague scenario 
about the SS women’s current appeal process, and then a correct tally of the SS women’s operation.

2:29 AM, multilingualservices.nl sends the suspect a job offer via ProZ (182.71.163.198, airtel.in, 
India). Is this the SS women’s helper? It’s possible that, desperate, the SS women now want to make 
use of the “David Chin” document again. (They want concrete evidence indicating that the suspect is 
currently conducting translation service fraud under false identity. This, to demonstrate that their 
profile of the suspect is correct and to enable the Russians to have temporary evidence in the ICJ to 
lock up the previous ICJ trial for the time being.)

After 4:30 AM, the SS women must have already discovered the suspect’s new post on AVFM. Angry 
with the suspect’s discovery of how they employ decoys, one of them (maybe SDW) instructs a 
volunteer from Absecon, New Jersey, to continually visit a single image as “decoys”. Thus, from 4:47 
AM to 4:50 AM (comcastbusiness.net):

50.201.145.130 - - [07/Oct/2016:05:47:21 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/glycolysis.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 190398 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; Win64; x64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.143 Safari/537.36"
….
50.201.145.130 - - [07/Oct/2016:05:50:43 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/glycolysis.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 190398 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; Win64; x64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.143 Safari/537.36"

4:54 AM, he comes again,

50.201.145.130 - - [07/Oct/2016:05:54:33 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/glycolysis.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 190398 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; Win64; x64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.143 Safari/537.36" 
50.201.145.130 - - [07/Oct/2016:05:55:08 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/glycolysis.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 190398 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; Win64; x64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.143 Safari/537.36"
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07.10 F

Today, the SS women will continue to gather their volunteers to make false reports about the suspect’s 
plagiarism. This, despite the fact that the oversight entity has already definitively rejected the 
Homeland Security warning about the suspect as valid.

9:42 AM, the SS women send in a volunteer from Laramie, Wyoming, to look up “Prelude D-4”. This 
is the first visit ever to this new chapter (bresnan.net). 

69.146.97.191 - - [07/Oct/2016:10:42:39 -0600] "GET /prelude_D_4/prelude_D_4k.pdf HTTP/1.1" 
200 3502704 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; Win64; x64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.143 Safari/537.36" 

It might be that the Russians have ordered them to check out this document. Unable to tell them 
directly what is going on in the ICJ because they are “terrorist suspects”, they decide to use the 
suspect’s reconstruction to enlighten them. While the SS women have already knowledge that the TMU
has inserted a warning about them in the terrorist database – which has forever foiled their ability to 
deceive law enforcement officers under the cover of “victim confidentiality” – they are still unaware 
that, in the ICJ, whereas the Russians are trying to prove them right, the CIA is trying to prove that the 
TMU’s warning about them (as pathological liars) is correct. It might of course also be that the CIA has
used this document as evidence as well, so that the Russians, again, need a counter-evidence (that this 
document is a bunch of nonsense) to cancel out the CIA’s evidence. (D-4K is completed on the night of 
6 September.)

12:31 PM, is this volunteer related to the “Quantil Group volunteer” from yesterday?

64.233.173.128 - - [07/Oct/2016:13:31:00 -0600] "GET /1/thermhch2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 38317 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4.2; SM-T231 Build/KOT49H) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Chrome/51.0.2704.81 Safari/537.36" 

10:26 PM, another visit from the “Quantil Group”:

8.37.235.181 - - [07/Oct/2016:23:26:04 -0600] "GET /1/thermhch2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 38317 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; Android 6.0; en-US; Lenovo K50a40 Build/MRA58K) AppleWebKit/534.30 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 UCBrowser/11.0.5.850 U3/0.8.0 Mobile Safari/534.30" 

There are three visits to the PP post today.

08.10 S (Wes)

1:18 PM, the suspect is connected with Wes. (1) About the Norwalk Lawyer. The SS women’s goal 
should be to repeal law enforcement’s decision rather than removing his website. The suspect is quite 
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correct here. This will be evidence in favor of the CIA in the ICJ. (That he doesn’t quite suffer from any
schizophrenic delusion about his women victims’ going after him.) (2) Angelica was never arrested on 
1 November, 2013. Right! Wes continues to try to dissuade the suspect from reconstruction. (Why is he
doing this? Under Homeland Security/ Russian instruction?) The suspect: Wes is cruel, he wouldn’t 
help even though he knows what is going on. The SS women have visited the suspect’s website 36,000 
times in total. Guinness World Records. People need to know about it. “I’m the ‘Mother of all 
Victims’.” (3) The suspect’s decision to delay taking TestDaf until February. Wes: go to Humboldt. (4) 
About the new UN Secretary General. About the cigarette box. The American choice or the Russian 
choice. The suspect communicates his wrong scenario: his words and actions have been excluded from 
the ICJ evidentiary process. (5) About Syria: the State Department had reached an agreement with the 
Russians, but the (national security) Establishment didn’t want it (all this is correct), the US and Russia
are required to reach an agreement because they are both victims of the suspect’s terrorism. (All this is 
the suspect’s wrong scenario.) But the Pentagon pretended to accidentally bomb the Syrian army. “I 
hope I’m right, my case at the ICJ is coming to an end...” The suspect is wrong! (His case will in fact 
go on for at least 5 more years.) In any case, this is again the CIA’s argument: the suspect is not insane; 
he has noticed that the negotiation over Syria has something to do with his ICJ trial, but he couldn’t 
quite figure out what it is. And so he guesses wrong. That’s not “true” insanity. (6) About Stein’s rally. 
The suspect: “I dislike Trump more and more... I feel ambiguous about the Green Party because they 
want ‘more rights for women’. Should I join the Green Party to meet people...? Maybe Black Lives 
Matter...” Perhaps the suspect’s confession about “feeling ambiguous” will become evidence in favor of
the Russian side confirming the SS women’s false profile of him as “loving and hating at the same 
time”. About “Clowns’ Lives Matter”. (7) About the conflict between the Assembly and the Senate 
(New York State). About Daniel. (8) The suspect’s wrong scenario: there is an ICJ judgment requiring 
that the US not interfere with European rightwing parties’ campaigns, that the US come to an 
agreement with Russia. (9) Another wrong scenario: Angelica and SDW are the main motors of the 
Secret Society, Karin lacks the time, and Kiersten is only in it for the excitement. In fact, all four 
women are currently heavily involved in the “appeal process” – plus Dr P as well. (10) Again, how the 
suspect’s story should be advertised.

6:09 PM, the SS women send in a volunteer from Myrtle Beach, South Carolina, to look up “My 
experience…” (midsouth.biz.rr.com):

96.10.138.20 - - [08/Oct/2016:19:09:08 -0600] "GET 
/correlate_revised_no_summary_126-/correlate_revised_no_summary%20126_(secure).pdf HTTP/1.1"
200 931526 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.143 Safari/537.36" 

This must be related to the current “appeal process”. A testimony to strengthen the SS women’s claim 
that the suspect is completely insane believing everybody he meets is part of some government 
conspiracy to go after him? (Or even the Homeland Security claim that the suspect keeps imagining 
Homeland Security going after him and so on?) It might also be that the SS women are striving to 
produce evidences which the Russian side needs in the ICJ. 
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There are four visits to the PP post today and one visit to the 184178 post. Including this one on 6:11 
PM: west.biz.rr.com, Los Angeles,

24.43.102.101 - - [08/Oct/2016:19:11:27 -0600] "GET /2012/61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225868 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=260320.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 
9_3_5 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/601.1.46 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.0 Mobile/13G36 
Safari/601.1"

It appears that, today, the SS women are continuing to mobilize their volunteers to falsely report the 
suspect for violating other people’s intellectual property rights. This, while the Norwalk Lawyer fights 
on even after the oversight entity has reaffirmed the Secret Service’s original conclusion.

Note this visit on 3:09 AM: Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology, Seoul, South Korea,

137.68.246.220 - - [09/Oct/2016:04:09:12 -0600] "GET /gallery/himiko.html HTTP/1.1" 200 1547 
"https://www.google.co.kr/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_10_5) AppleWebKit/601.4.4 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.0.3 Safari/601.4.4" 
137.68.246.220 - - [09/Oct/2016:04:09:12 -0600] "GET /gallery/himiko.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 491776 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/gallery/himiko.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 
10_10_5) AppleWebKit/601.4.4 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.0.3 Safari/601.4.4" 
137.68.246.220 - - [09/Oct/2016:04:09:15 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 408 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/gallery/himiko.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 
10_10_5) AppleWebKit/601.4.4 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.0.3 Safari/601.4.4"

Most likely another friend of Ekaterina’s. (Here to testify that the suspect has indeed painted Angelica 
nude.)

09.10 Sun

The suspect would download Babylon RAT onto his Asus today. It will be evidence in Russia’s favor. 
The stalemate in the ICJ continues – with the Russian side barely able to prevent the CIA from proving 
the SS women’s testimonies completely false. 

Kiersten would retweet many times on her Twitter today. Her first time since 30 September.

Throughout the day, the SS women continue to mobilize their volunteers to falsely report the suspect 
for plagiarism.

There are two visits to the PP post today, one visit to the other PP post, including this visitor: 9:34 PM, 
DigitalFyre Internet Solutions, Bellmawr, New Jersey,
 
104.250.122.42 - - [09/Oct/2016:22:34:28 -0600] "GET /2012/61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225868 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=260320.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux i686) 
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AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.101 Safari/537.36 OPR/40.0.2308.62"

9:36 PM, he examines the other PP post.

104.250.122.42 - - [09/Oct/2016:22:36:16 -0600] "GET /2012/anna_chapman.jpeg HTTP/1.1" 200 
17189 "http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=229794.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux i686) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.101 Safari/537.36 OPR/40.0.2308.62"

Most likely here to testify: “He does impersonate on Internet forums. The Homeland Security warning, 
and his women victims’ testimonies, are correct!”

Note that Karin is hosting a meetup tonight for her Any Language and Culture Group (El Portal 
Mexican restaurant and then Laemmle Playhouse 7).

10.10 M (brainstorming after failure)

Kiersten would again tweet many times today.

9:43 AM, the SS women send in the Long Keng volunteer to do a status check.

104.237.91.17 - - [10/Oct/2016:10:43:18 -0600] "GET /thermex2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 530 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_6) AppleWebKit/601.7.8 (KHTML, like Gecko)"
104.237.91.17 - - [10/Oct/2016:10:43:18 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 304 124 "-" 
"Safari/11601.7.8 CFNetwork/760.6.3 Darwin/15.6.0 (x86_64)" 
104.237.91.17 - - [10/Oct/2016:10:43:18 -0600] "GET /apple-touch-icon-precomposed.png HTTP/1.1" 
404 1322 "-" "Safari/11601.7.8 CFNetwork/760.6.3 Darwin/15.6.0 (x86_64)" 
104.237.91.17 - - [10/Oct/2016:10:43:19 -0600] "GET /apple-touch-icon.png HTTP/1.1" 404 1322 "-" 
"Safari/11601.7.8 CFNetwork/760.6.3 Darwin/15.6.0 (x86_64)" 
104.237.91.17 - - [10/Oct/2016:10:43:20 -0600] "GET /apple-touch-icon-precomposed.png HTTP/1.1" 
404 1322 "-" "Safari/11601.7.8 CFNetwork/760.6.3 Darwin/15.6.0 (x86_64)" 
104.237.91.17 - - [10/Oct/2016:10:43:21 -0600] "GET /apple-touch-icon.png HTTP/1.1" 404 1322 "-" 
"Safari/11601.7.8 CFNetwork/760.6.3 Darwin/15.6.0 (x86_64)" 

No, the site is still up. The SS women must be disappointed that the Norwalk Lawyer’s appeal and all 
the false reporting in the past four days didn’t achieve any effect. 

2:22 PM, the SS women send in a volunteer from Tampere, Finland, to look up /eee_ftp (dhcp.inet.fi). 
False report about finding strange software on the suspect’s website? 

80.223.244.156 - - [10/Oct/2016:15:22:29 -0600] "GET /howihave73bg4-/forum_posts/eee_ftp HTTP/
1.1" 200 80781 "https://www.google.fi/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.143 Safari/537.36" 
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This is indication that the Russian side has indeed brought into the ICJ as evidence Homeland 
Security’s intercept from yesterday showing the suspect downloading Babylon RAT.

Between 6:02 and 6:05 PM, the SS women send in a volunteer from California City, California, to 
check out the suspect’s drawings on his gallery (the stolen ones): rvsd.ca.charter.com,

71.84.223.6 - - [10/Oct/2016:19:02:31 -0600] "GET /gallery/peniswomen.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 297908 
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.143 Safari/537.36"

6:03 PM, he looks up xper3.html,

71.84.223.6 - - [10/Oct/2016:19:03:15 -0600] "GET /gallery/xper3.html HTTP/1.1" 200 891 
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.143 Safari/537.36"

6:04 PM, he looks up the web gallery. He immediately clicks on holywh.html.

71.84.223.6 - - [10/Oct/2016:19:04:14 -0600] "GET /gallery/gallery.html HTTP/1.1" 200 4374 
"http://enlightenment1998.com/gallery/xper3.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.143 Safari/537.36"
71.84.223.6 - - [10/Oct/2016:19:04:38 -0600] "GET /gallery/holywh.html HTTP/1.1" 200 1048 "http://
enlightenment1998.com/gallery/gallery.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.143 Safari/537.36"

6:05 PM, he clicks on exper3.html. Then, exper5.html.

71.84.223.6 - - [10/Oct/2016:19:05:12 -0600] "GET /gallery/exper3.html HTTP/1.1" 200 1088 
"http://enlightenment1998.com/gallery/gallery.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.143 Safari/537.36" 
71.84.223.6 - - [10/Oct/2016:19:05:28 -0600] "GET /gallery/exper5.html HTTP/1.1" 200 1105 
"http://enlightenment1998.com/gallery/exper3.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.143 Safari/537.36" 

This seems to be another report to confirm for the Secret Service that the Gliwice volunteer’s forgery is
indeed genuine: that the Goddess in these pictures are indeed Angelica herself.

11:46 PM, the suspect posts the link to his Table of Contents (thermex2.html) on Anti-Feminism 
Facebook Group.

12:16 AM, the SS women send the link to “Foucault’s bio-power” to a volunteer from Delhi, India 
(Bharti Airtel). This is a member of the “Indian Group”.
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106.222.18.38 - - [11/Oct/2016:01:16:39 -0600] "GET /1/thermhch2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 38317 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 9_3_2 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/601.1.46 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Version/9.0 Mobile/13F69 Safari/601.1" 

12:23 AM, the Delhi volunteer comes to the Table of Contents,

106.222.18.38 - - [11/Oct/2016:01:23:29 -0600] "GET /thermex2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 530 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/1/thermhch2.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 9_3_2 
like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/601.1.46 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.0 Mobile/13F69 
Safari/601.1" 

Within 19 seconds, he comes to chapter 4,

106.222.18.38 - - [11/Oct/2016:01:23:49 -0600] "GET /1/thermh10.html HTTP/1.1" 200 14680 "http://
www.enlightenment1998.com/thermh1.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 9_3_2 like Mac 
OS X) AppleWebKit/601.1.46 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.0 Mobile/13F69 Safari/601.1" 

18 seconds later, he comes to epilogue.html,

106.222.18.38 - - [11/Oct/2016:01:24:07 -0600] "GET /1/epilogue.html HTTP/1.1" 200 43034 "http://
www.enlightenment1998.com/thermh1.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 9_3_2 like Mac 
OS X) AppleWebKit/601.1.46 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.0 Mobile/13F69 Safari/601.1" 

1 minute later, he comes to Table of Contents, page 2,

106.222.18.38 - - [11/Oct/2016:01:25:10 -0600] "GET /thermex2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 530 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/thermh1.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 9_3_2 like 
Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/601.1.46 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.0 Mobile/13F69 Safari/601.1" 
106.222.18.38 - - [11/Oct/2016:01:25:20 -0600] "GET /thermh2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 45281 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/thermfr2.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 9_3_2 like 
Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/601.1.46 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.0 Mobile/13F69 Safari/601.1"

It appears that SS women are asking him to brainstorm how to falsely report the suspect for rambling 
hate-speech against women on his website. Again, after the failure this morning, the SS women are 
asking their volunteers to fix their testimonies so as to oblige the Secret Service to retract their 
decision. After this, there will be no activities until 5 AM. The SS women have also accessed the 
special section on their Secret Facebook Group on 1:28 AM. They are brainstorming.

There are today also 5 visits to the PP post and 1 visit to the other PP post. The SS women continue to 
spread hysteria over the suspect’s PP postings. 

11.10 T
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10:52 AM, another visit from the “Indian Group”: BSNL, Faridabad, India,

59.91.208.159 - - [11/Oct/2016:11:52:26 -0600] "GET /1/thermhch2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 38317 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_6) AppleWebKit/601.7.7 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Version/9.1.2 Safari/601.7.7" 

1:51 PM, a strange visit to PP-184178 from the Venice Beach Public Library: venice-public.lapl.org, 
Los Angeles, 

64.183.42.40 - - [11/Oct/2016:14:51:50 -0600] "GET /2012/braingate2.jpeg HTTP/1.1" 200 8287 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=184178.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.143 Safari/537.36"

Obviously another volunteer of the SS women’s, here to examine the suspect’s impersonation.

4:10 PM, another strange visit to the PP post all the way from Iran: Pishgaman Toseeh Ertebatat 
Company, Ostan-e-Ardabil, Iran,

5.202.134.123 - - [11/Oct/2016:17:10:44 -0600] "GET /2012/61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225868 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=260320.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 9_1 
like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/601.1.46 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.0 Mobile/13B143 
Safari/601.1"

The help which the Iranian intelligence offers for the Russian cause.

5:27 PM, a volunteer from Chicago looks up “marion.jpg” by searching “Marion Le Pen” on Bing 
(Dentons US LLP).

104.37.116.200 - - [11/Oct/2016:18:27:10 -0600] "GET /drawLA/drawla-100815/marion.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 292539 "http://www.bing.com/images/search?
q=Marion+Le+Pen&view=detailv2&qft=+filterui%3aimagesize-
wallpaper&id=154B32FA9A9AC47133AC7CFA3705EF5C43087443&selectedIndex=132&ccid=x20
%2fwi6M&simid=608039431821921862&thid=OIP.Mc76d3fc22e8c53bb7cd96147b25e07a5o0&mod
e=overlay" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; Win64; x64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/51.0.2704.103 Safari/537.36"
 
The Partisans are also trying hard to figure out ways to oblige the Secret Service to alter their decision 
about the Homeland Security warning about the suspect as a way to save Russia in the ICJ. There are 
six visits to the PP post in total so far. 

1:13 AM, another visit from the “Indian Group”: BSNL, Noida, India,

117.199.220.98 - - [12/Oct/2016:02:13:49 -0600] "GET /1/thermhch2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 38317 "-" 
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"Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4.4; HM NOTE 1S Build/KTU84P) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Chrome/52.0.2743.91 Mobile Safari/537.36" 

Then, the SS women are inactive until almost 5 AM. It’s thus another day that the SS women are trying 
in vain to find ways to persuade the Secret Service that the Homeland Security warning, and their 
testimonies, about the suspect are correct – another day that the Russians are barely holding on in the 
ICJ.

12.10 W

7:24 AM, a volunteer from the Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio (cwru.edu),

129.22.1.13 - - [12/Oct/2016:08:24:03 -0600] "GET /gallery/holywh.html HTTP/1.1" 200 1048 
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:49.0) Gecko/20100101 
Firefox/49.0" 

This is certainly related to Angelica’s claim that the naked Goddess in this drawing is a representation 
of her. 

7:20 PM, the suspect is at the Libertarian meeting. This is the first time that he sees Jill since 2012. He 
has as yet no idea that Jill has already seen the Homeland Security warning about him and visited his 
website multiple times.

3 visits to PP post so far. One visit, on 9:53 PM, from the Val-d’Or volunteer last seen on 1 August 
(cablevision.qc.ca): 

24.212.38.230 - - [12/Oct/2016:22:53:13 -0600] "GET /2012/61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225868 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=260320.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.143 Safari/537.36"

12:10 AM, another visit from the “Indian Group”: Reliance Jio Infocomm, Uttar Pradesh, 

47.8.77.181 - - [13/Oct/2016:01:10:03 -0600] "GET /1/thermhch2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 38317 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 5.1; Lenovo A7010a48 Build/LMY47D) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML,
like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.124 Mobile Safari/537.36" 

The SS women continue to mobilize their volunteers to make false reports about the suspect’s 
plagiarism (or to brainstorm).

13.10 Thu

11:38 AM, a volunteer from Belgrade, Serbia, has tracked down the suspect’s 10 October 11:46 PM 
comment on Anti-Feminism Facebook Group (Interaktivne).
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95.180.32.141 - - [13/Oct/2016:12:38:33 -0600] "GET /thermex2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 530 
"https://www.facebook.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64; rv:49.0) Gecko/20100101 
Firefox/49.0"
95.180.32.141 - - [13/Oct/2016:12:38:34 -0600] "GET /thermfr2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 885 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/thermex2.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64; 
rv:49.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/49.0" 
95.180.32.141 - - [13/Oct/2016:12:38:34 -0600] "GET /thermh1.html HTTP/1.1" 200 23988 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/thermex2.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64; 
rv:49.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/49.0" 
95.180.32.141 - - [13/Oct/2016:12:38:34 -0600] "GET /athd2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 12082 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/thermfr2.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64; 
rv:49.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/49.0" 
95.180.32.141 - - [13/Oct/2016:12:38:37 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 408 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64; rv:49.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/49.0" 

2:39 PM, another volunteer from Missouri (Sprint, Business Services Group). 

144.230.63.53 - - [13/Oct/2016:15:39:03 -0600] "GET /vol5-9-/4-26-10/4_26_10-bun/bun17.pdf 
HTTP/1.1" 200 44688 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.143 Safari/537.36" 

Presumably a false report about the suspect’s violation of Angelica’s privacy.

7 PM, the suspect is at the Green Party meeting in Bernie’s Cafe. 

4 visits to the PP post today, including the same Tehran volunteer from 11 October (Pishgama Toseeh 
Ertebatat Company):

5.202.135.173 - - [13/Oct/2016:20:33:17 -0600] "GET /2012/61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225868 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=260320.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 9_1 
like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/601.1.46 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.0 Mobile/13B143 
Safari/601.1"

It seems that the SS women are looking for new materials to complain about while continuing to 
brainstorm how to report the suspect for plagiarism. Meanwhile, the Russian intelligence service SVR 
remains stranded in the ICJ. 

14.10 F (the SS women submit their case and Secret Service responds)

By 7:01 AM, the SS women have found a physicist from European Synchrotron Radiation Facility in 
Grenoble, France, to submit a report confirming that the suspect is a plagiarizer:
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160.103.208.6 - - [14/Oct/2016:08:01:16 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/capra1.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 4614 "https://www.google.fr/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.143 Safari/537.36"

Then, more reports about the suspect’s plagiarism.

In the afternoon, the suspect fails to learn how to operate Babylon RAT while in Starbucks.

The SS women continue to make false reports about the suspect’s plagiarism. This element in the 
Homeland Security warning about the suspect – that he’s a plagiarizer – is certainly the most difficult 
to prove to the Secret Service: they have spent the entire past week working on this. 

12:50 AM, another visit from the “Indian Group”: BSNL, Noida, India. 

117.199.209.238 - - [15/Oct/2016:01:50:57 -0600] "GET /1/thermhch2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 38317 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4.4; HM NOTE 1S Build/KTU84P) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Chrome/52.0.2743.91 Mobile Safari/537.36"

3:09 AM, a volunteer from the University of Geneva comes to help:

129.194.8.73 - - [15/Oct/2016:04:09:23 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/presocratics.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 20365 "https://www.google.ch/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_6) 
AppleWebKit/601.7.8 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.1.3 Safari/601.7.8"

3 visits to the PP post today, and 2 visits to the other PP post.

15.10 S (fewer visits; Wes)

The SS women will send very few volunteers to the suspect’s website today. They are probably 
conferencing in view of the fact that, even when they have got a physicist from a European facility to 
report the suspect’s plagiarism, the Secret Service still refuses to validate Homeland Security’s warning
about the suspect. 

8:35 AM, the Russians, because they lack evidence day after day in the ICJ, command Homeland 
Security to instruct the SS women to send in a volunteer to make a false report about the suspect’s 
“Political Correctness” – one of the CIA’s key evidences since April. The SS women send in a 
volunteer from Salem, New Hampshire, to perform the task (myfairpoint.net).

72.71.206.33 - - [15/Oct/2016:09:35:08 -0600] "GET /kulturindustrie9/kulturindustrie9k.pdf 
HTTP/1.1" 200 634739 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 9_3_5 like Mac OS 
X) AppleWebKit/601.1 (KHTML, like Gecko) CriOS/53.0.2785.109 Mobile/13G36 Safari/601.1.46"

The report, when intercepted into the ICJ, will keep the Russians alive (keep the previous ICJ trial 
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locked up) for the time being.

2 visits to “whyshouldwebejust.html” today, including this one on 12:46 PM: socal.res.rr.com, Los 
Angeles, California:

75.82.29.85 - - [15/Oct/2016:13:46:17 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/republic.jpg HTTP/1.1" 
200 64780 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_4) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.116 Safari/537.36" 
75.82.29.85 - - [15/Oct/2016:13:46:19 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/whyshouldwebejust.html HTTP/1.1" 200 68650 "https://www.google.com/" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_4) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/53.0.2785.116 Safari/537.36"

“How do we prove to the Secret Service that this is plagiarized?” 2 visits to the PP post today.

Meanwhile, 7:44 PM, the suspect is connected with Wes. (1) His switch to the Green Party. “Feeling 
ambiguous about it.” The Russians’ evidence? (2) “The business with the SS women can’t go on...” (3) 
How did people choose their goals? Parson. How the suspect has chosen this goal of reconstructing: to 
become equal to others. Analysis of why the suspect has chosen his goal. About the desire to know 
what others think and say about you. (4) How rationalization makes people dumb: the first principle. 
Wes mocks the suspect’s analysis and mentions Mill. (5) About the Green Party: the guy who joined it 
only to meet women. (6) The suspect can’t get a recommendation letter. (7) About inequality: Wes 
possesses “secret knowledge”. Wes asserts that the Secret Society doesn’t exist! The suspect: “Why are 
you trying to convince me?” Wes: “They [like the suspect] don’t receive the information because they 
are not ready...” “Why am I not ready? Did the SS women forge far worst evidences to frame me? Why
wouldn’t people tell me?” Wes: “You might mistake friends for enemies and enemies for friends...” It’s 
not clear why Wes is saying this. Clearly, nobody will tell the suspect anything because he is currently a
suspect being debated about in the ICJ, but what does it have to do with “mistaking friends for enemies 
and enemies for friends”? Perhaps Wes is hinting at the fact that, while the suspect continues to be pro-
Russia, Russia wants nothing but his destruction while it is the CIA which is fighting for his innocence. 
Along this line, perhaps Wes’ advice that the suspect isn’t ready for the knowledge he seeks refers also 
to the fact that he can safely receive the knowledge only when the CIA shall have already reactivated 
the previous ICJ trial and convicted Russia. (8) About Valerie Solanas. Wes mentions Simone Weil.

4:53 AM, the SS women send in a volunteer from Breaux Bridge, Louisiana, to look up “Prelude-17D” 
(lf.br.cox.net). 

174.69.197.37 - - [16/Oct/2016:05:53:48 -0600] "GET /prelude15/Prelude17d.pdf HTTP/1.1" 200 
5253947 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4.2; VS415PP 
Build/KOT49I.VS415PP2) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.97 Mobile 
Safari/537.36" 

Why? Do the Russians need counter-evidence again in regard to this document? (To discredit the CIA’s
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evidence from 3 August.)

16.10 Sun (fewer visits; Wes)

Today Karin would upload to the Meetup website the pictures of her meetup from 9 October – her first 
time since 30 April! Could Karin be hoping to enable the Secret Service to intercept the suspect 
“cyberstalking” her?

The SS women continue to mobilize fewer volunteers today. 

3:44 PM, the SS women send in a volunteer from New York City (WestHost) to look up 
peniswomen.jpg; he then looks up xper3.html on Google’s cache. 

107.182.226.101 - - [16/Oct/2016:16:44:54 -0600] "GET /gallery/peniswomen.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
297908 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 9_3_5 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/600.1.4 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) GSA/19.0.133715217 Mobile/13G36 Safari/600.1.4" 

64.233.172.132 - - [16/Oct/2016:16:44:55 -0600] "GET /gallery/xper3.html HTTP/1.1" 200 891 "http://
www.google.com/search" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux x86_64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 
Gecko; Google Web Preview) Chrome/27.0.1453 Safari/537.36" 
64.233.172.130 - - [16/Oct/2016:16:44:56 -0600] "GET /gallery/peniswomen.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
297908 "http://www.enlightenment1998.com/gallery/xper3.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux x86_64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko; Google Web Preview) Chrome/27.0.1453 Safari/537.36" 
64.233.172.130 - - [16/Oct/2016:16:44:56 -0600] "GET /gallery/chiefdet.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 245751 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/gallery/xper3.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux x86_64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko; Google Web Preview) Chrome/27.0.1453 Safari/537.36" 
64.233.172.134 - - [16/Oct/2016:16:44:56 -0600] "GET /gallery/enstehdet.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 281231 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/gallery/xper3.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux x86_64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko; Google Web Preview) Chrome/27.0.1453 Safari/537.36"

To testify that the Gliwice volunteer’s forgeries are genuine?

10:22 PM, SDW posts a new message on her Facebook group: “UFO expert found dead days after a 
mysterious text-message to his mother.” Her first time since 15 September. Just like Karin, she might 
also be hoping for the Secret Service to intercept the suspect “cyberstalking” her. 

4:27 PM, the suspect is connected with Wes. He wants Wes to clarify why Wes told him yesterday: (1) 
If people tell him the truth (how he has imagined up the whole thing?), he’ll get angry; (2) he will 
mistake fiction for truth and truth for fiction; and (3) he’s not ready for the knowledge he seeks. Now 
Wes says it was just random talk yesterday or he was trying to make him think or he doesn’t know 
whether the SS women’s operations have ever existed.

4:44 AM, the SS women send in another volunteer from Kensington and Chelsea, UK (Vodafone), to 
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look up “Political Correctness”. Clearly, the Russians are having difficulty in establishing in the ICJ 
that this essay is not the work of the suspect himself. 

185.69.145.214 - - [17/Oct/2016:05:44:40 -0600] "GET /kulturindustrie9/kulturindustrie9k.pdf 
HTTP/1.1" 200 636908 "http://www.google.co.uk/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4.2; en-gb; VF695 
Build/KOT49H) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/30.0.0.0 Mobile 
Safari/537.36 SVN/160HEG1" 

17.10 M (still fewer activities)

6:19 AM, FCI Multiple Services sends a job offer to the suspect (linguist). The email is sent directly to 
the suspect’s Gmail account, without going through ProZ: fcitle.com, Easton, Pennsylvania. Because 
things are not going well in the ICJ nor with the Secret Service, the SS women seem to be looking for 
evidences again to validate their claim that the “David Chin” document is the suspect’s genuine 
confession. They probably want the suspect to apply for a translation job so that they might have an 
opportunity to forge evidence showing him using computers to fraudulently create translation. This 
would also be evidence that the suspect is really David Chin and didn’t write “Political Correctness”. 
But the suspect never falls for the trap.

9:13 AM, a volunteer from Enschede, Netherlands, looks up “eee_youtube.pdf” (virtu.nl). Some sort of 
false report about how the suspect is a computer expert and uses computers to conduct frauds, etc. 

87.249.120.154 - - [17/Oct/2016:10:13:23 -0600] "GET 
/howihave73bg4-/forum_posts/eee_youtube.pdf HTTP/1.1" 200 76962 "http://www.google.nl/search?
q=gparted+on+xandros+PC+4G&safe=strict&client=firefox-a&rls=org.mozilla%3Aen-US
%3Aofficial&oq=gparted+on+xandros+PC+4G&gs_l=heirloom-
serp.3...452053.466412.0.467206.11.11.0.0.0.0.210.1016.8j2j1.11.0....0...1ac..34.heirloom-
serp..5.6.645.h4aWQNplIfQ" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; U; Linux i686; en-US; rv:1.8.1.11) Gecko/20071127 
Firefox/2.0.0.11" 

9:25 AM, kerberos.elginisd.net, Austin, Texas,

50.84.227.194 - - [17/Oct/2016:10:25:40 -0600] "GET /1/feministethics.html HTTP/1.1" 200 32373 
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; Win64; x64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/52.0.2743.82 Safari/537.36" 
50.84.227.194 - - [17/Oct/2016:10:25:40 -0600] "GET /1/athd2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 12082 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/1/feministethics.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; Win64; 
x64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/52.0.2743.82 Safari/537.36" 
50.84.227.194 - - [17/Oct/2016:10:25:41 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 408 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/1/feministethics.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; Win64; 
x64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/52.0.2743.82 Safari/537.36"

Another false report about the suspect’s misogynist rambling or plagiarism.
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The SS women will then make a few more false reports about the suspect’s plagiarism. Two visits to 
the PP post and two visits to the other PP posts. Fewer activities overall.

18.10 T (the SS women resume operation)

The SS women, examining the cache of 1.html, have noticed that the suspect has put up a “New 
Summary”. They want to know what he has written in it. 5:11 AM, they send in a volunteer from 
Pellenberg, Belgium, to fetch the document for them (isp.belgacom.be):

81.244.175.232 - - [18/Oct/2016:06:11:36 -0600] "GET /summary2016_8/summary2016_8g.pdf 
HTTP/1.1" 200 576213 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; rv:40.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/40.0"
81.244.175.232 - - [18/Oct/2016:06:11:39 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 408 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; rv:40.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/40.0" 

This is the first time that this “New Summary” is visited. 5:12 AM, a minute or so later, the volunteer 
comes to the front page,

81.244.175.232 - - [18/Oct/2016:06:12:48 -0600] "GET / HTTP/1.1" 200 3629 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 6.1; rv:40.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/40.0" 
81.244.175.232 - - [18/Oct/2016:06:12:48 -0600] "GET /dot_clear.gif HTTP/1.1" 404 1322 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; rv:40.0) Gecko/20100101 
Firefox/40.0"

A minute or so later, 5:13 AM, he comes to the web gallery,  

81.244.175.232 - - [18/Oct/2016:06:13:43 -0600] "GET /gallery/gallery.html HTTP/1.1" 200 4374 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; rv:40.0) Gecko/20100101 
Firefox/40.0"

5:14 AM, he comes back to the front page, and then, acad.html, 

81.244.175.232 - - [18/Oct/2016:06:14:38 -0600] "GET /dot_clear.gif HTTP/1.1" 404 1322 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; rv:40.0) Gecko/20100101 
Firefox/40.0" 
81.244.175.232 - - [18/Oct/2016:06:14:40 -0600] "GET /acad.html HTTP/1.1" 200 5050 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; rv:40.0) Gecko/20100101 
Firefox/40.0" 

The SS women will resume operations today. Since early morning they have begun mobilizing their 
volunteers to make false reports about the suspect’s plagiarism. Note that, 6:04 AM, they find a 
volunteer from the Research Center of Theoretical Physics and Mathematics at the Shahid Beheshti 
University, Tehran, to make a false report about the suspect’s plagiarism. 
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194.225.26.59 - - [18/Oct/2016:07:04:27 -0600] "GET /1/layereduniverse.html HTTP/1.1" 200 34894 
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:49.0) Gecko/20100101 
Firefox/49.0"

7:20 AM, a visit from the “Quantil Group” or the “Indian Group”,

8.37.225.53 - - [18/Oct/2016:08:20:05 -0600] "GET /1/thermhch2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 38317 "-" 
"UCWEB/2.0 (MIDP-2.0; U; Adr 4.4.2; en-US; HTC_Desire_620G_dual_sim) U2/1.0.0 
UCBrowser/10.7.6.805 U2/1.0.0 Mobile" 

9:52 AM, strangely, after making 7 false reports about the suspect’s plagiarism in less than 4 hours, the 
SS women send in the Long Keng volunteer to do a status check. 

104.237.91.253 - - [18/Oct/2016:10:52:32 -0600] "GET /thermex2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 530 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_6) AppleWebKit/601.7.8 (KHTML, like Gecko)" 
104.237.91.253 - - [18/Oct/2016:10:52:33 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 304 124 "-" 
"Safari/11601.7.8 CFNetwork/760.6.3 Darwin/15.6.0 (x86_64)" 
104.237.91.253 - - [18/Oct/2016:10:52:33 -0600] "GET /apple-touch-icon-precomposed.png 
HTTP/1.1" 404 1322 "-" "Safari/11601.7.8 CFNetwork/760.6.3 Darwin/15.6.0 (x86_64)" 
104.237.91.253 - - [18/Oct/2016:10:52:33 -0600] "GET /apple-touch-icon.png HTTP/1.1" 404 1322 "-"
"Safari/11601.7.8 CFNetwork/760.6.3 Darwin/15.6.0 (x86_64)" 
104.237.91.253 - - [18/Oct/2016:10:52:34 -0600] "GET /apple-touch-icon-precomposed.png 
HTTP/1.1" 404 1322 "-" "Safari/11601.7.8 CFNetwork/760.6.3 Darwin/15.6.0 (x86_64)" 
104.237.91.253 - - [18/Oct/2016:10:52:34 -0600] "GET /apple-touch-icon.png HTTP/1.1" 404 1322 "-"
"Safari/11601.7.8 CFNetwork/760.6.3 Darwin/15.6.0 (x86_64)"

Note that the suspect is with Faramarz in UCLA in the morning. (Volunteering for the Green Party.)

12:52 PM, a volunteer from St Louis, Missouri, looks up archefull.html (mi.charter.com).

97.86.185.45 - - [18/Oct/2016:13:52:06 -0600] "GET /gallery/archefull.html HTTP/1.1" 200 642 
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_5) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.143 Safari/537.36" 

Is this a report to the Secret Service that the suspect has indeed harassed Robin by placing her portrait 
on his website?

Note this visit to the PP post on 6:48 PM: socal.res.rr.com, Panorama City, California,
 
104.33.109.24 - - [18/Oct/2016:19:48:56 -0600] "GET /2012/61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225868 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=260320.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64;
rv:49.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/49.0"
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Past midnight, the suspect is chatting on ANONOPS. This is again evidence in Russia’s favor. Since the
CIA has raised its claim on 16 September, things have been going less well than expected. The suspect 
has so far managed to exhibit some vague resemblance to the SS women’s profile of him, even while 
the CIA continues to come up with plenty of evidences demonstrating that the SS women’s testimonies 
are false. The stalemate continues in the ICJ. 

4:22 AM, a very strange visit: Zayo Bandwidth, Hypoluxo Village, Florida, network sharing device:

173.46.78.166 - - [19/Oct/2016:05:22:04 -0600] "GET /prelude15/Prelude17d.pdf HTTP/1.1" 200 
5253947 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 10_0_2 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/602.1.50 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/10.0 Mobile/14A456 Safari/602.1"

Again, Russia’s temporary evidence in the ICJ to discount the CIA’s 3 August evidence and keep the 
previous ICJ trial locked up for the time being.

19.10 W

7 AM, the strange visit again: 

173.46.78.166 - - [19/Oct/2016:05:22:04 -0600] "GET /prelude15/Prelude17d.pdf HTTP/1.1" 200 
5253947 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 10_0_2 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/602.1.50 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/10.0 Mobile/14A456 Safari/602.1"

12:56 PM, a volunteer from Guildford, UK, looks up the PP post (cable.virginm.net).

81.106.9.228 - - [19/Oct/2016:13:56:38 -0600] "GET /2012/61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225868 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=260320.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 
10_11_6) AppleWebKit/602.1.50 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/10.0 Safari/602.1.50"

12:59 PM, he looks up PP-184178.

81.106.9.228 - - [19/Oct/2016:13:59:46 -0600] "GET /2012/braingate2.jpeg HTTP/1.1" 200 8287 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=184178.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 
10_11_6) AppleWebKit/602.1.50 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/10.0 Safari/602.1.50"

Another testimony that the suspect has indeed impersonated on the PP forum.

This afternoon, the suspect writes a message to crytohackers.com and is on ANONOPS for a while. 
Again, evidence in Russia’s favor.

Throughout the day, the SS women continue to mobilize their volunteers to make false reports about 
the suspect's plagiarism. Two visits from the “Iowa City Group” to thermh6d222.html. 
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1 visit to the PP post, 3 visits to the other two PP posts. One visit to the other PP post on 7:02 PM is 
noteworthy: lightspeed.sndgca.sbcglobal.net, San Diego, California,

99.184.255.67 - - [19/Oct/2016:20:02:40 -0600] "GET /2012/rosen.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 77097 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=166020.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 
10_9_5) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.116 Safari/537.36"

20.10 Thu

9:14 AM, the third visit to thermhch6d222.html from the University of Iowa, Iowa City (the “Iowa City
Group”). 

11:08 AM, the fourth visit to thermhch6d222.html from the University of Iowa. All of them to make 
false reports about the suspect’s plagiarism, of course.

In the afternoon, the suspect chats again on ANONOPS. He also sends a message to Central Hacker. 
He’s looking for a hacker to penetrate the SS women’s operation. Although he’s aware that this would 
help confirm Homeland Security’s warning, and the SS women’s testimonies, about him as a computer-
hacking, he really has no other options if he wants to know what exactly is going on.

From 8 PM onward, the suspect is at Googlies: French Conversation Friends, where he meets Quentin. 

8:20 PM, dynamic.mnet-online.de, Munich, Germany,

185.17.205.238 - - [20/Oct/2016:21:20:19 -0600] "GET /gallery/xper3.html HTTP/1.1" 200 891 "http://
images.google.de/imgres?imgurl=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.enlightenment1998.com%2Fgallery
%2Fpeniswomen.jpg&imgrefurl=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.enlightenment1998.com%2Fgallery
%2Fxper3.html&h=444&w=495&tbnid=oMmJxpiDcOvAZM
%3A&docid=D89qRTqm6ae3iM&ei=SYkJWIfiIcyfaIqvsLgO&tbm=isch&client=ms-android-htc-
rev&iact=rc&uact=3&page=17&start=130&ndsp=7&ved=0ahUKEwjHqtqY-
OrPAhXMDxoKHYoXDOc4ZBAzCCMoITAh&bih=567&biw=360" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 
6.0; HTC One_M8 Build/MRA58K) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/53.0.2785.124 Mobile Safari/537.36"

Presumably another testimony to guarantee that the Gliwice volunteer’s forgery is genuine.

Then note this volunteer’s false report about the suspect’s plagiarism on 8:54 PM: oc.oc.cox.net, Irvine,
California,

174.67.216.193 - - [20/Oct/2016:21:54:12 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/capra7777.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 21549 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.143 Safari/537.36"
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Then this visit for the third time on 8:55 PM: Zayo, Greenwood, South Carolina, 

173.46.76.165 - - [20/Oct/2016:21:55:32 -0600] "GET /prelude15/Prelude17d.pdf HTTP/1.1" 200 
5253947 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 10_0_2 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/602.1.50 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/10.0 Mobile/14A456 Safari/602.1" 
173.46.76.165 - - [20/Oct/2016:21:55:55 -0600] "GET /apple-touch-icon-120x120-precomposed.png 
HTTP/1.1" 404 1322 "-" "MobileSafari/602.1 CFNetwork/808.0.2 Darwin/16.0.0" 
173.46.76.165 - - [20/Oct/2016:21:55:55 -0600] "GET /apple-touch-icon-120x120.png HTTP/1.1" 404 
1322 "-" "MobileSafari/602.1 CFNetwork/808.0.2 Darwin/16.0.0" 
173.46.76.165 - - [20/Oct/2016:21:55:55 -0600] "GET /apple-touch-icon.png HTTP/1.1" 404 1322 "-" 
"MobileSafari/602.1 CFNetwork/808.0.2 Darwin/16.0.0"

Four volunteers in total have visited the PP post today. One volunteer from Leominster, Massachusetts, 
has visited it twice (6 and 9 PM). 

21.10 F (DRP; MSSGSDW)

5:53 AM, the SS women resume operation: a volunteer from Waltham, Massachusetts, looks up 
bensongoddesscloseup.jpg.

6:19 AM, a volunteer from Mater Dei High School, Evansville, Indiana, looks up 
bensongoddesscloseup.jpg. Are the SS women calling on Oliver to testify to the Secret Service that 
they have been right about the suspect?

10:13 AM, a third volunteer from Leyden High School, District 212, looks up “krebscycle.jpg”. The SS
women will then refrain from activities until 5 PM! What is going on? Today, a general outage has 
occurred in the east coast which is paralyzing a lot of Internet networks. It seems that the SS women 
are also affected by it in their operation. 
 
12 PM or so, the suspect is blocked from entry into his Bluehost account. Bluehost would claim it’s due
to the outage in the east coast.

4:40 PM, the suspect is at DRPOFF to pick up the key for the restroom. He is shocked to discover that 
a camera has been installed on the door to the office suite. Of course! Given that Dr P is a “safety 
fanatic”. In fact, the SS women and their Russian overlords have been waiting for this: there is now 
evidence that the suspect indeed conforms to Homeland Security’s warning, and the SS women’s 
testimonies, about him (that the SS women are indeed victims of his stalking).

6:44 PM, after two decoy visits, the SS women send in a volunteer from Jamestown, California, to the 
suspect’s website (lightspeed.frokca.sbcglobal.net). First, yixuai3333.html.

108.237.247.132 - - [21/Oct/2016:19:44:18 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/yixuai3333.html 
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HTTP/1.1" 200 3306 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.143 Safari/537.36"

6:46 PM, he comes to acad.html from there.

108.237.247.132 - - [21/Oct/2016:19:46:23 -0600] "GET /acad.html HTTP/1.1" 200 5050 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/scientificenlightenment1/yixuai3333.html" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.143 
Safari/537.36"

6:47 PM, he comes to the gallery from yixuai3333.html. 

108.237.247.132 - - [21/Oct/2016:19:47:14 -0600] "GET /gallery/gallery.html HTTP/1.1" 200 4374 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/scientificenlightenment1/yixuai3333.html" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.143 
Safari/537.36"

What is he doing? It seems that the SS women, seeing that they now have new evidence to convince the
Secret Service that the suspect indeed stalks them (now that the suspect is seen appearing in DRPOFF),
are eager to submit more false reports to convince them that the suspect indeed also plagiarizes. They 
thus do so as soon as the outage is over.

7:09 PM, MSSG on SDW’s blog. Hoping to get somewhere: it would never work.

7:13 PM, the Jamestown volunteer looks up yixuai3333.html again. 

108.237.247.132 - - [21/Oct/2016:20:13:50 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/yixuai3333.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 3306 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.143 Safari/537.36"

He also clicks on “Davenport” from acad.html,

108.237.247.132 - - [21/Oct/2016:20:13:51 -0600] "GET /davenport/davenport.pdf HTTP/1.1" 200 
6802003 "http://www.enlightenment1998.com/acad.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.143 Safari/537.36"

7:14 PM, the Jamestown volunteer looks up Table of Contents. 

108.237.247.132 - - [21/Oct/2016:20:14:46 -0600] "GET /thermex2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 530 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/scientificenlightenment1/yixuai3333.html" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.143 
Safari/537.36"
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Just more reports about the suspect’s plagiarism.

10:16 PM, after one decoy visit, a volunteer from London, Ontario, looks up the PP post 
(cable.rogers.com).

99.231.82.67 - - [21/Oct/2016:23:16:04 -0600] "GET /2012/61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225868 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=260320.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.143 Safari/537.36"

10:52 PM, SDW posts a reply to Xixi. She has not yet been alerted by Homeland Security:

Xixi I am sorry to hear this but knowing what it is gives you an advantage. But once they 
[know] you know [...] things can change dimensions quickly. Homeland Security and 
InfraGard are heavily involved in this program and that’s why law enforcement, 
neighborhood watches and “community policing” [are] so heavily involved. I wish I could 
be more helpful but there are tons of blogs, videos and books now on the topic. There are 
also conference calls for TIs on talkshoe.com almost every night. Don’t go to law 
enforcement unless you have a legit complaint about someone or something. Watch for the 
perps that break rules and violate boundaries and report them, document their patterns. 
Derrick Robinson used to be the president of FFCHS, he may be able to connect you to 
other TIs in your area. It is very helpful to have another TI in your area to hang out with, 
but watch out for “infiltrators”. There are tons of perps that pose as TIs.

The italicized portions in her reply probably reflect her anger with the TMU and the Secret Service. 
She has believed for a long time that the suspect is part of the “gang-stalking enterprise” which the 
government has formed to target her among other innocent women. (Hence she believes the suspect is a
“perp” posing as a TI: she’s the one who suffers from paranoid delusions about her victim’s going after 
her!) The Secret Service’s deletion of her “victim status” and obstruction of her gang’s complaints 
about a website which “harasses her” are indication, for her, that the US Establishment is trying to 
protect the gang-stalker they have sent out to harass innocent citizens (the suspect). Of course they 
want to protect their own agent! Hence “Don’t go to law enforcement” – since they want to protect 
their own – but “Report them when it is legitimate” – just as she and the rest of the SS women have 
continued to report the suspect’s website which has “violated her boundaries” even though law 
enforcement naturally wants to protect it. She is completely lacking common sense: (1) her reports 
about the suspect’s website are false; and (2) if she has her way, the United States would be convicted 
of conspiring with a terrorist to harm Russia and its allies!
 
The SS women continue to brainstorm for new strategies for the rest of the night. 12:33 AM, a 
volunteer from Augsburg, Bavaria, does a search for “Frauke Petry, Sarah Wagenknecht” on Bing and 
arrives at irrelevant portraits on the suspect’s website (pools.vodafone-ip.de).

92.77.147.94 - - [22/Oct/2016:01:33:27 -0600] "GET /drawLA/drawLA_04_15/drawla430-20.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 292687 "http://www.bing.com/images/search?
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q=frauke+petry+sarah+wagenknecht&view=detailv2&&id=52B579C54A26A9774142D2038A91D41
383179966&selectedIndex=262&ccid=MG2oK267&simid=608034355173917278&thid=OIP.M306da
82b6ebb4cbc7ca0f5113dba22b1o0" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 9_3_2 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/
601.1.46 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.0 Mobile/13F69 Safari/601.1" 

92.77.147.94 - - [22/Oct/2016:01:33:27 -0600] "GET 
/drawLA/drawLA_01_15/drawanythingLA/drawla15.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 441426 
"http://www.bing.com/images/search?
q=frauke+petry+sarah+wagenknecht&view=detailv2&&id=52B579C54A26A9774142D2038A91D41
383179966&selectedIndex=262&ccid=MG2oK267&simid=608034355173917278&thid=OIP.M306da
82b6ebb4cbc7ca0f5113dba22b1o0" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 9_3_2 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/
601.1.46 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.0 Mobile/13F69 Safari/601.1"

Again, now that there is new evidence to present to the Secret Service, the SS women naturally want to 
present more testimonies to them to demonstrate that the rest of the Homeland Security warning, that is
to say their testimonies, about the suspect is also correct (that the suspect indeed keeps obsessing over 
famous women in politics).

22.10 S (fewer activities)

6:14 AM, a volunteer from Vasanello, Italy, looks up bensongoddesscloseup.jpg. Again! Oliver in the 
discussion?

Very few visits today, very few decoys. Probably because the SS women are busy submitting 
yesterday’s new evidence to the Secret Service. Homeland Security CO chief (under Russian 
command) might have notified SDW today about yesterday’s MSSG. If so, SDW would for sure also 
submit this as new evidence to the Secret Service (that the suspect indeed constantly impersonates to 
harass people). Meanwhile, both the MSSGSDW and the restroom key incident would have become 
evidences in the ICJ to temporarily save the Russians from a conviction as well as lock up the previous 
ICJ trial: evidences that the suspect is indeed “stalking” the SS women. The SS women are thus 
discussing three important topics today: the suspect’s website, the MSSGSDW, and the restroom key 
incident. They must be happily expecting the Secret Service to be forced to restore their “victim” 
status.

6:54 PM, a volunteer from Bogense, Denmark, looks up “classicalpatriarchy.htm” (rev.stofanet.dk). 

212.10.4.104 - - [22/Oct/2016:19:54:48 -0600] "GET /1/classicalpatriarchy.htm HTTP/1.1" 200 49680 
"https://www.google.dk/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; x64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.143 Safari/537.36" 
212.10.4.104 - - [22/Oct/2016:19:54:49 -0600] "GET /1/athd2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 12082 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/1/classicalpatriarchy.htm" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; 
Win64; x64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.143 Safari/537.36" 
212.10.4.104 - - [22/Oct/2016:19:54:49 -0600] "GET /1/eurasia.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 61400 
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"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/1/classicalpatriarchy.htm" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; 
Win64; x64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.143 Safari/537.36" 
212.10.4.104 - - [22/Oct/2016:19:54:49 -0600] "GET /1/hill-top-village.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 162448 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/1/classicalpatriarchy.htm" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; 
Win64; x64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.143 Safari/537.36" 
212.10.4.104 - - [22/Oct/2016:19:54:50 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 408 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/1/classicalpatriarchy.htm" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; 
Win64; x64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.143 Safari/537.36"

A false report about the suspect’s plagiarism? A false testimony about the suspect’s hatred for women 
due to sexual frustration?

2:37 AM, a visit from the “Indian Group”: Digital Entertainment Networks, Delhi, India, 

150.129.120.26 - - [23/Oct/2016:03:37:46 -0600] "GET /1/thermhch2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 38317 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 6.0.1; SAMSUNG SM-J700F Build/MMB29K) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) SamsungBrowser/4.0 Chrome/44.0.2403.133 Mobile Safari/537.36" 

In total: 2 visits to the PP post, and 2 visits to the other PP posts. 

Note that, today, the suspect would post a message on Elsässer's blog praising Trump (“for peace”).

23.10 Sun (fewer visits)

5:35 AM, a visit from the “Quantil Group” – obviously related to the visit from the “Indian Group” 
three hours ago. 

168.235.206.250 - - [23/Oct/2016:06:35:02 -0600] "GET /1/thermhch2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 38317 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; Android 4.2.2; en-US; vivo Y28 Build/JDQ39) AppleWebKit/534.30 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 UCBrowser/10.10.8.820 U3/0.8.0 Mobile Safari/534.30" 

8:44 AM, the SS women send in the Long Keng volunteer to conduct a status check: no, the website is 
still up.

45.41.135.14 - - [23/Oct/2016:09:44:29 -0600] "GET /thermex2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 530 "-" "Mozilla/
5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_6) AppleWebKit/602.1.50 (KHTML, like Gecko)"
45.41.135.14 - - [23/Oct/2016:09:44:30 -0600] "GET /apple-touch-icon-precomposed.png HTTP/1.1" 
404 1322 "-" "Safari/11602.1.50.0.10 CFNetwork/760.6.3 Darwin/15.6.0 (x86_64)" 
45.41.135.14 - - [23/Oct/2016:09:44:30 -0600] "GET /apple-touch-icon.png HTTP/1.1" 404 1322 "-" 
"Safari/11602.1.50.0.10 CFNetwork/760.6.3 Darwin/15.6.0 (x86_64)" 
45.41.135.14 - - [23/Oct/2016:09:44:31 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 304 124 "-" 
"Safari/11602.1.50.0.10 CFNetwork/760.6.3 Darwin/15.6.0 (x86_64)" 
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45.41.135.14 - - [23/Oct/2016:09:44:31 -0600] "GET /apple-touch-icon-precomposed.png HTTP/1.1" 
404 1322 "-" "Safari/11602.1.50.0.10 CFNetwork/760.6.3 Darwin/15.6.0 (x86_64)" 
45.41.135.14 - - [23/Oct/2016:09:44:31 -0600] "GET /apple-touch-icon.png HTTP/1.1" 404 1322 "-" 
"Safari/11602.1.50.0.10 CFNetwork/760.6.3 Darwin/15.6.0 (x86_64)" 
45.41.135.14 - - [23/Oct/2016:09:44:32 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 304 124 "-" 
"Safari/11602.1.50.0.10 CFNetwork/760.6.3 Darwin/15.6.0 (x86_64)" 

Perhaps they are wondering whether the Secret Service might have already acted upon the MSSGSDW 
and the restroom key incidents, restored their “victim” status, and removed the suspect’s website – 
whether the ICJ might have already declared the Russian side victorious, affirmed them as “victims” of 
the suspect’s terrorism, and issued a judgment requiring the Secret Service to remove the suspect’s 
website.

5:45 PM, the second MSSGSDW incident.

7:57 PM, the suspect is connected with Wes. (1) About Mill's “On Liberty”. About how people harm 
the suspect by not telling him what is going on behind his back. He has grown up having a distorted 
notion of how society works. It’s law enforcement’s fault. About how Daniel could have known the SS 
women. The philosopher who walks around not knowing he is a terrorist while everyone else knows he 
is a terrorist. That’s the fate to which the suspect is condemned! (2) Note that, in the end, the suspect 
expresses his conjecture that the US Establishment has been continually shrinking the authority of 
Homeland Security’s operational units in order to curb the Russians’ continual infiltration into the 
interior of the US government. This is probably indeed the case. At the very least, Homeland Security 
CO chief’s team no longer has the authority to nominate any candidate to terrorist databases! In any 
case, tonight’s conversation is certainly the CIA’s (and so the Secret Service’s) evidence that the 
Homeland Security warning, and the SS women’s testimonies, do not describe the suspect at all.

11:51 PM, the suspect is fighting back again and posts on his Facebook page a notice about Kiersten’s 
fake review of herself at Dating Psychos. 
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In total, 2 visits to the PP post, and 2 visits to the other PP posts. Very few visits today. Once again, the 
SS women are probably busy reporting the second MSSGSDW incident to the Secret Service tonight: 
it’s probably because the Secret Service has not acted on yesterday’s evidence that the Russians have 
ordered Homeland Security to remotely control the suspect to do MSSGSDW again! 

24.10 M

5:45 AM, an associate of the SS women – could it be VJ? – has discovered the suspect’s notice about 
Kiersten on his Facebook. She sends an email to Kiersten.

8:14 AM, Kiersten wakes up to find the message and, immediately, checks the suspect’s Facebook 
page. She’s incensed: how dare Lawrence expose my scheme on his Facebook page! What if other 
people see it? They will know that this obscene fake review is actually posted by myself!

Throughout the morning, the SS women appear to be mobilizing volunteers to falsely report the suspect
for plagiarism. They are not just counting on the Secret Service. Since the MSSGSDW and the 
restroom key incidents are a tremendous boost to the Russians’ case in the ICJ, the SS women are 
probably also busy supplying evidences to the ICJ trying to help the Russians win.

12:50 PM, a volunteer from Vijayawada, India, searches for 1.html. Is he conducting another status 
check? No, the website is still visible.
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175.101.67.114 - - [24/Oct/2016:13:50:16 -0600] "GET /1.html HTTP/1.1" 200 10682 
"https://www.google.co.in/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4.4; Che1-L04 Build/Che1-L04) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.124 Mobile Safari/537.36"
175.101.67.114 - - [24/Oct/2016:13:50:16 -0600] "GET /dot_clear.gif HTTP/1.1" 404 1322 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/1.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4.4; Che1-L04 
Build/Che1-L04) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.124 Mobile 
Safari/537.36" 
175.101.67.114 - - [24/Oct/2016:13:50:17 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 408 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/1.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4.4; Che1-L04 
Build/Che1-L04) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.124 Mobile 
Safari/537.36"

Perhaps the SS women are wondering whether the second MSSGSDW incident could have obliged the 
Secret Service to take action. 

5:17 PM, a volunteer from Zurich (cust.swisscom.ch) looks up “The Cheney Plan”. 

83.79.18.68 - - [24/Oct/2016:18:17:56 -0600] "GET /cheneyplanintro/cheneyplanintrob.pdf HTTP/1.1" 
200 478378 "https://www.google.ch/" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux x86_64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Ubuntu Chromium/53.0.2785.143 Chrome/53.0.2785.143 Safari/537.36"

Again, the SS women are pulling out their horror story about this essay whenever they are frustrated by
the Secret Service’s inaction.

6:59 PM, the SS women also make a complaint about the suspect’s chapter to Microsoft (Drake 
Holdings LLC), 

204.79.180.80 - - [24/Oct/2016:19:59:33 -0600] "GET /1/feminismandfoucault.htm HTTP/1.1" 200 
25404 "http://www.bing.com/search?
q=female+solidarity+as+a+strategy+of+resistance+against+patriarchy&form=MSNH14&sc=8-4&sp=-
1&qs=n&sk=" "Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 9.0; Windows NT 6.0; Trident/5.0;  Trident/5.0)"

Recall that, on 17 May, the SS women were also complaining to Microsoft about this chapter. (At that 
time the Microsoft personnel was instructed to search for this chapter with different search terms.) 
Perhaps the SS women are instructed by the Russians to do this: any action which Microsoft should 
decide to take will become evidence in favor of the Russians in the ICJ. With the MSSGSDW and the 
restroom key incidents in place, the Russians are fixing their evidences.  

False reports about the suspect’s plagiarism continue. Three visits today to “whyshouldwebejust.html” 
(two from St John's College in New York). There is also a visit today from Cal State Fullerton. 1 visit 
to the PP post, and 1 visit to the other PP post. 

2:29 AM, a volunteer from Oslo (Bayonette AS) has heard the horror story (“The Secret Service has 
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declined our appeal – even when he continues to stalk us – and refused to remove this harassing 
website!”) and come to check out the problem. He arrives at the front page through a Google search.

185.55.105.166 - - [25/Oct/2016:03:29:47 -0600] "GET / HTTP/1.1" 200 3629 
"https://www.google.no/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Chrome/54.0.2840.71 Safari/537.36" 
185.55.105.166 - - [25/Oct/2016:03:29:49 -0600] "GET /dot_clear.gif HTTP/1.1" 404 1322 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/54.0.2840.71 Safari/537.36" 
185.55.105.166 - - [25/Oct/2016:03:29:50 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 408 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/54.0.2840.71 Safari/537.36" 

2:30 AM, another chapter has come up on his Google search:

185.55.105.166 - - [25/Oct/2016:03:30:04 -0600] "GET /vol1appendix-/vol1appendixg.pdf HTTP/1.1" 
200 159500 "https://www.google.no/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/54.0.2840.71 Safari/537.36" 

2:34 AM, he checks out the external links on the suspect’s website. He is perhaps examining the 
problem (“He links to Marine’s website. And Madam Le Pen is also sick of his harassment and wants 
his website removed”).

185.55.105.166 - - [25/Oct/2016:03:34:05 -0600] "GET /links.html HTTP/1.1" 200 20167 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/54.0.2840.71 Safari/537.36" 
185.55.105.166 - - [25/Oct/2016:03:34:05 -0600] "GET /dot_clear.gif HTTP/1.1" 404 1322 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/links.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/54.0.2840.71 Safari/537.36" 
185.55.105.166 - - [25/Oct/2016:03:34:06 -0600] "GET /dot_clear.gif HTTP/1.1" 404 1322 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/links.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/54.0.2840.71 Safari/537.36"

25.10 T (the SS women resume heavy visitation)

Today the SS women will resume mobilizing a vast number of volunteers to visit the suspect’s website. 
7 visits to Scientific Enlightenment chapters. Two visits to bensongoddesscloseup.jpg, one of which 
comes from Madison, Wisconsin. Are they still sending false reports to the Secret Service? Still 
supplying evidences to the Russians in the ICJ? 5 visits to the PP post. 

A very notable visit occurs on 8:26 PM: shawcable.net, Calgary, Alberta,

50.66.13.6 - - [25/Oct/2016:21:26:59 -0600] "GET /miscellaneous-/brainchips.pdf HTTP/1.1" 200 
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69405 
"http://r.search.yahoo.com/_ylt=AwrBTvo7IhBYveUAHSU5ByI5;_ylu=X3oDMTBydWNmY2MwBG
NvbG8DYmYxBHBvcwM0BHZ0aWQDBHNlYwNzcg--/RV=2/RE=1477481147/RO=10/RU=http
%3a%2f%2fwww.enlightenment1998.com%2fmiscellaneous-%2fbrainchips.pdf/RK=0/
RS=WLgAA0Q5TQEqIPlRv.lXFV5.Zi4-" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 10_0_2 like Mac OS
X) AppleWebKit/602.1.50 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/10.0 Mobile/14A456 Safari/602.1"

This is the first visit ever to this document (other than SDW’s discovery of it on PACTS newsletter).

26.10 W

9:02 AM, very likely from the “Indian Group” (using Opera Mini). 

107.167.98.158 - - [26/Oct/2016:10:02:14 -0600] "GET /1/thermhch2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 38317 "-" 
"Opera/9.80 (X11; Linux zvav; U; en) Presto/2.12.423 Version/12.16" 

By this time, Kiersten has also thought out a new story to tell the Secret Service and the volunteers – 
saying the suspect first posted the sexually obscene review about her on Dating Psychos and then 
posted a notice on his Facebook to slander her saying she posted it herself to frame him. When it came 
to the volunteers, she must have incensed them. 

1:05 PM, a volunteer from Vancouver, British Columbia, while searching for the traces the suspect has 
left behind on other people’s Facebook page, clicks on one of the links (cipherkey.com). 

208.110.110.71 - - [26/Oct/2016:14:05:31 -0600] "GET /gallery/gallery.html HTTP/1.1" 200 4374 
"https://www.facebook.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; Win64; x64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/54.0.2840.59 Safari/537.36" 

She is most likely looking over Kristin’s Facebook page. Namely, to report to the Secret Service that 
the suspect indeed keeps becoming obsessed with famous women and stalking them on cyberspace.

From 5:30 PM onward, Karin is hosting her Any Language and Culture Meetup at the Amigo’s 
restaurant. 

Throughout the day, a lot of visits to the Scientific Enlightenment chapters from universities. The SS 
women are still capitalizing on the restroom key and MSSGSDW incidents by sending in lots of false 
reports about the suspect’s plagiarism to the Secret Service – they still hope to convince the Secret 
Service that the Homeland Security warning, and their testimonies, about the suspect are correct and 
thus alter the dynamics in the ICJ.  

Note that, 10:32 PM, SDW posts a reply to “Love Others’” message: gang-stalkers “received 
government support like welfare/ disability/ social security”. Angry with the Secret Service’s inaction 
even given the MSSGSDW incidents, she is again mocking the suspect, whom she presumes to be a 
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typical representative of “government-supported gang-stalkers”.

27.10 Thu 

Today, Karin would upload the pictures of her meetup from last night to the Meetup website. 

6:41 AM, a very strange visit: static.optinet.hr, Zagreb, Croatia,.

89.201.131.4 - - [27/Oct/2016:07:41:22 -0600] "GET /suppl_pld_4_224b-/suppl_pld_4_224b-c.pdf 
HTTP/1.1" 206 1028426 "https://www.google.com/search?q=youtube+%22without+filming
%22+filetype:pdf&num=100&lr=&as_qdr=all&biw=1920&bih=905&filter=0" "Mozilla/5.0 
(compatible; MSIE 9.0; Windows NT 6.1; Trident/5.0)" 

It seems that the Russians need another evidence in the ICJ suggesting that the suspect’s writings on the
ICJ trial are a bunch of frivolous nonsenses. Perhaps in response to CIA’s new evidence. And so they 
instruct the SS women (via Homeland Security) to do this search in order to produce the necessary 
evidence. This, however, is a chapter on the previous (the first) ICJ trial. Why was the CIA introducing 
this chapter on the previous ICJ trial into the ICJ as evidence? This is a sign that the Homeland 
Security warning about the suspect has already been so sufficiently proven false and the SS women so 
indisputably demonstrated to be pathological liars that the CIA is ready to reopen the previous ICJ trial 
and introduce new evidence (the suspect’s “Secret History”) into it: the Russians thus have to present 
evidence demonstrating that the suspect’s “Secret History” is in fact about his love of videotaping 
people in violation of their privacy and not about anything intelligent such as pretending to harm 
Russia in order to save Russia. All this of course means that the Secret Service must have already 
dismissed the restroom key and the MSSGSDW incidents by arguing again, like the CIA, that the 
suspect has the tendency to help the SS women by pretending to stalk them in order to enable them to 
complain about him.

7:21 AM, the SS women look up the suspect’s Facebook page. This is the third time since he has posted
the notice about Kiersten. 

By noon, 3 visits to the PP post, and 1 visit to the other PP post.

From 2:30 PM onward, there are only 6 visits. Dr P is conferencing with the rest of the SS women. It’s 
now quite obvious that the SS women’s attempt to repeal the Secret Service’s decision (and regain their
“victim” status) is going nowhere – even given the two MSSGSDW incidents and the “violation” of Dr
P’s space (i.e. even given the suspect’s continual “stalking”). “He continues to stalk us and yet the 
Secret Service continues to conclude that our testimonies that he has harassed us and threatened us are 
not credible!” (The SS women have never understood the Secret Service’s conclusion that the suspect 
frequently pretends to stalk them in order to help them.) But, it’s all okay, for Dr P has developed 
another strategy. In the past four days, she has been talking to lawyers, police officers, and 
investigators. She has made an appointment for tomorrow. Tomorrow afternoon, she is taking everyone 
to meet with a detective (about the suspect’s fetching of the restroom key). Is it Detective Glorioso? 
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No. It’s most likely the same detective from Hawthorne Police Department who was persuaded by the 
women to issue a ban on the suspect’s website on 21 January this year. The SS women are now going 
to ask her to issue a ban again on the suspect’s website. In this way, even though the Secret Service has 
proven to be a dead-end, the Russians can still obtain the evidence they need in the ICJ from the local 
police. The SS women are conferencing for the rest of the day about what arguments and what 
evidences to present tomorrow. You might think that the MSSGSDW and the restroom key incidents 
are such minor affairs that it’s strange that Dr P should want to make such a big deal out of it. One must
remember that Dr P is a hard-core practitioner of “safetyism” with the same old feminist double-
standard: when she inflicts harm on others, it’s nothing to be concerned with. But if other people dare 
tap her lightly on her shoulder, it’s “violence against women” or “violation of women’s space” and the 
most drastic measures are justified to neutralize the threat. One must also remember that the SS women
are encouraged by the Russians via Homeland Security to resort to drastic measures: any positive 
response by the detective would become evidence in the Russians’ favor in the current ICJ trial.

9:22 PM, the Opera Mini volunteer from the “Indian Group” from yesterday is here again:

107.167.103.104 - - [27/Oct/2016:22:22:06 -0600] "GET /1/thermhch2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 85810 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android; 4.1.2; GT-I9100 Build/000000) AppleWebKit/537.22 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Chrome/25.0.1234.12 Mobile Safari/537.22 OPR/14.0.123.123" 
….
107.167.103.104 - - [27/Oct/2016:22:22:07 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 408 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/1/thermhch2.html" "Opera/9.80 (X11; Linux zvav; U; en) Presto/
2.12.423 Version/12.16" 

The suspect is at Stammtisch tonight. Then, afterwards, he is back in Westwood and staying at Denny’s 
around midnight. He signs up hackerslist.co. He has produced another evidence to save Russia. 

12:35 AM, the suspect has posted the link to his “Third ICJ trial: II” below his notice about Kiersten on
his Facebook page.

3:28 AM, the SS women access the suspect’s Facebook page for the fourth time: they would have seen 
the new link. It would appear that the SS women are still conferencing at this late hour. They have been
discussing the matter on and off for almost 13 hours! They are checking the suspect’s Facebook page 
one more time. Kiersten has requested that she be given a chance tomorrow to tell the officer her new 
made-up story about how the suspect has been harassing her on his Facebook page. She is determined 
to avenge herself on the suspect. It’s her right to forge evidence to frame the suspect, but the suspect 
has no right to clarify and defend himself!

28.10 F (the SS women go to the police)

7:56 AM, the SS women access the suspect’s Facebook page for the fifth time. They have had very 
little sleep. They are checking the suspect’s Facebook page one last time in preparation for their 
“moment” this afternoon.
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The appointment is on 4 PM. Kiersten is very excited. If the detective takes the SS women’s case and 
bans the suspect’s website and Facebook, she will receive official police document to validate her as a 
“victim” of the suspect’s continual “stalking”. Again! She can then advertise it to everybody online to 
prove that guys do lust after her. Again! To perfect her persona as an “attractive woman with great 
intellect whom guys lust after”, she uploads onto Vimeo the old film she has helped edit: “Partition”. 
(Her only intellectual accomplishment in her life.) She then immediately announces it on Twitter. It is 
12:30 PM or so. She’s waiting anxiously at home for the appointment.

After 1 PM, there are no more visits to the suspect’s website. So far, 6 visits (mostly decoys) and 1 visit
to the PP post. It can be ascertained that, after 1 PM, the SS women have left their house and met 
together in a restaurant and so on. There are Karin, Angelica, Kiersten, Dr P, and SDW. SDW has come
all the way to Los Angeles from Encinitas. By 4 PM, they are at the police station meeting with the 
detective. They give their argument. Dr P shows the detective the video of the suspect’s entry into her 
office suite. They then present the volunteers’ testimonies about the suspect’s website and his other 
online postings: how the suspect expresses everywhere his delusion about their going after him as part 
of a government conspiracy in order to embarrass them. How he uses his website to violate their 
privacy by exhibiting on it recordings of his conversations with them without their consent. How he 
uses his website to plagiarize and exhibit drawings he has stolen from other people. Finally, Kiersten 
gives the detective the new story she has made up in regard to the suspect’s Facebook posting about 
her: “He posted this obscene review on Dating Psychos to slander me, and then announced on his 
Facebook that I posted it to frame him.” 4:24 PM, Kiersten shows the detective the suspect’s Facebook 
page:

173.252.88.94 - - [28/Oct/2016:17:24:04 -0600] "GET /gallery/kickedoutdetail.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
78305 "-" "facebookexternalhit/1.1 (+http://www.facebook.com/externalhit_uatext.php)"

The SS women spend the next 20 minutes not only requesting that the suspect’s website and Facebook 
be banned, but also that special measure be taken to remove him from society. Dr P: “I’m a licensed 
psychologist. I can say, based on my expert experience, that he is extremely dangerous to us. He suffers
from very severe paranoid schizophrenia and, as a consequence, believes in his delusional mind that we
are going after him as part of some government conspiracy. Due to his severe delusion, he can never be
awakened to the truth that he has imagined up the whole thing. He will never believe that our going 
after him is all but his imagination. Consequently, he will seek vengeance against us, not knowing that 
he is merely acting on his delusions. For this reason, he’s extremely dangerous – especially since he 
lives in denial that he is delusional at all. You must remove him to jail/ mental hospital at once.” To 
demonstrate the suspect’s denial that he is delusional, 4:44 PM, the SS women call up their volunteer 
from Camden, South Carolina, to report to the detective what she sees him writing on his website 
(myvzw.com).

198.223.208.154 - - [28/Oct/2016:17:44:09 -0600] "GET /kulturindustrie9/kulturindustrie9k.pdf HTTP/
1.1" 200 636908 "http://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 5.1.1; LGL52VL 
Build/LMY47V) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/54.0.2840.68 Mobile 
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Safari/537.36"

“He is saying that the psychiatric professionals have been mis-diagnosing him out of stupidity... He 
claims that believing people are going after him is not a sign of mental delusion...” Again, the SS 
women want a third party to report to the detective because, if the detective sees the suspect’s writing 
for herself, she is going to notice that this writing is in fact an academic exercise and couldn’t possibly 
constitute support for the claim that he is dangerous. By 5 PM, however, the detective has dismissed 
the SS women’s case on the ground that evidences are insufficient. The SS women are absolutely 
shocked – they were sure that they will succeed because Dr P is giving her “professional judgment” as 
a licensed psychologist and because Hawthorne Police Department has always been sympathetic with 
them. They somehow didn’t think of the fact that, because any law enforcement validation of their 
claim will become evidence in the ICJ to enable the Russians and their allies to escape conviction and 
then convict the United States of conspiring with a terrorist, the CIA cannot possibly allow them to 
successfully deceive the detective. The CIA must have ordered the TMU and the Secret Service to 
communicate to the detective beforehand their warning about this group of women. A group of 
fraudsters who like to pose as “victims” of this monstrous, misogynist “stalker” under the cover of 
“victim confidentiality” in order to scam law enforcement! The detective is surprised to learn this. She 
puts up an act of listening to the SS women’s pleas only because she is obliged to hide from them the 
fact that law enforcement has already investigated them as a gang of fraudsters. 

There are no activities, from the SS women, on the suspect’s website between 5 and 11:30 PM. And 
only two decoy visits afterward. This indicates that the SS women are out all night tonight 
conferencing. They go to eat together after the meeting with the detective and then spend the rest of the
night in Angelica’s house (or in Rolf's house, for example) reflecting why they have failed so 
miserably. Kiersten is especially upset – and probably breaks down crying: her life-long dream of 
becoming officially validated as a victim of male sexual aggression is so close to fulfillment – and yet 
it falls apart once again. She has, in the past four years, invented so many lies and forged so many 
evidences to frame the suspect for stalking her, obsessing over her, and harassing her, and yet she could
never get law enforcement (beside Homeland Security) to believe her. Dr P is equally incensed: 
somehow her “professional judgment” no longer means anything to the detective with whom she has 
developed a good working relationship. “This guy has been harassing us online and violating our space,
and somehow the police just wouldn’t care! What a sexist country!” For SDW, what has happened 
today is again proof that the suspect is a “gang-stalker” under government’s employment and so 
protected by the government. The women somehow don’t understand that they are asking the United 
States to make a major sacrifice just to validate their fraudulent victim fantasy. The meeting is 
adjourned and the SS women return home only after 11 PM. 

11 PM, noticing that the SS women have gone to the local police, the suspect posts a message on his 
Facebook page explaining that Kiersten must have changed her story about the fake review at Dating 
Psychos and then giving an outline of Dr P’s argument to the detective this afternoon. This would again
become the Secret Service’s evidence enabling them to never accept any stalking from the SS women.

29.10 S (Wes)
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From 6 AM onward, the SS women have resumed sending decoy visits to the suspect’s website. 

10:01 AM, another visit from the “Indian Group”. 

139.167.179.40 - - [29/Oct/2016:11:01:09 -0600] "GET /1/thermhch2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 38317 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 6.0.1; MotoG3-TE Build/MPD24.107-56) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.124 Mobile Safari/537.36" 

12:07 PM, the suspect is connected with Wes (from 2:05:00 onward). (1) About what happened 
yesterday: JTTF (wrong: it’s the Secret Service!) didn’t accept the SS women's appeal, and so the 
women have gone to local law enforcement. Dr P is involved this time. At DRPOFF to use the restroom
(a week ago). By Monday the SS women have planned their new assault. Monday, Wednesday, 
conference, they are in court or with the police yesterday, and Dr P... The SS women are worried about 
his revenge. (Incorrect. They are pissed off at their loss of their “victim” status.) Kiersten has changed 
her story. What exactly has happened in court? The suspect is worried: when the women try local 
police, the local police don’t have access to the terrorist databases. About Detective Glorioso. The 
suspect has correctly understood enough of the SS women’s operation yesterday that the CIA is going 
to use his understanding as evidence in the ICJ to disprove the women’s claim that he suffers from 
paranoid delusions about their going after him. Wes: “Does Dr P really believe you are a serial stalker...
or is she making it all up?” “She’s making it all up…” It seems that it’s the Invisible Hand who has 
instructed Wes to ask this question: the CIA has already presented the entire episode of the SS women’s
blunder yesterday at the police station to the ICJ as evidences confirming their claim that these women 
are a bunch of tricksters and false complainers, and now they also want to use the suspect’s assessment 
of Dr P as evidence in their favor (that Dr P, a licensed psychologist, doesn’t have a clue about the 
suspect’s psychology while the suspect, without any degree in psychology, has a far better 
understanding of Dr P’s personality and mindset). (2) Will the SS women continue to pass around 
Homeland Security’s warning about him? The suspect doesn’t yet know that the ICJ judgment from 3 
August has effectively prevented the SS women from further utilizing the Homeland Security warning 
about him in any official communication. Wes: “The fact that you have campaigned for Trump, that 
doesn’t help you either....” The suspect: “... and so I continue to suffer from US government actions, 
that Homeland Security profile is still circulating... More than 25,000 people have seen it...” This is 
more or less correct. (3) About Habermas and Luhmann, digitalization as McDonaldization of 
communication, and dummification (from 2:35:00 onward). Wes’ examples (from 2:43:00 onward). 
The “objectification of the mind”. (4) The suspect: “My preconception impedes my understanding of 
the current situation...” Wes’ puzzle (3:04:00). Wes: “What if your assumption is wrong? What if the 
German Lady [Karin] is the Mexican girl [Angelica]?” It’s not clear why Wes is saying this. (Probably 
something to be taken backward in time to be pasted somewhere in the evidentiary record of the 
previous ICJ trial.) (4) The suspect: “I have wasted 9 years on this ICJ trial....” Wes: “Don’t waste 
more...” The suspect: “I’m going to achieve equality with everybody else...” Wes’ story about the pope:
you might be lucky that you don’t know; how do you know you really want to know? Perhaps Wes is 
hinting at the situation: if the suspect knows why there is this debate about him – because the CIA 
wants to reactivate the previous ICJ trial – then the CIA would not be able to do so and he will be 
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condemned to forever be Homeland Security’s horrifying conception of him. When the suspect hangs 
up, it’s 1:33 PM. As usual, all the philosophical exchange between the suspect and Wes will probably 
become evidence in the ICJ in the CIA’s favor. 

There are no activities from the SS women on the suspect’s website between 10 AM and 2:30 PM. It’s 
possible that they have met up with Homeland Security CO chief again and gone with him to 
Homeland Security’s control center. They would then be able to listen to the suspect’s conversation 
with Wes in real time between 12 and 1:30 PM. This would help them brainstorm new strategies.

Between 2:30 and 9 PM, there are only two decoy visits. This indicates that, after they have met with 
Homeland Security CO chief, they then stay somewhere to continue to conference about their current 
predicament: their inability to repeal the Secret Service’s removal of their status as victims of the 
suspect’s terrorism and their inability to petition any other authority about removing the suspect’s 
website. And they couldn’t do anything to avenge themselves on the suspect for the recent acts he has 
performed to provoke them. And, most important of all, they couldn’t help Russia win in the ICJ.

By 9 PM, the SS women have returned home. Conclusion: continue to report the suspect’s website to 
the Secret Service to prove that their profile of the suspect, and the Homeland Security warning about 
him, is correct (and, in this way, to help the Russians and their allies win this ICJ trial). They really 
have no other option. 

11:23 PM, a volunteer from Calgary, Alberta, looks up (shawcable.net):

68.145.0.60 - - [30/Oct/2016:00:23:29 -0600] "GET /petition-/attachment23/fake%20profiles%20at
%20meetup.com/www.meetup_fake_memb_1.pdf HTTP/1.1" 200 164724 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; 
Android 6.0; LG-D852 Build/MRA58K) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/54.0.2840.68 Mobile Safari/537.36" 
68.145.0.60 - - [30/Oct/2016:00:23:31 -0600] "GET /petition-/attachment23/fake%20profiles%20at
%20meetup.com/www.meetup_fake_memb_1.pdf HTTP/1.1" 200 164724 "-" "Dalvik/2.1.0 (Linux; U;
Android 6.0; LG-D852 Build/MRA58K)" 

The SS women are trying to make some argument out of this. (They want to argue on the basis of this 
printout that the suspect indeed likes to impersonate strangers on the Internet.) Between 9 PM and 4 
AM, there are only 3 decoy visits and 2 visits to the PP post. 

30.10 Sun

Many volunteer visits throughout the day to the Scientific Enlightenment chapters. The SS women are 
gathering new testimonies about the suspect’s plagiarism. One visit to the PP post. As the SS women 
return to the task of proving to the Secret Service that their profile of the suspect is correct, the element 
of plagiarism remains the most difficult to prove.
  
7:32 PM, the SS women check the suspect’s Facebook page and discover for the first time his new 
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message “Kiersten has now changed her story”.

31.10 M

7:10 AM, the SS women instruct a volunteer from Kolkata, India (a member of the “Indian Group”?), 
to forge evidence for the suspect’s plagiarism (Reliance Jio Infocomm).

47.15.79.61 - - [31/Oct/2016:08:10:34 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/saxonwarrior.jpg HTTP/
1.1" 200 93242 "https://www.google.co.in/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/54.0.2840.71 Safari/537.36" 
47.15.79.61 - - [31/Oct/2016:08:10:42 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/saxonwarrior.jpg HTTP/
1.1" 200 93242 "-" "Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 7.0; Windows NT 6.2; WOW64; 
Trident/6.0; .NET4.0E; .NET4.0C; Media Center PC 6.0; .NET CLR 3.5.30729; .NET CLR 
2.0.50727; .NET CLR 3.0.30729; InfoPath.2; MSOffice 12)"

12:09 PM, the SS women send in a volunteer from Montreal (dsl.bell.ca) to look up “My experience...”
– presumably to gather a testimony about how the suspect has harassed people (Gaurav and Angelo) by
writing about their being part of a government conspiracy,

69.157.189.162 - - [31/Oct/2016:13:09:53 -0600] "GET 
/correlate_revised_no_summary_126-/correlate_revised_no_summary%20126_(secure).pdf HTTP/1.1"
200 931526 "https://www.google.ca/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_12_1) 
AppleWebKit/602.2.14 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/10.0.1 Safari/602.2.14" 
69.157.189.162 - - [31/Oct/2016:13:09:55 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 408 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/correlate_revised_no_summary_126-/
correlate_revised_no_summary%20126_(secure).pdf" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 
10_12_1) AppleWebKit/602.2.14 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/10.0.1 Safari/602.2.14"

Again, in the hope that this testimony might somehow substantiate for the Secret Service that their 
testimonies about the suspect (and so the Homeland Security warning) are correct.

6:55 PM, Kiersten posts on her Facebook page – the first time since 30 September: a temporary profile 
picture: “I heard a distress signal coming from your planet, so I have beamed myself here to help. What
can I do?” (A picture of herself in Halloween makeup.) It appears that this is unrelated to the current 
operation: she’s trying to build up her persona for her online friends before going to some Halloween 
party tonight. 

Throughout the day, the SS women continue to gather testimonies about the suspect’s plagiarism. Two 
visits to the PP post today.

A strange visit on 12:31 AM: myvzw.com, US, Google search gives “Aliso Viejo, California”,

174.193.2.58 - - [01/Nov/2016:01:31:02 -0600] "GET /scientlitfr.html HTTP/1.1" 200 10673 
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"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 10_0_2 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/602.1.50 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/10.0 Mobile/14A456 Safari/602.1" 

39 seconds later:

174.193.2.58 - - [01/Nov/2016:01:31:41 -0600] "GET /thermex2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 530 
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 10_0_2 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/602.1.50 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/10.0 Mobile/14A456 Safari/602.1" 

Brainstorming how to more properly report the suspect’s plagiarism?

November 2016

01.11 T

5:33 AM, a visit from the “Indian Group”: National Informatics Centre, New Delhi,

14.139.45.241 - - [01/Nov/2016:06:33:36 -0600] "GET /1/thermhch2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 38317 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64; rv:34.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/34.0" 

9:27 AM, a visit to the PP post that might be important: cable.virginm.net, Cardiff, UK,
 
81.100.79.176 - - [01/Nov/2016:10:27:13 -0600] "GET /2012/61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225868 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=260320.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64;
rv:49.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/49.0"

It might be important because, later on, somebody quite important would be coming from Cardiff.

1:15 PM, a volunteer from Los Angeles (socal.res.rr.com),

172.112.98.97 - - [01/Nov/2016:14:15:25 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/earlyindia.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 33601 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/54.0.2840.71 Safari/537.36" 

In the early afternoon, the suspect is in the courthouse checking the case summary index to see if the 
SS women have been granted a temporary restraining order against him. He wrongly suspects that they 
have gone on Friday to the courthouse to request a restraining order on him. But no.

3:52 PM, a volunteer is accessing the suspect’s Facebook page: the second time after he has posted the 
comment “Now Kiersten has changed her story...”

5:44 PM, a Partisan’s visit to “marion.jpg” (fbx.proxad.net, Brest, France).
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88.164.249.115 - - [01/Nov/2016:18:44:47 -0600] "GET /drawLA/drawla-100815/marion.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 292539 "https://www.bing.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64; rv:49.0) 
Gecko/20100101 Firefox/49.0"

Everybody is working hard to brainstorm how to prove to any law enforcement authority that the SS 
women are all right about the suspect – since the Russians are waiting desperately for good evidence in 
the ICJ to save themselves.

11:07 PM, Kiersten posts on her Facebook again (she has just posted last night).

Late in night, the suspect downloads DRP’s picture. 12 AM or so, he also writes a message to a hacker 
(hebru71). Before 1 AM, the hacker has already responded. This is again evidence in the Russians’ 
favor in the ICJ, enabling them to temporarily avoid being convicted and lock up the previous ICJ trial.

3:13 AM, the Val-d’Or, Quebec, volunteer looks up the PP post (cablevision.qc.ca). He was last here on
12 October and 1 August. (And also before that.)

24.212.38.230 - - [02/Nov/2016:04:13:07 -0600] "GET /2012/61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225868 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=260320.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/54.0.2840.71 Safari/537.36"

As the SS women make intense efforts today in mobilizing their volunteers to report the suspect’s 
plagiarism to the Secret Service, the Val-d’Or volunteer, having heard the SS women’s latest blunder 
(“How sexist the police are in America!”), comes to look at the same PP post to which he is assigned to
see if he can help in any way. 

02.11 W

5:45 AM, the Val-d’Or volunteer clicks on “New Summary” from the PP post. He has been examining 
the thread for two and a half hours! He is trying hard to come up with ways to prove to the Secret 
Service that everything the SS women have said about the suspect is correct. 

24.212.38.230 - - [02/Nov/2016:06:45:28 -0600] "GET /summary2016_8/summary2016_8g.pdf HTTP/
1.1" 200 577595 "http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=260320.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows 
NT 6.2; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/54.0.2840.71 Safari/537.36" 

Then, another noteworthy visit from the SS women today on 9:48 AM: Hormouud Telecom Somalia, 
Turkey,  

41.78.75.37 - - [02/Nov/2016:10:48:26 -0600] "GET /soft/soft.pdf HTTP/1.1" 200 636597 
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Chrome/43.0.2357.124 Safari/537.36" 
41.78.75.37 - - [02/Nov/2016:10:48:28 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 1065 "-" "Mozilla/5.0
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(Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0; BIDUBrowser 2.x) like Gecko"

There is quite a lot in this document which can be used to confirm for the Secret Service that the 
Homeland Security warning, and the SS women’s testimonies, about the suspect are correct: 
“delusions” about Ekaterina, hate speech against the SS women, and racist comments about Mexicans.

Between 12:25 and 12:50 PM, the suspect is in communication with hebru71. Scared, the suspect 
decides in the end not to hire him. Otherwise the Russian side would have obtained a most important 
shield against being convicted, in both the current and the previous ICJ trial.

Meanwhile, throughout the whole day, the SS women continue to mobilize their volunteers to make 
false reports about the suspect’s plagiarism. An interesting instance is this: 3:15 PM, Quantil, Pasadena,

8.37.234.211 - - [02/Nov/2016:16:15:06 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/yixuai222.html HTTP/
1.1" 200 5955 "https://www.google.co.id/search?hl=id&ie=ISO-8859-
1&q=diagram+qian+xun+gen+ken" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; Android 6.0.1; en-US; MI 4LTE 
Build/MMB29M) AppleWebKit/534.30 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 UCBrowser/11.0.5.850 
U3/0.8.0 Mobile Safari/534.30"

All the members of the “Quantil Group” are Indians (in India or in the US). But this person from the 
“Quantil Group” is apparently in Indonesia (note however the “en-US” in the user-agent). The “Indian 
Girl” from November last year has advised this volunteer as to which proxy to use. 

03.11 Thu (MegaIndex)

Some time today, Kiersten would remove her negative review of herself at Dating Psychos. The past 
five days must have been difficult for her: she’s so worried that other people might find out that she has
posted it herself. She would then repost the review on liarspy.com. She has invented a new story about 
it for her audience.
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Kiersten has reposted the same fake review of herself
at liarspy.com, around 3 November, 2016.

Throughout the whole day, the SS women continue to mobilize their volunteers to make false reports 
about the suspect’s plagiarism. A notable instance: 1:34 PM, Loyola Marymount University, Los 
Angeles, 

157.242.223.254 - - [03/Nov/2016:14:34:05 -0600] "GET /1/daly.html HTTP/1.1" 200 2986 
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_6) AppleWebKit/601.7.8 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.1.3 Safari/601.7.8"
157.242.223.254 - - [03/Nov/2016:14:34:05 -0600] "GET /1/athd2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 12082 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/1/daly.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_6) 
AppleWebKit/601.7.8 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.1.3 Safari/601.7.8" 
157.242.223.254 - - [03/Nov/2016:14:34:05 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 408 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/1/daly.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_6) 
AppleWebKit/601.7.8 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.1.3 Safari/601.7.8"  

Within 14 seconds, she clicks on the next chapter:

157.242.223.254 - - [03/Nov/2016:14:34:19 -0600] "GET /1/epilogue330.html HTTP/1.1" 200 25855 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/1/daly.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_6) 
AppleWebKit/601.7.8 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.1.3 Safari/601.7.8"
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By 2:30 PM, Kiersten has uploaded “Partition” to her Youtube channel, and announced it on her 
Twitter.

8:51 PM, MegaIndex.RU indexing: 5.9.156.11, clients.your-server.de, Germany. Could this have 
anything to do with the SS women’s operation?

5.9.156.11 - - [03/Nov/2016:21:51:36 -0600] "GET /TranslatorCV.htm HTTP/1.1" 200 2671 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MegaIndex.ru/2.0; +http://megaindex.com/crawler)" 
5.9.156.11 - - [03/Nov/2016:21:51:37 -0600] "GET /p/ HTTP/1.1" 200 776 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 
(compatible; MegaIndex.ru/2.0; +http://megaindex.com/crawler)" 
5.9.156.11 - - [03/Nov/2016:21:51:41 -0600] "GET /gallery/linkex.html HTTP/1.1" 200 10185 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MegaIndex.ru/2.0; +http://megaindex.com/crawler)" 
5.9.156.11 - - [03/Nov/2016:21:51:47 -0600] "GET /gallery/dukepanelN.htm HTTP/1.1" 200 1375 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MegaIndex.ru/2.0; +http://megaindex.com/crawler)"
….

10:34 PM, MegaIndex.RU indexing is finished. No Secret History chapters, no essays on the front 
page. That is to say, no PDF documents.

11:05 PM, another visit from the “Quantil Group”,

8.37.230.33 - - [04/Nov/2016:00:05:13 -0600] "GET /gallery/L9aa.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 316802 
"http://images.google.co.id/imgres?imgurl=http://www.enlightenment1998.com/gallery/
L9aa.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.enlightenment1998.com/gallery/
detana.html&h=507&w=755&tbnid=qxZdYT9zz1QHUM:&vet=1&tbnh=95&tbnw=142&iact=rc&usg
=__haPto36NUPxvQeyJUDmCVv4R0HY=&hl=id&ei=EyUcWMflEojcvATKmKPwBQ&tbm=isch&s
a=X&ved=0ahUKEwiHu-elt47QAhUILo8KHUrMCF440AIQrQMIJzAF" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; 
Android 5.0.2; en-US; SM-G530H Build/LRX22G) AppleWebKit/534.30 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Version/4.0 UCBrowser/11.0.5.850 U3/0.8.0 Mobile Safari/534.30" 

Another member located in Indonesia? (Note the “en-US” in the user-agent.)

11:08 PM, a volunteer visits “Timeline-X”: AT&T, Illinois, 

107.77.85.113 - - [04/Nov/2016:00:08:39 -0600] "GET /timelinepartX-9/timelinepartX-9f.pdf 
HTTP/1.1" 200 1133606 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 10_0_2 
like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/602.1.50 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/10.0 Mobile/14A456 
Safari/602.1"

Is it about Ekaterina again? 

04.11 F
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11AM, a volunteer from Switzerland (apparently using a proxy located in Yokohama, Japan) looks up 
the “Marine Essay” (ap.plala.or.jp):

118.21.138.137 - - [04/Nov/2016:12:00:33 -0600] "GET /lepen3/lepen6.pdf HTTP/1.1" 200 722381 
"https://www.google.ch/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; x64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/51.0.2704.79 Safari/537.36 Edge/14.14393" 

7:30 PM, the suspect is at LA2600 meeting. The CIA might be debating with the Russians in the ICJ 
about whether the suspect really constitutes a “hacker”.

The SS women’s volunteers look up the PP post 5 times today.

After 7 PM, SS women seem to be conferencing. Very few visits since late afternoon. Apparently, after 
spending half of the day reporting the suspect’s plagiarism to the Secret Service, they decide to take a 
break. The burning question remains: how to prove to the Secret Service that the suspect plagiarizes?

10:33 PM, the SS women check on the suspect’s Facebook page and discover his message from last 
night: “Kiersten has removed her fake review at Dating Psychos”. 

05.11 S

1:30 PM, the suspect is at Null Space Lab. More instances of the suspect’s “computer-hacking” for the 
CIA and the Russians to debate over.

4:06 PM, Kiersten is telling somebody about the suspect’s Facebook message about her: this is the 
second view since he has posted the new message. 

173.252.88.86 - - [05/Nov/2016:17:06:01 -0600] "GET /gallery/kickedoutdetail.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
78305 "-" "facebookexternalhit/1.1 (+http://www.facebook.com/externalhit_uatext.php)" 
173.252.90.248 - - [05/Nov/2016:17:06:02 -0600] "GET /gallery/kickedoutdetail.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
78305 "-" "facebookexternalhit/1.1 (+http://www.facebook.com/externalhit_uatext.php)"

Kiersten is telling her newly made-up story to this new recruit (how the suspect lusts after her, posts 
this obscene review to expresses his sexual longing for her, then accuses her of posting it herself, then 
removes it to produce the impression that she is afraid because she did post it herself) and is certainly 
showing her her reposting of it on liarspy.com.

7:23 PM, a volunteer from Elmhurst, New York, discovers “Timeline-02-14” (nycmny.east.verizon. 
net). The SS women have at last discovered this new document. 

72.80.34.220 - - [05/Nov/2016:20:23:43 -0600] "GET /timeline_02_14-3/timeline_02_14-3f.pdf 
HTTP/1.1" 200 1681679 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 10_1_1 
like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/602.2.14 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/10.0 Mobile/14B100 
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Safari/602.1"

06.11 Sun (Wes)

Kiersten would tweet 8 times today. Her first time since 3 November. 

10:10 AM, the suspect is connected with Wes. (From 19:55 onward.) (1) Abducted by creepy Trumpers,
clowns, and the Russians. Is Wes trying to convey something to the suspect? (2) The SS women tried to
file a TRO. No success. (Wrong scenario.) “They gained access to our conversation and decided not to 
use local resources. The ICJ trial has never finished, and so the Russians continue to need evidences. 
That explains why the SS women will never stop.” Correct! The suspect complains: Other people don’t 
need to spend 4 hours a day tracking visits to some website and reconstructing the operations behind 
their back. “They have visited my website 37,000 times. The Russians are more humane, they don’t use
the control center to torture me. My presupposition is incorrect, which has hampered my understanding
of the current situation.” All correct. (3) About Ritzer’s McDonaldization thesis. The Internet. The 
suspect wants to study under Honneth. Wes: children in affluent families do better at schools because 
their homes are quieter which allows them to concentrate better. (4) The suspect complains that his 
previous writings were not as well written as he has thought. (He is now rewriting his chapters on the 
previous (the first) ICJ trial.) These dumb women’s operations are harder to reconstruct than the 
intelligence agencies’ operations during the previous ICJ trial. “They beat me because they enjoy 
overwhelming superiority in time and money. They are able to waste their money.” (5) The suspect 
wants to be at the center of the Frankfurt School. (6) Wes went to a concert last night. (7) The suspect 
says to Wes again: “You possess the secret knowledge I’m seeking.” Kiersten has removed her fake 
review of herself. (The suspect is as yet unaware that Kiersten has already reposted it elsewhere.) The 
SS women have been passing out the Homeland Security warning about him as a “terrorist” like 
baseball cards. “Although it’s pleasurable to see people being duped by them like this, I’ll have 
problems later in my life when so many people have seen the warning... They use me to make friends, 
Kiersten needs to pretend to be a victim of sexual violence against women in order to make friends... 
That ties in with the McDonaldization thesis, they can convince people because their lies are simpler... 
In a McDonaldized world, it’s easy to slander people, but difficult for the victim to recover from 
slanders...” Wes: People are not simply becoming more stupid, it’s the elites who are becoming stupid 
as well. The suspect: You don’t want to run into Kiersten, she is a sociopath always looking for people 
to victimize. The suspect needs to go back to academia. What if he runs into people who have seen the 
Homeland Security warning? Daniel and Nathan. Wes continues to try to persuade the suspect that, in 
academia, people will not be affected in their attitude toward him even after seeing the Homeland 
Security warning about him.

Two comments are in order: (1) It is of no small matter that the suspect, after discovering that the 
chapters he has already written of the Secret History – from China’s conviction to the day he left for 
Nicaragua, although not so much his two “Ying and Yang” chapters – are badly written, has decided to 
rewrite them. In order for the CIA to reactivate the previous ICJ trial and introduce his chapters as new 
evidence, he needs to be as far away from the Homeland Security warning about him as possible: the 
better the literary quality of his writings (not simply his confession that he has conspired with Russia), 
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the better they are as evidence. Somehow, from 2011 onward, the suspect’s English writing skill has 
declined, and only lately does he start recovering it, and he will soon improve vastly upon it. (2) The 
suspect, if he knows what’s going on, will definitely give up any hope of returning to academia: no 
professors will take him seriously as soon as they shall have seen the Homeland Security warning about
him. That’s how bad the warning is!

1 PM, the suspect is at Amber’s Political Cafe. He is surprised to discover that she has apparently 
nothing to do with Karin.

7:37 PM, Kiersten is showing the suspect’s Facebook to another volunteer: the third view since he has 
posted the new message about Kiersten’s fake review of herself. Kiersten continues to broadcast her 
new story about this fake review to anybody she can find.

Far fewer visits today. The SS women are conferencing today.

07.11 M

7:07 AM, a volunteer from Palo Alto, California (Cogent Communications):

38.98.7.74 - - [07/Nov/2016:08:07:54 -0700] "GET 
/correlate_revised_no_summary_126-/correlate_revised_no_summary%20126_(secure).pdf HTTP/1.1"
200 931526 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/54.0.2840.71 Safari/537.36"
38.98.7.74 - - [07/Nov/2016:08:07:55 -0700] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 408 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/correlate_revised_no_summary_126-/
correlate_revised_no_summary%20126_(secure).pdf" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/54.0.2840.71 Safari/537.36"

A false complaint to confirm the accuracy of the Homeland Security warning (and the SS women’s 
testimonies) about the suspect. 

7:48 AM, a member of the “Indian Group”: Hathway, Delhi, India

60.254.79.28 - - [07/Nov/2016:08:48:46 -0700] "GET /1/thermhch2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 38317 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/54.0.2798.0 
Safari/537.36" 

The SS women instruct this volunteer to forge evidences of the suspect’s plagiarism. A desperate 
attempt to prove to the Secret Service that their testimonies about the suspect are correct. This 
volunteer thus copies the chapter onto Microsoft Word to create a plagiarized version.

60.254.79.28 - - [07/Nov/2016:08:49:58 -0700] "GET /1/sexdispositive.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 31789 "-" 
"Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 7.0; Windows NT 6.2; Trident/7.0; .NET4.0E; .NET4.0C; 
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InfoPath.3; .NET CLR 3.5.30729; .NET CLR 2.0.50727; .NET CLR 3.0.30729; ms-office; MSOffice 
14)" 
60.254.79.28 - - [07/Nov/2016:08:50:00 -0700] "OPTIONS /1/ HTTP/1.1" 200 199 "-" "Microsoft 
Office Protocol Discovery" 
60.254.79.28 - - [07/Nov/2016:08:50:01 -0700] "GET /1/biopower2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 8868 "-" 
"Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 7.0; Windows NT 6.2; Trident/7.0; .NET4.0E; .NET4.0C; 
InfoPath.3; .NET CLR 3.5.30729; .NET CLR 2.0.50727; .NET CLR 3.0.30729; ms-office; MSOffice 
14)"

10:41 AM, Kiersten posts on her Facebook (via Pinterest), her first time since 1 November.

11:02 AM, Kiersten is either checking the suspect’s Facebook or showing it to another volunteer. (She 
has found another audience.) The fourth view. 

12:54 PM, T-Mobile USA, Brooklyn, New York,

172.56.32.46 - - [07/Nov/2016:13:54:47 -0700] "GET /2012/braingate2.jpeg HTTP/1.1" 200 8287 
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4.2; en-us; A464BG Build/KOT49H) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/30.0.0.0 Mobile Safari/537.36"

To confirm that the suspect has indeed impersonated.

1:22 PM, a volunteer from Wasaga Beach, Ontario, is checking over the suspect’s postings on other 
people’s Facebook pages. This probably comes from Kristin’s page (rogers.com):

174.118.144.70 - - [07/Nov/2016:14:22:16 -0700] "GET /gallery/gallery.html HTTP/1.1" 200 4374 
"https://www.facebook.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/54.0.2840.71 Safari/537.36"

4:28 PM, the “Quantil Group”: 

8.37.235.166 - - [07/Nov/2016:17:28:03 -0700] "GET /2012/61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225868 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=260320.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; Android 5.1.1; en-
US; LGMS345 Build/LMY47V) AppleWebKit/534.30 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 UCBrowser/
10.7.5.658 U3/0.8.0 Mobile Safari/534.30"

Throughout the rest of the day, the SS women’s volunteers continue to generate more testimonies about
the suspect’s plagiarism.

08.11 T (Election Day)

From today onward, the SS women will be frequently inactive on the suspect’s website.
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9:21 AM, the SS women are showing a volunteer from Bay Village, Ohio, the suspect’s PP-184178 
post (lightspeed.bcvloh.sbcglobal.net).

99.183.184.100 - - [08/Nov/2016:10:21:07 -0700] "GET /2012/braingate2.jpeg HTTP/1.1" 200 8287 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=184178.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 9_3_5 like 
Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/601.1.46 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.0 Mobile/13G36 Safari/601.1"

10:14 AM, they show him the PP post, 

99.183.184.100 - - [08/Nov/2016:11:14:52 -0700] "GET /2012/61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225868 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=260320.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 9_3_5 like 
Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/601.1.46 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.0 Mobile/13G36 Safari/601.1"

It appears that this volunteer is actually reading the messages. Just brainstorming how to convince the 
Secret Service that, given these crazy postings, the SS women are indeed right about the suspect and 
are certainly his victims.

Kiersten goes to vote in the morning. 11:30 AM or so, she tweets about it. She would retweet other 
people’s tweets many times today. 19 Tweets in total. After Trump has declared victory, she would 
retweet other people’s anti-Trump tweets – and yet she is about to love Trump very much. 

The suspect would vote as well: for Stein.

The SS women are inactive on the suspect’s website from 12 to 6 PM, and then from 8 PM to 2 AM. 
Are they all busy with the election? Or is every other volunteer busy watching the election? 

09.11 W

10:34 AM, a volunteer looks up “Prelude-17D” (Opera Mini). 

141.0.12.56 - - [09/Nov/2016:11:34:35 -0700] "GET /prelude15/Prelude17d.pdf HTTP/1.1" 200 
1977651 "-" "Opera/9.80 (Android; Opera Mini/9.0.1829/37.9072; U; en) Presto/2.12.423 
Version/12.16" 

Here to examine either the suspect’s delusions about his women victims’ going after him or his 
harassment of “LB Admin”.

5:52 PM, the SS women (or Kiersten) are checking the suspect’s Facebook or showing it to another 
person. The fifth view. 

Many visits to the Scientific Enlightenment chapters from universities and public schools today. The SS
women are collecting expert testimonies about the suspect’s plagiarism. The Russians have told them 
(via Homeland Security) to get prepared! The SS women are inactive on the suspect’s website between 
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8:30 PM and 12 AM. It’s very likely that, the night after election, the SS women are meeting face to 
face to conference. They might even be conferencing with the Partisans and Homeland Security CO 
chief (with the Russians). Something is about to happen. 

The suspect is at the Draw Anything LA Meetup tonight. Kelly: “I know you want to talk about 
Trump!” Is Kelly in contact with the SS women? How does she know?

1:53 AM, Kristina (Kris-love23) sends the suspect a message on Interpals: “Hi, my name is Kristina, I 
want to communicate with you.” It’s not clear whether this is a junk message or whether she’s 
instructed by the SS women and the Russians to befriend the suspect.

10.11 Thu (the SS women connect up with the Trump team)

Kiersten would tweet plenty today, her first time since 8 November. A lot about Leonard Cohen.

6:48 AM, a volunteer from Copenhagen checks out “Prelude-17D” (rev.dansknet.dk).

213.140.65.60 - - [10/Nov/2016:07:48:20 -0700] "GET /prelude15/Prelude17d.pdf HTTP/1.1" 200 
5254071 "https://www.google.dk/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.143 Safari/537.36"
213.140.65.60 - - [10/Nov/2016:07:48:21 -0700] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 408 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/prelude15/Prelude17d.pdf" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; 
WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.143 Safari/537.36" 

Just like yesterday! This is most likely a complaint about how the suspect is expressing on his website 
his delusion about his women victims’ going after him.

9:16 AM, a volunteer from the University Corporation for Atmospheric Research (Denver, Colorado),

147.153.93.67 - - [10/Nov/2016:10:16:20 -0700] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/afroasiatic.jpg HTTP/
1.1" 200 13162 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; x64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/54.0.2840.87 Safari/537.36"

An “expert testimony” about the suspect’s plagiarism.

11:57 AM, a volunteer from Gnarrenburg, Germany, checks out “Ying and Yang II” and then “Ying and
Yang I”. A testimony about the suspect’s delusions about Angelica.

31.150.97.240 - - [10/Nov/2016:12:57:17 -0700] "GET /suppl_pld_9_139-/suppl_pld_9_139b.pdf 
HTTP/1.1" 200 4855715 "https://www.google.de/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 10_1_1 like 
Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/602.2.14 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/10.0 Mobile/14B100 Safari/602.1" 
31.150.97.240 - - [10/Nov/2016:12:57:32 -0700] "GET /suppl_pld_8bg42-/suppl_pld_8bg42c.pdf 
HTTP/1.1" 200 5285928 "https://www.google.de/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 10_1_1 like 
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Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/602.2.14 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/10.0 Mobile/14B100 Safari/602.1"

1:21 PM, a volunteer from Hong Kong checks out “Timeline II-R” (ctinets.com). A testimony about the
suspect’s delusion about SDW.

14.198.116.104 - - [10/Nov/2016:14:21:28 -0700] "GET /timelinepartII-r/timelinepartII-r.pdf 
HTTP/1.1" 200 1489461 "https://duckduckgo.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 10_1_1 like Mac OS 
X) AppleWebKit/602.2.14 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/10.0 Mobile/14B100 Safari/602.1"

1:41 PM, a volunteer from the National Institute of Health in Bethesda, Maryland, 

137.187.241.4 - - [10/Nov/2016:14:41:24 -0700] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/glycolysis.jpg HTTP/
1.1" 200 190398 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; Win64; x64; rv:49.0) 
Gecko/20100101 Firefox/49.0"

Another expert testimony about the suspect’s plagiarism. There are many other testimonies about the 
suspect’s plagiarism for the rest of today.

10:51 PM, tm.cgocable.ca, Asbestos, Quebec,  

24.122.96.72 - - [10/Nov/2016:23:51:03 -0700] "GET 
/drawLA/drawLA_01_15/drawanythingLA/drawla15.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 441426 
"https://www.bing.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; x64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/51.0.2704.79 Safari/537.36 Edge/14.14393"

It would seem that the SS women are considering whether to recruit Kelly and Emiko from the Draw 
Anything LA Meetup to their current campaign.

The SS women are inactive on the suspect’s website between 12:30 and 4 AM.

11.11 F (the SS women in communication with the Trump team)

More testimonies from university students and school teachers about the suspect’s plagiarism in the 
morning.

Kiersten would tweet a lot today. Between 2:31 and 2:47 PM, she would also post 12 times on her 
Facebook (via Pinterest): her first time since 7 November. She is very excited today. 

The SS women are inactive on the suspect’s website between 2 and 5 PM.

5:10 PM, a volunteer uses a SoftLayer proxy to check out “soft.pdf”. A direct visit: he has obtained the 
link directly from the SS women. He is here to confirm the SS women’s argument that the suspect has 
harassed them (and Russia’s First Daughter as well) with his bizarre delusions about their being part of 
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some strange government plan. 

168.1.99.220 - - [11/Nov/2016:18:10:04 -0700] "GET /soft/soft.pdf HTTP/1.1" 200 681193 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64; rv:49.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/49.0"

5:34 PM, he looks up /, also directly.

168.1.99.220 - - [11/Nov/2016:18:34:25 -0700] "GET / HTTP/1.1" 200 3151 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 6.3; WOW64; rv:49.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/49.0" 

5:35 PM, he clicks on “Kulturindustrie”, and then 1.html, 

168.1.99.220 - - [11/Nov/2016:18:35:11 -0700] "GET /kulturindustrie9/kulturindustrie9k.pdf 
HTTP/1.1" 200 636908 "http://www.enlightenment1998.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; 
WOW64; rv:49.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/49.0" 
...
168.1.99.220 - - [11/Nov/2016:18:35:35 -0700] "GET /1.html HTTP/1.1" 200 10682 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 6.3; WOW64; rv:49.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/49.0" 

This is a testimony about how the suspect is dangerous because he denies that he is delusional (Dr P’s 
28 October argument) and how he has set up this large website with thousands of pages describing his 
bizarre delusions about the government conspiracies against him in which he believes his women 
victims (the SS women) are intimately involved.

The SS women are virtually inactive on the suspect’s website between 7 PM and 1:30 AM.

It’s most likely the case that, on 9 November, Wednesday, representatives from National Front and the 
Russian government are discussing with Trump’s team about the current ICJ trial over the suspect. The 
discussion could be indirect, via Homeland Security CO chief. The Trump team is made aware of the 
predicament of the Russians and their allies: they are debating with the CIA in the ICJ about whether 
the SS women’s testimonies about the suspect are correct or whether the TMU’s and the Secret 
Service’s conclusions about the SS women and the suspect are correct. If the Russian side could prove 
that the SS women’s testimonies are correct – if they could prove that Homeland Security’s profile of 
the suspect is correct – then they could convict the United States and obtain an ICJ judgment requiring 
the United States to help Marine Le Pen come to power in France while locking up this “previous ICJ 
trial”. If, on the other hand, the CIA could prove that the TMU’s and the Secret Service’s conclusions 
are correct – that the SS women are a bunch of pathological liars and that the suspect is not what they 
have described at all and has never intended to harm the National Front – then they could convict 
Russia and its allies of conspiring with a bunch of “terrorists” (the SS women) to fraudulently bring 
Marine Le Pen to power via an ICJ judgment while reactivating the previous ICJ trial and convicting 
Russia there one more time. Although the Secret Service has already months ago communicated to the 
Trump campaign that the suspect is not a threat to Trump and removed his status as a “terrorist” and the
SS women’s status as victims of his “terrorism”, the Trump team, emboldened by their victory, decides 
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to help the Russians. The Trump team thus affirms that Homeland Security’s warning about the suspect 
is correct – that the suspect has joined Trump’s campaign back in March in order to destabilize it. That 
is, contrary to the Secret Service’s conclusion, the Trump team affirms that the suspect’s words about 
being an “unreliable bigot” should be taken literally rather than as sarcastic remarks designed to save 
Trump’s campaign. Yesterday and today, the Trump campaign thus begins communicating with the SS 
women to obtain their “expert testimonies” about this “misogynist and racist schizophrenic and 
plagiarizing and impersonating terrorist stalker” who has supposedly joined Trump’s campaign 
intending to harm Trump. The SS women are absolutely jubilant: they have been living in a limbo since
28 October and are clearly going nowhere – who could have predicted that Trump will win the 
presidency and then come to their aid!16 On 10 November, the SS women are talking to the Trump 
campaign between 11:30 AM and 2 PM – the Gnarrenburg volunteer and the Hong Kong volunteer are 
third party witnesses whom the SS women have summoned to tell the Trump campaign about this 
demonic website. Then, today, the SS women are talking to the Trump team from 5 to 6 PM, and have 
summoned this volunteer using a proxy to report to President-Elect what he sees on the suspect’s 
website. (As usual, the SS women have requested “victim confidentiality”: “Please don’t look at his 
website in order to protect our privacy. Let us find third parties to tell you what’s on it.”) The SS 
women repeat the same old story that the suspect uses his website to terrorize them by expressing on 
there bizarre delusions about their being part of some government conspiracy to go after him (10 
November), that he pronounces hate speech against white women on his website, and that he is 
dangerous because he doesn’t believe he suffers from schizophrenia and all that government conspiracy
stuff is merely his imagination. You can expect that, tomorrow morning, the Trump team, with the SS 
women’s testimonies as evidences, will request to become a party to the current ICJ trial on the side of 
Russia, the National Front, and the AfD, claiming (1) that the suspect has also attempted to harm them 
by trying to entrap Trump in a terrorist conspiracy with him (by using his terrorist status to harm him) 
and (2) that the suspect’s motive is supplied by the expert witnesses in his case, namely the SS women, 
that, whenever he becomes obsessed with somebody, he would want to hurt him or her (again, as if 
Trump were some sort of delicious meat). The Trump team, in other words, now officially disputes the 
results of the Secret Service’s investigation and is making itself the enemy of the CIA. 

The SS women are also sending along all the “expert testimonies” about the suspect’s plagiarism to the 
Trump team – this is why there are so many visits from universities and respectable academic 
institutions to Scientific Enlightenment images in the past three days. The last report is made on 6:51 
PM tonight: 165.123.184.12, rodin11.labs.collegehouses.upenn.edu, University of Pennsylvania, 
Philadelphia. (This might be the computer lab in the Rodin College House, Room 102). 

165.123.184.12 - - [11/Nov/2016:19:51:55 -0700] "GET /1/iroquoissociety.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 139688 
"https://www.bing.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; x64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/46.0.2486.0 Safari/537.36 Edge/13.10586"

16 You must recall that, on 27 February, Wes said to the suspect that Trump will save him when he becomes the president. 
Ha! It must be the Macrospherians who have instructed Wes to say this – for Wes was evidently communicating a 
“secret message” to the SS women while talking to the suspect. In other words, producing evidences for the previous 
(the first) ICJ trial. In the evidentiary record of the previous ICJ trial, as noted, the suspect was interchangeable with 
any of the SS women.
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There are few activities after 7 PM because the SS women, after spending two days supplying 
testimonies to Trump’s team, are taking a rest. 

Trump’s motive is pretty obvious (of course he doesn’t actually believe that the suspect is a danger to 
him nor that the SS women’s descriptions are anything other than bullshit). He knows that he will run 
into severe resistance from the national security Establishment when he enters the White House and 
begins implementing pro-Russia policies. He wants an ICJ judgment requiring the United States to help
Russia and the National Front so that the Establishment couldn’t oppose his plans. By becoming a party
to the current ICJ trial on the Russian side, however, Trump has severely offended the CIA. In the eyes 
of the CIA and the US national security Establishment, he is committing treason – just when the CIA is 
about to convict Russia two times, both in the current and in the previous ICJ trial, this man suddenly 
saves Russia with evidence that Homeland Security is right about this suspect after all; in fact, he is 
trying to convict the US Establishment of conspiring with a terrorist (the suspect) to harm Russia and 
its allies while locking up the previous ICJ trial. This is the true origin of the upcoming conflict 
between Trump and the intelligence community (the “Deep State”).17 Of course the news wouldn’t 
report that the conflict in fact traces its origin to Trump’s dispute of the results of the Secret Service’s 
investigation concerning a “terrorist stalker” who has joined Trump’s campaign at one point. 

12.11 S (the Trump team becomes party to the ICJ trial)

Throughout the day, the SS women would continue to collect a few testimonies about the suspect’s 
plagiarism habit. 11:16 AM, a very strange visit: pools.spcsdns.net, Sacramento, California,

66.87.135.83 - - [12/Nov/2016:12:16:09 -0700] "GET / HTTP/1.1" 200 3151 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; 
Android 6.0; LGLS770 Build/MRA58K; wv) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 
Chrome/52.0.2743.98 Mobile Safari/537.36" 
66.87.135.83 - - [12/Nov/2016:12:16:10 -0700] "GET /dot_clear.gif HTTP/1.1" 404 1322 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 6.0; LGLS770 Build/MRA58K; 
wv) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/52.0.2743.98 Mobile 
Safari/537.36" 
66.87.135.83 - - [12/Nov/2016:12:16:10 -0700] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 408 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 6.0; LGLS770 Build/MRA58K; 
wv) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/52.0.2743.98 Mobile 
Safari/537.36" 

This person has received the link to the suspect’s website from the SS women. Is it a volunteer 
conducting a status check? Perhaps somebody in the government in Sacramento is being notified that 
the President-Elect has affirmed that Homeland Security’s classification of the suspect as a “terrorist” is
correct after all. It’s all about the website of this “terrorist”. But he doesn’t explore the website any 

17 There is certainly an overstatement here: the Invisible Hand is not at all surprised by Trump’s action since he has 
already foreseen it on his simulation of the course of events.
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further.18

Meanwhile, the SS women want to add to their “expert testimonies” the claim that the suspect has also 
been harassing famous people and ordinary citizens by putting up their portraits on his website without 
their consent. 11:59 AM, a Manchester volunteer looks up “drawla15.jpg”:

90.255.115.32 - - [12/Nov/2016:12:59:12 -0700] "GET 
/drawLA/drawLA_01_15/drawanythingLA/drawla15.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 441426 
"https://www.bing.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; x64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/51.0.2704.79 Safari/537.36 Edge/14.14393" 

12:12 PM, the Manchester volunteer comes again:

90.255.115.32 - - [12/Nov/2016:13:12:25 -0700] "GET 
/drawLA/drawLA_01_15/drawanythingLA/drawla15.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 441426 
"https://www.bing.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; x64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/51.0.2704.79 Safari/537.36 Edge/14.14393"

This, you recall, it’s a portrait of Kelly. It’s increasingly likely that, with (the Russian-commanded) 
Homeland Security’s help, the SS women are recruiting the crew of Draw Anything LA.

2:28 PM, a second volunteer is looking at “geert.jpg”, “xi.jpg”, “drawla15.jpg”, and “sahra.jpg” on 
Bing Preview. 

40.77.162.37 - - [12/Nov/2016:15:28:22 -0700] "GET /drawLA/drawla-100815/geert.jpg HTTP/1.1" 
200 374764 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/534+ (KHTML, like Gecko) 
BingPreview/1.0b" 
40.77.162.31 - - [12/Nov/2016:15:28:22 -0700] "GET /drawLA/drawla-100815/xi.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
420972 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/534+ (KHTML, like Gecko) 
BingPreview/1.0b" 
40.77.162.31 - - [12/Nov/2016:15:28:22 -0700] "GET 
/drawLA/drawLA_01_15/drawanythingLA/drawla15.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 444876 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/534+ (KHTML, like Gecko) BingPreview/1.0b" 
40.77.162.31 - - [12/Nov/2016:15:28:22 -0700] "GET /drawLA/drawla-100815/sahra.jpg HTTP/1.1" 
200 398177 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/534+ (KHTML, like Gecko) 
BingPreview/1.0b"

He is doing something strange with “geert.jpg”:

31.216.238.250 - - [12/Nov/2016:15:28:32 -0700] "GET /drawLA/drawla-100815/geert.jpg HTTP/1.1" 
200 374764 "-" "WLMHttpTransport"

18 Perhaps this is about re-registering the suspect in California’s terrorism database as Homeland Security CO chief has 
tried to do on 14.11.2014.  
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It seems that, following the suggestions of the National Front and the AfD, the Trump team wants to 
invite Geert’s Freedom Party to join the current ICJ trial on the Russians’ side. On Homeland Security’s
order, the SS women therefore order their volunteers to forge evidence showing the suspect becoming 
obsessed with Geert, trying to harass him, and wanting to hurt him with his terrorist status. The debate 
about the suspect in the ICJ – whether he is really this “misogynist and racist schizophrenic and 
plagiarizing and impersonating terrorist stalker who wants to hurt whoever he loves” – continues to 
enlarge to ridiculous proportion.

It seems that somebody in Tallinn, the “Tallinn volunteer” (elisa.ee), has just been mobilized to join the 
SS women’s latest campaign. She might be related to the Tallinn volunteer from 5 October – thus 
another friend of Ekaterina’s. In any case, the SS women also assign her to the PP post. 2:31 PM, she 
shows up for the first time:

194.150.65.158 - - [12/Nov/2016:15:31:05 -0700] "GET /2012/61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225868 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=260320.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; 
x64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/54.0.2840.99 Safari/537.36"

We also have to wonder whether this might be the same Tallinn volunteer seen for the first time on 1 
November, 2013. (The Tallinn volunteer from November 2013 was also assigned to the suspect’s 
postings on the PP forum.)

Then, minutes later, on 2:37 PM: mycingular.net, Silver Spring, Maryland,  

166.137.240.56 - - [12/Nov/2016:15:37:03 -0700] "GET /2012/61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225868 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=260320.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 
10_1_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/602.2.14 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/10.0 Mobile/14B100 
Safari/602.1"

We have to suspect whether this is in fact the Baltimore Lawyer – of whom we shall see more 
momentarily. Recall that, whenever she goes to Washington DC, her ISP will change from Verizon to 
AT&T MyCingular. This means that, now that Trump has reaffirmed the Homeland Security warning 
about the suspect, Dr P quickly sends her best friend to Washington DC, probably to the National 
Counter-Terrorism Center again, to re-register the suspect into the terrorist databases. While the 
previous volunteers are reporting and proving how the suspect keeps becoming obsessed with famous 
politicians, both the Tallinn volunteer and the Baltimore Lawyer are testifying that the suspect has 
indeed developed bizarre delusions about his women victims.

The SS women are mostly inactive on the suspect’s website between 4 PM and 12 AM. Only one decoy
visit. It appears that today continues to be a very busy day for them. The SS women are busy all night 
communicating with the Trump team, the Partisans, the AfD members, and also Geert’s followers. 

12:15 AM, they send in a volunteer: lv.lv.cox.net, US, 
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98.173.108.222 - - [13/Nov/2016:01:15:58 -0700] "GET /petition-/attachment23/fake%20profiles
%20at%20meetup.com/www.meetup_fake_memb_1.pdf HTTP/1.1" 200 164724 
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 10_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/
602.2.14 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/10.0 Mobile/14B72 Safari/602.1"

Could this volunteer be related to the Las Vegas volunteer seen on early morning, 4 October? It seems 
that the SS women are supplying another testimony about the suspect’s supposed habit of 
impersonating other people on the Internet. This is to support the Russians’ use of the old Homeland 
Security document saying the suspect is his twin brother David Chin pretending to be himself 
Lawrence Chin. 

13.11 Sun (Wes)

The suspect is connected with Wes on 10:34 AM. (1) Wes immediately makes a comment about Trump,
saying the suspect has wanted Trump to win because he wants to use Trump to destroy this country. 
The suspect retorts: “What I’m really concerned about is whether Trump’s winning is related to my ICJ
trial.” Wes: “Probably not”. The suspect affirms that he doesn’t see how Trump is going to destroy 
America. Wes is evidently passing along the Secret Service’s questions for the suspect – the Secret 
Service has wanted Wes to talk to the suspect in order to gather evidences for the newly emergent 
debate. The Invisible Hand knows why the suspect is pro-Trump – he has heard his reasoning a dozen 
of times. The suspect’s reasoning is entirely rational calculations on the basis of an anti-
neoconservative and pro-Russia ideology, which itself is the result of his natural inclination to protect 
the weak and the victim from the strong and the victimizer. In other words, the suspect is pro-Trump 
because he has a strong sense of justice and belief in equality. By distorting the suspect’s reasoning into
something perverse and malicious, the Invisible Hand is trying to provoke him to defend himself – 
frustrated with being misunderstood, the suspect will then explain his reasons again. The CIA will then 
take his reasons to the ICJ as evidence to discredit the SS women’s analysis (“He wants to harm Trump 
because, whenever he loves somebody, he wants to hurt him”) and Homeland Security’s profile (“He 
constantly wants to hurt America”) and to disprove the case which the Trump team, the Russians, and 
the growing number of their allies are making in the ICJ. However, the suspect doesn’t bother to 
explain his reasons again. Nevertheless, the CIA is expected to use the suspect’s suspicion that Trump’s
winning has something to do with his ICJ trial as evidence to disprove any claim that the suspect 
intended to destabilize Trump’s campaign back in March: he knows that, if he tries to hurt Trump with 
his terrorist status, he will enable him to win. (2) The suspect laments about his discovery that his ICJ 
trial story was badly written. He is currently revising it again. “The way Mr Chertoff has neutralized 
my ‘threat’: so much anger, so much injustice... I want to get validated for that... Now I don’t even 
know whether Trump’s victory is related to my ICJ trial... We have to wait for May next year to see 
whether Marine Le Pen will win. Trump can’t go against all the Republicans with his pro-Russia 
agendas...” Then about the uneven quality of the suspect’s writings. (3) “The SS women never quite 
believe there is a warning about them.” This is the suspect’s false understanding. (4) About the 
suspect’s new McDonaldization thesis. The Internet has eroded his writing skill. Also, people’s greater 
dependence on established wisdoms. (5) Wes is criticizing Trump: an elite who has duped the working 
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class. Wes might be saying this per the CIA’s and the Secret Service’s instruction. The Invisible Hand is
still trying to provoke the suspect to defend Trump, and yet he says nothing. (6) About the Electoral 
College. (7) About the alert which Homeland Security had broadcast about the suspect in Frankfurt in 
2008, and the copy of “My experience...” which the suspect has secretly deposited on the shelves in the
University of Frankfurt’s library. Honneth might have seen the alert about the suspect. (8) Wes talks 
about his spelling and writing. (9) The suspect’s fantasy. (10) Is Wes plagiarizing the suspect’s 
commentaries about the “sacralization of victims”? “You don’t have to do anything special to become a
victim, I know that, I wrote about it... I feel so sad, I’m the mother of all victims, and yet it’s not 
known... In the future I will run into people who have seen the warning about me...” Wes: “Worry about
it when it happens...” “I’m not getting power from being a victim because nobody knows I’m a 
victim...” (11) The suspect: “It will be strange that the Russians couldn’t get the results they want in 
this ICJ trial...” Indeed! (12) The suspect: “You are so lucky to be in possession of the secret 
knowledge I’m seeking.” Wes plays dumb and denies it all: “The secret knowledge is that I don’t really
possess it... You don’t really know how little I know... They just want to make you suspicious of me... 
Your calculation is often very wrong...”

Between 10 AM and 12:30 PM, SS women send in three volunteers to look up the PP post – including 
one from Los Angeles on 11:30 AM: T-Mobile USA,

172.56.30.35 - - [13/Nov/2016:12:30:57 -0700] "GET /2012/61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225868 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=260320.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4.2; en-us; 
SAMSUNG SGH-T399N Build/KOT49H) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/1.5 
Chrome/28.0.1500.94 Mobile Safari/537.36"

Thus more volunteers are coming to confirm the SS women’s claim about how the suspect has 
terrorized them by spilling out on online forums his bizarre delusions about their going after him.

2:32 PM, SS women send in a volunteer from Astoria, New York, to look up meetup_fake_memb_ 
1.pdf. One more time (nycmny.fios.verizon.net):

108.6.112.207 - - [13/Nov/2016:15:32:55 -0700] "GET /petition-/attachment23/fake%20profiles%20at
%20meetup.com/www.meetup_fake_memb_1.pdf HTTP/1.1" 200 164724 "https://www.google.com/" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_12_1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/54.0.2840.71 Safari/537.36" 

The SS women continue to consolidate their claim about the suspect’s supposed habit of impersonating 
other people online.

5:49 PM, the Tallinn volunteer from yesterday comes to check on the PP post again. Her second time.

194.150.65.170 - - [13/Nov/2016:18:49:37 -0700] "GET /2012/61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225868 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=260320.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; 
x64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/54.0.2840.99 Safari/537.36"
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8:54 PM, the Tallinn volunteer checks on the PP post for the second time today. All these visits to the 
PP post today are indication that the CIA is fighting back and (for example) the NCTC is voicing 
skepticism about re-registering the suspect in terrorist databases.

We must also assume that the Secret Service is getting ready to deny the SS women’s request for 
“victim confidentiality”. It seems that, by monitoring the SS women’s communications and receiving 
reports from confidential informants, they already know what the women are up to tomorrow. They are 
making preparation to ward off the women’s assault tomorrow. Trump might have used his power as 
President-Elect to order the Secret Service to respect the SS women’s “victim confidentiality” – this is 
the only possible way for the Russian side to win – but, clearly, allied with the CIA and the rest of the 
US national security Establishment, the Secret Service is not about to comply. Meanwhile, the CIA is 
submitting the first round of evidences to the ICJ – the debate over re-registering the suspect in terrorist
databases – since Trump’s team has become a party to the trial. 

9:40 PM, the Tallinn volunteer comes to check on the PP post for the third time today. 

10:07 PM, the Tallinn volunteer comes to check on the PP post for the fourth time today. Again, this is 
a sign that yesterday’s attempt to re-register the suspect in terrorist databases has been reversed today. 

14.11 M (the Baltimore Lawyer at the Secret Service)

Kiersten would tweet a few times today.

7:21 AM, a volunteer from Germany visits “Political Correctness as Culture Industry” (ipconnect.de).

80.147.224.180 - - [14/Nov/2016:08:21:57 -0700] "GET /kulturindustrie9/kulturindustrie9k.pdf HTTP/
1.1" 200 636908 "https://www.google.de/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10.12; rv:49.0) 
Gecko/20100101 Firefox/49.0" 
80.147.224.180 - - [14/Nov/2016:08:21:59 -0700] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 408 "-" "Mozilla/
5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10.12; rv:49.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/49.0"

Most likely to collect testimony about the suspect’s denial of his insanity to send to the Baltimore 
Lawyer.

8:30 AM, Language Mark sends the suspect a job offer via ProZ: 196:207.74.92, Ani Network Pvt, 
Delhi. This might mean that the SS women want to make use of the “David Chin” document again: 
under Russian order, they are looking for concrete evidences again confirming that this is the suspect’s 
genuine confession.

10 AM, the suspect can’t log into Bluehost because it’s “under maintenance”. Is the Secret Service 
checking the suspect’s website to obtain proof that it contains none of the bad things which the SS 
women have ascribed to it?
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Now that the Trump team has joined the ICJ trial and declared – with the power of President-Elect – 
Homeland Security’s false warning about the suspect as a terrorist to be correct and valid, the SS 
women are ready to pursue their next step in forcing the Secret Service to restore their status as 
“victims of terrorism” and the suspect’s status as a “terrorist”. For this, they need to send the Baltimore 
Lawyer to Washington DC again. This time, to go meet with the Secret Service agents to file a 
complaint about the latter’s violation of their “victim confidentiality”, to file a stalking claim on behalf 
of all of the suspect’s “victims”, and to request the restoration of the women’s victim status and a ban 
on the suspect’s website. In this way, the Russians can intercept again evidence into the ICJ to enable 
them to not only preserve the conviction of Homeland Security CO chief and NULND but also to lock 
up the previous ICJ trial. The SS women might have connected up with the Baltimore Lawyer around 
12 PM. 12:26 PM, they direct her to the suspect’s website: 68.134.23.247, bltmmd.fios.verizon.net, 
Elkridge, Maryland. Just like two days ago, the Baltimore lawyer is using her iPhone. 

68.134.23.247 - - [14/Nov/2016:13:26:03 -0700] "GET /1.html HTTP/1.1" 200 10682 
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 10_1_1 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/602.2.14 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/10.0 Mobile/14B100 Safari/602.1"

The SS women discuss this “Secret History” with her for 6 minutes. 12:32 PM, they direct her to click 
on links.html.

68.134.23.247 - - [14/Nov/2016:13:32:33 -0700] "GET /dot_clear.gif HTTP/1.1" 404 1322 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/links.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 10_1_1 like 
Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/602.2.14 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/10.0 Mobile/14B100 Safari/602.1" 

The SS women direct her to click on the link to Marine Le Pen’s website while explaining the task to 
her: “We must also get the Secret Service to acknowledge officially that he is stalking and harassing Ms
Le Pen. He links to her in order to use his bad reputation as a terrorist to defame her.” By 12:37 PM, 
the Baltimore Lawyer has clicked on the “back” button on her browser and returned to the external 
links page:

68.134.23.247 - - [14/Nov/2016:13:37:41 -0700] "GET /dot_clear.gif HTTP/1.1" 404 1322 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/links.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 10_1_1 like 
Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/602.2.14 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/10.0 Mobile/14B100 Safari/602.1"

By 1 PM, the Baltimore Lawyer has left home and is now driving to Washington DC. It’s 4 PM local 
time. By 4:16 PM, or 7:16 PM local time, the Baltimore Lawyer is with the Secret Service filing the 
claim on behalf of the SS women, the Trump campaign, the National Front, and all the other famous 
victims of the suspect’s, requesting them to retract their August decision on account of their violation of
the women’s “victim confidentiality”, to respect it this time, and to ban the suspect’s website. Kiersten, 
not wanting to be left out – wanting to emphasize that the suspect is also obsessed with her and wants 
to devour her out of sexual lust for her – instructs a volunteer using Google proxy (Crawfordville, 
Florida) to call in to report that the suspect threatens her on this document out of obsession with her 
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(“shit in the pig’s mouth”):

66.102.6.91 - - [14/Nov/2016:17:16:21 -0700] "GET /prelude_C_5/prelude_C_5l.pdf HTTP/1.1" 200 
2227653 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4.4; A462C Build/KTU84P) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/54.0.2840.85 Mobile Safari/537.36"

The Baltimore Lawyer discusses the matter with the Secret Service for another hour. The SS women 
must be participating in the discussion as well via video conferencing. Karin is so involved that she has
canceled her meetup tonight. 5:30 PM, whether or not it is due to the Secret Service’s resistance, the SS
women need the Baltimore Lawyer to reinforce their case. They direct her to look at the suspect’s 
website again:

166.216.165.17 - - [14/Nov/2016:18:30:15 -0700] "GET /1.html HTTP/1.1" 200 10682 
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 10_1_1 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/602.2.14 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/10.0 Mobile/14B100 Safari/602.1"

Note that the Baltimore Lawyer’s IP address is now traced to Alexandria, Virginia – mycingular.net as 
usual – two miles south of Washington DC. This reveals that she might be at the Secret Service’s office 
south of Capitol Hill.

Within 8 seconds, the SS women direct her to:
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166.216.165.17 - - [14/Nov/2016:18:30:23 -0700] "GET /archivedblogs2 HTTP/1.1" 404 1322 "http://
www.enlightenment1998.com/1.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 10_1_1 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/602.2.14 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/10.0 Mobile/14B100 Safari/602.1"

They want her to tell the Secret Service that the suspect also talks about committing crimes on his 
website – for which reason the Secret Service should never look at it. But the blog postings they are 
looking for are no longer there. And so, 30 seconds later, the SS women direct her to do another search 
for the suspect’s website:

166.216.165.17 - - [14/Nov/2016:18:30:54 -0700] "GET / HTTP/1.1" 200 3151 
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 10_1_1 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/602.2.14 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/10.0 Mobile/14B100 Safari/602.1"

5:32 PM, the SS women direct her to “American response”:

166.216.165.17 - - [14/Nov/2016:18:32:28 -0700] "GET /farright_sum/farright_sum2.pdf HTTP/1.1" 
200 119081 "http://www.enlightenment1998.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 10_1_1 like 
Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/602.2.14 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/10.0 Mobile/14B100 Safari/602.1"

This is the evidence which the SS women direct the Baltimore Lawyer to submit: “He has been 
obsessed with the Le Pen family and writes about them here. Here he describes ways to harm them. 
He’s also aiming to defame them by associating his name with their name on Google search results and 
so on.” 5:33 PM, the SS women direct the Baltimore Lawyer to click on links.html again. 

166.216.165.17 - - [14/Nov/2016:18:33:25 -0700] "GET /dot_clear.gif HTTP/1.1" 404 1322 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/links.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 10_1_1 like 
Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/602.2.14 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/10.0 Mobile/14B100 Safari/602.1"

Again, to show the Secret Service the suspect’s link to Marine’s website. 6:21 PM, the Tallinn 
volunteer comes again to check on the same PP post. 

194.150.65.26 - - [14/Nov/2016:19:21:27 -0700] "GET /2012/61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225868 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=260320.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; 
x64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/54.0.2840.99 Safari/537.36"

It’s past 9 PM in Washington DC, and the Baltimore Lawyer has been discussing the suspect’s case 
with the Secret Service for two hours already. To round up their case, the SS women direct the Tallinn 
volunteer to report to the Secret Service that the suspect has also been terrorizing them on the PP forum
(by spilling out his delusions about their going after him, which makes him a danger to them because 
he denies believing people are going after him constitutes insanity). 

Some time past 7 PM (or 10 PM local time), the Baltimore Lawyer has left the Secret Service’s 
southern field office. By 8 PM, or 11 PM local time, she is in another location north of Washington DC.
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8:02 PM, the SS women direct her to look at the suspect’s external links page again: 

166.137.240.60 - - [14/Nov/2016:21:02:02 -0700] "GET /dot_clear.gif HTTP/1.1" 404 1322 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/links.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 10_1_1 like 
Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/602.2.14 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/10.0 Mobile/14B100 Safari/602.1"

This time her IP address (mycingular.net) is traced to Silver Spring, Maryland. This indicates that she is
probably at the Secret Service’s northern field office (Powder Mill Road, Laurel, MD 20708). She is 
now directed to file the case on behalf of the SS women, the Trump campaign, the National Front, and 
all the other “victims” with a different Secret Service division. 

Then, 8:05 PM, the SS women direct the Baltimore Lawyer to look at the other PP posting:

166.137.240.60 - - [14/Nov/2016:21:05:34 -0700] "GET /2012/rosen.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 77097 "http://
forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=166020.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 10_1_1 
like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/602.2.14 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/10.0 Mobile/14B100 
Safari/602.1"

The SS women direct her to submit this as evidence: that the suspect likes to surf the Internet under 
false identities and that he suffers from such severe paranoid schizophrenia as to believe in the 
existence of electronic chips inside his brain. This makes him very dangerous. After discussing this 
with the Secret Service agent for 13 minutes, the SS women direct the Baltimore lawyer to come back 
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to links.html, 

166.137.240.60 - - [14/Nov/2016:21:18:55 -0700] "GET /dot_clear.gif HTTP/1.1" 404 1322 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/links.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 10_1_1 like 
Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/602.2.14 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/10.0 Mobile/14B100 Safari/602.1"

About the suspect’s links to Marine’s and Geert’s websites, etc. 8:20 PM, they direct her to index.html. 
Then, immediately, sci.pdf. 

166.137.240.60 - - [14/Nov/2016:21:20:22 -0700] "GET /index.html HTTP/1.1" 200 3151 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/links.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 10_1_1 like 
Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/602.2.14 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/10.0 Mobile/14B100 Safari/602.1"

166.137.240.60 - - [14/Nov/2016:21:20:33 -0700] "GET /sci/sci.pdf HTTP/1.1" 200 480129 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/index.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 10_1_1 like 
Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/602.2.14 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/10.0 Mobile/14B100 Safari/602.1"

The SS women also want the Baltimore Lawyer to submit this as evidence: that the suspect utters hate 
speech against white women on his website by comparing them to chimpanzees and denying they are 
disadvantaged in the legal system. Then, three minutes later, 8:23 PM, the SS women direct her to 
“Synopsis of the CIA’s argument”: 

166.137.240.60 - - [14/Nov/2016:21:23:37 -0700] "GET /vol1appendix-/vol1appendixg.pdf HTTP/1.1"
200 159500 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 10_1_1 like Mac OS X)
AppleWebKit/602.2.14 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/10.0 Mobile/14B100 Safari/602.1"

The SS women also want the Baltimore Lawyer to submit this as evidence: that the suspect suffers 
from such severe paranoid schizophrenia as to believe that he is entangled in a government conspiracy 
which involves the CIA and the International Court of Justice and so on. 9:29 PM, or 12:39 AM local 
time, the Baltimore Lawyer comes again to the index page.

166.137.240.60 - - [14/Nov/2016:22:29:18 -0700] "GET /dot_clear.gif HTTP/1.1" 404 1322 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 10_1_1 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/602.2.14 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/10.0 Mobile/14B100 Safari/602.1"

It’s a good estimate that, while the Baltimore Lawyer is in the southern field office for about three 
hours, from 7 to 10 PM, she spends approximately two hours in the northern field office, from 11 PM 
to 1 AM (local time). 

Throughout the whole day, the SS women continue to send decoys to the suspect’s website. 3:48 AM, 
they access that special section on their Secret Facebook Group.

15.11 T (the SS women reopen their case with the Secret Service)
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4:15 AM, SS women’s volunteer from Tudela, Spain, visits “Prelude D4K” (dyn.user.ono.com).

82.213.189.160 - - [15/Nov/2016:05:15:28 -0700] "GET /prelude_D_4/prelude_D_4k.pdf HTTP/1.1" 
200 3502613 "https://www.google.es/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10.6; rv:48.0) Gecko/
20100101 Firefox/48.0"

The search terms could very well be “Lawrence C Chin Donald Trump”. Namely, a report to the Secret 
Service about how the suspect harasses Trump with his website by associating his name with Trump’s 
on Google searches (how he uses his terrorist status to harm Trump).

6:51 AM, the SS women direct a volunteer from Klazienaveen, Netherlands, to look up “Prelude-C5L” 
(dynamic.ziggo.nl).

94.213.93.246 - - [15/Nov/2016:07:51:32 -0700] "GET /prelude_C_5/prelude_C_5l.pdf HTTP/1.1" 200
2227653 "https://www.google.nl/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; x64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/54.0.2840.87 Safari/537.36"
94.213.93.246 - - [15/Nov/2016:07:51:33 -0700] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 408 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/prelude_C_5/prelude_C_5l.pdf" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0;
Win64; x64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/54.0.2840.87 Safari/537.36" 

To reinforce the earlier false report on behalf of Kiersten? Or to add something new? Or is it perhaps 
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counter-evidence in the ICJ to deny the CIA’s claim that the suspect, given his knowledge about how 
the ICJ trial works, cannot have intended to harm the National Front back in February?

The SS women then submit several false reports about the suspect’s plagiarism to the Secret Service. 

12:40 PM, the SS women direct a volunteer from Iran to look up “New Summary” (Mobin Net 
Communication Company):

109.108.189.239 - - [15/Nov/2016:13:40:19 -0700] "GET /summary2016_8/summary2016_8g.pdf 
HTTP/1.1" 200 577540 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/54.0.2840.99 Safari/537.36" 

A false report about the suspect’s severe delusions about the government conspiracy targeting him.

12:41 PM, the SS women direct a volunteer from Austria (public.t-mobile.at) to look up “eee_df.pdf”. 

213.162.68.119 - - [15/Nov/2016:13:41:13 -0700] "GET /howihave73bg4-/forum_posts/eee_df.pdf 
HTTP/1.1" 200 47164 "https://www.google.at/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; Win64; x64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/55.0.2875.0 Safari/537.36" 

A false report about the suspect’s computer-hacking.

1:36 PM, the SS women direct a volunteer from Burbank, California, to the suspect’s web gallery. He 
then immediately comes to the old gallery (customerip.birch.net): 

69.199.123.242 - - [15/Nov/2016:14:36:15 -0700] "GET /gallery/gallery.html HTTP/1.1" 200 4374 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/54.0.2840.99 Safari/537.36"

69.199.123.242 - - [15/Nov/2016:14:36:36 -0700] "GET /gallery/oldgallery.html HTTP/1.1" 200 1750 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/gallery/gallery.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/54.0.2840.99 Safari/537.36"

A false report about the suspect’s theft of other people’s artworks or use of portraiture to harass famous 
people. 

Then, a few decoy visits. The SS women are waiting for a response – now that they have confirmed the
accuracy of every bad characteristic they have attributed to suspect on the Homeland Security warning 
about him. More than four hours later, it’s time to check whether the Secret Service has been obliged 
by the foregoing false reports to remove the suspect’s website. 6:27 PM, the SS women direct the Long 
Keng volunteer to conduct a status check (hinet-ip.hinet.net, Taiwan):

125.227.200.198 - - [15/Nov/2016:19:27:52 -0700] "GET /thermex2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 530 "-" 
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"Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_6) AppleWebKit/602.1.50 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Version/10.0 Safari/602.1.50"

No. Has not Trump’s order to respect their victim confidentiality prohibited the Secret Service from 
verifying the veracity of their reports? What are the Secret Service officers waiting for? Even with 
Trump’s help, their battle is going to be harder than expected. 

12 visits afterward, including 3 visits to the PP-166020 post and the PP-184178 post. Some of the visits
to Scientific Enlightenment are probably false reports about the suspect’s plagiarism.

7 PM, the suspect is at Null Space Lab.

16.11 W

Today, volunteers would visit descartes202.html and (sci/) appdendix.html each two times. False 
reports about the suspect’s plagiarism. (These, and many others throughout the day.)

4:45 PM, a volunteer from Pittsburg State University (Pittsburg, Kansas) visits the “Marine” essay.

198.49.82.49 - - [16/Nov/2016:17:45:32 -0700] "GET /lepen3/lepen6.pdf HTTP/1.1" 200 722381 
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.116 Safari/537.36"
198.49.82.49 - - [16/Nov/2016:17:45:33 -0700] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 408 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/lepen3/lepen6.pdf" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.116 Safari/537.36" 

A report about the suspect’s harassment of Marine? Severe delusions about her? Dangerous obsession? 
Plagiarism? 

8:34 PM, Lingua Consultancy Services sends the suspect a job offer via ProZ: 122.161.25.196, 
airtelbroadband.in, New Delhi. Do the SS women again want to collect concrete evidences 
demonstrating that the suspect is David Chin and uses his computer to pretend to do translation work?

9:23 PM, just twenty minutes after the suspect has left Limited Ink, a volunteer from Monterrey, 
Mexico, looks up drawla430-13.jpg (Angela), kristin.jpg, xi.jpg, geert.jpg, drawla15.jpg (Emiko), and 
drawla430-20.jpg (Katty) (prod-infinitum.com.mx).

189.175.250.242 - - [16/Nov/2016:22:23:41 -0700] "GET /drawLA/drawLA_04_15/drawla430-13.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 308666 "https://www.bing.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; x64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/51.0.2704.79 Safari/537.36 Edge/14.14393" 
189.175.250.242 - - [16/Nov/2016:22:23:44 -0700] "GET /drawLA/drawla-100815/kristin.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 173121 "https://www.bing.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; x64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/51.0.2704.79 Safari/537.36 Edge/14.14393" 
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189.175.250.242 - - [16/Nov/2016:22:23:45 -0700] "GET /drawLA/drawla-100815/xi.jpg HTTP/1.1" 
200 359193 "https://www.bing.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; x64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/51.0.2704.79 Safari/537.36 Edge/14.14393" 
189.175.250.242 - - [16/Nov/2016:22:23:45 -0700] "GET /drawLA/drawla-100815/geert.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 298122 "https://www.bing.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; x64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/51.0.2704.79 Safari/537.36 Edge/14.14393" 
189.175.250.242 - - [16/Nov/2016:22:23:45 -0700] "GET 
/drawLA/drawLA_01_15/drawanythingLA/drawla15.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 441426 
"https://www.bing.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; x64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/51.0.2704.79 Safari/537.36 Edge/14.14393" 
189.175.250.242 - - [16/Nov/2016:22:23:49 -0700] "GET /drawLA/drawLA_04_15/drawla430-20.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 292687 "https://www.bing.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; x64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/51.0.2704.79 Safari/537.36 Edge/14.14393"

A report about the suspect’s use of portraiture to embarrass and harass famous people and ordinary 
citizens alike. It’s becoming increasingly evident that the SS women have recruited Kelly and Emiko to
their campaign.

Between 11:40 PM and 1:50 AM, the volunteers are focused on reporting the suspect for stealing “The 
Origin of Chinese Civilization” from his family members and putting it on his website as if it were his 
own work. 

Note this volunteer on 2:40 AM: Blackpool Borough Council, Blackpool, UK,

91.240.226.111 - - [17/Nov/2016:03:40:58 -0700] "GET /2012/braingate2.jpeg HTTP/1.1" 200 8287 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=184178.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; CrOS x86_64 
8743.83.0) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/54.0.2840.93 Safari/537.36"

Very possibly related to the 2 August Blackpool volunteer (the PP post).

17.11 (argument with Wes)

11:56 AM, the same Tallinn volunteer comes to check on the PP post again.

194.150.65.37 - - [17/Nov/2016:12:56:31 -0700] "GET /2012/61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225868 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=260320.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; 
x64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/54.0.2840.99 Safari/537.36"

12 PM, Bluehost is shut down. It’s probably the Secret Service which has shut down Bluehost in order 
to examine (again) the contents of the suspect’s website and gather evidences to dispute the SS 
women’s claims. The CIA needs this evidence to counter the Trump team’s claim in the ICJ.

False reports about the suspect’s plagiarism continues throughout the whole day.
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1:44 PM, a volunteer from Quebec (Bell Mobility) is looking up “Prelude-D4K”. She might simply 
have Googled “Lawrence Chin, Los Angeles”. Or it could be the same report about the suspect’s 
harassment of Trump.

184.151.127.172 - - [17/Nov/2016:14:44:35 -0700] "GET /prelude_D_4/prelude_D_4k.pdf HTTP/1.1" 
200 1936547 "https://www.google.ca/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 6.0; LG-D852 Build/MRA58K) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/53.0.2785.124 Mobile Safari/537.36" 

6:49 PM, a volunteer from Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic, also looks up “Prelude-D4K”. The 
same report, presumably (dyn.codetel.net.do):

190.167.70.36 - - [17/Nov/2016:19:49:17 -0700] "GET /prelude_D_4/prelude_D_4k.pdf HTTP/1.1" 
200 3502613 "https://www.google.com.do/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/54.0.2840.99 Safari/537.36"

8:19 PM, the suspect is connected with Wes (from 2:44:30 onward). Wes has called to wish the suspect 
“happy birthday”. But it would not be a pleasant conversation. The suspect announces: the SS women 
have launched a major operation on Monday, they have found the Baltimore Lawyer. Wes: “How do 
you know all this?” The suspect describes the Baltimore Lawyer’s behavior and movement. “Since the 
JTTF [wrong, it’s the Secret Service] has eliminated the SS women’s status as ‘victims’ of my 
‘terrorism’, their priority should be to recover that...” While this is sort of correct, the suspect then 
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comes up with the wrong theory. “They tried to tell her about my connections with rightwing 
parties....” Wes: “How do you know all this? All speculation! How do you know they are looking at 
your website?” “Her IP address....” “How do you know it’s her IP address?” “I’ve seen it before...” 
“How did you know it the first time?” Annoyed, the suspect shouts: “I don’t want to explain it.” Then, 
more of his wrong theory: “They are telling the Baltimore Lawyer that this is an opportunity to bring 
down Trump.” The reality is however just the opposite: the Trump campaign is complaining that the 
suspect has wanted to bring him down, not the SS women. The Russians could use this as evidence to 
confirm the SS women’s claim that the suspect likes to project his own evils onto others (which is the 
SS women’s projection onto him of their tendency to project their own evils onto him). No wonder that 
Wes suddenly intervenes: “Maybe she gets the information from the Trump campaign that you have 
volunteered...” Indeed: the Baltimore Lawyer is hired by the SS women and the Trump campaign 
together. Wes is actually providing a hint to the suspect! The suspect continues: “7 months ago she 
regarded the SS women’s case to be frivolous, but not this time... Something has changed her attitude, 
it must be Trump....” Again, the suspect is wrong: he doesn’t yet understand the Baltimore Lawyer’s 
intimate relationship with the SS women, especially Dr P. Wes: “You can’t defame him...” The suspect: 
“This time they have shared Homeland Security’s warning with the Baltimore Lawyer...” The suspect 
again does not quite understand the situation: the Baltimore Lawyer has seen the Homeland Security 
warning about him since a long time ago. Wes refutes the suspect’s theory and claims: David Duke is a 
terrorist! (2) The suspect asks Wes why he falsely claimed the suspect wanted Trump to win in order to 
destroy America. “Who told you to say that on Sunday?” Since the suspect wasn’t provoked on Sunday
to explain himself, Wes is going to provoke him again today. “Why would anyone vote for Trump? Are 
you stupid, or are you ignorant?” “Neither.” “Then why would you vote for Trump? Putin likes Trump 
because he wants to destroy America.” “No, he wants America to stop pressuring Russia. Trump is not 
going to weaken America. I in fact voted for Jill Stein, because she really does want to weaken 
America. I didn’t vote for Trump because I live in California. Trump is going to increase America’s 
defense budget. Jill Stein on the other hand will close down America’s overseas bases and cut 
America’s defense budget by half.” The suspect then reiterates the three good aspects about Trump. 
“But these three facts mean America is changing direction. Putin would in fact support Jill Stein if she 
had a chance....” Wes: “But one can also weaken America economically....” The CIA has tonight at last 
obtained the evidences they need: that the suspect’s endorsement of Trump is based on rational 
calculation rather than on obsession – that the suspect is a different kind of creature than the SS 
women’s portrayal of him. Furthermore, the suspect’s knowledge that the SS women have hired the 
Baltimore Lawyer and sent her to Washington DC on Monday is evidence that, contrary to their 
claims, the suspect doesn’t suffer from any paranoid delusion about their going after him – that the 
suspect has simply discovered their operation by checking his visitors’ log, that, because he is guessing,
his scenarios are often vague, wrong, or distorted, and that the SS women’s claim about his delusions 
about their going after him actually just refers to his inadequate guesses or wrong inferences, which are
not the same as real delusional disorder. However, Wes will continue to try to dissuade the suspect from
his discovery – accusing him of wrongly identifying the Baltimore Lawyer’s IP addresses and so on – 
probably per Homeland Security’s order because the Russians want to use Wes’ skepticism as their 
evidence that the suspect does indeed suffer from paranoid delusions about the SS women’s going after 
him and, because of his delusions, always does indeed mistake the visits to his website (since, in the 
intercept which the Russians will bring into the ICJ, the suspect’s side of the conversation will be 
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blacked out). Thus: (3) The suspect: “The Baltimore Lawyer took the case in order to have a chance to 
weaken Trump. [Wrong!] Her movement... She probably went to Washington DC to talk to other 
lawyers.... I’m really sick and tired of this, having to devote 30 hours a week to tracking their visits... 
And yet the SS women themselves are in bed with these rightwing parties... They can succeed in 
banning my website only if they use local resources... They victimize me by insisting on becoming my 
victims...” Then the suspect explains his envy of Wes: “You are in possession of secret knowledge, 
please give me a ‘birthday oracle’...” The suspect then uses the example of the security guard’s 
incorrect speculation about how he had broken a window to explain how he might be wrong. Wes 
suddenly provides an oracle: “Each of our acts aims at a certain insertion of our will in reality...” The 
suspect is dumbfounded: “It sounds like Habermas’ definition of strategic action.” What’s this about? 
It's quite likely that it’s the Invisible Hand’s oracle and that the purpose is, again, to simply cause the 
suspect to speculate on its meaning so that the process of his speculation can become evidence in the 
ICJ proving that he is not insane (that he has come up with his so-called “crazy scenarios” through 
logical reasoning rather than through hallucination and so on). Then, in order to provide evidence of the
suspect’s insanity and stupidity to the Russian side in the ICJ, Wes continually provokes the suspect by 
denying he possesses any secret knowledge and using sophism to make the suspect’s discovery of the 
Baltimore Lawyer’s movement on Monday appear like idiotic speculations. “Wild speculation! I don’t 
know how you can come to such conclusions...” The suspect gets very angry in the end – anyone who 
has been tracking visits on infrequently visited personal websites for decades will have acquired the 
knowledge and experience to track this repeated visitor to his website; yet, ordinary people, because 
they are ignorant and stupid, assume this is impossible and laugh at the expert! And yet there is no way 
to rebut the ignorant and the stupid! What’s more, Wes simply hangs up after he has, unfairly and 
through tricks, made the suspect look like a fool. The suspect would be angry all night long. Some kind
of birthday gift!

Both the Russian side and the CIA have tonight obtained the evidences they have wanted. When the 
Russians submit the intercept of tonight’s conversation to the ICJ as evidence, the suspect’s side will be
censored, so that the intercept will be evidence suggesting that the suspect is both insane and 
tremendously stupid. The CIA will then present the intercept without any censoring which would reveal
that the suspect has in fact correctly identified the Baltimore Lawyer’s visits, that he is not insane at all 
but quite smart, and that it’s Wes who is (or is pretending to be) ignorant. (And also that the suspect is 
rationally motivated to endorse Trump and has no intention to hurt him or any Russian allies.) The two 
sets of evidences will then cancel each other out. Thus, once again, a stalemate will result between the 
two sides. Unless the SS women’s “victim confidentiality” is respected – so that the suspect may 
become a black hole – it will always be like this.

11:31 PM, the same volunteer from Val-d’Or looks up “The Cheney Plan”. 

24.212.39.253 - - [18/Nov/2016:00:31:08 -0700] "GET /cheneyplan37/cheneyplan37.pdf HTTP/1.1" 
200 557417 "https://www.google.ca/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/54.0.2840.99 Safari/537.36"

He was last seen on 2 November, 12 October, and 1 August. (Note that he is usually assigned to the PP 
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post!) This is evidently the same story which the SS women have invented about this essay and which 
they would pull out whenever they feel they are running into an impasse with the Secret Service.

3:45 AM, the SS women are again accessing the special section on their Secret Facebook Group 
(athd2.jpg).
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